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1. INTRODUCTION

Petitioner 2Wire, Inc., Inc. filed a Petition (Paper 2, “Pet.”) requesting

an inter partes review of claims 1 and 14 ofU.S. Patent No. 8,073,041 B1

(Ex. 1001, “the ’041 patent”) pursuant to 35 U.S.C. §§ 311-319. Patent

Owner TQ Delta, LLC filed a Preliminary Response (Paper 11, “Prelim.

Resp.”). We have jurisdiction under 35 U.S.C. § 314(a), which provides that

an inter partes review may not be instituted “unless . . . there is a reasonable

likelihood that the petitioner would prevail with respect to at least 1 of the

claims challenged in the petition.” After considering the Petition, and

associated evidence, we conclude that Petitioner has not demonstrated a

reasonable likelihood that it would prevail in showing unpatentability of all

the challenged claims. For the reasonslthat follow, we deny institution of an
inter partes review of claims 1 and 14 of the ’041 patent. H I

11. BACKGROUND '

A. Related Proceedings

The parties state that the ’O41 patent has been asserted in TQ Delta

LLC 2Wire Inc., Case No. 1:13-cv-0l835—RGA (D. Del.); TQ Delta LLC

v. Zhone Technologies, Inc., Case No. 1:13-cv-0l836—RGA (D. Del.); TQ

Delta LLC v. ZyXEL Communications Inc. et al., Case No. 1:13-cv-02013— _

RGA (D. Del.); TQ ‘Delta, LLC v. ADTRAN, Inc., Case No. 1:14-cv-00954-

RGA (D. Del.); and ADTRAN, Inc. v. TQ Delta LLC, Case No. 5:l4-cv-

. 01381 (N.D. Ala.). Pet. 1; Paper 13, 2.
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B. The ’041 Patent

The ’04l patent pertains to communications systems using

multicarrier modulation, such as digital subscriber line (DSL) systems using

discrete multitone modulation (DMT), where a transmitter communicates

over a communication channel by modulating “[c]arrier signals (carriers) or

sub-channels spaced within a usable frequency band of the communication

channel.” Ex. 1001, col. 1, 11. 29-34. In such a system, the phase and

amplitude of the modulated carrier signals typically “can be considered

random” because they “result from the modulation of an arbitrary sequence

of input data bits comprising the transmitted information.” Id. at col. 1,

11. 44-48.. In some situations, however, the phases of the modulated carriers

may combine to produce a spike in the transmitted signal, which increases

the peak-to-average power ratio (PAR) of the signal, i.e., the “ratio of the

instantaneous peak value (i.e., maximum. magnitude) of a signal parameter

(e.g., voltage, current, phase, frequency, power) to the time-averaged value

of the signal parameter.” Id. at col. 1, 1. 55-col. 2, 1. 22. According to the _

’041 patent, PAR is an important consideration in designing a DMTI

communication system because an increased PAR can result in high power

consumption or clipping of the transmission signal. Id. at col. 2, 11. 8-27.

Therefore, there was a need in the art for a system that can “effectively

scramble the phase of the modulated carrier signals in order to provide a low

PAR for the transmission signal.” Id. at col. 2, 11. 28-30.

A Figure 1 of the ’041 patent is reproduced below.
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Figure 1 above depicts transceiver 10 communicating transmission signals

38 over communication channel 18 (e.g., a pair of twisted wires of a

telephone line) to remote transceiver 14. Id. at col. 3, 11. 25-50. Quadrature

amplitude modulation (QAM) encoder 42 maps input serial data bit stream

54 in the time domain into parallel QAM symbols 58 in the frequency

domain. Id. at col. 3, 11. 62-67; Modulator 46 modulates each carrier signal

with a different QAM symbol 58 so that the signals have the phase and

amplitude associated with the respective QAM symbol 58 (and input serial

A bit stream 54). Id. at col. 4, 11. 9-21. Phase scrambler 66 in modulator 46

calculates a phase shift for each carrier signal and combines the calculated

phase shift with the phase characteristic of the respective carrier signal. Id.

at col. 4, 1. 47—col. 5, l. 3, col. 6, 11. 40-52. Phase scrambler 66 calculates

the phase shift for a carrier signal by (1) determining one or more values

“independently of the QAM symbols 58, and, therefore, independently of the
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bit value(s) modulated onto the carrier signal,” and (2) solving a

“predetermined equation” using the value associated with the carrier signal.

Id. at col. 4, 11.447-52, 63-66. For example, the value for a carrier signal

may be “derived from one or more predefined parameters, such as a pseudo

random number generator.” Id. at col. 4, 11. 53-55. According to the ’041

patent, the use of a value determined independently of the input bit values

results in a lower PAR for the transmission signal. Id. at col. 2, l. 31-col. 3,

l. 2, col. 6, 11. 46-53. Transceiver 10 combines all of the carrier signals to

form the transmission signal that is sent to remote transceiver 14. Id. at col.

8, 11. 16-22.

C. Challenged Claims ofthe '04] Patent

Independent claims 1 and 14 of the ’041 patent recite:

1. A method, in a first multicarrier transceiver that

uses a plurality of carrier signals for receiving a bit

stream, wherein each carrier signal has a phase

characteristic associated with the bit stream, the method

comprising:

receiving the bit stream, wherein:

each carrier signal is associated with a value

determined independently of any bit value of the bit

stream carried by that respective carrier signal, the value

associated with each carrier signal determined by a

pseudo-random number generator,

a phase shift for each carrier signal is based on:
the value associated with that carrier

signal, and
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the combining of a phase for each

carrier signal with the phase characteristic of

that respective carrier signal so as to

substantially scramble the phase

characteristics of the plurality of carrier _

signals, and T
multiple carrier signals corresponding to the

plurality of phase shifted and scrambled carrier signals

are used by the first multicarrier transceiver to
demodulate a same bit value of the received bit stream.

14. A multicarrier system including a first transceiver

that uses a plurality of carrier signals for receiving a bit

stream, wherein each carrier signal has a phase

characteristic associated with the bit stream, the

transceiver capable of receiving the bit stream, wherein:

each carrier signal is associated with a value

- determined independently of any bit value of the bit

stream carried by that respective carrier signal, the value

associated with each carrier signal determined by a

pseudo-random number generator,

a phase shift for each carrier signal is based on:

the value associated with that respective

carrier signal, and

the combining of a phase shift for each

carrier signal with the phase characteristic of that

respective carrier signal so as to substantially

scramble the phase characteristics of the plurality

of carrier signals,

multiple carrier signals corresponding to the

plurality of phase shifted and scrambled carrier signals

are used by the first multicarrier transceiver to

demodulate a same input bit value of the received bit x
stream.
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Ex. 1001, col. 10,1. 58-001. 11,1. 11; col. ll, 1. 42—col. 12,1. 16.

D. The Asserted Grounds

Petitioner asserts that the challenged claims of the ’O41 patent are

unpatentable for the following specific grounds (Pet. 14-15):

iSuzuki’614, Suzuki ’4l5, and
Admitted Prior An’

L °, s k"415, d
T‘1‘f:,"li‘35 “Z” ‘ an 35 U.S.C.§ 103(a) 1andl4
Fifield, Suzuki ’415, and ”
Admitted Prior Art 35 U.S.C.§ 103(a) land 14

1 U.S. Patent No. 5,903,614, issued May 11, 1999 (Ex. 1003, “Suzuki

’614”).

2 U.S. Patent NO. 5,694,415, issued Dec. 2, 1997 (Ex. 1009, “Suzuki ’415”).
3 Alleged admitted prior art in the Specification of the ’O41 patent at col. 1,
11. 29-43, 49-54, 57-64, col. 3, 11. 24-36, and Fig. 1 (Ex- 1001, “Admitted

Prior Art”).-

4 U.S. Patent No. 6,301,268 B1, filed Mar. 10, 1998, issued Oct. 9, 2001

(Ex. 1004, “Laroi’a”).

5 U.S. Patent NO. 6,781,951 B1, filed Oct. 22, 1999, issued Aug. 24, 2004

(Ex. 1008, “Fifield”),

6 ANSI T1.413-1998', DRAFT AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARD FOR

TELECOMMUNICATIONS, NETWORK AND CUSTOMER INSTALLATION

INTERFACES—ASYMMETRIC DIGITAL SUBSCRIBER LINE (ADSL) METALLIC

INTERFACE (John Bingham & Frank Van der Putten, eds., 1998) (Ex. 1006,

“T1.413”). .
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III. ANALYSIS

A. Claim Interpretation

We determine the meaning of the claims as the first step of our

analysis. _In an inter partes review, we interpret claims of an unexpired

patent using the broadest reasonable construction. 37 C.F.R. §'42.l00(b);

see Office Patent Trial Practice Guide, 77 Fed. Reg. 48,756, 48,766 (Aug.

14, 2012); In re Cuozzo Speed Techs., LLC, 778 F.3d 1271, 1278-82 (Fed.

Cir. 2015). If an inventor acts as his or her own lexicographer, the definition

must be set forth in the specification with reasonable clarity, deliberateness,

and precision. Renishaw PLC v. Marposs Societa ’ per Aziorti, 158 F.3d

1243, 1249 (Fed. Cir. 1998). Claim terms generally are given their ordinary

and customary meaning, as would be understood by one of ordinary skill in

the art in the context of the entire disclosure. See In re Translogic Tech.,

Inc., 504 F.3d1249, 1257 (Fed. Cir. 2007).

Petitioner argues that the terms in claims 1 and 14 do not require

1 interpretation. Pet. 15-16. Patent Owner proposes interpretations for two

limitations: “a value determined independently of any bit value” and

“multiple carrier signals corresponding to the plurality of phase shifted and

scrambled carrier signals are used by the first multicarrier transceiver to

demodulate a same bit value of the received bit stream.” Prelim. Resp. 9-

16. After reviewing the parties’ papers, we find that no express claim

constructions are required for purposes of this Decision.
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B. Obviousness based on Suzuki ’614, Suzuki ’415, and Admitted Prior Art

Petitioner contends that claims 1 and 14 are unpatentable over Suzuki

’614, Suzuki ’415, and Admitted Prior Art under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a). Pet.

27—38. Petitioner relies on Suzuki ’614 and Suzuki ’415 for the limitations ~

recited in claims 1 and 14. Id. at 33-38. Petitioner provides a claim chart

citing various portions of Suzuki ’6144and Suzuki ’415, and states that the

claim chart is supported by the Declaration of Krista S. Jacobsen, Ph.D. Id.

at 27, 31-35 (citing Ex_. 1002 ‘M 158—220, App. A1).

We are not persuaded that Petitioner has established a reasonable

likelihood of prevailing on its asserted ground based on Suzuki ’614, Suzuki

’415, and Admitted Prior Art. “Section 103(a) forbids issuance of a patent

when ‘the differences between the subject matter sought to be patentedand

the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been

obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary skill

in the art to which said subject matter pertains.” KSR Int 7 Co. v. Teleflex

Inc, 550 U.S. 398, 405 (2007). A patent claim, however, “is not proved

obvious merely by demonstrating that each of its elements was,

independently, known in the prior art.” Id. at 401. “Rather, obviousness

requires the additional showing that a person of ordinary skill at the time of

the invention would have selected and combined those prior art elements in

the normal course of research and development to yield the claimed

invention.” Unigene Labs., Inc. v. Apotex, Inc., 655 F.3d 1352, 1360 (Fed.

Cir. 2011). For an obviousness analysis, “it can be important to identify a
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reason that would have prompted a person of ordinary skill in the relevant

field to combine the elements in the way the claimed new invention does.”

KSR, 550 U.S. at 418. Further,an assertion of obviousness “‘cannot be

sustained by mere conclusory statements; instead, there must be some I

articulated reasoning with some rational underpinning to support the legal

conclusion of ob,viousness.”’ Id. (citing In re Kahn, 441 F.3d 977, 988 (Fed.

Cir. 2006)).

Petitioner argues that the Suzuki ’6l4 with Suzuki ’4l5 references

teach various aspects of the challenged claims. Pet. 27-31. For example,

with respect to the limitation of “each carrier signal . . . associated with a

value determined independently of any bit value of the bit stream carried by

that respective carrier signal” in claim 1, Petitioner acknowledges that

Suzuki ’614 does not“‘describe the details” of how the reference generates

random phase shift data for each subcarrier, arguing that Suzuki ’4l5

teaches the generation of M-bit random numbers, which are “determined

independently of any bit value” according to Petitioner because they are

random. Id. at 29-30 (citing Ex. 1009, col. 1, 11. 52—55, col. 3, 11. 25—30, col.

4, 11. 22-34).

With respect to combining these references, Petitioner argues as

follows:

It would have been obvious to combine Suzuki ’6l4 with

Suzuki ’415 in order to produce the subject matter of Claim 1.

For example, it would have been obvious to compute the

random phases disclosed in Suzuki ’6l4 in the manner
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disclosed in Suzuki ’415 in order to produce the random phase
shifts used in Suzuki ’614.

1d. at 31 (citations omitted).

Petitioner’s first statement that it “would have been obvious” to

combine Suzuki ’614 with Suzuki ’415 is conclusory and does not

demonstrate a reason to combine. See KSR, 550 U.S. at 417-18; Unigene,

655 F.3d at 1360; In re Chaganti, 554 F. App’x 917, 922 (Fed. Cir. 2014)

(stating that “[i]t is not enough to say that there would have been a reason to '

combine two references because to do so would ‘have been obvious to one

of ordinary skill.’ Such circular reasoning is not sufficient—more is needed

to sustain an obviousness rejection.”) (citation omitted). Petitioner’s second

statement also is insufficient, as it merely states the result of the asserted

combination, i.e., the basic components of Suzuki ’614 performing the

random number calculations described in Suzuki ’415.

Petitioner has not provided articulated reasoning with some rational

underpinning to support its contentions that a person of ordinary skill in the

art would have had reason to combine the teachings of Suzuki ’614, Suzuki

’4 1 5, and Admitted Prior Art to achieve the method of claim 1 or system of

claim 14. Petitioner does not offer any rationale to combine the basic

components of Suzuki ’614 to perform the calculations of Suzuki ’415.

Furthermore, Petitioner does not explain why an ordinarily skilled artisan

would have incorporated the phase shift calculations of Suzuki ’415 into the

system ofSuzuki ’614. The mere fact that Suzuki ’614 does not describe the
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“details” of its random phase shift data does not mean that a person of

ordinary skill in the art would have looked to the particular calculations of

Suzuki ’415. See Pet. 28-29. Indeed, as Patent Owner correctly points out,

Suzuki ’614 only discloses the end result of phase shifts, without any detail

as to how the phase shifts are calculated. See Prelim. Resp. 19-20; Ex.

1003, col. 6, 1. 36—col. 7, l. 18, Fig. 6. Accordingly, we find that Petitioner

has not set forth an articulated rationale for combining the calculations of

Suzuki ’4l5 with Suzuki ’614 in reaching a conclusion of obviousness.

Petitioner also fails to set forth an articulated rationale for combining

the Admitted Prior Art with the teachings of Suzuki ’6l_4 and Suzuki ’4l5.

See Pet. 27. Petitioner’s asserted ground is based on the combination of

Suzuki ’614, Suzuki ’4l5, and Admitted Prior Art, but Petitioner’s claim

charts and analysis does not specifically cite the Admitted Prior Art in its

analysis, or identify any rationale to combine any Admitted Prior Art

teachings with those of the other cited references. See id. at 27-38.

Petitioner merely offers conclusory statements on combining the prior art

references, stating‘ that: “[t]o the extent that some claimed aspect of the

transceiver or multicarrier modulation is considered missing in Suzuki ’614

and Suzuki ’415, it would have been obvious from the Admitted Prior Art in

order to implement the multicarrier modulation and transmission disclosed

in Suzuki ’6l4.” Pet. 31-32 (citations omitted). Accordingly, Petitioner

has not provided, in the Petition, sufficient explanation of an_ articulated
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reason to combine the various teachings of the prior art. See 37 C.F.R.

§ 2.104(b)(4)—(5); see Prelim. Resp. 23-25.

We recognize that the Declaration of Dr. Jacobsen (Ex. 1002) includes

additional discussion regarding the combination of Suzuki ’614, Suzuki

’415, and Admitted Prior Art. See, e.g., Ex. 1002 111] 199-203. That

analysis, however, is not discussed adequately in the Petition itself, as

Petitioner relies on blanket citations to 62 paragraphs and a 27—page

appendix of the Declaration. See Pet. 27-30 (citing Ex. 1002 111] 158-220,

Appendix A1). A petition seeking inter partes review must identify “[h]ow

the construed claim is unpatentable under the statutory grounds identified”

and “where each element of the claim is found in the prior art,” and must

explain the “relevance of the evidence to the challenge raised,” because the

Board may “give no weight to the evidence where a party has failed to state

its relevance or to identify specific portions of the evidence that support the

challenge.” 37 C.F.R. § 42.104(b)(4)—(5); see also 37 C.F.R. §442.22(a)(2)

‘(a petition must include a “full statement of the reasons for the relief

requested, including a detailed explanation of the significance of the

evidence”). Dr. Jacobsen’s analysis of the combination of prior art is not

reflected in the Petition itself, and cannot be incorporated in the Petition by

reference. See 37 C.F.R. § 42.6(a)(3) (“Arguments must not be incorporated

by reference from one document into another documentf’); Cisco Sys., Inc.

v. C-Cation Techs., LLC, Case IPR2014-00454, slip op. at 7-10 (PTAB

Aug. 29, 2014) (Paper 12) (informative) (noting that “[o]ne purpose of the

13
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prohibition against incorporation by reference is to eliminate abuses” of the

page limits established for the parties’ substantive papers, and that citing

“large portions of another document, without sufficient explanation of those

portions, amounts to incorporation by reference”). Consequently, we do not

consider information presented in the Declaration but not discussed

sufficiently in the Petition.

Petitioner has not demonstrated a reasonable likelihood of prevailing

on its assertion that claims 1 and 14 are unpatentable over Suzuki ’614,

Suzuki ’415, and Admitted Prior Art.

C. Obviousness Based on Laroia, Suzuki ’415, and TI.413

Petitioner’s asserted ground of unpatentability based on Laroia,

Suzuki ’415, and Tl.413 under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) suffers from the same

deficiency as its ground based on Suzuki ’614, Suzuki ’415, and Admitted

Prior Art. See supra Section II.A; Prelim. Resp. 31-32. Petitioner relies on

Laroia, Suzuki ’415, and T1.413 for the limitations recited in claims 1 and

14, specifically relying on Laroia for the multicarrier transceiver as well as

the “value associated with [a] carrier signal” and “combining” steps of each

claim. Pet. 39-47. Petitioner relies on Laroia in combination with Suzuki

’415 for the remaining steps recited in each claim, citing 57 paragraphs and

a 19-page appendix of Dr. Jacobsen’s Declaration. Pet. 39-47 (citing Ex.

1002 111] 221-278, App. B1). Again, Petitioner argues that the claims would

have been “obvious” in View of the three prior art references, but does not
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identify in the Petition any reason why an ordinarily skilled artisan would

have combined the teachings of Laroia and Suzuki ’415. See id. at 36-39.

With respect to T1.413, Petitioner argues that “it would have been

obvious to combine the network structures disclosed in T1.413 to implement

them with the multicarrier modulation and transmission systems disclosed in

Laroia. [Ex. 1002] Jacobsen Decl., 111] 254-257.” Pet. 41. As Patent Owner

notes, Petitioner fails to offer any rationale for the combination of

Suzuki ’4l 5 with Laroia and T1.413. Prelim. Resp. 31; Pet. 41. In addition,

Petitioner’s conclusory statements cannot rely on the more detailed analysis

of Dr. Jacobsen, as that analysis is not discussed or reflected in the

arguments made in the Petition itself. See Pet. 39-47; KSR, 550 U.S. at

417-18; Unigene, 655 F.3d at 1360;.Chaganti, 554 F. App’x at 922.
Further, it is unclear what “network structures” in T1.413 Petitioner is

relying’ on for the asserted combination, as Petitioner cites four figures and

four pages of the lengthy standard documentlwithout pointing out any _

specific features. See Pet. 42, 44 (citing Ex. 1006, 10-13, Figs. 2-5).

2 Petitioner has not shown sufficiently an articulated reason with rational

underpinnings to support combining the teachings of T1 .413 with those of

Laroia and Suzuki ’4 1 5 or explained sufficiently what aspects of the

references would be combined.

Accordingly, "Petitioner has not demonstrated a reasonable likelihood

ofprevailing on its assertion that claims 1 and 14 are unpatentable over

Laroia, Suzuki ’415, and T1.413.
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D. Obviousness Based on Fzfield, Suzuki '4Ii5, and Admitted Prior Art

Petitioner’s asserted ground of unpatentability based on Fifield,

Suzuki ’415, and Admitted Prior Art under 35 U.S.C. § l03(a) suffers from

the same deficiencies discussed above. See Prelim. Resp. 34-36. Similar to

the ground based on Suzuki ’6l4, Suzuki ’415,'and Admitted Prior Art,

Petitioner relies on Fifield for the limitations recited in the preambles of

claims 1 and 14 (e.g., transceiver, carrier signals), relies on “Fifield,

combined with Suzuki ’415,” for the remaining limitations recited in the

claims, relies on “Fifield alone or in combination with Suzuki ’415, T1.4137

or the Admitted Prior Art,” for the limitation of “multiple carrier signals

corresponding to the scrambled carrier signals are used by the first

multicarrier transceiver to demodulate a same bit value” and cites 52

paragraphs and a 26-page appendix of Dr. Jacobsen’s Declaration. Pet. 48-

56 (citing Ex. 1002 111] 279-331, App. C1).

7 Petitioner also argues that “it would have been obvious for multiple
carriers to be used by the DMT transceiver of Fifield combined with Suzuki

’4 15 to demodulate a same bit value of a received bit stream, as T1.413

teaches that such multiple carriers may be used for backup transmissions of

a same bitstream,” and that claim 14 would have been obvious in view of

“Fifield, in combination with Suzuki ’415 and the Admitted Prior Art or

T1.413.” Pet. 48-50. We presume that the citations to T1.413 were

typographical errors, as the asserted ground is based only on Fifield, Suzuki

’415, and Admitted Prior Art. See id. at 15, 48.
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Petitioner fails to demonstrate a rationale to combine Fifield, Suzuki

’4l5, and Admitted Prior Art. Pet. 48-56; Prelim. Resp. 34. Indeed, the

word “obvious” is used only in conclusory statements that the claims are

“rendered obvious” with citation to the Jacobsen Declaration. Pet. ‘48, 50.

Petitioner cannot rely on the more detailed analysis of Dr. Jacobsen, which

is not discussed sufficiently in the Petition. Accordingly, Petitioner has not

demonstrated a reasonable likelihood of prevailing on its assertion that

claims 1 and 14 are unpatentable over Fifield, Suzuki ’415, and Admitted

Prior Art.

IV. CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, we conclude that Petitioner has not

demonstrated a reasonable likelihood that at least one of the challenged

claims of the ’041 patent is unpatentable based on the asserted grounds.

Therefore, we do not institute an interpartes review on any of the asserted

grounds as to any of the challenged claims.

V. "ORDER

Accordingly, it is

ORDERED that the Petition is denied as to all challenged claims of

the ’041 patent.
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IPR20145-00241

Patent 8,073,041 B1

PETITIONER:

Jennifer A. Albert

Eleanor M. Yost

GOODWIN PROCTER LLP

jalbert@goodwinprocter.com

eyost@,goodwinprocter. com

PATENT OWNER:

Peter J. McAndrews

Thomas J. Wimbiscus

Christopher M. Scharff

MCANDREWS HELD & MALLOY, LTD.

pmcandrews@mcandrews-ig.com

wimbiscus@mcandrews-ip.com

cscharff@mcandrews-ig.com
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Case 1:15—cv—OO121-RGA Document 42 Filed 03/13/15 Page 1 of 4 Page|D #: 1558

A0 120 (Rev. 08/10

Mai] Stop 3 REPORT ON THE
Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office FILING OR DETERMINATION OF AN

P.0. Box 1450 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 TRADEMARK

T0:

In Compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § 1 116 you are hereby advised that a eoun action has been
filed in the US. District Court Transferred to Delaware from Alabama on the following

[:I Trademarks or MPatents. _( I: the patent action involves 35 USIC. § 292.):

DOCKET NO, DATF. FILED U.S. DISTRICT COURT
15-cv-121-RGA 7/17/2014 Transferred to Delaware from Alabama

PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT

ADTRAN. Inc, TQ Delta, LLC

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

TRADEMARK N0. OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK
1 See Attachment #1 —
_
-
—
—

In the above—entitled case, the following patent(s)/ trademark(s) have been included:

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY

3/13/2015 |:I Amendment Z Answer I] Cross Bill [:| Other Pleading
PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

TRADEMARK NO OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

I See Attachment #2

In the above—entitled case, the following decision has been rendered or judgement issued:
DECISION/JUDGEMENT

(BY) DEPUTY CLERK

Copy l—Upon initiation of action, mail this copy to Director Copy 3—Upon termination of action, mail this copy to Director
Copy 2—Upon filing document adding patent(s), mail this copy to Director Copy -‘I-—Case file copy
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Case 1:l5—cv—00121—RGA Document 42 Filed 03/13/15 Page 2 of 4 Page|D #: 1559

Attachment #1

Patent or Trademark No. Date of Patent or Trademark Holder of Patent or Trademark

1.U.

2.U.

5. 7,453,881 B2 11/18/2008 TQ Delta, LLC

5. 7,809,028 B2 10/05/2010 TQ Delta, LLC

3.U. S. 7,978,706 B2 7/12/2011 TQ Delta, LLC

4.U.S. 8,422,511 B2 4/16/2013 TQ Delta, LLC

5.U.5. 6,445,730 B1 9/03/2002 TQ Delta, LLC

6.U.S. 7,292,627 B2 11/6/2007 TQ Delta, LLC

7.U.

8.U.

S. 7,451,379 B2

S. 7,471,721 B2

11/11/2008

12/30/2008

TQ Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC

9.U.5. 7,570,686 B2 8/4/2009

10. U.S. 7,831,890 B2 11/09/2010

TQ Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC

11. U.S. 7,835,430 B2 11/16/2010 TQ Delta, LLC

12. U.S. 7,836,381 B1 1 1/16/2010 TQ Delta, LLC

13. u.s. 7,344,332 B2 11/30/2010 TQ Delta, LLC

14.
u.s. 7339,7234 B2 2/15/2011

15. U.S. 7,925,958 B2 04/12/2011

TQ Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC

16.

17.

U.S. 7,978,753 B2 07/12/2011 TQ Delta, LLC

U.S. 7,979,778 B2 07/12/2011 TQ Delta, LLC

18. U.S. 8,073,041 B1 12/6/2011 TQ Delta, LLC

19. U.S. 8,090,008 B2 1/3/2012 TQ Delta, LLC

20. U.S. 8,218,610 B2 7/10/201i TO. Delta, LLC

21. U.S. 8,238,412 B2 o3/o7/2012 TQ Delta, LLC

22. U.S. 8,276,048 B2 1 09/25/2012

23. U.S. 8,355,427 B2 1/15/2013

TO. Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC
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Case 1:15—cv—O0121—RGA Document 42 Filed 03/13/15 Page 3 of 4 PageID #: 1560

. U.S. 8,432,956 B2 4/30/2013 TQ Delta, LLC

. U.S. 8,437,382 B2 5/7/2013 TQ Delta, LLC

. U.S. 8,462,835 B2 6/11/2013 I TQ Delta, LLC
. U.S. 8,495,473 B2 7/23/2013 4 TQ Delta, LLC
. u.s. 8,516,337 B2 08/20/2013 ‘ TQ Delta, LLC
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Case 1:15—cv—00121—RGA Document 42 Filed 03/13/15 Page 4 of 4 Page|D #: 1561
Attachment #2

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT ‘

OR TRADEMARK
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Case 1:14—cv—00954-UNA Document 3 Filed 07/17/14 Page 1 of 2 PageID #1 592

A0 120 (Rev. 08/I0

TO‘ Mail Stop 8 REPORT ON THE
' Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office FILING OR DETERMINATION OF AN

PO. Box 1450 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 TRADEMARK

In Compliance with 35 U.S,C. § 290 and/or I5 U.S.C. § lll6 you are hereby advised that a court action has been
filed in the US. District Conn District Of Delaware on the following

[:1 Trademarks or MPatenIs. 7 ( U the patent octioE invoFves U.S.C. § E92.):V

DOCKET NO. DATE FILED U.S. DISTRICT COURT
7/18/2014 District of Delaware

PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT

TQ Delta, LLC ADTRAN, Inc.

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT 9 F ‘
TRADEMARK N0. OR TRADEMARK IIOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

W
3

2

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY
I:| Amcndmcnl I:| Answer E] Cross Bill D Other Pleading

TR’*:gg;:TRiRNO [(’)’:TfR‘i\FDi’EAIJ/3!: HOLDER or PATENT OR TRADEMARK

I —

In the above—entitled case, the following decision has been rendered orjudgemcnt issued:

DECISION/JUDGEMENT

(BY) DEPUTY CLERK

Copy l—-Upon initiation of action, mail this copy to Director Copy 3—Upon termination of action, mail this copy to Director
Copy 2—Upon filing document adding paIent(s), mail this copy to Director Copy 4—Case file copy
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Case 1:14—cv-00954-UNA Document 3 Filed 07/17/14 Page 2 of 2 PagelD #: 593

PATENT OR

TRADEMARK NO.

US 8,090,008 B2

US 8,073,041 B1

US 7,292,627 B2

US 7,471,721 B2

US 8,218,610 B2

US 8,355,427 B2

US 7,453,881 B2 11/18/2008

US 7,809,028 B2 10/5/2010

US 7,978,706 B2 7/12/2011

0 US 8,422,511 B2 4/16/2013

1 US 7,889,784 B2 2/15/2011

12 US 7,835,430 B2 11/16/2010

3 US 7,570,686 B2 8/4/2009

4 US 8,238,412 B2 8/7/2012

5 US 8,432,956 B2 4/30/2013

16 US 7,451,379 B2 11/11/2008

17 US 8,516,337 B2 8/20/2013

18 US 7,979,778 B2 7/12/2011

19 US 7,925,958 B2 4/12/2011

20 US 8,462,835 B2 6/11/2013

21 US 8,594,162 B2 11/26/2013

2 US 7,978,753 B2 7/12/2011

23 US 6,445,730 B1 9/3/2002

4 US 8,611,404 B2 12/17/2013

US 8,437,382 B2 5/7/2013

6 US 7,836,381 B1 11/16/2010

27 US 7,844,882 B2 11/30/2010

US 8,276,048 B2 9/25/2012

29 US 8,495,473 B2 7/23/2013

0 US 8,607,126 B1 12/10/2013

31 US 7,831,890 B2 11/9/2010

32 US 8,625,660 B2 1/7/2014

DATE OF PATENT

OR TRADEMARK

1/3/2012

12/6/201 1

1 1/6/2007

12/30/2008

7/10/2012

1/15/2013

HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

TQ Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC
T Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC
 

TQ Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC 

'l'Q Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC

LII 
TQ Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC 

TQ Delta, LLC
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Birch, Melvin (Akima)

From: ded,nefrep|y@ded.uscourts.gov

Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 4:56 PM

To: ded_ecf@ded.uscourts.gov

Subject: Activity in Case 1:13—cv~O183S—RGA TQ Delta LLC v. Pace Americas Inc.
Patent/Trademark Report to Commissioner

This is an automatic e—mail message generated by the CM/ECF system. Please DO NOT RESPOND to
this e—mail because the mail box is unattended.

***NOTE TO PUBLIC ACCESS USERS*** Judicial Conference of the United States policy permits
attorneys of record and parties in a case (including pro se litigants) to receive one free electronic copy of
all documents filed electronically, if receipt is required by law or directed by the filer. PACER access fees
apply to all other users. To avoid later charges, download a copy of each document during this first
viewing. However, if the referenced document is a transcript, the free copy and 30 page limit do not
apply-

U.S. District Court

District of Delaware

Notice of Electronic Filing

The following transaction was entered by Faman, Brian on 11/20/2013 at 4:56 PM EST and filed on 11/20/2013
Case Name: TQ Delta LLC v. Pace Americas Inc.

Case Number: 1:l3—cv—01835-RGA

Filer:

Document Number: 1

Docket Text:

Report to the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks for PatentlTrademark Number(s) US
8,090,008 B2; US 8,073,041 B1; US 7,292,627 B2; US 7,471,721 B2; US 8,218,610 B2; US
8,355,427 B2; US 7,453,881 B2; US 7,978,706 B2; US 8,422,511 B2; US 7,889,784 B2; US
7,835,430 B2; US 7,570,686 B2; US 8,238,412 B2; US 8,432,956 B2; US 7,451,379 B2; US
8,516,337 B2; US 7,979,778 B2; US 7,925,958 B2; US 8,462,835 B2; US 7,836,381 B1; US
7,844,882 B2; US 8,276,048 B2; US 8,495,473 B2; US 7,831,890 B2; . (Farnan, Brian)

1:13—cv-01835-RGA Notice has been electronically mailed to:

Brian E. Farnan bfarnan@farnanlaw.com, tfarnan@farnanlaw.corn

Michael J. Farnan mfarnangagfamanlawcom, tfarnan@farnanlaw.com

1:13-cv-01835-RGA Filer will deliver document by other means to:

The following document(s) are associated with this transaction:
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ded_nefrep|y@ded.uscourts.gov

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 5:07 PM
ded_ecf@ded.uscourts.gov

Activity in Case 1:13-cv—01836—RGA TQ Delta LLC v. Zhone Technologies Inc.
Patent/Trademark Report to Commissioner

This is an automatic e-mail message generated by the CM/ECF system. Please DO NOT RESPOND to
this e-mail because the mail box is unattended.

***NOTE TO PUBLIC ACCESS USERS*** Judicial Conference of the United States policy permits

attorneys of record and parties ina case (including pro se litigants) to receive one free electronic copy of
all documents filed electronically, if receipt is required by law or directed by the filer. PACER access fees

apply to all other users. To avoid later charges, download a copy of each document during this first
viewing. However, if the referenced document is a transcript, the free copy and 30 page limit do not
apply-

U.S. District Court

District of Delaware

Notice of Electronic Filing

The following transaction was entered by Faman, Brian on 11/20/2013 at 5:07 PM EST and filed on 11/20/2013
Case Name: TQ Delta LLC V. Zhone Technologies Inc.

Case Number: 1:13-cv—01836—RGA

Filer:

Document Numberzz

Docket Text:

Report to the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks for Patent/Trademark Number(s) US
8,090,008 B2; US 8,073,041 B1; US 7,292,627 B2; US 7,471,721 B2; US 8,218,610 B2; US
8,355,427 B2; US 7,453,881 B2; US 7,809,028 B2; US 7,978,706 B2; US 8,422,511 B2; US
7,796,705 B2; US 7,889,784 B2; US 7,835,430 B2; US 7,570,686 B2; US 8,238,412 B2; US
8,432,956 B2; US 7,451,379 B2; US 8,516,337 B2; US 7,979,778 B2; US 7,925,958 B2; US
8,462,835 B2; US 7,978,753 B2; US 6,445,730 B1; US 8,437,382 B2; US 7,836,381 B1; US
7,844,882 B2; US 8,276,048 B2; US 8,495,473 B2; US 7,831,890 B2; US 8,335,956 B2; US
8,468,411 B2; US 8,407,546 B2 . (Farnan, Brian)

1:13-cv—01836—RGA Notice has been electronically mailed to:

Brian E. Faman bfarnan@,farnan1aw.com, tfarnan@,faman1aw.com

Michael J. Faman mfaman@farnanlaw.com, tfarnan@faman1aw.com

1:13-cv—01836—RGA Filer will deliver document by other means to:
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Case 1:13-cv—O2013—UNA Document 3 Filed 12/09/13 Page 1 of 2 Page|D #2 504
A0120 Rev 08/10)

Mail Stop 8 REPORT ON THE
TO: Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office FILING OR DETERMINATION OF AN

PO. Box 1450 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 TRADEMARK

In Compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § I II6 you are hereby advised that a court action has been
filed in the US. District Court District of Delaware on the following

I:I Trademarks or l]l’atems. ( E] the patent action involves 35 U.S.C. § 292,):

DOCKET NO. DATE FILED U.S. DISTRICT COURT ‘
12/9/2013 District of Delaware

PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT

TQ Delia, LLC ZyXEL Communications Corporation and ZyXEL
Communications, Inc.

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT .. . .
TRADEMARK NOV OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PAIl:N F OR TRADEMARK

1 See Attached

2

In the above—4:ntitIcd case, the following patent(s)/ trademark(s) have been included:

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY
CI Amendment D Answer I:I Cross Bill |:I Other Pleading

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT
TRADEMARK NO‘ OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

In the above—entitIed case, the following decision has been rendered orjudgement issued:

DECISION/JUDGEMENT

(BY) DEPUTY CLERK

Copy 1——Upon initiation of action, mail this copy to Director Copy 3—Upon termination of action, mail this copy to Director
Copy 2——L'pon filing document adding patent(s), mail this copy to Director Copy 4——Case file copy
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Case 1:13-cv-O2013—UNA Documeht 3 Filed 12/09/13 Page 2 of 2 PageID #: 505

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

TRADEMARK NO. OR TRADEMARK

L S 8,090,008 B2

LS 8,073,041 B1

L S 7,292,627 B2

US 7,471,721 B2 12/30/2008
US 8,218,610 B2

US 8,355,427 B2

US 7,453,881 B2 11/18/2008
US 7,809,028 B2

US 7,978,706 B2

S 8,422,511 B2

11 US 7,796,705 B2 9/14/2010
S 7,889,784 B2

LS 7,835,430 B2

'S 7,570,686 B2 8/4/2009

15 US 8,238,412 B2

S 8,432,956 B2

HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

TQ Delta, LLC

|\)»—A
TQ Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC'—‘\0OO O ("
TQ Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC>—‘>—‘Z| Jswro (".71
TQ Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC

>— C\ ('1

L , 11/11/2008

LS 8,516,337 B2 8/20/2013

US 7,979,778 B2

US 7,925,958 B2

US 8,462,835 B2

'S 7,978,753 B2

3 US 6,445,730 B1

S 8,437,382 B2

25 US 7,836,381 B1

S 7,844,882 B2

27 US 8,276,048 B2

US 8,495,473 B2

29 LS 7,831,890 B2

30 US 8,335,956 B2

31 US 8,468,411 B2

S 8,407,546 B2

I\)[\)t\)>—->-r-tI\J>—*©\OOO\l 7‘1
U1 V\1 J3 U1 »— U3 \] \O EU #0

TQ Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC

 
-%R
I\) O\ 

00

6/18/2013

U3 N 6'?
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A0 120 (Rev. 08/10
REPORT ON THE

T0‘ Director ofthe U.S. Patent and Trademark Office FILING OR DETERMINATION or AN
Po. Box 1450 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 TRADEMARK

Mail Stop 8

In Compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § 1116 you are hereby advised that a court action has been
filed in the US. District Court Northern District Of Texas, Dallas Division on the following

I] Trademarks or I:] Patents. ( I:] the patent action involves 35 U.S.C. § 292.):

DOCKET NO. DATE FILED U.S. DISTRICT COURT
3:12-cv-1462-L 5/10/2012 Northern District of Texas, Dallas Division

PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT

Boulle Ltd De Boulle Diamond & Jewelry Inc

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT
TRADEMARK N0 OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OT PATENT OR TRADEMARK

1 4,086,050 1/17/2012 Boulle Lid

2

In the above—entitled case, the following patent(s)/ trademark(s) have been included:

DATE INCLUDED BY M Amendment I:] Answer El Cross Bill I:] Other Pleading
PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT . , .

TRADEMARK N0. OR TRADEMARK HOLDLR OF PATENT OR IRADEMARK
1 3,078,625 4/11/2006 De Boulle Diamond & Jewelry Inc

2 3,078,627 4/11/2006 De Boulle Diamond & Jewelry Inc
3

4

In the above—entitled case, the following decision has been rendered or judgement issued:

(BY) DEPUTY CLERK DATECLERK

s/A. Lowe-Monserrate 12/10/2013Karen Mitchell

this copy to Director Copy 3——Upon termination of action, mail this copy to DirectorCopy 1——Upon initiation ofaction, mail Copy 4-—Casc file copy
Copy 2—Upon filing document adding patent(s), mail this copy to Director
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Case 1:13-cv-01835-UNA Document 3 Filed 11/04/13 Page 1 of 2 Page|D #: 286

A0 120 (Rev. 08/10)

Mai] stop 3 REPORT ON THE
Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office FILING OR DETERMINATION OF AN

P.0. Box 1450 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 TRADEMARK

T0:

In Compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 290 and/or I5 U.S.C. § I I16 you are hereby advised that a court action has been
filed in the US. District Court District of Delaware on the following

[:] Trademarks or [ZPatcnts. ( E] the patent action involves 35 U.S.C. § 292.):

DOCKET NO. DATE FILED US. DISTRICT COURT
1 1/4/2013 District of Delaware

PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT

TQ Delta, LLC Pace Americas, Inc.

PATENT 012 DATE OF PATENT .

TRADEMARK NO. OR TRADEMARK “OLDER OF PATPNT OR TRADEM‘ ‘M

1 See Attached ——
——
——
——
——

In the above—entitIed case, the following patent(s)/ trademark(s) have been included:
DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY

D Amendment l:I Answer l:I Cross Bill E] Other Pleading
PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

TRADEMARK NO. OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

In the above———entit1ed case, the following decision has been rendered or judgement issued:
DECISION/JUDGEMENT

(BY) DEPUTY CLERK

Copy l—Upon initiation of action, mail this copy to Director Copy 3——Upon termination of action, mail this copy to Director
Copy 2———Upon filing document adding patcnt(s), mail this copy to Director Copy 4—Casc file copy
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Case 1:13-cv—01835-UNA Document 3 Filed 11/04/13 Page 2 of 2 Page|D #: 287

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT
H OF P TENT OR TRADEMARK

TRADEMARK NO. OR TRADEMARK OLDER A

TQ Delta, LLC
To Delta, LLC
TQDe1ta, LLC
'l‘QDe1ta, LLC
TQDe1ta, LLC
TQDe1ta, LLC
TQDe1ta, LLC
TQDe1ta, LLC
TQ Delta, LLC
TQ Delta, LLC
TQDe1ta, LLC
TQDe1ta, LLC
To Delta, LLC
TQDe1ta, LLC
TQDe1ta, LLC
TQDe1ta, LLC
To Delta, LLC

TQ Delta, LLC
TQDe1ta,LLC
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Case 1:13—cv-O1836—UNA Document 3 Filed 11/04/13 Page 1 of 2 Page|D #: 362
A0 I20 Rey 08x10)

Mail Stop 8 REPORT ON THE
Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office FILING OR DETERMINATION OF AN

P.O. Box 1450 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR

Alexandria. VA 22313-1450 TRADEMARK

T0:

In Cmnpliaitcc with 35 U.S.C. 5‘ 290zti1d‘o1' [5 USC. § 1116 you are hereby advised that at cuun action has been

tiled in the US. District Court District Of Delaware on the llillmi mg

[I 'I‘rade1nzirk.~. or IZPatcuts. ( I:] the patent action iiivolves 35 U.S.C. § 292.).

1,)ocKI:’I‘ N0. DA"! 5 FILED U .3. DISTRICT COURT
11/4/2013 District of Delaware

l’I../\I.\l'I IFII DEFI"-.ND.»\:\"l"

TQ Delta, LLC Zhone Technologies, lnc.

P.-\’[F.NT1')R DATEOF PATENT 1 - “ . .1 ,
’l‘RADl~'M.v\RK NO. on 'l‘ILAl)I-ZMARK HOLD” or PATWT “R 1 RADWAR"

2 -

In the above entitled case, the fo]lo\\'xng paIcnt(s)/ trademnrk(s) have been included:
I)/\ I l. Ii\(,'[,I 5I)I'.I) INCLI IDED BY

E] Amendment D Answci D Cm». Hill C] Other Pleading

PA’! 1’-lN'I OR DA’! Li()F PATI-.NT > . _. .‘ .. . ,
,I,RADEMARK NO OR TRADbM/ARK lIOLDl:R 0] PA TEN} OR l'RADLMARK

In the above entitled case. the follnwiiig decininn has been rendered orjudgcinent issued
l)l;CIS1(_)l\' .lUD(jlIMILN'l'

(BY) DEPUTY CLERK

('up_\‘ l—l "pun initintion afacliun, mail this copy to Directol‘ Copy 3—Upnn termination of action, mail this copy to Dirirctor
('op_\' 2—l?pon filing document adding pat»nt(s), mail this copy to Director (Topy -1——('ase file copy
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Case 1:13—cv—O1836—UNA Document 3 Filed 11/04/13 Page 2 of 2 PagelD #2 363

DATE OF PATENT

OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK
S 8.090.008 B2 1/3/2012
S 8,073,041 B1 12/6/2011
5 7.292.627 B2 I 1/6/2007
5 7,471,721 132 12/30/2008
58.210610 B2 7/10/2012
S 8.355.427 B2 1/15/2013
5 7,453,881 132 11/18/2008
5 7,809,028 B2 10/5/2010

I8 7.978.706 B2 7/12/2011
10 S 8.422.511 B2 4/16/2013
H S 7.796.705 B2 0/14/2010
12 LS 7,889,784 B2 2/15/2011
13 L5 7,835,430 B2 11/16/2010
14 US 7,570,686 B2 8/4/2009
15 L8 8,238,412 B2 8/7/2012
I6 LS 8,432,956 B2 4/30/2013
17 LS 7,451,379 132 11/11/2008
18 LS 8,516,337 B2 8/20/2013
19 LS 7,979,778 B2 7/12/2011
20 LS 7,925,958 B2 4/12/2011
21 L's 8,462,835 132 6/11/2013
22 1 5 7,978,753 B2 7/12/2011
23 L8 6,445,730 B1 9/3/2002
24 US 8,437,382 132 5/7/2013

PATENT OR

TRADEMARK NO.

<.»Jt\)-—- (—:r"

©oo\1.o«u-.5

....(_‘(_:'"‘(—‘(_‘("‘(-‘(-'(-‘
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PTO/AiA/80 (07-12)
Approved for use through 11/30/2014. OMB 0661-0035

U.S, Patent and Trademark Oiflce; US DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number,

POWER OF ATTORNEY T0 PROSECUTE APPLICATIONS BEFORE THE USPTO

I hereby appoint:

El gttitloners associated with Customer Number:
El Practltloner(s) named below (if more than ten patent practitioners are to be named, then a customer number must be used):

Name

As attorney(s) or egent(s) to represent the undersigned before the United States Patent and ‘trademark Office (USPTO) in connection with
any and all patent applications assigned gnly to the undersigned according to the USPTO assignment records or assignments documents
attached to this form in accordance with 37 CFR 3.73( ).

Please change the correspondence address for the application identified in the attached statement under 37 CFR 3.719(0) to:

El The address associated with Customer Number: 4
OR

Firm or
Individual Name

Address

City

Telephone

Asslgnee Name and Address: TQ DELTA, LLC
805 Las Cimas Parkway, Suite 240
Austin, Texas 78746

A copy ofthis form, together with a statement under 37 CFR 3.713(0) (Form PTOIA|Al96 or equivalent) is required to be
Filed in each application in which this form is used. The statement under 37 CFR 3.73(c) may be completed by one of
The practitioners appointed in this form, and must identify the application in which this Power of Attorney is to be filed.

SiGNATURE of Assignee of Record

/7”? T . Date
Mark K. Roche Telephone 512—609—181O

Managing Director
This collection of information is .'equi'ed by 37 CFR 1.31, 1,32 and 1.33, The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is in file (and
by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U,S.C. 122 and 37 CFR Hi and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 3 minutes
to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO‘ Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any
comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chlei Information Officer,
U.S. Patent and Trademark Oiiice. U.S. Department ofcommerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450, DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED
FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS, SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, i‘-‘,0. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

if you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO~9‘i99 and select option 2.
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

14170591

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number:

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR DESCRAMBLING THE PHASE OF CARRIERS IN A

T'll° °f l""°"l'°"‘ MULTICARRIER COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Marcos C. Tzannes

Customer Number: 62574

Filer Authorized By: Jason Vick

Attorney Docket Number: 6936-47-CON-DIV

Filing Date: 24-SEP-2007

Time Stamp: 14:26:40

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC ‘l11(a)

Payment information:

Submitted with Payment

File Listing:

Document Document Descri tion File Size(Bytes)/
Number P Message Digest Part /.zip (if appl.)

419012

yes
64I'ilJ890-151I'4eLZ682E26a525lJ8Lllz5159

91 U75
EntityStatus_373c_w_POA.pdf
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Multipart Description/PDF files in .zip description

Assignee showing of ownership per 37 CFR 3.73.
Power of Attorney

Warnings:

Information:

Total Files Size (in bytes) 419012

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date ofthe application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
lfa timely submission to enter the national stage ofan international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/D0/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

3 Patent No.: 8,073,041

Application No.: 11/860,080 g Issued: December 6, 2011

Filed: September 24, 2007 5 Examiner: WILLIAMS, Lawrence

Atty. File No.2 6936—47-CON—DIV % Confirmation No.: 5967

For: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR DESCRAMBLING THE PHASE OF CARRIERS IN A

MULTICARRIER COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

In Re the Application of: Marcos C. Tzannes

ASSERTION OF ENTITLEMENT TO SMALL ENTITY STATUS

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Madam:

In accordance with MPEP §§ 509.02 and 509.03 and 37 CFR 127, this document is

being filed to inform the U.S. Patent Office of the change of status for the above-identified patent

from large entity status to small entity status. All fees paid to date have been paid as large entity

status. No fees have yet been paid as small entity status. Due to the sale of the referenced patent,

the Applicant is now entitled to small entity status.

We respectfully request that small entity status be granted for the above—referenced

patent.

Please contact the undersigned if there are any questions regarding this notification.

Respectfully submitted,

SHERIDAN ROSS P.C.

By: we " 5" f, ,.,«e“
c“”;...iési6f{‘t11. vi’?X,/r

H,»/“’ Reg. No. 45,285

_,,,M“‘“”“ 1560 Broadway, Suite 1200
Denver, Colorado 80202

Telephone: 303-863 -9700
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PTO/AIA/96 (054 2)
Approved for use through 01/31/2013. OMB 0851-0031

US. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Underthe Paerwork Reduction Act of 1995 no - rsons are reuired to resend to a collection of information unless it Clisla s avalid OMB control number.

STATEMENT UNDER 37 CFR 3.7310)

Applicant/Patent Owner: DE‘-TAi LLC

Application No./Patent No.1 3i073v041 Filed/Issue Date: December 6» 2011

Titled. SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR DESCRAMBLING THE PHASE OF CARRIERS IN A MULTiCARRiER COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
TQ DELTA, LLC

, a Corporation
(Name of Assignee) (Type of Assignee, e.g., corporation, partnership, university, government agency, etc.)

states that, for the patent application/patent identified above, it is (choose grit; of options 1, 2, 3 or 4 below):

1. i’ The assignee of the entire right, title, and interest.

2. An assignee of less than the entire right, title, and interest (check applicable box):

_, The extent (by percentage) of its ownership interest is __W,__°/o. Additional Statement(s) by the owners
holding the balance of the interest must be submitted to account for 100% of the ownership interest.

There are unspecified percentages of ownership. The other parties, including inventors, who together own the entire
right, title and interest are:

Additional Statement(s) by the owner(s) holding the balance of the interest must be submitted to account for the entire
right, title, and interest.

3. The assignee of an undivided interest in the entirety (a complete assignment from one of the joint inventors was made).
The other parties, including inventors, who together own the entire right, title, and interest are:

Additional Statement(s) by the owner(s) holding the balance of the interest must be submitted to account forthe entire
right, title, and interest.

4. The recipient, via a court proceeding or the like (eg., bankruptcy, probate), of an undivided interest in the entirety (a
complete transfer of ownership interest was made). The certified document(s) showing the transfer is attached.

The interest identified in option 1, 2 or 3 above (not option 4) is evidenced by either (choose_gn_e of options A or B below):

A. An assignment from the inventor(s) of the patent application/patent identified above. The assignment was recorded in
the United States Patent and Trademark Office at Reel , Frame W, , or for which a copy
thereof is attached.

A chain of title from the inventor(s), of the patent application/patent identified above, to the current assignee as follows:

1_ From: Marcos C. Tzannes TO: AWARE, INC.

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel 010877 , Frame 0307 , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

2_ From; AWARE, INC. __ _ To. TQ DELTA, LLC
The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel 029154 , Frame 0937 , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

[Page 1 of 2]
This collection of information is required by 37 CPR 3.73(b). The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to
process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 USC 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14, This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including
gathering, preparing. and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount
of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark
Oliice, US. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria. VA 22313—1450.DO NOT SEND FEES OFI COMPLETED FOFIMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND
TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

Ifyou need assistance in completing theform, call 1—800—PTO—91 99 and select option 2.
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PTO/AIA/96 (08-12)
Approved for use through 01/31/2013. OMB 0651-0031

US. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paerwork Reduction Act of 1995, no erscns are reulred to resend to a collection of information unless it disla s avalid OMB control number.

STATEMENT UNDER 37 CFR 3.73(cl

To:

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel , Frame , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

To:

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel , Frame W ___ , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

7 To:

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel , Frame , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

To:

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel , Frame , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

j Additional documents in the chain of title are listed on a supplemental sheet( ).

As required by 37 CFR 3.73(c)(1)(i), the documentary evidence of the chain of title from the original owner to the
assignee was, or concurrently is being, submitted for recordation pursuant to 37 CFR 3.11.

[NOTE: A separate copy (i.e., a true copy of the original assignment documenf(s)) must be submitted to Assignment
Division in accordance with 37 CFR Part3, to record the assignment in the records of the USPTO. See MPEP 302.08]

.

‘Z2~./VE»./ /2Date

Jason H. VlCk 45,235
Printed or Typed Name Title or Registration Number GVVVVVVM

[Page 2 of 2]
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

ACCESS ACKNOWLEDGEMENT I SECRECY ORDER RECOMMENDATION

FOR PATENT APPLICATION

Application Serial No: DPI 1860080 Date Referred: I0/09/2007

I hereby acknowledge that the Department of Defense reviewers have inspected this application in administration of 35 USC

181 on behalfofthe Agencies/Commands specified below. DoD reviewers will not divulge any information from this

application for any purpose other than administration of 35 USC 18|.

Recommendation ReviewerName ‘

Instructions to Reviewers:

I. All DoD personnel reviewing this application will be listedon this form regardless ofwhether they are making a secrecy
order recommendation.

2. This fonn will be forwarded to USPTO once all assigned DoD entities have provided their secrecy order recommendation.

DoD Completion of Review: Final

Forwarded to USPTO: 04/05/2012

Page I4 of I82
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Addicssz COIVIMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.0. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450www uspto.gov

APPLICATION NO. ISSUE DATE PATENT NO. ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

11/860,080 12/06/2011 8073041 5550-47-CON-DIV 5967

62574 7590 11/16/2011

Jason H. Vick

Sheridan Ross, PC
Suite # 1200

1560 Broadway
Denver, CO 80202

ISSUE NOTIFICATION

The projected patent number and issue date are specified above.

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b)

(application filed on or after May 29, 2000)

The Patent Term Adjustment is 1091 day(s). Any patent to issue from the above—identified application will

include an indication of the adjustment on the front page.

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) was filed in the above—identified application, the filing date that

determines Patent Term Adjustment is the filing date of the most recent CPA.

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information

Retrieval (PAIR) WEB site (http://pair.uspto. gov).

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the

Office of Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee

payments should be directed to the Application Assistance Unit (AAU) of the Office of Data Management
(ODM) at (571)-272-4200.

APPLICANT(s) (Please see PAIR WEB site http://pair.uspto.gov for additional applicants):

Marcos C. Tzannes, Orinda, CA;

IR103 (Rev. 10/09)
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Page 1 of 1

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF (‘,()MMI‘IR(‘,I‘IUnited States Patent. and 'I‘rudenmrk Office
Addxess.COMMISSICINER FDR PATENTS

PO Rnx I450
Alcxandna, Vuglma Z2313-I-150ww'\I'.utpto.gO\-'

CONFIRMATION NO. 5967
Bib Data Sheet

FILING OR 371 (C)

seam NUMBER DATE GROUP ART UNIT
11/350,980 09/24/2007 2611

RULE

ATTORNEY

DOC KET NO.

5550-47-CON—DlV

‘ PPLICANTS

Marcos C. Tzannes, Orinda, CA;

A- iti-i-tiiiiiiiiii-i-l-iiiiiiii

This application is a DIV of 11/211,535 08/26/2005 PAT 7,292,627
which is a CON of 09/710,310 11/09/2000 PAT 6,961,369
which claims benefit of60/164,134 11/09/1999

I‘ ********i-i-ii'********

Foreign Priority claimed D yes D no

35 use 119 (a-d) conditions [I yes D no D Metafle,
met Allowance

erified and
1 cknowleded Examiner's Sinature

* DDRESS
62574

STATE OR SHEETS TOTAL INDEPENDENT
COUNTRY DRAWING CLAIMS CLAIMS

CA 2 1 1

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR DESCRAMBLING THE PHASE OF THE CARRIERS IN A MULTICARRIER
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

CI All Fees

CI 1.16 Fees ( Filing)

FILING FEE FEES: Authority has been given in Paper D 1-17 F665 ( Processing Ext Of
RECEIVED No. to charge/credit DEPOSIT ACCOUNT time )

. f f ll ' 2
T"? or O Owmg D 1.18 Fees ( Issue)

D Other I
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Page 1 of 1

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATIB DEPARTMENT OF COMIVIERCE
5.“: United lqtllmfl‘ Pulnent und Trad.-.mur|i orrm.-,

' M Addrcu: COMMISSIONER FDR PATENTS
i=.o. Dox_lA50Altnamhii. 12313-I-130wm\:uai1:|u.Kuv

Iilllillllllllill|||l|Mil|||l||illlllllllllllIllillillllflllllllll counammion N0. 5967
Bib Data Sheet

FILING OR 371(c)

SERIAL NUMBER DATE GROUP ART UNIT
11/860,080 09/24/2007 2611

RULE

ATTORNEY
DOCKET NO.

5550-47-CON-DIV

-PPLICANTS

Marcos C. Tzannes, Orinda, CA;

i Q!fiiflflfliifliifliiiflflflfiitiii

This application is a DIV of 11/211 ,535 08/26/2005 PAT 7,292,627
which is a CON of 09/710,310 11/09/2000 PAT 6,961,369
which claims benefit of 60/164,134 11/09/1999

fl flflfiflflflflflflfliiflfifififififlfl

INDEPENDEN

Allowance CLAWISCA 2 1
Examiners Si - nature

‘ DDRESS

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR DESCRAMBLING THE PHASE OF CARRIERS IN A MULTICARRIER
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

Cl All Fees

Cl 1.16 Fees (Filing)

FILING FEE FEES: Authority has been given in Paper D 1-17 F965 (Processing Ext Of
RECEIVED No. to charge/credit DEPOSIT ACCOUNT time)

T:for fonowmg D 1.18 Fees ( Issue)

4
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“M,

i, UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria Virginia 22313-1450
www Ilspto gov

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

11/860,080 09/24/2007 Marcos C. Tzannes 5550—47—CON—DIV 5967

62574 7590 11/03/2011 .. l;XAMlNl:R
Jason H. Vick

Sheridan Ross, PC
Suite # I200

1560 Broadway ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER
Denver, CO 80202

VVILLIAMS, LAWRENCE B

2611

NOTIFICATION DATE DELIVERY MODE

ll/O3/2011 ELECTRONIC

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

Notice of the Office communication was sent electronically on aboVe—indicated "Notification Date" to the

following e—mail address(es):

jvick @ shcridanrosscom

PTOI.-90A (Rev. 04/07)
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Application No. App|icant(s)

11/860,080 TZANNES, MARCOS C.

Examiner Art UnitResponse to Rule 312 Communication

LAWRENCE WILLIAMS 2611

-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address —

1. IE The amendment filed on 19 OcIober2011 under 37 CFR 1.312 has been considered, and has been:

a) IZ entered.

entered as directed to matters of form not affecting the scope of the invention.

disapproved because the amendment was filed after the payment of the issue fee.

Any amendment filed after the date the issue fee is paid must be accompanied by a petition under 37 CFR 1.313(c)(1)

and the required fee to withdraw the application from issue.

disapproved. See explanation below.

entered in part. See explanation below.

flesfaldet Bocure/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2611

U 8 Patent and Trademark Oftlce

PTOL-271 (Rev. 04-01) Reponse to Rule 312 Communication Part of Paper No. 4
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OK TO ENTER: /L.W./

10/28/2U‘i1

AMENDMENTS TO THE SPECIFICATION

In the Title:

Please change the title to read as follows:

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR DESCRAMBLWG THE PHASE OF

5I1I—£E—CARRlERS IN A MULTICARRIER COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

Attorney Docket No. 5 5 50-47-CON-DIV
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PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL

Complete and send this form, together with applicable fee(s), to: M_ail Mail Stop ISSUE FEECommissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

or Fl (571)-273-2885

INSTRUCTIONS: This form should be used for transmitting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required . Blocks 1 through 5 should be completed where
ap ropriate. All further correspondence including the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will e mailed to the current corres ondence address as
indicated unless corrected below or directed otherwise in Block 1, by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate " E ADDRESS" formaintenance fee notifications.

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS (Note: Use Block 11°01 any Change Ufaddress) Note: A certificate of mailin can only be used for domestic mailings of the
Fee(s) Transmittal. This certi icate cannot be used for any other accompanying

papers. Each additional paper, such as an assignment or formal drawing, mustave its own certificate of mailing or transmission.62574 7590 10/17/2011

Jason H. VICK Certificate of Mailing or Transmission

- R PC I hereby certi ' that this Fee(s) Transmittal is being deposited with me UnitedShanda“ 055: ' States Postal ervice with sufficient postage for first class mail in an envelo
Suite #1200 addressed to the Mail Stop ISSUE FEE address above, or being facsimi e

transmitted to the LSPTO (571) 273-2885, on the date indicated below.
1560 Broadway
Denver, co 80202

APPLICATION NO. FLING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. COl\b {MATION NO,

ll/860,080 09/24/2007 Marcos C. Tzannes 5550—47—CON—DIV 5967
TITLE OF INVENTION: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR SCRAMBLING THE PHASE OF THE CARIIERS IN A MULTICARRIER
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

APPLN. TYPE SMALL ENTITY ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE PREV. PAID ISSUE 1< * * TUTAT E“-E(S) DUE DATE DUE

NO $0nonprovisional $1740 $3 00 01/ 1 7/201 2

ARTWT
WILLIAMS, LAWRENCE B 261 1 375—260000

1. Change of correspondence address or indication of "Fee Address" (37 2. For printing on the patent front page, list

CFR 1363)‘ (1) die names of up to 3 registered patent attorneys 1 Jason H- Vick
El Change of corres ndence address (or Change of Correspondence or agents OR, alternatively,
Address mm PTO/ /122) attached‘ (2) the name of a single firm (having as a member a 2—————~sheridan R055 P'C'
Cl "Fee Address" indication (or “Fee Address" Indication form registered attorney or agent) and the names of up to
PTO/SB/47; Rev 03-02 or more recent) attached. Use of a Customer 2_ registered patent attorneys or agents. If no name is 3
Number is required, hsted, no name will be printed.

3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT (print or type)
PLEASE NOTE: Unless an assignee is identified below, no assignee data will appear on the patent. If an assignee is identified below. the document has been filed for
recordation as set forth in 37 CFR 3.11. Completion of this form is NOT a substitute for filing an assignment.
(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE: (CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY)

AWARE, INC. Bedford. MA

Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed on the patent) : El Individual El Corporation or other private group entity El Government

421. The following fee(s) are submitted: 4b. Payment of Fcc(s): (Please first reapply any previously paid issue fee shown above)
Issue Fee 3 A check is enclosed.

iZI Publication Fee (No small entity discount permitted) :l Payment by credit card. FOITI1 PTO~2038 is attached.
CI Advance Order — # of Copies Zl The Director is hereby authorized to charge the re uired fee(s), any deficiency, or credit any

overpayment, to Deposit Account Number ]9—j 0 Z!) (enclose an extra copy of this form).
5. Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above)

CI a. Applicant claims SMALL ENTITY slams. See 37 CFR 1.27. J b. Applicant is no longer claiming SMALI. F.\l l'I‘Y status. Sec. 37 CFR l.27(g)(2).
NOTE: The Issue Fee and Publication Fee (if required) will not be accepted from anyone other than the applicant; a registered attorney or agent; or the assignee or other party in
interest as shown by the records of the United States Patent and 'l'raderna.rk Office.

-~"” .. “‘ T'”~/

Authorizedsignature —» V I . .« ‘ [H Date 6/c/l' //7

Typed or printed natnef-cilia/iii H V'LQk‘/I Registration No. 45 285M 
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.311. The information is re uired to obtain or retain a benefit Jy the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process)
an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 114. is collection is cstimatcd to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and
submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will v de endin r upon the individua.l case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete
this form and/or su gestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to t e C ‘ef In orrnation Officer, US. Patent and Trademark Office, Us. Department of Commerce, PO.
Box 1450, Alexan ria, Virginia 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450,
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450.
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons arc. rcquircd to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

PTOI.—85 (Rev. 02/11) Approved for use through 08/31/2013. OMB 0651-0033 U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMNIERCE
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In Re the Application of: Marcos C. Tzannes g Group Art Unit: 261 1

g Examiner: WILLIAMS, Lawrence B.

Filed: September 24, 2007 g Conf1rmationNo.: 5967
)

)

For: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR DESCRAMBLING THE PHASE OF CARRIERS IN A

MULTICARRIER COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

Application No.: 11/860,080

Atty. File No.: 5550—47—CON-DIV

COMMENTS ON STATEMENT OF REASONS FOR ALLOWANCE

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313

Sir:

Applicant submits this Comments on Statement of Reasons for Allowance to address

further the Notice of Allowability (“Notice”) having a mailing date of October 17, 2011.

In the Notice, the Examiner's stated reasons for allowance were that:

The following is a statement of reasons for the indication of allowable subject
matter:

The instant application discloses a method and system for demodulating a bit

stream. A search of prior art records has filed to teach or suggest, alone or in
combination:

In a first multicarrier transceiver, having a plurality of carrier signals for receiving

a bit stream, each carrier signal having a phase characteristic associated with the

bit stream, a method comprising:

demodulating the bit stream, wherein:

“each carrier signal was associated with a value determined independently

of any bit value carried by that carrier signal,

a phase shift was computed for each carrier signal based on the value

associated with that carrier signal,

Attorney Docket No.: 5550-47-CON—DIV
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the phase shift computed for each carrier signal was combined with the

phase characteristic of that carrier signal so as to substantially scramble the phase

characteristics of the plurality of carrier signals,

multiple carrier signals were used to modulate a same input bit value, and

a value associated with the carrier signal was determined using a pseudo—random

number generator” (Fig(s). 1,2; pg. 7, line 1 1- pg. 8, line 10) as disclosed in claim
47.

A multicarrier system including a first transceiver having a plurality of carrier

signals for receiving a bit stream, each carrier signal having a phase characteristic
associated with the bit stream, the transceiver capable of demodulating the bit

stream, wherein:

“each carrier signal was associated with a value determined independently

of any bit value carried by that carrier signal,

a phase shift was computed for each carrier signal based on the value
associated with that carrier signal,

the phase shift computed for each carrier signal was combined with the

phase characteristic of that carrier signal so as to substantially scramble the phase

characteristics of the plurality of carrier signals,

multiple carrier signals were used to modulate a same input bit Value, and

a value associated with the carrier signal was determined using a pseudo-random

number generator" (Fig(s). 1,2; pg. 7, line 11- pg. 8, line 10) as disclosed in claim
60.

Based on the Notice, the patentability of all other independent and dependent claims is

assumed to be based upon the elements as set forth in such claims and that such claims meet all

criteria for patentability under §l01, §102, §103 and §l 12.

As is clear from MPEP 1302.14,

“The statement [of reasons for allowance] is not intended to necessarily state all

the reasons for allowance or all the details why claims are allowed and should not

be written to specifically or impliedly state that all the reasons for allowance are
set forth.”

While the stated Reasons for Allowance may be a stated reason for allowing some

independent claims, Applicant submits that some independent claims have a different reason for

allowance and that some independent claims have other reasons for allowance.

Specifically, the prior art fails to teach the specific combination of features as recited in

the independent claims 47 and 60.

Attomey Docket No.: 55 50—47—CON—DlV
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Although the Applicant believes that no fees are due for filing this Comments on

Statement of Reasons for Allowance, please charge any fees deemed necessary to Deposit

Account No. l9-l 970.

Respectfully submitted,

SHERIDAN ROSS P.C.

.,«v~ -—-2-
, _,./ -'"“_”'/Jg

By: ’_/_,,/ MW/.,

M,JJa§6fi"H. Vick
"”’” Reg. No. 45,285

1560 Broadway, Suite 1200
Denver, Colorado 80202

Telephone: 303-863-9700

Attorney Docket No.: 5550—47—CON—DIV
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In Re the Application of: Marcos C. Tzannes % Group Art Unit: 2611

Application No; 11/860,080 g Examiner: WILLIAMS, Lawrence B.
Filed: September 24, 2007 )Conf1rmati0nNo.: 5967

Atty. File No.: 5550-47—CON-DIV

For: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR DESCRAMBLING THE PHASE OF CARRIERS IN A

MULTICARRIER COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM (as amended)

AMENDMENT AFTER ALLOWANCE UNDER

37 C.F.R. 1.312

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

Applicants submit this Amendment After Allowance pursuant to 37 C.F.R. 1.312 in

response to the Notice of Allowance having a mailing date of October 17, 2011. While

Applicants believe that no fees are due with the filing of this response, the undersigned hereby

authorizes the charge of any fees deemed necessary to Deposit Account No. 19-1970.

An amendment may be entered after the mailing of a Notice of Allowance but prior to

payment of the issue fee upon recommendation of the primary Examiner. Therefore, it is

respectfully requested that the above-referenced application be amended as follows:

Amendments to the Specification begin on page 2 of this paper.

Remarks begin on page 3 of this paper.

Attorney Docket No. 5 550-47-CON-DIV
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AMENDMENTS TO THE SPECIFICATION

In the Title:

Please change the title to read as follows:

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR DESCRAMBLWG THE PHASE OF

5I1I—£E—CARRlERS IN A MULTICARRIER COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

Attorney Docket No. 5 5 50-47-CON-DIV
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REMARKS

The amendment to the specification displayed herein amends the title of the application.

No new matter is believed to be introduced by this amendment.

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge to deposit account number 19-1970

any fees under 37 CFR § 1.16 and 1.17 that may be required by this paper and to credit any

overpayment to that Account. If any extension of time is required in connection with the filing

of this paper and has not been separately requested, such extension is hereby petitioned.

Respectfully submitted,

SHERIDAN ROSS P.C.

By: ”/7/ , /”"
man 11. Vick

Reg. No. 45,285
1560 Broadway, Suite 1200

Denver, Colorado 80202

Telephone: 303-863-9700

Attorney Docket No. 5550-47-CON-DIV
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In Re the Application of: Marcos C. Tzannes 3 Group Art Unit: 2611

Application No.: 11/860,080 3 Examiner: WILLIAMS, Lawrence B.
Filed: September 24, 2007 ) Confirmation No.: 5967

Atty. File No.: 5550-47—CON-DIV

For: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR DESCRAMBLING THE PHASE OF CARRIERS IN A

MULTICARRIER COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

RESPONSE TO INTERVIEW SUMMARY

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313 -1450

Sir:

Applicant would like to thank Examiner Williams for the courtesies extended to

Applicant’s undersigned representative during the September 22, 2011 interview. During the

interview claims 47 and 60 were discussed. The undersigned also agreed to a minor change to

the abstract to reflect the amended claims and drawings. The changes are accurately reflected in

the Examiner’s Amendment of 9/22/l 1.

Respectfully submitted,

SHERIDAN ROSS P.C.

,»1”,_./ ”' //'

By_:_ / //_’f:::? 77/
3 ;/“man H. Vick

Reg. No. 45,285
1560 Broadway, Suite 1200

Denver, Colorado 80202

Telephone: 303-863-9700

Attorney Docket No.: 5550-47-CON-DIV
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Filing Date: 24-Sep-2007

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR SCRAMBLING THE PHASE OF THE CARRIERS IN A

T't'° °f '""°""°"’ MULTICARRIER COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Marcos C. Tzannes

Filer: Jason Vick/JoanneVos

Attorney Docket Number: 5550-47-CON-DIV

Filed as Large Entity

Utility under 35 USC 1 1 1 (a) Filing Fees

Sub-Total in

Description USD($)

Basic Filing:

Pages:

Claims:

Miscellaneous-Filing:

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference:

Post-AlIowance-and-Post-Issuance:

Utility Appl issue fee

Publ. Fee- early, voluntary, or normal
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Sub-Total in

Description Usms)

Extension-of-Time:

Miscellaneous:

Total in USD ($)
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

11222024

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number:

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR SCRAMBLING THE PHASE OF THE CARRIERS IN A

T'll° °f l""°"l'°"‘ MULTICARRIER COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Marcos C. Tzannes

Customer Number: 62574

Filer Authorized By: Jason Vick

Attorney Docket Number: 5550-47-CON-DIV

Filing Date: 24-SEP-2007

Time Stamp: 16:46:32

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC111(a)

Payment information:

Submitted with Payment y
ES

Authorized User

The Director ofthe USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpayment as follows:

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.16 (National application filing, search, and examination fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.17 (Patent application and reexamination processing fees)
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Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.19 (Document supply fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.20 (Post Issuance fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.21 (Miscellaneous fees and charges)

File Listing:

Document . . . File Size(Bytes)/
Number Document Desmptlon Flle Name Message Digest Part /.zip (if appl.)

110851

Issue Fee Payment (PTO-BSB) Issue_fee_Transmitta|.pdf fd7Ef3349458342953fe65e51e12a31S‘bda7
75:26

Information:

114720
Post Allowance Communication — Comments_on_Reason_for_A||

Incoming owance.pdf 6.:uJBia681l‘297LI7908578LIe619407LIIJ58Z7
BEBIIJ

Warnings:

Information:

Amendment_312.pdf 88 I el 5a3efZa7’l d60Sea9 lf67I Ifldllceaba
/H.703

Multipart Description/PDF files in .zip description

Amendment after Notice ofAllowance (Rule 312)  
Specification

Applicant Arguments/Remarks Made in an Amendment

Warnings:

Information:

Applicant summary of interview with Response_to_|nterview_Summ
examiner an/.pdf aU5eb59 If/5d1 bf/dC()C92U3d8e’|’lbd5'I /5

1.71903

Information:

Fee Worksheet (SB06) fee-info.pdf aZ026b909aD956b3ad4Ze307aBrJ657ebb
3aa601
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This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
Ifa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
lfa timely submission to enter the national stage ofan international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

T

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

PO. Box 1451]
Alexandria. Virginia 223 131450www.uspLo.gov

NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE AND FEE(S) DUE

EXAVIINER

w1LL1A\/is, LAWRENCE B

Sheridan Ross, PC

Suite # 1200
1560 Broadway 3511
Denver, CO 80202

62574 7590

Jason H. Vick

I0/I7/20H

DATE MAILED: 10/17/201 1

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORVEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

5967I I/860,080 09/24/2007 555047—CON—DlV
TITLE OF INVENTION: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR SCRAMBLING THE PHASE OF THE CARRIERS IN A MULTICARRIER
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

Marcos C. Tmnnes

APPLN. TYPE SMAI.I. ENTITY ISSI IE FEE DI TE PITBLICATION FEE DI TE PREV. PAIT) ISSI TE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DI TE T) ATE T)ITE

NO $300 $0nonprovisional S 1740 S2040 01/17/2012

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOVVED FOR ISSUANCE AS A PATENT.
PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS CLOSED. THIS NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS.
THIS APPLICATION IS SUBJECT TO VVITHDRAWAL FROM ISSUE AT THE INITIATIVE OF THE OFFICE OR UPON
PETITION BY THE APPLICANT. SEE 37 CFR 1.313 AND IVIPEP 1308.

THE ISSUE FEE AND PUBLICATION FEE (IF REQUIRED) MUST BE PAID WITHIN THREE MONTHS FROM THE
IWAILING DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR THIS APPLICATION SHALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. THIS
STATUTORY PERIOD CANNOT BE EXTENDED. SEE 35 U.S.C. 151. TIIE ISSUE FEE DUE INDICATED ABOVE DOES
NOT REFLECT A CREDIT FOR ANY PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE IN THIS APPLICATION. IF AN ISSUE FEE HAS
PREVIOUSLY BEEN PAID IN THIS APPLICATION (AS SHOWN ABOVE), THE RETURN OF PART B OF THIS FORM
WILL BE CONSIDERED A REQUEST TO REAPPLY THE PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE TOWARD THE ISSUE FEE NOW
DUE.

HOW TO REPLY TO THIS NOTICE:

I. Review the SMALL ENTITY status shown above.

If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as YES, verify your current If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as NO:
SMALL ENTITY status:

A. If the status is the same, pay the TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown
above.

B. If the status above is to be removed, check box 5b on Part B -
Fee(s) Transmittal and pay the PUBLICATION FEE (if required)
and twice the amount o1‘ the ISSUE FEE shown above, or

A. Pay TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown above, or

B. If applicant claimed SMALL ENTITY status before, or is now
claiming SMALL ENTITY status, check box 5a on Part B - Fee(s)
Transmittal and pay the PUBLICATION FEE (if required) and 1/2
the ISSUE FEE shown above.

ll. PART B — FEE(S) TRANSMITT/\l., or its equivalent, must he completed and returned to the United States Patent and Trademark Office
(USPTO) with your ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). If you are charging the fee(s) to your deposit account, section "4b"
of Part B - Fee(s) Transmittal should be completed and an extra copy of the form should be submitted. If an equivalent of Part B is filed, a
request to reapply a previously paid issue fee must be clearly made, and delays in processing may occur due to the difficulty in recognizing
the paper as an equivalent of Part B.

III. All communications regarding this application must give the application number. Please direct all cominunications prior to issuance to
Mail Stop ISSUE FEE unless advised to the contrary.

IMPORTANT REMINDER: Utility patents issuing on applications filed on or after Dec. 12, 1980 may require payment of
maintenance fees. It is patentee's responsibility to ensure timely payment of maintenance fees when due.

Page 1 of 3
PTOI.—85 (Rev. 02/1 I)
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PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL

Complete and send this form, together with applicable l'ee(s), to: Mail Mail Stop ISSUE FEE
Commissioner for Patents
P.0. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

or1 (571)-273-2885

INSTRUCTIONS: This form should be used for transmitting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). Blocks 1 through 5 should be completed where
ap ropriate. All further correspondence including the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will be mailed to the current correspondence address as
in icated unless corrected below or directed otherwise in Block 1. by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate "FEE ADDRESS" formaintenance fee notifications.

(TRRFNT CORRESPONDENCE ADDTWS5 (Note: Use mock‘ W any Change Offirlrlrfis) Note: A certificate of mailin can only be used for domestic mailings of the
Fee(s) Transmittal. This certi icate cannot be used for any other accompanying

papers. Each additional paper. such as an assignment or formal drawing, mustave its own certificate of mailing or transmission.625.74 7590 I0/I7/20l l

Jason H_ ‘ Certificate of Mailing or Transmission_- I hereby certify that this Fee(_s) '1'ransmittal is being deposited with the United
Sheudan ROSS’ PC States Postal Service with sufficient postage for first class mail in an cnvclo c
Suite # ]2()() addressed to the Mail Stop ISSUE FEE address above. or being facsimi etransmitted to the USPTO (571) 273-2885, on the date indicated below.
1560 Broadway
Denver, Co 80202

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

1 1/860,080 09/24/2007 Marcos C. Tzannes 555047-CON-DIV 5967
TITLE OF INVENTION: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR SCRAMBLING THE PHASE OF THE CARRIERS IN A MULTICARRIER
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

APPLN. TYPE SIVIALI. ENTITY ISSUE FEE DI TE PU'BI.ICATION FEE DI TE PREV. PAID ISSI TE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DI ]E T) ATE DUE

NO $0nonprovisional S 1740 $300 01/17/2012

EXAIVIINER ART UNIT CLASS-SUB CLASS

WILLIAMS, LAWRENCE B 261 1 3 75- 260000

1. Change of correspondence address or indication of "Fee Address" (37 2. For printing on the patent front page. list

CF" 1363)‘ (1,) the names of up to 3 registered patent attorneys
3 Chan c of corressppndencc address (or Change of Correspondcncc or agents OR, alternatively.Address orm PTO/ /I22) attached. . . .. . I

(2) _the name 01 a single lirm (having as a member a
3 "Fee Address" indication (or "Fee Address" Indication form F9815‘?/Ffld almfllfi)’ OF 38311‘) and lhfi 11317135 0f “P (0
‘TO/SB/47; Rev 03-02 or more recent) attached. Use of a Customer 2_ registered patent attorneys or agents. If no name is
Number is required, listed, no name will be printed.

3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT (print or type)
’LEASE NOTE: Unless an assignee is identified below, no assignee data will appear on the patent. If an assignee is identified below, the document has been filed for
recordation as set forth in 37 CFR 3.11. Completion of this form is NOT a substitute for filing an assignment.
(A) NAVIE OF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE: (CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY)

Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed on the patent) : D Individual '3 Corporation or other private group entity '3 Government

-‘la. The following fee(s) are submitted: 4b. Payment of Fee(s): (Please firsl reapply any previously paid issue fee shown above)
3 Issue Pee D A check is enclosed.

3 Publication Fee (No small entity discount permitted) 3 Payment by credit card. Form PTO-2038 is attached.
:I Advance order . # of Copies D The Director is hereby authorized to charge the required fee(s), any deficiency, or credit anyoverpayment, to Deposit Account Number (enclose an extra copy of this fonn).

3. Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above)

:I a. Applicant claims SMAIJ. ENTITY status. See 37 CFR 1.27. 3 b. Applicant is no longer claiming SMALI. ENTITY status. See 37 CFR l.27(g)(2).
\lOTE: The Issue Fee and Publication Fee (if required) will not be accepted from anyone other than the applicant; 21 registered attorney or agent; or the assignee or other party in
interest as shown by the records of the United States Patent and Trademark Office.

Authorized Signature Date

Typed or printed name Registration No.

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.311. The information is re uired to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process)
an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 USC. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. T is collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and
subiiuttiiig the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vai 7 de eiidiii upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete
this form and/or sii gestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to I e C ief In ormation Officer, US. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O.
Box 1450, Alexan ria, Virginia 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450,
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450.
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

PTOI.-85 (Rev. 02/] 1) Approved for use through 08/31/2013. OMB 0651-0033 If.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COVIMERCE
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

PO. Box 1450
Alexandria. Virginia 22313-1450www.uspLo.goV

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORVEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

ll/860.080 O9/2/4/2007 Marcos C. Tzannes 5550-47-CON-DIV 5967

EXANIINER625.74 7590 10/17/2011

Jason H. Vick w1LL1A\/rs, LAWRENCE B

Sheridan Ross, PC

Suite # 1200
1560 Broadway 3511
Denver, CO 80202 DATE MAILED: 10/17/2011

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b)

(application filed on or after May 29, 2000)

The Patent Term Adjustment to date is 1057 day(s). If the issue fee is paid on the date that is three months after the

mailing date of this notice and the patent issues on the Tuesday before the date that is 28 weeks (six and a half

months) after the mailing date of this notice, the Patent Term Adjustment will be 1057 day(s).

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) was filed in the above-identified application, the filing date that

determines Patent Term Adjustment is the filing date of the most recent CPA.

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information Retrieval

(PAIR) WEB site (http://pair.uspto.goV).

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the Office of

Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments should be
directed to the Customer Service Center of the Office of Patent Publication at 1-(888)-786-0101 or (571)-272-4200.

Page 3 of 3
PTOI.-85 (Rev. 02/1 I)
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with
your submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to
the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this
information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and (3) the
principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to process
and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the
requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine
your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or
expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this for111 will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom
of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from this system of
records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether disclosure of these
records is required by the Freedom of Information Act.

. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting
evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel
in the course of settlement negotiations.

. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress
submitting a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has
requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.

. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency
having need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be
required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5
U.S.C. 552a(m).

. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this
system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World
Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for
purposes of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy
Act (42 U.S.C. 218(0)).

. A record from this system of records may be disclosed. as a routine use, to the Administrator.
General Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of
that agency‘s responsibility to reco111111end i111prove111ents in records management practices and
programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance
with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant
(i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make determinations about
individuals.

. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either
publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35
U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a
routine use, to the public if the record was filed in an application which became abandoned or in
which the proceedings were terminated and which application is referenced by either a published
application, an application open to public inspection or an issued patent.

. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local
law enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or
regulation.
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Application No. App|icant(s)

11/860,080 TZANNES, MARCOS C.
Examiner-Initiated Interview Summary Examiner

LAWRENCE WILLIAMS

All participants (applicant, applicant’s representative, PTO personnel):

(1) LAWRENCE WILLIAMS.

(2) JASON VICK.

Date of Interview: 22 September 201 1.

Type: IE Telephonic I] Video Conference
I] Personal [copy given to: I] applicant I:| applicant’s representative]

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: El Yes |:I No.
If Yes, brief description:

Issues Discussed |:|101 IZ112 I:l102 I:l103 Xlothers
(For each of the checked box(es) above. please describe below the is sue and detailed description of the discussion)

C|aim(s) discussed: 47,60.

Identification of prior art discussed:

Substance of Interview
(For each issue discussed, provide 21 detailed description and indicate if agreement was reached. Some topics may include: identification or clarification ofa
reference or a portion thereof. claim interpretation. proposed 8.[11€I1dI11€IltS, arguments of any applied references etc...)

Agreed upon changes to independent claims 47 and 60 to overcome possible 112 reiections. Changes as agreed
upon are reflected in allowed independent claims 47 and 60. Agreed upon minor changes to abstract to reflect
invention as disclosed by amended claims and minor changes to drawings, all of which are reflected in
corrections/examiner's amendment of 9/22/201 1.

Applicant recordation instructions: It is not necessary for applicant to provide a separate record of the substance of interview.

Examiner recordation instructions: Examiners must summarize the substance of any interview of record. A complete and proper recordation of
the substance of an interview should include the items listed in MPEP 713.04 for complete and proper recordation including the identification of the
general thrust of each argument or issue discussed, a general indication of any other pertinent matters discussed regarding patentability and the
general results or outcome of the interview, to include an indication as to whether or not agreement was reached on the issues raised.

I:l Attachment
/Lawrence B Williamsl
Examiner, An Unit 2611

U.S Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-413B (Rev. 8/11/2010) Interview Summary Paper No. 3
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Application No. App|icant(s)

11/860,080 TZANNES, MARCOS C.

Examiner Art Unit

LAWRENCE WILLIAMS 2611

-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--
All claims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSED in this application. If not included
herewith (or previously mailed), a Notice of Allowance (PTOL-85) or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course. THIS
NOTICE OF ALLOWABILITY IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS. This application is subject to withdrawal from issue at the initiative
of the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.313 and MPEP 1308.

1. E] This communication is responsive to amendments filed on 9/22/2011 .

; the restriction2. E] An election was made by the applicant in response to a restriction requirement set forth during the interview on
requirement and election have been incorporated into this action.

3. E The allowed c|aim(s) is/are 47-72, renumbered as 1-26, respectively.

4. E] Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119( )-(d) or (f).

a) I] All b) I] Some‘ c) E] None of the:

1. I:] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2. El Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.

3. I:] Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this national stage application from the

International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2( )).

* Certified copies not received:

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE “MAILING DATE" of this communication to file a reply complying with the requirements
noted below. Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENT of this application.
THIS THREE-MONTH PERIOD IS NOT EXTENDABLE.

5. E] A SUBSTITUTE OATH OR DECLARATION must be submitted. Note the attached EXAM|NER’S AMENDMENT or NOTICE OF
INFORMAL PATENT APPLICATION (PTO-152) which gives reason(s) why the oath or declaration is deficient.

6. E] CORRECTED DRAWINGS ( as “replacement sheets”) must be submitted.

(a) El including changes required by the Notice of Draftsperson’s Patent Drawing Review( PTO-948) attached

1) I:] hereto or 2) E] to Paper No./Mail Date

(b) I:I including changes required by the attached Examiner’s Amendment / Comment or in the Office action of
Paper No./Mail Date

Identifying indicia such as the application number (see 37 CFR 1.84(c)) should be written on the drawings in the front (not the back) of
each sheet. Replacement sheet(s) should be labeled as such in the header according to 37 CFR 1.121 (d).

7. E] DEPOSIT OF and/or INFORMATION about the deposit of BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL must be submitted. Note the
attached Examiner's comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL.

Atlachment(s)
1. X Notice of References Cited (PTO—892) 5. I:] Notice of Informal Patent Application

2. E] Notice of Draftperson’s Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) 6. IX Interview Summary (PTO—413),
Paper No./Mail Date 9/22/2011 .

3. IZI Information Disclosure Statements (PTO/SB/08). 7. IX Examiner's Amendment/Comment
Paper No./Mail Date 12/6/07 4/30/08. 10/17/08 11/25/08

01//18/10 6/21/10. 5/31/11

4. E] Examiner‘s Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit 8. IX! Examiner's Statement of Reasons for Allowance
of Biological Material

9. IX! Other OA. Appendix.
ffesfaldet Bocure/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2611

US. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-37 (Rev. 03-11) Notice of Allowability Part of Paper No./Mail Date 3
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Application/Control Number: 11/860,080

Art Unit: 2611

EXAMINER’S AMENDMENT

1. An examiner’s amendment to the record appears below. Should the changes and/or

additions be unacceptable to applicant, an amendment may be filed as provided by 37 CFR

1.312. To ensure consideration of such an amendment, it MUST be submitted no later than the

payment of the issue fee.

Authorization for this examiner’s amendment was given in a telephone interview with

Jason Vick on 22 September 2011.

The application has been amended as follows:

In the abstract:

a.) In line 1 of the abstract, replace the Word “scrambles” with “demodulates”.

REMARKS

2. The drawings were received on 22 September 201 1. These drawings are accepted by the

examiner. The drawing objections are withdrawn.

3. The examiner thanks the applicant for the amendment to the specification. The

specification objections are withdrawn.
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Application/Control Number: 11/860,080

Art Unit: 2611

REASONS FOR ALLOWANCE

l. The following is a statement of reasons for the indication of allowable subject matter:

The instant application discloses a method and system for demodulating a bit stream. A search of

prior art records has filed to teach or suggest, alone or in combination:

In a first multicarrier transceiver, having a plurality of carrier signals for

receiving a bit stream, each carrier signal having a phase characteristic associated with the bit

stream, a method comprising:

demodulating the bit stream, wherein:

“each carrier signal was associated with a value determined independently of any

bit value carried by that carrier signal,

a phase shift was computed for each carrier signal based on the value associated

with that carrier signal,

the phase shift computed for each carrier signal was combined with the phase

characteristic of that carrier signal so as to substantially scramble the phase characteristics of the

plurality of carrier signals,

multiple carrier signals were used to modulate a same input bit value, and

a value associated with the carrier signal was determined using a pseudo—random

number generator” (Fig(s). l, 2; pg. 7, line ll— pg. 8, line 10) as disclosed in claim 47.

A multicarrier system including a first transceiver having a plurality of

carrier signals for receiving a bit stream, each carrier signal having a phase characteristic
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Application/Control Number: 11/860,080

Art Unit: 2611

associated with the bit stream, the transceiver capable of demodulating the bit stream,

wherein:

“each carrier signal was associated with a value determined independently of any

bit Value carried by that carrier signal,

a phase shift was computed for each carrier signal based on the Value associated

with that carrier signal,

the phase shift computed for each carrier signal was combined with the phase

characteristic of that carrier signal so as to substanfially scramble the phase characteristics of the

plurality of carrier signals,

multiple carrier signals were used to modulate a same input bit Value, and

a Value associated with the carrier signal was determined using a pseudo—random

number generator” (Fig(s). l, 2; pg. 7, line ll— pg. 8, line 10) as disclosed in claim 60.

Any comments considered necessary by applicant must be submitted no later than the

payment of the issue fee and, to avoid processing delays, should preferably accompany the issue

fee. Such submissions should be clearly labeled “Comments on Statement of Reasons for

Allowance.”

CONCLUSION

2. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to applicant's

disclosure.
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Application/Control Number: 11/860,080 Page 5

Art Unit: 2611

a.) Tzannes discloses System And Method For Scrambling The Phase Of The Carriers In

A Multicarrier Communications System in US Patent 6,961,369 B1.

b.) Sakoda et al. discloses Receiving Device And Signal Receiving Method in US Patent

6,590,860 B1.

c.) Goldenberg et al. discloses Dual Speed Full Duplex Data Transmission in US Patent

4,069,392.

d.) Switzer et al. discloses Method And Apparatus For Reducing Distortion In

Multicarrier Communication Systems in US Patent 3,898,566.

e.) Tzannes discloses System And Method For Scrambling The Phase of The Carriers In

A Multicarrier Communications System in US 2010/0290507 A1.

f.) Tzannes discloses System And Method For Scrambling The Phase Of The Carriers In

A Multicarrier Communications System in US Patent 7,471,721 B2.

g.) Tzannes discloses System And Method For Scrambling The Phase Of The Carriers In

A Multicarrier Communications System in US Patent 7,292,627 B2.

3. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Lawrence B Williams whose telephone number is 571-272-3037.

The examiner can normally be reached on Monday—Friday (8:00-6:00).

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Khanh Tran can be reached on 571-272-3007. The fax phone number for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.
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Application/Control Number: ll/860,080 Page 6

Art Unit: 2611

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair—direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll—free).

lbw

October 12, 2011
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Application/Control No. App|icant(s)/Patent Under
Reexamination

11/850380 TZANNES MARCOS C.
Examiner Art Unit

LAWRENCE WILLIAMS 2611

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

Notice of References Cited

Page 1 of 1

* Document Number Date N _ , _I.MM_YYYY ame Classification
11-2005 Tzannes. Marcos 0. 375/220

Sakoda et al. 370/203

Goldenberg et al. 370/295
Switzer et al. 455/3.03

Karabinis et al. 455/452.1

Tzannes, Marcos C. 375/222

Tzannes, Marcos C. 375/222

fl US—6,590,860 07-2003
US—4,069,392 01-1973

fl US-3,898,566 08-1975
US-2010/0190507 07-2010
US-7,471,721 12-2008
US—7,292,627 11-2007

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Classification

NON-PATENT DOCUMENTS

Include as applicable: Author, Title Date, Publisher, Edition or Volume, Pertinent Pages)

*A copy of this reference is not being furnished with this Otfice action. (See MPEP § 707.05(a).)
Dates in lVlM—YYYY format are publication dates. Classitications may be US or foreign,
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTO—892 (Rev. 01-2001) Notice of References Cited Part of Paper No. 3
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SUDSIIIUKG f0f TOFITI 144-9A/PTO Con-'p[ete Known

‘ pplication Number 11/860080

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE F,,,,,gDa,e Septembm.24,2007
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT F,,5,Na,,,ed ,m,e,,,,,, Marcos CV Tums

‘ rt Unit 2611

Examiner Name Not yet assigned
Attorney Docket Number 5550-47-CON-DIV

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

Examiner Cite Document Number _ Publication Date Name of Patentee of Pages, Columns, Lines, Where
Initials‘ No.1 Number—kind Code 2 “""’°“’") MM-DD-YYYY Applicant of Cited Document Relevant Passages or RelevantFlures A ear

4069392 01/17/78 Goldenber et ai. —
/L-W-1’ 6967997 11/22/95 Humhrey T

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Foreign Patent Document Publication Name of Patentee or Pages, Columns,
Date ‘ pplicant of Cited Document Lines, Where

Country Code”; Number‘; Kind MM-DD-YYYY Relevant
Code5 (ifknown) Passages or

Relevant Figures
Appear

OTHER ART (Including Author, Title, Date, Pertinent Pages, etc.)
Examiner Cite
Initials’ No.‘

/L W I; 3 Official Action for U.S. Patent Application No. 12/255,713, mailed October 15, 2009 (Attorney's
' " File No. 5550-47-CON—3)

E?‘a'”‘“9' /Lawrence W - Dal? O8/O8/2011Signature Considered

*EXAM|NER: Initial if reference is considered, whether or not citation is in conformance and not considered. Include copy ofthis
form with next communication to applicant.
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Substitute for form 1449A/PTO Comp]efe Known

Application Number 11/860,080

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE 09_24_2007
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT Zannes

26“
Examiner Name or yet assigned
- ttorney Docket Number 5550-47-CON-DIV

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

Examiner Cite Document Number _ Publication Date Name of Patentee of Pages, Columns, Lines, Where
initials’ No.‘ Number—kind Code “"”"°""’ MM-DD-YYYY Applicant of Cited Document Relevant Passages or RelevantFiures A ear

/L-W./ 5,682,376 10/23/97 Ha ashino et al. —

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Foreign Patent Document Publication Name of Patentee or Pages, Columns,
Applicant of Cited Document Lines, Where

Country Code”; Number‘; Kind Relevant
Code5 (if known) Passages or

Relevant Figures
A ear

03/31/98 NIPPON HOSO (Translated
Abstract and

partial
translation

OTHER ART (lncluding Author, Title, Date. Pertinent Pages, etc.)
Examiner Cite

/L|\N_; 4 Notification of Reasons for Refusal (including translation) for Japanese Patent Application
No. 2001—537217, date of dispatch, March 3, 2008 (Attorney's Ref. No. 5550—47—PJP)

/|__w_/ 5 Official Action for U.S. Patent Application No. 11/863,581, mailed February 6, 2008
(Attorney's File No. 5550-47—CON-2)

Examiner /i_awl‘ence Wliiiamsl Date

*EXAM|NER: Initial if reference is considered, whether or not citation is in conformance and not considered. Include copy ofthis
form with next communication to applicant.
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INFORMATION DISCLOSURE Filing Daie September 24, 2007

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT ,_.,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,, arcos C. Tzannes

Art Unit 2611

Examiner Name ot Yet Assigned

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

Examiner Cite Document Number Publication Date Name of Patentee of Pages, Columns, Lines, Where
|nitials* No,‘ Number-kind Code ”"‘"°W"' MM-DD-YYYY Applicant of Cited Document Relevant Passages or RelevantFiures A ear

5381449 01/10/95 —
5694395 12/02/97 T
5970916 92/9999 shrestha T
5991262 11/23/99 Laird et at T
6128350 1o/03/oo Shastri et al. —

Q6366555 ‘i4/02/o2 Gatherer et al. —
6757299 06/29/04 —

17610028 1o/27/09 Cimini, Jr. et al. —

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Foreign Patent Document Publication Name of Patentee or Pages, Columns,
pplicant of Cited Document Lines, Where

Country Code“; Number‘; Kind Relevant
Code5 (if known) Passages or

Relevant Figures
A ear

OTHER ART (including Author, Title, Date, Pertinent Pages, etc.)
Examiner Cite
lnitials* No.‘

HENKEL, "Analog Codes for Peak—to-Average Ratio Reduction,“ in Proceedings 3rd ITG Conf.
Source and Channel Coding, Munich, Germany, Jan. 2000, 5 pages

NARAHASHI et al., "New phasing scheme of N multiple carriers for reducing peak-to-average
power ratio," Electronics Letters, Aug. 1994, Vol. 30(17), pp. 1382-83

TELLADO et al., "Revisiting DMT's Peak-to-Average Ratio," Antwerp, Apr. 20—24, 1998, pp. 1-14

TELLAMBURA, "A coding technique for reducing peak-to-average power ratio in OFDM," In the
Proceedings of Global Telecommunications Conference, IEEE, Nov. 1998, pp. 2783-2787

TELLAMBURA, "Phase optimisation criterion for reducing peak-to-average power ratio in OFDM,"
Electronics Letters, Jan. 1998, Vol. 34(2), pp. 169-170

Examiner .l’Lallvrerlce Wiiiiamsl Date 1' 7
Q Considered 08'D8'2O11

*EXAMlNER: Initial if reference is considered, whether or not citation is in conformance and not considered. include copy of this
form with next communication to applicant.
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'pplication Number 11/860,080

'“F°R""AT'°” °'S°L°3“RE
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT ,,,s, ,,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,, , W, C_ ,,,,,,,,,,

Art Unit 2611

VAN EETVELT et al., "Peak to average power reduction for OFDM schemes by selective
scrambling," Electronics Letters, Oct. 1996, Vol. 32(21), pp. 1963-64

Written Opinion for international (PCT) Patent Application No. PCT/US00/30958, mailed Dec. 18,
2001 (Attorney Ref. No. 5550-47-PCT)

Official Action for U.S. Patent Application No. 09/710,310, mailed May 4, 2004 (Attorney Ref. No.
5550-47)

Notice of Allowance for U.S. Patent Application No. 09/710,310, mailed Jul 5, 2005 (Attorney Ref.
No. 5550-47)

Notice of Allowance for U.S. Patent Application No. 11/211,535, mailed Sep. 6, 2007 (Attorney
Ref. No. 5550—47—CON)

Examiner /Lawrence Wtlliamsl Date Q8,;08,r2m1
Signature Considered

*EXAM|NER: Initial if reference is considered, whether or not citation is in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this
form with next communication to applicant.
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Application Number 11/860,080

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE Septembc1_24’2007
STATEMENT BY A'°'°L'°A“T

Examiner Name ot yet assigned
T ttorney Docket Number 5550-47-CON-DIV

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

Examiner Cite Document Number _ Publication Date Name of Patentee of Pages. Columns, Lines, Where
Initials‘ No.‘ Number-kind Code 2""‘"°"'"’ MM—DD-YYYY Applicant of Cited Document Relevant Passages or RelevantFiures A ear

6519292 02/11/09 sakoda et at E
6519929 02/19/03 Ahrendt T
12/783725 —Tzannes 05-20-2010 —

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Foreign Patent Document

Country code“; Number‘; Kind
Code5 (if known) Passages or

Relevant Figures
Appear

OTHER ART (Including Author, Title, Date, Pertinent Pages, etc.)
Examiner Cite
lnitials* No.‘

\ I 4 Notice of Allowance for U.S. Patent Application No. 12/255,713, mailed May 18, 2010 (Attorney's
/l-~ -I’ File No. 5550—47—CON—3)

Examiner /Lawrence Williams,/' Date ()8/Q8/2Q1‘lSignature Considered

‘EXAMINER: Initial if reference is considered, whether or not citation is in conformance and not considered. lnclude copy of this
form with next communication to applicant.
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DOG Code -IDS PTOi'SBfO8a (09-OB). . . . I A df lh h 1oi31r2oo3. OMB 0651-0031

Doc description: Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed US_ Patent and Traflzgfk C;;::eU_Sr‘_"§:EPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Papemork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Application Number 11860080

Filing Date 2007-09-24
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

First Named Inventor Tzannes

Art Unit |2e11
Examiner Name Not yet assigned

Attorney Docket Number | 5550—47—CON—DIV

U.S.PATENTS -

Pages,Co|umns,Lines where
Relevant Passages or Relevant
Figures Appear

Examiner Cite Kind Name of Patentee or Applicant
|nitia|* No Patent Number Codei Issue Date of cited Document

If you wish to add additional US. Patent citation information please click the Add button. Add

U.S.PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS -

Pages,Co|umns,Lines where
Relevant Passages or Relevant
Figures Appear

Examiner Cite Publication Number Kind Publication Name of Patentee or Applicant|nitia|* No Code1 Date of cited Document

If you wish to add additional U.S. Published Application citation information please click the Add button.-

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS -

. . . . . . Name of Patentee or Pages’Co|umns’LineS
Examiner Cite Foreign Document Country Kind Publication where Relevant
|nitia|* No Number3 Code2 i Code4 Date Applicant of cited Passages or RelevantDocument .

Figures Appear

If you wish to add additional Foreign Patent Document citation information please click the Add button

NON-PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS -

Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS}, title of the article (when appropriate), title of the item
(book. magazine. journal. serial, symposium, catalog, etc}, date. pages(s), volume-issue number(s),
publisher, city and/or country where published.

Examiner Cite
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Application Number 11860080

Filing Date 2007-09-24
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

First Named Inventor Tzannes

Art Unit |2511
Examiner Name Not yet assigned

Attorney Docket Number |5550-47'-CON-DIV

Notice of Allowance for US. Patent Application No. 11/863,581, mailed October 8, 2008 (Attorney's File No. 5550-47-
CON—2)

If you wish to add additional non-patent literature document citation information please click the Add button

EXAMINER SIGNATURE

Examiner Signature /l.&‘«"Ifei‘=C€ l«"«’iillamS/' Date Considered Q3/Q3/2011

*EXAM|NER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through a
citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this fonn with next communication to applicant.

1 See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at www.USPTO.GOV or MPEP 901.04. 2 Enter office that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO
Standard ST.3). 3 For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document.
4 Kind ofdocument by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. 5 Applicant is to place a check mark here it
English language translation is attached.
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Application Number 1]/860,080

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE F”ingDate 09_24_2,,,,7
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT F,,s,,,a,,e,, ,,,,e,,,0,

Art Unit 2611

A“°'“eVD°°ke‘“““"“' 555°“-C°N'D” "

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

Examiner Cite Document Number ‘ Publication Date Name of Patentee of Pages, Columns, Lines, Where
Initials‘ No.1 Number—kind Code “"“"°W"’ MM-DD-YYYY Applicant of Cited Document Relevant Passages or RelevantFlures A ear

Foreign Patent Document

Country Code’; Number‘; Kind
Code5 (if known) Passages or

Relevant Figures
Appear

OTHER ART (Including Author, Title, Date, Pertinent Pages, etc.)

Examiner
lnitials*

/=,__W_/,l Decision of Refusal (including translation) for Japanese Patent Application No. 2/001-5fl37217,
date of dispatch, November4, 2008 (Attorney's Ref. No. 5550—47—PJP) P5199 K13) ‘"6

Examiner . ,_ ‘ .”. ‘l Date ,,..Signame /Lawrence Wlulamb.’ O8/08/4011
‘EXAMINER: Initial if reference is considered, whether or not citation is in conformance and not considered. Include copy ofthis
form with next communication to applicant.
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Application Number 11/860,080

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE 09_24_2O07
STATEMENT BYA""L'°A“T

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

Exainer Cite Document Number Publication Date Name of Patentee of Pages, Columns, Lines, Where
Initials’ No.‘ Number-kind Code H """’”’ MM-DD-YYYY Applicant of Cited Document Relevant Passages or RelevantFiures A ear

3055.141 05/01/76 —
4,085,000 01/01/91 Rhind et an. R
5.740677 05/01/98 —
6.255.555 07/03/01 sakoda et a1. C

' 5 6,507,585 01/01/03 —

/LW./’ 11 2006/0092902 05/04/06 Schmidt _

2005/0140285 05/29/05 C
/L-‘/-/’ 11/853551 Tzarme5(09-28-2007 C

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Foreign Patent Document ’ ' Name of Patentee or Pages. Columns,
Applicant of Cited Document Lines, Where

Country Codeag Number‘; Kind - Relevant
Code‘ (if known) Passages or

Relevant Figures
Aear

)-
’I5EP 0719004 06/26/96 MATSUSHITA

LTD_--
’l6GB 2330491 04/21/99 BRITISH

//L"\»r»[‘// BROADCASTINGCORP ~

/L. ./ TECHNOLOGIES INCI--
18WO 99/22463 05/06/99 MOTOROLA INC

/L.W.' I

Examiner L,“ G Wig“ , Date 08/03/2011Signature “""W“nCe I "amS" Considered ' I '
‘EXAMINER: Initial if reference is considered, whether or not citation is in conformance and not considered. Include copy ofthis
form with next communication to applicant.
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‘ pplication Number 1]/860,080

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE F”ingDate ,,9_2,,_2,,,,,
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT ,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,e,,,,

2611

Examiner Name 1 Qt yet assigned

A‘*°'"eVD°°“e*”“mbe‘ 5”°"47'C°N'D1V

W099/29078 O6/10/99 TELIA AB

OTHER ART (including Author, Title, Date, Pertinent Pages, etc.)

Examiner Cite
initials‘ No.‘

I I 20 Bauml R. W. et al.: "Reducing The Peak~To~Average Power Ratio Of Multicarrier Modulation

By Selected Mapping" Electronics Letters, GB, IEE Stevenage, vol. 32, No. 22, Oct. 24,1996, -- 2056-2057, XP000643915 ISSN: 0013~5194

Co of Annex to Form PCT/lSAI206 for PCT/US00/30958, Mar. 23, 2001 (5550-47-PCT)

22 International Search Report for International (PCT) PatentApp|ication No. PCT/US00/30958,
/|__w_,t' 23 international Preliminary Examination Report for International (PCT) Patent Application No.

PCT/USOO/30958, com leted March 4, 2002 5550—47—PCT

24 Notice of Preliminary Rejection for Korean Patent Application No. 7005830/2002 dated

November 22, 2006 (Attorney's Ref. No. 5550-47-PKR)

Examiner /Lawrence Williams.’ Date 08/08/2011
Signature Considered

*EXAMlNER: initial if reference is considered, whether or not citation is in conformance and not considered. Include copy ofthis
form with next communication to applicant,
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Reexamination

Search NOTES 11860080 TZANNES, MARCOS C.

Examiner Art Unit

LAWRENCE WILLIAMS 2611

SEARCHED

Subclass Examiner

219, 220, 222,259-261, 267, 298, 299, 316,320,324, 9/21/2011
340

281 295, 343, 480, 481
73, 91, 108

SEARCH NOTES

Search Notes Date Examiner

EAST, NPL, INVENTOR 9/21/2011 LW

INTERFERENCE SEARCH

Class Subclass Date Examiner

375 222, 261, 298, 316 9/21/2011 LW
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Application/Control No. App|icant(s)/Patent Under Reexamination

I55’-'9 Classification 11860080 TZANNES, MARCOS C.

LAWRENCE WILLIAMS 2611

ORIGINAL INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION

flIIfl—2_

j°“°S“‘EFE"E”°E‘5’ 5%

CLASS SUBCLASS (ONE SUBCLASS PER BLOCK) 27/0e(2o050101)
261 9 316

El Claims renumbered in the same order as presented by applicant El CPA El T.D El R.1.47

Final Original Final Original Final Original Final Original Final Original Final Original Final Original Final Original
— — 55— 1

ee
57
ea
59
70
71
72

/LAWRENCE WILLIAMS/’

Examiner.Art Unit 2611 9/22/2011 Total Claims Allowed:

(D(IJ\lO1UI4>(.i-I
O

26
(Assistant Examiner) (Date)
/TESFALDET BOCURE/
Primary Examiner.Art Unit 2611 09/23/2011 O.G. Print C|aim(s) O.G. Print Figure

(Primary Examiner) (Date) 47 1
US. Patent and Trademark Office Part of Paper No‘ 3
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Clean Copy of Substitute Specification

09/22;’2:’J11 US App No. 11/860,080

Attorney Docket No. 5550—47—CON—DIV

A System and Method for Descrambling the Phase of the Carriers in a Multicarrier

Communications System

Related Application

This application is a divisional of U.S. Application No. 11/211,535, filed August 26,

2005, now U.S. Patent No. 7,292,627, which is a continuation of U.S. Application No.

09/710,310, filed on November 9, 2000, now U.S. Patent No. 6,961,369, which claims the

benefit of the filing date of copending U.S. Provisional Application, Serial No. 60/164,134,

filed November 9, 1999, entitled "A Method For Randomizing The Phase Of The Carriers In

A Multicarrier Communications System To Reduce The Peak To Average Power Ratio Of

The Transmitted Signal," the entirety of which provisional application is incorporated by

reference herein.

Field of the Invention

This invention relates to communications systems using multicarrier modulation.

More particularly, the invention relates to multicarrier communications systems that lower

the peak—to—average power ratio (PAR) of transmitted signals.

Background of the Invention

In a conventional multicarrier communications system, transmitters communicate

over a communication channel using multicarrier modulation or Discrete Multitone

Modulation (DMT). Carrier signals (carriers) or sub-channels spaced within a usable

frequency band of the communication channel are modulated at a symbol (i.e., block)

transmission rate of the system. An input signal, which includes input data bits, is sent to a

DMT transmitter, such as a DMT modem. The DMT transmitter typically modulates the

phase characteristic, or phase, and amplitude of the carrier signals using an Inverse Fast

Fourier Transform (IFFT) to generate a time domain signal, or transmission signal, that

represents the input signal. The DMT transmitter transmits the transmission signal, which is a

linear combination of the multiple carriers, to a DMT receiver over the communication

channel.
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US App No. 11/860,080

Attorney Docket No. 5550—47—CON—DIV

The phase and amplitude of the carrier signals of DMT transmission signal can be

considered random because the phase and amplitude result from the modulation of an

arbitrary sequence of input data bits comprising the transmitted information. Therefore,

under the condition that the modulated data bit stream is random, the DMT transmission

signal can be approximated as having a Gaussian probability distribution. A bit scrambler is

often used in the DMT transmitter to scramble the input data bits before the bits are

modulated to assure that the transmitted data bits are random and, consequently, that the

modulation of those bits produces a DMT transmission signal with a Gaussian probability

distribution.

With an appropriate allocation of transmit power levels to the carriers or sub-

channels, such a system provides a desirable performance. Further, generating a transmission

signal with a Gaussian probability distribution is important in order to transmit a

transmission signal with a low peak-to-average ratio (PAR), or peak-to-average power ratio.

The PAR of a transmission signal is the ratio of the instantaneous peak value (i.e., maximum

magnitude) of a signal parameter (e. g._, voltage, current, phase, frequency, power) to the time-

averaged value of the signal parameter. In DMT systems, the PAR of the transmitted signal is

determined by the probability of the random transmission signal reaching a certain peak

voltage during the time interval required for a certain number of symbols. An example of the

PAR of a transmission signal transmitted from a DMT transmitter is 14.5 dB, which is

equivalent to having a 1E—7 probability of clipping. The PAR of a transmission signal

transmitted and received in a DMT communication system is an important consideration in

the design of the DMT communication system because the PAR of a signal affects the

communication system's total power consumption and component linearity requirements of

the system.

If the phase of the modulated carriers is not random, then the PAR can increase

greatly. Examples of cases where the phases of the modulated carrier signals are not random

are when bit scramblers are not used, multiple carrier signals are used to modulate the same

input data bits, and the constellation maps, which are mappings of input data bits to the phase

of a carrier signal, used for modulation are not random enough (i.e., a zero value for a data

bit corresponds to a 90 degree phase characteristic of the DMT carrier signal and a one value
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for a data bit corresponds to a -90 degree phase characteristic of the DMT carrier signal). An

increased PAR can result in a system with high power consumption and/or with high

probability of clipping the transmission signal. Thus, there remains a need for a system and

method that can effectively scramble the phase of the modulated carrier signals in order to

provide a low PAR for the transmission signal.

Summary of the Invention

The present invention features a system and method that scrambles the phase

characteristics of the modulated carrier signals in a transmission signal. In one aspect, a value

is associated with each carrier signal. A phase shift is computed for each carrier signal based

on the value associated with that carrier signal. The value is determined independently of any

input bit value carried by that carrier signal. The phase shift computed for each carrier signal

is combined with the phase characteristic of that carrier signal to substantially scramble the

phase characteristics ofthe carrier signals.

In one embodiment, the input bit stream is modulated onto the carrier signals having

the substantially scrambled phase characteristic to produce a transmission signal with a

reduced peak—to—average power ratio (PAR). The value is derived from a predetermined

parameter, such as a random number generator, a carrier number, a DMT symbol count, a

superframe count, and a hyperframe count. In another embodiment, a predetermined

transmission signal is transmitted when the amplitude of the transmission signal exceeds a

certain level.

In another aspect, the invention features a method wherein a value is associated with

each carrier signal. The value is determined independently of any input bit value carried by

that carrier signal. A phase shift for each carrier signal is computed based on the value

associated with that carrier signal. The transmission signal is demodulated using the phase

shift computed for each carrier signal.

In another aspect, the invention features a system comprising a phase scrambler that

computes a phase shift for each carrier signal based on a value associated with that carrier

signal. The phase scrambler also combines the phase shift computed for each carrier signal

with the phase characteristic of that carrier signal to substantially scramble the phase

characteristic of the carrier signals. In one embodiment, a modulator, in communication with
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the phase scrambler, modulates bits of an input signal onto the carrier signals having the

substantially scrambled phase characteristics to produce a transmission signal with a reduced

PAR.

Description of the Drawings

The invention is pointed outwith particularity in the appended claims. The

advantages of the invention described above, as well as further advantages of the invention,

may be better understood by reference to the following description taken in conjunction with

the accompanying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an embodiment of a digital subscriber line

communications system including a DMT (discrete multitone modulation) transceiver, in

communication with a remote transceiver, having a phase scrambler for substantially

scrambling the phase characteristics of carrier signals; and

FIG. 2 is a flow diagram of an embodiment of a process for scrambling the phase

characteristics of the carrier signals in a transmission signal.

Detailed Description

FIG. 1 shows a digital subscriber line (DSL) communication system 2 including a

discrete multitone (DMT) transceiver 10 in communication with a remote transceiver 14 over

a communication channel 18 using a transmission signal 38 having a plurality of carrier

signals. The DMT transceiver 10 includes a DMT transmitter 22 and a DMT receiver 26. The

remote transceiver 14 includes a transmitter 30 and a receiver 34. Although described with

respect to discrete multitone modulation, the principles of the invention apply also to other

types of multicarrier modulation, such as, but not limited to, orthogonally multiplexed

quadrature amplitude modulation (OQAM), discrete wavelet multitone (DWMT) modulation,

and orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM).

The communication channel 18 provides a downstream transmission path from the

DMT transmitter 22 to the remote receiver 34, and an upstream transmission path from the

remote transmitter 30 to the DMT receiver 26. In one embodiment, the communication

channel 18 is a pair of twisted wires of a telephone subscriber line. In other embodiments, the

communication channel 18 can be a fiber optic wire, a quad cable, consisting of two pairs of

twisted wires, or a quad cable that is one of a star quad cable, a Dieselhorst—Martin quad
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cable, and the like. In a wireless communication system wherein the transceivers 10, 14 are

wireless modems, the communication channel 18 is the air through which the transmission

signal 38 travels between the transceivers 10, 14.

By way of example, the DMT transmitter 22 shown in FIG. 1 includes a quadrature

amplitude modulation (QAM) encoder 42, a modulator 46, a bit allocation table (BAT) 44,

and a phase scrambler 66. The DMT transmitter 22 can also include a bit scrambler 74, as

described further below. The remote transmitter 30 of the remote transceiver 14 comprises

equivalent components as the DMT transmitter 22. Although this embodiment specifies a

detailed description of the DMT transmitter 22, the inventive concepts apply also to the

receivers 34, 26 which have similar components to that of the DMT transmitter 22, but

perform inverse functions in a reverse order.

The QAM encoder 42 has a single input for receiving an input serial data bit stream

54 and multiple parallel outputs to transmit QAM symbols 58 generated by the QAM

encoder 42 from the bit stream 54. In general, the QAM encoder 42 maps the input serial bit-

stream 54 in the time domain into parallel QAM symbols 58 in the frequency domain. In

particular, the QAM encoder 42 maps the input serial data bit stream 54 into N parallel

quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) constellation points 58, or QAM symbols 58,

where N represents the number of carrier signals generated by the modulator 46. The BAT 44

is in communication with the QAM encoder 42 to specify the number of bits carried by each

carrier signal. The QAM symbols 58 represent the amplitude and the phase characteristic of

each carrier signal.

The modulator 46 provides functionality associated with the DMT modulation and

transforms the QAM symbols 58 into DMT symbols 70 each comprised of a plurality of

time-domain samples. The modulator 46 modulates each carrier signal with a different QAM

symbol 58. As a result of this modulation, carrier signals have phase and amplitude

characteristics based on the QAM symbol 58 and therefore based on the input—bit stream 54.

In particular, the modulator 46 uses an inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) to change the

QAM symbols 58 into a transmission signal 38 comprised of a sequence of DMT symbols

70. The modulator 46 changes the QAM symbols 58 into DMT symbols 70 through

modulation of the carrier signals. In another embodiment, the modulator 46 uses the inverse
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discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) to change the QAM symbols 58 into DMT symbols 70. In

one embodiment, a pilot tone is included in the transmission signal 38 to provide a reference

signal for coherent demodulation of the carrier signals in the remote receiver 34 during

reception of the transmission signal 38.

The modulator 46 also includes a phase scrambler 66 that combines a phase shift

computed for each QAM-modulated carrier signal with the phase characteristic of that carrier

signal. Combining phase shifts with phase characteristics, in accordance with the principles

of the invention, substantially scrambles the phase characteristics of the carrier signals in the

transmission signal 38. By scrambling the phase characteristics of the carrier signals, the

resulting transmission signal 38 has a substantially minimized peak-to-average (PAR) power

ratio. The phase scrambler 66 can be part of or external to the modulator 46. Other

embodiments of the phase scrambler 66 include, but are not limited to, a software program

that is stored in local memory and is executed on the modulator 46, a digital signal processor

(DSP) capable of performing mathematical functions and algorithms, and the like. The

remote receiver 34 similarly includes a phase descrambler 66' for use when demodulating

carrier signals that have had their phase characteristics adjusted by the phase scrambler 66 of

the DMT transceiver 10.

To compute a phase shift for each carrier signal, the phase scrambler 66 associates

one or more values with that carrier signal. The phase scrambler 66 determines each value for

a carrier signal independently of the QAM symbols 58, and, therefore, independently of the

bit Value(s) modulated onto the carrier signal. The actual Value(s) that the phase scrambler 66

associates with each carrier signal can be derived from one or more predefined parameters,

such as a pseudo-random number generator (pseudo-RNG), a DMT carrier number, a DMT

symbol count, a DMT superframe count, a DMT hyperframe count, and the like, as described

in more detail below. Irrespective of the technique used to produce each value, the same

technique is used by the DMT transmitter 22 and the remote receiver 34 so that the value

associated with a given carrier signal is known at both ends of the communication channel

1 8.

The phase scrambler 66 then solves a predetermined equation to compute a phase

shift for the carrier signal, using the value(s) associated with that carrier signal as input that
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effects the output of the equation. Any equation suitable for computing phase shifts can be

used to compute the phase shifts. When the equation is independent of the bit values of the

input serial bit stream 54, the computed phase shifts are also independent of such bit values.

In one embodiment (shown in phantom), the DMT transmitter 22 includes a bit

scrambler 74, which receives the input serial bit stream 54 and outputs data bits 76 that are

substantially scrambled. The substantially scrambled bits 76 are then passed to the QAM

encoder 42. When the bit scrambler 74 is included in the DMT transmitter 22, the operation

of the phase scrambler 66 further assures that the transmission signal 38 has a Gaussian

probability distribution and, therefore. a substantially minimized PAR.

FIG. 2 shows embodiments of a process used by the DMT transmitter 22 for adjusting

the phase characteristic of each carrier signal and combining these carrier signals to produce

the transmission signal 38. The DMT transmitter 22 generates (step 100) a value that is

associated with a carrier signal. Because the value is being used to alter the phase

characteristics of the carrier signal, both the DMT transmitter 22 and the remote receiver 34

must recognize the value as being associated with the carrier signal. Either the DMT

transmitter 22 and the remote receiver 34 independently derive the associated value, or one

informs the other of the associated value. For example, in one embodiment the DMT

transmitter 22 can derive the value from a pseudo—RNG and then transmit the generated value

to the remote receiver 34. In another embodiment, the remote receiver 34 similarly derives

the value from the same pseudo—RNG and the same seed as used by the transmitter (ie, the

transmitter pseudo—RNG produces the same series of random numbers as the receiver

pseudo—RNG).

As another example, the DMT transmitter 22 and the remote receiver 34 can each

maintain a symbol counter for counting DMT symbols. The DMT transmitter 22 increments

its symbol counter upon transmitting a DMT symbol; the remote receiver 34 upon receipt.

Thus, when the DMT transmitter 22 and the remote receiver 34 both use the symbol count as

a value for computing phase shifts, both the DMT transmitter 22 and remote receiver 34

"know" that the value is associated with a particular DMT symbol and with each carrier

signal of that DMT symbol.
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Values can also be derived from other types of predefined parameters. For example, if

the predefined parameter is the DMT carrier number, then the value associated with a

particular carrier signal is the carrier number of that signal within the DMT symbol. The

number of a carrier signal represents the location of the frequency of the carrier signal

relative to the frequency of other carrier signals within a DMT symbol. For example, in one

embodiment the DSL communication system 2 provides 256 carrier signals, each separated

by a frequency of 4.3 125 kHz and spanning the frequency bandwidth from 0 kHz to 1104

kHz. The DMT transmitter 22 numbers the carrier signals from 0 to 255. Therefore, "DMT

carrier number 50" represents the 51st DMT carrier signal which is located at the frequency

of215.625 kHz (ie, 51 x 4.3125 kHz).

Again, the DMT transmitter 22 and the remote receiver 34 can know the value that is

associated with the carrier signal because both the DMT transmitter 22 and the remote

receiver 34 use the same predefined parameter (here, the DMT carrier number) to make the

value—carrier signal association. In other embodiments (as exemplified above with the

transmitter pseudo—RNG), the DMT transmitter 22 can transmit the value to the remote

receiver 34 (or vice versa) over the communication channel 18.

In other embodiments, other predefined parameters can be used in conjunction with

the symbol count. One example of such a predefined parameter is the superframe count that

increments by one every 69 DMT symbols. One exemplary implementation that achieves the

superframe counter is to perform a modulo 68 operation on the symbol count. As another

example, the DMT transmitter 22 can maintain a hyperframe counter for counting

hyperframes. An exemplary implementation of the hyperframe count is to perform a modulo

255 operation on the superframe count. Thus, the hyperframe count increments by one each

time the superframe count reaches 255.

Accordingly, it is seen that some predefined parameters produce values that vary

from carrier signal to carrier signal. For example, when the predefined parameter is the DMT

carrier number, values vary based on the frequency of the carrier signal. As another example,

the pseudo-RNG generates a new random value for each carrier signal.

Other predefined parameters produce values that vary from DMT symbol 70 to DMT

symbol 70. For example, when the predefined parameter is the symbol count, the superframe
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count, or hyperframe count, values vary based on the numerical position of the DMT symbol

70 within a sequence of symbols, superframes, or hyperframes. Predefined parameters such

as the pseudo-RNG, symbol count, superframe count, and superframe can also be understood

to be parameters that vary values over time. Any one or combination of the predefined

parameters can provide values for input to the equation that computes a phase shift for a

given carrier signal.

ln one embodiment, the phase scrambling is used to avoid clipping of the

transmission signal 38 on a DMT symbol 70 by DMT symbol 70 basis. In this embodiment,

the DMT transmitter 22 uses a value based on a predefined parameter that varies over time,

such as the symbol count, to compute the phase shift. It is to be understood that other types of

predefined parameters that vary the values associated with carrier signals can be used to

practice the principles of the invention. As described above, the transceivers 10, 14 may

communicate (step 1 10) the values to synchronize their use in modulating and demodulating

the carrier signals.

The DMT transmitter 22 then computes (step 115) the phase shift that is used to

adjust the phase characteristic of each carrier signal. The amount of the phase shift combined

with the phase characteristic of each QAM-modulated carrier signal depends upon the

equation used and the one or more values associated with that carrier signal.

The DMT transmitter 22 then combines (step 120) the phase shift computed for each

carrier signal with the phase characteristic of that carrier signal. By scrambling the phase

characteristics of the carrier signals, the phase scrambler 66 reduces (with respect to

unscrambled phase characteristics) the combined PAR of the plurality of carrier signals and,

consequently, the transmission signal 38. The following three phase shifting examples, PS

#1 -PS #3, illustrate methods used by the phase scrambler 66 to combine a computed phase

shift to the phase characteristic of each carrier signal.
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Phase Shifting Example #1

Phase shifting example #1 (PS #1’) corresponds to adjusting the phase characteristic of

the QAM-modulated carrier signal associated with a carrier number N by N X35, modulo
(mod) 27$. In this example, a carrier signal having a carrier number N equal to 50 has a phase

shift added to the phase characteristic of that carrier signal equal to 50 X? (mod 27:) : E 7:.
The carrier signal with a carrier number N equal to 51 has a phase shift added to the phase

characteristic of that carrier signal equal to 51 X %(mod27r) = 75. The carrier signal with the
carrier number N equal to 0 has no phase shift added to the phase characteristic of that carrier

signal.

Phase Shifting Example #2

Phase shifting example #2 (PS #2) corresponds to adjusting the phase characteristic of

the QAM-modulated carrier signal associated with a carrier number N by (N + M ) x %, mod
27$, Where M is the symbol count. In this example, a carrier signal having a carrier number N

equal to 50 on DMT symbol count M equal to 8 has a phase shift added to the phase

characteristic of that carrier signal equal to (50 + 8) X E (mod 27:) : The carrier signal
with the same carrier number N equal to 50 on the next DMT symbol count M equal to 9 has

a phase shift added to the phase characteristic of that carrier signal equal to

(50+9)><%(mod 271:) =

Phase Shifting Example #3

Phase shifting example #3 (PS #3) corresponds to adjusting the phase characteristic of
72'

the QAM-modulated carrier signal associated with a carrier number N by (XN) x mod Zzr,I

where XNis an array ofN pseudo-random numbers. In this example, a carrier signal having a

carrier number N equal to 5 and XN equal to [3, 8, 1, 4, 9, 5, . . .] has a phase shift added to

the phase characteristic of the carrier signal that is equal to (9) ><%(mod27z') = 3?” (Note that
9 is the 5m Value in XN.) The carrier signal With a carrier number N equal to 6 has a phase

shift added to the phase characteristic of the carrier signal equal to (5) x%(mod 27;) = 51 .6
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It is to be understood that additional and/or different phase shifting techniques can be

used by the phase scrambler 66, and that PS #1, #2, and #3 are merely illustrative examples

of the principles of the invention. The DMT transmitter 22 then combines (step 130) the

carrier signals to form the transmission signal 38. If the transmission signal is not clipped, as

described below, the DMT transmitter 22 consequently transmits (step 160) the transmission

signal 38 to the remote receiver 34.

Clipping of Transmission Signals

A transmission signal 38 that has high peak values of voltage (i.e., a high PAR) can

induce non—linear distortion in the DMT transmitter 22 and the communication channel 18.

One form of this non—linear distortion of the transmission signal 38 that may occur is the

limitation of the amplitude of the transmission signal 38 (i.c., clipping). For example, a

particular DMT symbol 70 clips in the time domain when one or more time domain samples

in that DMT symbol 70 are larger than the maximum allowed digital value for the DMT

symbols 70. In multicarrier communication systems when clipping occurs, the transmission

signal 38 does not accurately represent the input serial data bit signal 54.

In one embodiment, the DSL communication system 2 avoids the clipping of the

transmission signal 38 on a DMT symbol 70 by DMT symbol 70 basis. The DMT transmitter

22 detects (step 140) the clipping of the transmission signal 38. If a particular DMT symbol

70 clips in the time domain to produce a clipped transmission signal 38, the DMT transmitter

22 substitutes (step 150) a predefined transmission signal 78 for the clipped transmission

signal 38.

The predefined transmission signal 78 has the same duration as a DMT symbol 70

(eg, 250 ms) in order to maintain symbol timing between the DMT transmitter 22 and the

remote receiver 34. The predefined transmission signal 78 is not based on (i.c., independent

of) the modulated input data bit stream 54; it is a bit value pattern that is recognized by the

remote receiver 34 as a substituted signal. In one embodiment, the predefined transmission

signal 78 is a known pseudo-random sequence pattern that is easily detected by the remote

receiver 34. In another embodiment, the predefined transmission signal 78 is an "all zeros"

signal, which is a zero voltage signal produced at the DMT transmitter 22 output (ie, zero

11
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volts modulated on all the carrier signals). In addition to easy detection by the remote

receiver 34, the zero voltage signal reduces the power consumption of the DMT transmitter

22 when delivered by the DMT transmitter 22. Further, a pilot tone is included in the

predefined transmission signal 78 to provide a reference signal for coherent demodulation of

the carrier signals in the remote receiver 34 during reception of the predefined transmission

signal 78.

After the remote receiver 34 receives the transmission signal 38, the remote receiver

34 determines if the transmission signal 38 is equivalent to the predefined transmission signal

78. In one embodiment, when the remote receiver 34 identifies the predefined transmission

signal 78, the remote receiver 34 ignores (i.e., discards) the predefined transmission signal

78.

Following the transmission of the predefined transmission signal 78, the phase

scrambler 66 shifts (step 120) the phase characteristic of the QAM-modulated carrier signals

(based on one of the predefined parameters that varies over time). For example, consider that

a set of QAM symbols 58 produces a DMT symbol 70 comprising a plurality of time domain

samples, and that one of the time domain samples is larger than the maximum allowed digital

value for the DMT symbol 70. Therefore, because the transmission signal 38 would be

clipped when sent to the remote receiver 34, the DMT transmitter 22 sends the predefined

transmission signal 78 instead.

After transmission of the predefined transmission signal 78, the DMT transmitter 22

again attempts to send the same bit values that produced the clipped transmission signal 38 in

a subsequent DMT symbol 70'. Because the generation of phase shifts in this embodiment is

based on values that vary over time, the phase shifts computed for the subsequent DMT

symbol 70' are different than those that were previously computed for the DMT symbol 70

with the clipped time domain sample. These different phase shifts are combined to the phase

characteristics of the modulated carrier signals to produce carrier signals of the subsequent

DMT symbol 70' with different phase characteristics than the carrier signals of the DMT

symbol 70 with the clipped time domain sample.

DMT communication systems 2 infrequently produce transmission signals 38 that

clip (e. g., approximately one clip every 107 time domain samples 70). However, if the

12
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subsequent DMT symbol 70' includes a time domain sample that clips, then the predefined

transmission signal 78 is again transmitted (step 150) to the remote receiver 34 instead of the

clipped transmission signal 38. The clipping time domain sample may be on the same or on a

different carrier signal than the previously clipped DMT symbol 70. The DMT transmitter 22

repeats the transmission of the predefined transmission signal 78 until the DMT transmitter

22 produces a subsequent DMT symbol 70' that is not clipped. When the DMT transmitter 22

produces a DMT symbol 70' that is not clipped, the DTM transmitter 22 transmits (step 160)

the transmission signal 38 to the remote receiver 34. The probability of a DMT symbol 70

producing a transmission signal 38 that clips in the time domain depends on the PAR of the

transmission signal 38.

For example, the following phase shifting example, PST #4, illustrates the method

used by the phase scrambler 66 to combine a different phase shift to the phase characteristic

of each carrier signal to avoid the clipping ofthe transmission signal 38.

Phase Shifting Example #4

Phase shifting example #4 (PS #4) corresponds to adjusting the phase characteristic of

the carrier signal associated with a carrier number N by gx (111 + N) , mod 27:, where M is
the DMT symbol count. In this example, if the DMT symbol 70 clips when the DMT symbol

count M equals 5, the predefined transmission signal 78 is transmitted instead of the current

clipped transmission signal 38. On the following DMT symbol period, the DMT count M

equals 6, thereby causing a different set of time domain samples to be generated for the

subsequent DMT symbol 70', although the QAM symbols 58 used to produce both DMT

symbols 70, 70' are the same.

lf this different set of time domain samples (and consequently the transmission signal

38) is not clipped, the DMT transmitter 22 sends the transmission signal 38. If one of the

time domain samples in the different set of time domain samples 70 (and consequently the

transmission signal 38) is clipped, then the DMT transmitter 22 sends the predefined

transmission signal 78 again. The process continues until a DMT symbol 70 is produced

without a time domain sample 70 that is clipped. ln one embodiment, the transmitter 22 stops

attempting to produce a non-clipped DMT symbol 70' for the particular set of QAM symbols

5 8 after generating a predetermined number of clipped DMT symbols 70'. At that moment,

13
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the transmitter 22 can transmit the most recently produced clipped DMT symbol 70' or the

predetermined transmission signal 78.

The PAR of the DSL communication system 2 is reduced because the predefined

transmission signal 78 is sent instead of the transmission signal 38 when the DMT symbol 70

clips. For example, a DMT communication system 2 that normally has a clipping probability

of 10-7 for the time domain transmission signal 38 can therefore operate with a 10-5

probability of clipping and a lower PAR equal to 12.8 dB (as compared to 14.5 dB). When

operating at a 10-5 probability of clipping, assuming a DMT symbol 70 has 512 time-domain

samples 70, the DMT transmitter 22 experiences one clipped DMT symbol 70 out of every
105

5 12

transmission signal 78 being transmitted, on average, once every 195 DMT symbols.

, or 195 DMT symbols 70. This results in the predefined (non—data carrying)

Although increasing the probability of clipping to 10'5 results in approximately a 0.5%

(1/195) decrease in throughput, the PAR of the transmission signal 38 is reduced by 1.7 dB,

which reduces transmitter complexity in the form of power consumption and component

linearity.

While the invention has been shown and described with reference to specific

preferred embodiments, it should be understood by those skilled in the art that various

changes in form and detail may be made therein without departing from the spirit and scope

of the invention as defined by the following claims. For example, although the specification

uses DSL to describe the invention, it is to be understood that various form of DSL can be

used, e.g., ADSL, VDSL, SDSL, HDSL, HDSL2, or SHDSL. It is also to be understood that

the principles of the invention apply to various types of applications transported over DSL

systems (e.g., telecommuting, video conferencing, high speed lntemet access, video-on

demand).
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§Ref§Hits§Search Query §DBs §Defau|l §P|ura|s§Time
ttt 1 i ...%99.9.ra.t.9.r...%

(375/259 375/260 375/261 375/295 US-PGPLB; 12011/O9/201
§375/298 375/316 375/320 375/340).cc|s. USPAT;
§and (comput$3 estimat$3 determin$3) EPO; JPO;
near4 phase adj shift same (carrier$3 sub DERWE|\

LSPAT;
EPO; JPO;
DEFtWEi\

§(375/259 375/260 375/261 375/295 §Ls-PGPL -
§375/298 375/316 375/320 375/340).cc|s. LSPAT;
and phase near2 scramb|$3 EPO; JPO;

DEFtWEl\

3 and @ad<="19991109"

phase near2 scramb|$3 and
@ad< ="19991109"

EPO; JPO;
DEF1WEl\

5 and phase near2 scramb|$3 same
(carrier$3 cahnne|$t)

§tzannes.in. and scrambling near3 phase ' §2009/10/02§
ELSPAT; §2t:12 2
ELSOCR;
§FPI=ts; EPO;

§DEFtWENT;

§US-PGPUB; §2009/10/02$
§USPAT; §21:16
§USOCFt; 3 3
§FPFts; EPO;
EJPO;

§DEF1WENT;

" a method for randomizing the phase of US-PGPUB; $2009/10/02$
§the carriers in a multicarrier" USPAT; §2t :18
3 USOCR; 1

§FPI=ts; EPO;
EJPO:
EDEHWENT;
|BM_TDB =

"a method for randomizing the phase" US-PGPUB; E2009/10/02;
EUSPAT; $21 :19 5

USOCR;
§FPI=ts; EPO;
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EAST Search History

"7471721".pn
"6961369".pn.

"3955141".pn.
"5682376".pn.
"6256355".pn.
"6590860".pn.

. "7292627".pn.

"4985900".pn.
"5748677".pn.
"6507585".pn.
"6704317".pn.

E1111111
:
E1t

JPO;
DERWENT 3
I BM,TDB

2009/10/05
11018

2009/10/05;
31019

2009/10/05§
§13:54

"6961369".pn. "7292627".pn.~'20050141410" "200e009290
006014028 “ "

1 and (comput$3 estImat$3 eterm1n$3)
1 S near4 phase adj shift same (carrier$3 sub

......... ...........1.€391..E§[Ei91510.!T1H.ii.i..§9J..E§[[i§F)

1375/260.cc|s. and (c0mput$3 estimai$3 L,S—PGPLB
§determin$3) near4 phase adj shift same LSPAT;
(carrier$3 sub adj carrier$1 multi adj

2009/10/05$
§13:5e 3

JPO; 5
§DEF1WE|\___

2009/10/o5§and @ad<="19991109" _
3 §13:58

2009/10/051

esiimat$3 determin$3) near4 phase adj E 5
§shifi same (carrier$3 sub adj carrier$1 EPO; JPO; 3
multi adj carrier) DEF1WEl\T

gs11 and @ad<="19991109" $2009/10/05;
§14:00

2009/10/05$E375/260.cc|s. and (scramb|$3 randomiz$3)
‘ 14:01near4 phase same (carrier$3 sub adj

§carrier$1 multi adj carrier)
DEP1WE|\w

$313 and @ad<=“19991109“ §2009/10/05;
LSPAT; =

EPO; JPO;
DERWEl\T 51 \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\<.<.<.\.\.

(375/219 375/222).cc|s. and (scramb|$3 LS—PGPL
randomiz$3) near4 phase same (carrier$3 LSPAT;

jsub adj carrier$1 multi adj carrier) JPO; 3‘ 5 DERWE|\T
\ 1 11 1 1 11 1 1.........................................................................................................................A

S15 and @ad<="19991109“

$2009/10/051
14:03 5

§Ls-PGPLB, 3
gLsPAT; *

JPO;
EDERWENT

2009/10/05;
14:03 5

(370/281 370/295 370/330 370/343
§370/436 370/478 370/480 370/481 370/57$
§370/69.1).cc|s. and (scramb|$3

1 : §randomiz$3) near4 phase same (carrier$3
......... 1111111111

........................................................................................................................... ..
1! 1I''‘ 1F""‘ 1! :31‘ 110‘

2009/ 1 0/05;
15:45 *
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EAST Search History

§s17 and @ad<=“19991109“ §US—PGPUB; §ON $2009/10/05;
3 §USPAT; 2

EPO; JPO;
EDERWENT

§(370/201 370/295 370/330 370/343 §US-PGPUB; 12009/10/05;
E370/436 370/478 370/480 370/481 370/57$ USPAT; 5
§370/69.1).cc|s. and (comput$3 estimat$3 JPO;
§determin$S) near4 phase adj shift same §DEFiWENT
§(carrier$3 sub adj carrier$1 multi adj
‘ rrier)

9 and @ad<=“19991109“ EUS-PGPU
EUSPAT;
§EPO; JPO;
§DERWENT

§(375/260 375/267 375/362).cc|s. and §USPGPUB; $2009/10/05$
(scramb|$3 randomiz$3) near4 phase same§ USPAT; 15:53

3(carrier$3 sub adj carrier$1 multi adj EEPO; JPO; 5 5
' ERWENT

USPAT;
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT

§(375/200 375/267 375/362).cc|s. and EUSPGPUB; 12009/10/05:
§(comput$3 estimat$3 determin$3) near4 §USPAT; §15:54
§phase adj shift same (carrier$3 sub adj JPO;

DERWENT

S23 and @ad<=“19991109“ US-PGPUB; $2009/10/051
USPAT; 15:54
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT

“ (578/£55) .EEi;.“;}iE1"($553E$L}é5“é§1i}{{;1é3‘"’g Us PG‘PL/B; gé66‘é/‘J6/6'5‘;
§determin$3) near4 phase adj shift same §USPAT;
§(carrier$3 sub adj carrier$1 multi adj JPO;
3 §DERWENT

§s25 and @ad<="19991109" §USPGPUB; §2o09/10/05;
USPAT; 15:57

JPO;
EDERWENT

§"6,590,s60" .pn. §USPGPUB;
§usPAT; 2
EUSOCR;
§FPRs; EPO;

§DEF1WENT;
§|BM_TDB 3

§tzannes.in. and ((randomiz$3 scrambling) §USPGPUB;
nears phase).c|m. USPAT; 3

3 USOCR;
§FPRs; EPO;
EJPO;
§DEF1WENT;

.......... ................................................................................................ '..E‘.M:I.P.E3...... ........................ ................... .........................

‘ §tzannes.in. and scrambling near3 phase §USPGPUB; ‘ ‘ ‘
§UsPAT

§tzannes.in. and scrambling near3 §US—PGPUB;
phase.c|m. USPAT; :

3 USOCR;
§FPRS; EPO;
EJPO;
§DEF{WENT;
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EAST Search History

§(375/259 375/261 375/295 375/298 §US—PGPUB;
$375/219 375/220).cc|s. and (compui$3 USPAT; 3
§esiimat$3 deiermin$3) near4 phase adj EPO; JPO;

3 §shift same (carrier$3 sub adj carrier$1 DERWENT
.......... m.u..!i.i..€=.I.<?!i...<.=.<t=.1.r..r.i.e..r> ‘ ‘

............................................................. ..~ ...........................: .........................: ....................~ ..........................:

3&1 and @ad<=“19991109“ §US—PGPUB;
§USPAT;

JPO;
§DEF{WENT

(375/259 375/261 375/295 375/298 US—PGPUB;
$375/219 375/220).cc|s. and (randomiz$3 §USPAT;
§scramb|$3) nears phase JPO;
3 §DEF{WENT

gsss and @ad<="19991109" §USPGPUB;
3 §USPAT;

§EPO;.JF’O;
EDERWENT

3(370/206 370/208).cc|s. and (randomiz$3 §US-PGPUB;
§scramb|$3) near3 phase EUSPAT; 3

§EPO; JPO;
§DEFiWENT

§ss5 and @ad<=“19991109“ EUSPGPUB;
EUSPAT; 3
§EPO; JPO;
EDERWENT

§(455/73 455/91 455/108).cc|s. and EUSPGPUB;
§(randomiz$3 scramb|$3) near3 phase §USPAT;

JPO;
DERWENT

§"e519292".pn. "6256355".ph. §USPGPUB; ‘E2010/04/26g
§"5742e79".pn. "5682376".pn. §USPAT; g11:3a 3
3 §EPO; JPO; 3 3

EDERWENT

§"65‘19292".pn. "6256355".pn.

and (randomiz$3 scramb|$3) near3 §USPGPUB;
phase USPAT;

3EPo; JPO;
EDERWENT

§"12255713“ and independently EUSPGPUB;
§USPAT; 5
EEPO; JPO;
§DERWENT

§"6519292".pn. and randomiz$3 near2 §US-PGPUB;
phase$1 USPAT;

3 JPO;
DERWENT

§"6519292".pn. and (predetermined adj ru|e§ USPGPUB;
§initia| adj phase adj va|ue$1) §USPAT;

§EPO; JPO;
EDERWENT

§"6256355".pn. and (predetermined adj ru|e§ US—PGPUB;
§ihitia| adj phase adj va|ue$1) §USPAT; 5

EEPO; JPO;
§DERWENT

§(375/377).ccis. and (randomiz$3 §usPGPuB;
§scramb|$3) near3 phase §USPAT; 3
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EAST Search History

EPO; JPO;
DERWENT

§("6590860" | "e9e7997" | "e757299" | §US-PGPUB;
§"7e1o02s" 1 "2o0eo002454" | 5519292" 1 §USPAT
§"59912e2" 1 "s519929“ | 5694395" | *
;"5370015" 1 "s3e5555“ | "49s5900" | 5

§"e507535" 1 "20060140288" | "3955141" 1
§"6256355" 1 "5704317“ | "40e9392" |
15331449" 1 20050141410" | "5748677" 1
§"20oeoo929o2" | "5ea237e" | "e12e350" 1

\\\\\ .......... \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\2

and (phase near2 characierisiic$1 §US-PGPUB;
3 §scramb|$3 random$3 spreading) same §USPAT 3 3 3

........... R.h..§§.?..Q9553.§1?.11I..§§iTI§..9§iI1§[§.1........................ ........................... ........................ .................. ..........................

§"12255713“ §USPGPUB; $2011/os/31;
1 §USPAT :00:04 3

§(375/259 375/260 375/261 375/267 §USPGPUB; 2011/O8/31$
§375/298 375/299 375/316 375/320 USPAT $00227
§375/324 375/340).cc|s. and (phase near2
§characteristic$1 scramb|$3 rand0m$3 ‘

1 ispreading) same phase near2 shift same : = = = :
§carrier$1

§(375/259 375/250 375/251 375/237 EUSPGPUB;
§375/298 375/299 375/316 375/320 USPAT;
§375/324 375/340).cc|s. and (phase near2 JPO;
§characteristio$1 scramb|$3 random$3 §DERWENT
§spreading) same phase near2 shift same
§carrier$1

1550 and @ad<=“19991109“ EUSPGPUB;
§USPAT; 3
§EPO; JPO;
EDERWENT

(375/219 375/220 375/222).CC|S. and US—PGPUB;
(phase near2 characierisiic$1 scramb|$3 USPAT
random$3 spreading) same phase near2

§shift same carrier$1

$852 and @ad<="1999‘l109" §usPGPuB;
EUSPAT; 2
§EPO; JPO;
§DERWENT

§(370/231 370/295 370/343 370/480 EUSPGPUB;
§370/481).cc|s. and (phase near2 §USPAT
§characteristic$1 scramb|$3 random$3
§spreading) same phase near2 shift same
§carrier$1

§s54 and @ad<=“19991109“ §USPGPUB;
E §USPAT; 3

§EPO; JPO;
§DERWENT

§tzannes.in. and scrambling near3 §USPGPUB;
phase.c|m. USPAT; 5

2 gusocn;
§FPF1S; EPO;§

§DERWENT;
_ ________ _______________________________________________________________________________________!__B_M_:‘__|_—_D__B______ _____________________ _______________2% ______________2

"12a40024" Us PGPUB;
USPAT 3
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EAST Search History

9/ 20/ 2011 10:10:12 PM

C:\Users\|wi||iams5\Documents\ EAST\Workspaces\11860080a.wsp
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE lI\ |'I'III|) S'I'A'|'I4IS |)|4IPA|I'I'V| III\I'I' ()I4' CHM l\’I|‘lII('|<l
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Adrkess COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTSPa Rm mo

AIexa11dna,V1Jg:Irua 22313-1450wwvruspto gm’

APPLICATION NTTIVITIFR FTI.I\I('l OR 3"/I (C) DATE FIRST NAMET) APPLICANT ATTY. T)(’)CKF.T NO./TITTE

11/860,080 09/24/2007 Marcos C. Tzannes 5550-47-CON-DIV
CONFIRMATION NO. 5967

62574 NEW OR REVISED PPD NOTICE
Jason H. Vick

Sheridan Ross, pc lllllllllllllllllllllllljflljllllllllllllllllllllllllll llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
Suite # 1200 o0ooooo5o2396o9

1560 Broadway
Denver, CO 80202

NOTICE OF NEW OR REVISED PROJECTED PUBLICATION DATE

The above-identified application has a new or revised projected publication date. The

current projected publication date for this application is 01/12/2012. If this is a new projected

publication date (there was no previous projected publication date), the application has been

cleared by Licensing & Review or a secrecy order has been rescinded and the application is

now in the publication queue.

If this is a revised projected publication date (one that is different from a previously

communicated projected publication date), the publication date has been revised due

to processing delays in the USPTO or the abandonment and subsequent revival of an

application. The application is anticipated to be published on a date that is more than six

weeks different from the originally-projected publication date.

More detailed publication information is available through the private side of Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) System. The direct link to access PAIR is currently

http://pair.uspto.gov. Further assistance in electronically accessing the publication, or about

PAIR, is available by calling the Patent Electronic Business Center at 1-866-217-9197.

Questions relating to this Notice should be directed to the Office of Data Management,

Application Assistance Unit at (571) 272-4000, or (571) 272-4200, or 1-888-786-0101.

PART 1 — ATTORNEY/APPLICANT COPY
page 1 of 1
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Commissioner for Patents

United States Patent and Trademark Office
PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Defense Technology Security Administration
2850 Eisenhower Avenue . '

Alexandria, VA 22314 OCT -5 7011 -

Attn: DTSA Patent Review UCENSlNG:& REVIEW

Application serial number(s) identified below was referred at least one DoD defense agency
under 35 U.S.C. I81 on the noted dates which are more than the 6 months as provided for in 35
U.S.C. 184. The Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) has not received a communication from
you regarding secrecy ofthis application under 35 USC 18].

Examination of this application has been completed and has been found to be in condition for

allowance as a U.S. Patent. Since the USPTO has no authority to withhold the issue ofa patent
"absent a recommendation for a secrecy order under 181, this application is being prepared for
issue as a US. patent.

Serial Nu ber Referral Date

// mm 0%“/W/‘
You re also reminded that although these applications are being cleared by the USPTO, dated
access acknowledgement forms continue to be required in these applications pursuant to 35 USC
I81. '

Thank you for attention to this matter.

Supervisor Li nsing and Review.
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“M,

i, UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria Virginia 22313-1450
www Ilspto gov

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

11/860,080 09/24/2007 Marcos C. Tzannes 5550—47—CON—DIV 5967

62574 7590 09/27/2011 .. l;XAMlNl:R
Jason H. Vick

Sheridan Ross, PC
Suite # I200

1560 Broadway ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER
Denver, CO 80202

VVILLIAMS, LAWRENCE B

2611

NOTIFICATION DATE DELIVERY MODE

09/27/2011 ELECTRONIC

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

Notice of the Office communication was sent electronically on aboVe—indicated "Notification Date" to the

following e—mail address(es):

jvick @ shcridanrosscom

PTOI.-90A (Rev. 04/07)
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Application No. App|icant(s)

11/860,080 TZANNES, MARCOS C.

Applicant-Initiated Interview Summary Examiner

TESFALDET BOCURE

All participants (applicant, app|icant’s representative, PTO personnel):

(1) TESFALDETBOCURE.

(2) Mr. Vick Jason (Reg. # 45,285).

Date of Interview: 20 September 2011.

Type: IE Telephonic I] Video Conference
[I Personal [copy given to: El applicant El appIicant’s representative]

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: |:l Yes El No.
If Yes, brief description:

Issues Discussed [I101 [I112 [I102 [I103 |ZIOthers
(For each of the checked boxfes) above, please describe below the is sue and detailed description of the discussion)

Claim(s) discussed: 47 and 60.

Identification of prior art discussed: None.

Substance of Interview
(For each issue discussed, provide a detailed description and indicate if agreement was reached. Some topics may include: identification or clarification of a
reference or a portion thereof. claim interpretation, proposed amendments, arguments of any applied references etc...)

See Continuation Sheet.

Applicant recordation instructions: The formal written reply to the last Office action must include the substance of the interview. (See MPEP
section 713.04). If a reply to the last Office action has already been filed, applicant is given a non—extendab|e period of the longer of one month or
thirty days from this interview date, or the mailing date of this interview summary form, whichever is later, to file a statement of the substance of the
interview

Examiner recordation instructions: Examiners must summarize the substance of any interview of record. A complete and proper recordation of
the substance of an interview should include the items listed in MPEP 713.04 for complete and proper recordation including the identification of the
general thrust of each argument or issue discussed, a general indication of any other pertinent matters discussed regarding patentability and the
general results or outcome of the interview, to include an indication as to whether or not agreement was reached on the issues raised.

|:l Attachment
/Tesfaldet Bocurei

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2611

U.S Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL—413 (Rev. 8/11/2010) Interview Summary Paper No. 20110920
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Summary of Record of Interview Requirements

Manual of Patent Examining Procedure (MPEP), Section 713.04, Substance of Interview Must be Made of Record
A complete written statement as to the substance of any lace-to-face, video conference, or telephone interview with regard to an application must be made of record in the
application whether or not an agreement with the examiner was reached at the interview.

Title 37 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) § 1.133 Interviews
Paragraph (b)

In every instance where reconsideration is requested in view of an interview with an examiner, a complete written statement of the reasons presented at the interview as
warranting favorable action must be filed bythe applicant. An interview does not remove the necessity for reply to Office action as specified in §§ 1.111 1.135. (35 U.S.C. 132)

37 CPR §1.2 Business to be transacted in writing.
All business with the Patent or Trademark Office should be transacted in writing. The personal attendance of applicants or their attorneys or agents at the Patent and
Trademark Office is unnecessary. The action of the Patent and Trademark Office will be based exclusively on the written record in the Office. No attention will be paid to
any alleged oral promise, stipulation, or understanding in relation to which there is disagreement or doubt

The action of the Patent and Trademark Office cannot be based exclusively on the written record in the Office if that record is itself
incomplete through the failure to record the substance of interviews.

It is the responsibility of the applicant or the attorney or agent to make the substance of an interview of record in the application file, unless
the examiner indicates he or she will do so. It is the examiner's responsibility to see that such a record is made and to correct material inaccuracies
which bear directly on the question of patentability.

Examiners must complete an Interview Summary Form for each interview held where a matter of substance has been discussed during the
interview by checking the appropriate boxes and filling in the blanks. Discussions regarding only procedural matters, directed solely to restriction
requirements for which interview recordation is otherwise provided for in Section 812.01 of the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure, or pointing
out typographical errors or unreadable script in Office actions or the like, are excluded from the interview recordation procedures below. Where the
substance of an interview is completely recorded in an Examiners Amendment, no separate Interview Summary Record is required.

The Interview Summary Form shall be given an appropriate Paper No., placed in the right hand portion of the file, and listed on the
“Contents” section of the file wrapper. In a personal interview, a duplicate of the Form is given to the applicant (or attorney or agent) at the
conclusion of the interview. In the case of a telephone or video-conference interview, the copy is mailed to the applicants correspondence address
either with or prior to the next official communication. If additional correspondence from the examiner is not likely before an allowance or if other
circumstances dictate, the Form should be mailed promptly after the interview rather than with the next official communication.

The Form provides for recordation of the following information:
—Application Number (Series Code and Serial Number)
— Name of applicant
— Name of examiner
— Date of interview

—Type of interview (telephonic, video-conference, or personal)
— Name of participant(s) (applicant, attorney or agent, examiner, other PTO personnel, etc.)
—An indication whether or not an exhibit was shown or a demonstration conducted

—An identification of the specific prior art discussed
— An indication whether an agreement was reached and if so, a description of the general nature ofthe agreement (may be by

attachment of a copy of amendments or claims agreed as being allowable). Note: Agreement as to allowability is tentative and does
not restrict further action by the examiner to the contrary.

—The signature of the examiner who conducted the interview (if Form is not an attachment to a signed Office action)

It is desirable that the examiner orally remind the applicant of his or her obligation to record the substance of the interview of each case. It
should be noted, however, that the Interview Summary Form will not normally be considered a complete and proper recordation of the interview
unless it includes, or is supplemented by the applicant or the examiner to include, all of the applicable items required below concerning the
substance of the interview.

A complete and proper recordation of the substance of any interview should include at least the following applicable items:
1) A brief description of the nature of any exhibit shown or any demonstration conducted,
2) an identification of the claims discussed,
3) an identification of the specific prior art discussed,
4) an identification of the principal proposed amendments of a substantive nature discussed, unless these are already described on the

Interview Summary Form completed by the Examiner,
5) a brief identification of the general thrust of the principal arguments presented to the examiner,

(The identification of arguments need not be lengthy or elaborate. A verbatim or highly detailed description of the arguments is not
required. The identification of the arguments is sufficient if the general nature or thrust ofthe principal arguments made to the
examiner can be understood in the context of the application file. Of course, the applicant may desire to emphasize and fully
describe those arguments which he or she feels were or might be persuasive to the examiner.)

6) a general indication of any other pertinent matters discussed, and
7) if appropriate, the general results or outcome of the interview unless already described in the Interview Summary Form completed by

the examiner.

Examiners are expected to carefully review the applicants record of the substance of an interview. If the record is not complete and
accurate, the examiner will give the applicant an extendable one month time period to correct the record.

Examiner to Check for Accuracy

If the claims are allowable for other reasons of record, the examiner should send a letter setting forth the examiner‘s version of the
statement attributed to him or her. If the record is complete and accurate, the examiner should place the indication, "Interview Record OK" on the
paper recording the substance of the interview along with the date and the examiner‘s initials.
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Continuation Sheet (PTOL-413) Application No. 11/860,080

Continuation of Substance of Interview including description of the general nature of what was agreed to if an
agreement was reached, or any other comments: Applicant'srepresentative, Mr. Vick Jason (Fleg. # 45,285)
discussed how to overcome possible 112 2nd paragraph with respect to the drafted claims 47 and 60. The following
proposals have been suggested by the Examiner and agreed upon by Mr. Vick (see underlined limitations proposed by
the Examiner):
47. (New) A method, in a first multicarrier transceiver that uses a plurality of carrier signals for receiving a bit
stream, wherein each carrier signal has a phase characteristic associated with the bit stream, the method comprising:
receiving the bit stream, wherein:
each carrier signal is associated with a value determined independently of any bit value corresponding or (associated)
to the received bit stream carried by that respective carrier signal, the value associated with each carrier signal
determined by a pseudo—random number generator,
a phase shift for each carrier signal is based on:
the value associated with that respective carrier signal, and
the combining of the phase shift for each carrier signal with the phase characteristic of that respective carrier signal so
as to substantially scramble the phase characteristics of the plurality of carrier signals, and
multiple carrier signals corresponding to the phase scrambled plurality of carrier signals are used by the first
multicarrier transceiver to demodulate a same input bit value corresponding or (associated) to the received bit stream.

It should be noted that the word “corresponding or associated" can be used interchangeably according to the
specification whichever one is applicable. The same proposal also applies to claim 70.
In the meantime, discussed some minor issues regarding:
In the drawing element 54 has been disclosed as received by the scrambler 74 and agreed to correct; and a miss
spelled word, “non-lipped" in page 2. Line 26 of the specification (see parent US patent number 7,292,627) to be
amended to read as---non—clipped--.
As to the disclosed transmission signal 78, the amended drawing received on 8/30/2011 corrects the concern by the
Examiner; therefore, the issue has been resolved.

In the meantime, Mr. Vick agreed to change the scrambler 66' by descrambler 66' since the receiver has been
disclosed as performing inverse of that of the scrambler 66 at the transmitter and to include in his remarks that the
claimed phase scrambling is performed by the transmitter to overcome drawing objection (Form Par. 6.36).
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In Re the Application of: Marcos C. Tzannes 5 Group Art Unit: 2611

Application N 0.: 11/860,080 g Examiner: WILLIAMS, Lawrence B.
Filed: September 24, 2007 ) Conf1rmationNo.: 5967

Atty. File No.2 5550-47-CON-DIV

For: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR DESCRAMBLING THE PHASE OF THE CARRIERS

IN A MULTICARRIER COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313

SIXTH PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT

Dear Sir:

Prior to the initial review of the above-identified patent application by the Examiner, and

supplemental to the September 9, 2011 Preliminary Amendment, please enter the following

Preliminary Amendment. Although Applicants do not believe that any fees are due based upon

the filing of this Preliminary Amendment, please charge any such fees to Deposit Account 19-

1970.

Please arnend the above-identified patent application as follows:

Amendments to the Specification begin on page 2 of this paper.

Amendments to the Drawings begin on page 3 of this paper and include both an

attached replacement sheet and an annotated sheet showing changes.

Amendments to the Claims are shown in the listing of claims which begin on page 4 of

this paper.

Remarks begin on page 9 of this paper.

Attorney Docket No .: 5 5 5 0-47~CON—DIV
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AMENDMENTS TO THE SPECIFICATION

Submitted herewith is a marked—up and clean version of a substitute specification. No

new matter is believed to have been added therein.

Attorney Docket No.2 5550-47-CON—DIV
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AMENDMENTS TO THE DRAWINGS:

The attached drawing sheet(s) include(s) changes to Figure 1. This sheet, which includes

Figure 1 replaces the previously submitted sheet.

Attorney Docket No.: 5550—47—CON—DIV
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AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims in the

application.

Listing of Claims:

1 -46. (Canceled)

47. (Currently Amended) A method. Iain a first multicarrier transceiver,—haIs4Li-x=i4gt_ligt

u_se§ a plurality of carrier signals for receiving a bit stream, wherein each carrier signal ha=vingl_12§

a phase characteristic associated with the bit stream, aflie method comprising:

® receiV'ing the bit stream, wherein:

each carrier signal wasi_s associated with a value determined independently of any

bit value of the bit stream carried by that respective carrier signal, the Value associated with each

carrier signal determined Qa pseudo—random number generator,

a phase shift for each carrier signal is based on:

the value associated with

that carrier signal, and

 %mgn$the combining of a phase for each carrier signal with the

phase characteristic of that respective carrier signal so as to substantially scramble the phase

characteristics of the plurality of carrier signals, _a_ng

multiple carrier signals corres1m1_ding to the plurality ojghase shifted and

scrambled carrier signals wereare used by the first multicarrier transceiver to

medulatedemodulate a same input bit value,—and

wmb of the received bit stream.

48. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 47, wherein the first transceiver is a

cable transceiver.

Attorney Docket No.: 55 50-47-CON—DIV
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49. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 47, wherein the first transceiver is

VDSL transceiver.

50. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 47, wherein the bit stream is used to

transport video.

51. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 47, wherein the bit stream is used to

transport high speed internet access.

52. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 47, further comprising, in a second

transceiver in communication with the first transceiver, independently deriving the values

associated with each carrier using a second pseudo—random number generator in the second

transceiver.

53. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 52, wherein the first and second

transceivers use a same seed for the pseudo—random number generator.

54. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 52, wherein the first and second

transceivers are wireless transceivers.

55. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 52, wherein the first and second

transceivers are cable transceivers.

56. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 52, wherein the first and second

transceivers are DSL transceivers connected using a pair of twisted wires of a telephone

subscriber system.

57. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 56, wherein the first and second

transceivers are VDSL transceivers.

Attomey Docket No.: 5550—47—CON-DIV
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58. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 52, wherein the bit stream is used to

transport video.

59. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 52, wherein the bit stream is used to

transport high speed internet access.

60. (Currently Amended) A multicarrier system including a first transceiver

having—a—that uses a plurality of carrier signals for receiving a bit stream, wherein each

carrier signal—l=nav-ing has a phase characteristic associated with the bit stream, the transceiver

capable of receiving the bit stream, wherein:

each carrier signal wasis associated with a value determined independently of any

bit value of the bit stream carried by that respective carrier signal, the value associated with each

carrier signal determined by a pseudo—random number generator

a phase shift for each carrier signal is based on:

 thevalue associated with

that respective carrier signal, and

phase ef that carrier signal the combining of a phase shift for each carrier signal

with the phase characteristic of that respective carrier signal so as to substantially scramble the

phase characteristics of the plurality of carrier signals,

multiple carrier signals corresponding to the plurality of phase shifted and

scrambled carrier signals wereare used bv the first multicarrier transceiver to

medulatedemodulate a same input bit value,—and

mmb of the received bit stream.

61. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 60, wherein the first transceiver is a

cable transceiver.

62. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 60, wherein the first transceiver is

VDSL transceiver.
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63. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 60, wherein the bit stream is used to

transport video.

64. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 60, wherein the bit stream is used to

transport high speed internet access.

65. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 60, further comprising a second

transceiver in communication with the first transceiver, the second transceiver independently

deriving the values associated with each carrier using a second pseudo-random number generator

in the second transceiver.

66. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 65, wherein the first and second

transceivers use a same seed for the pseudo-random number generator.

67. (Previously Presented) The system ofclaim 65, wherein the first and second

transceivers are wireless transceivers.

68. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 65, wherein the first and second

transceivers are cable transceivers.

69. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 65, wherein the first and second

transceivers are DSL transceivers connected using a pair of twisted wires of a telephone

subscriber system.

70. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 69, wherein the first and second

transceivers are VDSL transceivers.

71. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 65 , wherein the bit stream is used to

transport video.
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72. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 65, wherein the bit stream is used to

transport high speed internet access.
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REMARKS/ARGUMENTS

Applicant requests examination on the merits.

Applicant would like to thank Examiners Bocure and Williams for the courtesies

extended during the September 20 telephone conference. During the conference, the Examiner

requested the changes to the claims as shown above. The Examiner also requested element 66’

be changed to “phase descrambler” since it is performing the inverse fimetions of phase

scrambler 66.

Attached hereto are a substitute specification and replacement figure that make the

changes as requested.

Applicant believes that the pending claims are in condition for allowance and such

disposition is respectfully requested. In the event that a telephone conversation would further

prosecution and/or expedite allowance, the Examiner is invited to contact the undersigned.

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge to Deposit Account No. 19-1970 any

fees under 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.16 and 1.17 that may be required by this paper and to credit any

overpayment to that Account. if any extension of time is required in connection with the filing

of this paper and has not been separately requested, such extension is hereby Petitioned.

Respectfully submitted,

SHERIDAN ROSS P.C.

,—
//

By: »/

//’ ’so'n’1i Vick
// Registration No. 45,285

1560 Broadway, Suite 1200

Denver, Colorado 80202-5141

(303) 863-9700

/
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Markcd-Up Copy of Substitutc Spccification

US App No. 11/860,080

Attorney Docket No. 5550—47—CON—DIV

A System and Method for Descrambling the Phase of the Carriers in a Multicarrier

Communications System

Related Application

This application is a divisional of U.S. Application No. 11/211,535, filed August 26,

2005, now U.S. Patent No. 7,292,627, which is a continuation of U.S. Application No.

09/710,310, filed on November 9, 2000, now U.S. Patent No. 6,961,369, which claims the

bcncfit of thc filing date of copcnding U.S. Provisional Application, Serial No. 60/164,134,

filed November 9, 1999, entitled "A Method For Randomizing The Phase Of The Carriers In

A Multicarrier Communications System To Reduce The Peak To Average Power Ratio Of

The Transmitted Signal," the entirety of which provisional application is incorporated by

reference herein.

Field of the Invention

This invention relates to communications systems using multicarrier modulation.

More particularly, the invention relates to multicarrier communications systems that lower

the peak—to—average power ratio (PAR) of transmitted signals.

Background of the Invention

In a conventional multicarrier communications system, transmitters communicate

over a communication channel using multicarrier modulation or Discrete Multitone

Modulation (DMT). Carrier signals (carriers) or sub-channels spaced within a usable

frequency band of the communication channel are modulated at a symbol (i.e., block)

transmission rate of the system. An input signal, which includes input data bits, is sent to a

DMT transmitter, such as a DMT modem. The DMT transmitter typically modulates the

phase characteristic, or phase, and amplitude of the carrier signals using an Inverse Fast

Fourier Transform (IFFT) to generate a time domain signal, or transmission signal, that

represents the input signal. The DMT transmitter transmits the transmission signal, which is a

linear combination of the multiple carriers, to a DMT receiver over the communication

channel.
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Marked-Up Copy of Substitute Specification

US App No. 11/860,080

Attorney Docket No. 5550—47—CON—DIV

The phase and amplitude of the carrier signals of DMT transmission signal can be

considered random because the phase and amplitude result from the modulation of an

arbitrary sequence of input data bits comprising the transmitted information. Therefore,

under the condition that the modulated data bit stream is random, the DMT transmission

signal can be approximated as having a Gaussian probability distribution. A bit scrambler is

often used in the DMT transmitter to scramble the input data bits before the bits are

modulated to assure that the transmitted data bits are random and, consequently, that the

modulation of those bits produces a DMT transmission signal with a Gaussian probability

distribution.

With an appropriate allocation of transmit power levels to the carriers or sub-

channels, such a system provides a desirable performance. Further, generating a transmission

signal with a Gaussian probability distribution is important in order to transmit a

transmission signal with a low peak-to-average ratio (PAR), or peak-to-average power ratio.

The PAR of a transmission signal is the ratio of the instantaneous peak value (i.e., maximum

magnitude) of a signal parameter (e.g., voltage, current, phase, frequency, power) to the time-

averaged value of the signal parameter. In DMT systems, the PAR of the transmitted signal is

determined by the probability of the random transmission signal reaching a certain peak

voltage during the time interval required for a certain number of symbols. An example of the

PAR of a transmission signal transmitted from a DMT transmitter is 14.5 dB, which is

equivalent to having a 1E—7 probability of clipping. The PAR of a transmission signal

transmitted and received in a DMT communication system is an important consideration in

the design of the DMT communication system because the PAR of a signal affects the

communication system's total power consumption and component linearity requirements of

the system.

If the phase of the modulated carriers is not random, then the PAR can increase

greatly. Examples of cases where the phases of the modulated carrier signals are not random

are when bit scramblers are not used, multiple carrier signals are used to modulate the same

input data bits, and the constellation maps, which are mappings of input data bits to the phase

of a carrier signal, used for modulation are not random enough (i.e., a zero value for a data

bit corresponds to a 90 degree phase characteristic of the DMT carrier signal and a one value
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Marked-Up Copy of Substitute Specification

US App No. 11/860,080

Attorney Docket No. 5550—47—CON—DIV

for a data bit corresponds to a -90 degree phase characteristic of the DMT carrier signal). An

increased PAR can result in a system with high power consumption and/or with high

probability of clipping the transmission signal. Thus, there remains a need for a system and

method that can effectively scramble the phase of the modulated carrier signals in order to

provide a low PAR for the transmission signal.

Summary of the Invention

The present invention features a system and method that scrambles the phase

characteristics of the modulated carrier signals in a transmission signal. In one aspect, a value

is associated with each carrier signal. A phase shift is computed for each carrier signal based

on the value associated with that carrier signal. The value is determined independently of any

input bit value carried by that carrier signal. The phase shift computed for each carrier signal

is combined with the phase characteristic of that carrier signal to substantially scramble the

phase characteristics ofthe carrier signals.

In one embodiment, the input bit stream is modulated onto the carrier signals having

the substantially scrambled phase characteristic to produce a transmission signal with a

reduced peak—to—average power ratio (PAR). The value is derived from a predetermined

parameter, such as a random number generator, a carrier number, a DMT symbol count, a

superframe count, and a hyperframe count. In another embodiment, a predetermined

transmission signal is transmitted when the amplitude of the transmission signal exceeds a

certain level.

In another aspect, the invention features a method wherein a value is associated with

each carrier signal. The value is determined independently of any input bit value carried by

that carrier signal. A phase shift for each carrier signal is computed based on the value

associated with that carrier signal. The transmission signal is demodulated using the phase

shift computed for each carrier signal.

In another aspect, the invention features a system comprising a phase scrambler that

computes a phase shift for each carrier signal based on a value associated with that carrier

signal. The phase scrambler also combines the phase shift computed for each carrier signal

with the phase characteristic of that carrier signal to substantially scramble the phase

characteristic of the carrier signals. In one embodiment, a modulator, in communication with
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US App No. 11/860,080

Attorney Docket No. 5550—47—CON—DIV

the phase scrambler, modulates bits of an input signal onto the carrier signals having the

substantially scrambled phase characteristics to produce a transmission signal with a reduced

PAR.

Description of the Drawings

The invention is pointed outwith particularity in the appended claims. The

advantages of the invention described above, as well as further advantages of the invention,

may be better understood by reference to the following description taken in conjunction with

the accompanying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an embodiment of a digital subscriber line

communications system including a DMT (discrete multitone modulation) transceiver, in

communication with a remote transceiver, having a phase scrambler for substantially

scrambling the phase characteristics of carrier signals; and

FIG. 2 is a flow diagram of an embodiment of a process for scrambling the phase

characteristics of the carrier signals in a transmission signal.

Detailed Description

FIG. 1 shows a digital subscriber line (DSL) communication system 2 including a

discrete multitone (DMT) transceiver 10 in communication with a remote transceiver 14 over

a communication channel 18 using a transmission signal 38 having a plurality of carrier

signals. The DMT transceiver 10 includes a DMT transmitter 22 and a DMT receiver 26. The

remote transceiver 14 includes a transmitter 30 and a receiver 34. Although described with

respect to discrete multitone modulation, the principles of the invention apply also to other

types of multiearrier modulation, such as, but not limited to, orthogonally multiplexed

quadrature amplitude modulation (OQAM), discrete wavelet multitone (DWMT) modulation,

and orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM).

The communication channel 18 provides a downstream transmission path from the

DMT transmitter 22 to the remote receiver 34, and an upstream transmission path from the

remote transmitter 30 to the DMT receiver 26. In one embodiment, the communication

channel 18 is a pair of twisted wires of a telephone subscriber line. In other embodiments, the

communication channel 18 can be a fiber optic wire, a quad cable, consisting of two pairs of

twisted wires, or a quad cable that is one of a star quad cable, a Dieselhorst—Martin quad
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cable, and the like. In a wireless communication system wherein the transceivers 10, 14 are

wireless modems, the communication channel 18 is the air through which the transmission

signal 38 travels between the transceivers 10, 14.

By way of example, the DMT transmitter 22 shown in FIG. 1 includes a quadrature

amplitude modulation (QAM) encoder 42, a modulator 46, a bit allocation table (BAT) 44,

and a phase scrambler 66. The DMT transmitter 22 can also include a bit scrambler 74, as

described further below. The remote transmitter 30 of the remote transceiver 14 comprises

equivalent components as the DMT transmitter 22. Although this embodiment specifies a

detailed description of the DMT transmitter 22, the inventive concepts apply also to the

receivers 34, 26 which have similar components to that of the DMT transmitter 22, but

perform inverse functions in a reverse order.

The QAM encoder 42 has a single input for receiving an input serial data bit stream

54 and multiple parallel outputs to transmit QAM symbols 58 generated by the QAM

encoder 42 from the bit stream 54. In general, the QAM encoder 42 maps the input serial bit-

stream 54 in the time domain into parallel QAM symbols 58 in the frequency domain. In

particular, the QAM encoder 42 maps the input serial data bit stream 54 into N parallel

quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) constellation points 58, or QAM symbols 58,

where N represents the number of carrier signals generated by the modulator 46. The BAT 44

is in communication with the QAM encoder 42 to specify the number of bits carried by each

carrier signal. The QAM symbols 58 represent the amplitude and the phase characteristic of

each carrier signal.

The modulator 46 provides functionality associated with the DMT modulation and

transforms the QAM symbols 58 into DMT symbols 70 each comprised of a plurality of

time-domain samples. The modulator 46 modulates each carrier signal with a different QAM

symbol 58. As a result of this modulation, carrier signals have phase and amplitude

characteristics based on the QAM symbol 58 and therefore based on the input—bit stream 54.

In particular, the modulator 46 uses an inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) to change the

QAM symbols 58 into a transmission signal 38 comprised of a sequence of DMT symbols

70. The modulator 46 changes the QAM symbols 58 into DMT symbols 70 through

modulation of the carrier signals. In another embodiment, the modulator 46 uses the inverse
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discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) to change the QAM symbols 58 into DMT symbols 70. In

one embodiment, a pilot tone is included in the transmission signal 38 to provide a reference

signal for coherent demodulation of the carrier signals in the remote receiver 34 during

reception of the transmission signal 38.

The modulator 46 also includes a phase scrambler 66 that combines a phase shift

computed for each QAM-modulated carrier signal with the phase characteristic of that carrier

signal. Combining phase shifts with phase characteristics, in accordance with the principles

of the invention, substantially scrambles the phase characteristics of the carrier signals in the

transmission signal 38. By scrambling the phase characteristics of the carrier signals, the

resulting transmission signal 38 has a substantially minimized peak-to-average (PAR) power

ratio. The phase scrambler 66 can be part of or external to the modulator 46. Other

embodiments of the phase scrambler 66 include, but are not limited to, a software program

that is stored in local memory and is executed on the modulator 46, a digital signal processor

(DSP) capable of performing mathematical functions and algorithms, and the like. The

remote receiver 34 similarly includes a phase serarnblerdescrambler 66‘ for use when

demodulating carrier signals that have had their phase characteristics adjusted by the phase

scrambler 66 of the DMT transceiver 10.

To compute a phase shift for each carrier signal, the phase scrambler 66 associates

one or more values with that carrier signal. The phase scrambler 66 determines each value for

a carrier signal independently of the QAM symbols 58, and, therefore, independently of the

bit Value(s) modulated onto the carrier signal. The actual Value(s) that the phase scrambler 66

associates with each carrier signal can be derived from one or more predefined parameters,

such as a pseudo-random number generator (pseudo-RNG), a DMT carrier number, a DMT

symbol count, a DMT superframe count, a DMT hyperframe count, and the like, as described

in more detail below. Irrespective of the technique used to produce each value, the same

technique is used by the DMT transmitter 22 and the remote receiver 34 so that the value

associated with a given carrier signal is known at both ends of the communication channel

1 8.

The phase scrambler 66 then solves a predetermined equation to compute a phase

shift for the carrier signal, using the value(s) associated with that carrier signal as input that
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effects the output of the equation. Any equation suitable for computing phase shifts can be

used to compute the phase shifts. When the equation is independent of the bit values of the

input serial bit stream 54, the computed phase shifts are also independent of such bit values.

In one embodiment (shown in phantom), the DMT transmitter 22 includes a bit

scrambler 74, which receives the input serial bit stream 54 and outputs data bits 76 that are

substantially scrambled. The substantially scrambled bits 76 are then passed to the QAM

encoder 42. When the bit scrambler 74 is included in the DMT transmitter 22, the operation

of the phase scrambler 66 further assures that the transmission signal 38 has a Gaussian

probability distribution and, therefore. a substantially minimized PAR.

FIG. 2 shows embodiments of a process used by the DMT transmitter 22 for adjusting

the phase characteristic of each carrier signal and combining these carrier signals to produce

the transmission signal 38. The DMT transmitter 22 generates (step 100) a value that is

associated with a carrier signal. Because the value is being used to alter the phase

characteristics of the carrier signal, both the DMT transmitter 22 and the remote receiver 34

must recognize the value as being associated with the carrier signal. Either the DMT

transmitter 22 and the remote receiver 34 independently derive the associated value, or one

informs the other of the associated value. For example, in one embodiment the DMT

transmitter 22 can derive the value from a pseudo—RNG and then transmit the generated value

to the remote receiver 34. In another embodiment, the remote receiver 34 similarly derives

the value from the same pseudo—RNG and the same seed as used by the transmitter (ie, the

transmitter pseudo—RNG produces the same series of random numbers as the receiver

pseudo—RNG).

As another example, the DMT transmitter 22 and the remote receiver 34 can each

maintain a symbol counter for counting DMT symbols. The DMT transmitter 22 increments

its symbol counter upon transmitting a DMT symbol; the remote receiver 34 upon receipt.

Thus, when the DMT transmitter 22 and the remote receiver 34 both use the symbol count as

a value for computing phase shifts, both the DMT transmitter 22 and remote receiver 34

"know" that the value is associated with a particular DMT symbol and with each carrier

signal of that DMT symbol.
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Values can also be derived from other types of predefined parameters. For example, if

the predefined parameter is the DMT carrier number, then the value associated with a

particular carrier signal is the carrier number of that signal within the DMT symbol. The

number of a carrier signal represents the location of the frequency of the carrier signal

relative to the frequency of other carrier signals within a DMT symbol. For example, in one

embodiment the DSL communication system 2 provides 256 carrier signals, each separated

by a frequency of 4.3 125 kHz and spanning the frequency bandwidth from 0 kHz to 1104

kHz. The DMT transmitter 22 numbers the carrier signals from 0 to 255. Therefore, "DMT

carrier number 50" represents the 51st DMT carrier signal which is located at the frequency

of215.625 kHz (ie, 51 x 4.3125 kHz).

Again, the DMT transmitter 22 and the remote receiver 34 can know the value that is

associated with the carrier signal because both the DMT transmitter 22 and the remote

receiver 34 use the same predefined parameter (here, the DMT carrier number) to make the

value—carrier signal association. In other embodiments (as exemplified above with the

transmitter pseudo—RNG), the DMT transmitter 22 can transmit the value to the remote

receiver 34 (or vice versa) over the communication channel 18.

In other embodiments, other predefined parameters can be used in conjunction with

the symbol count. One example of such a predefined parameter is the superframe count that

increments by one every 69 DMT symbols. One exemplary implementation that achieves the

superframe counter is to perform a modulo 68 operation on the symbol count. As another

example, the DMT transmitter 22 can maintain a hyperframe counter for counting

hyperframes. An exemplary implementation of the hyperframe count is to perform a modulo

255 operation on the superframe count. Thus, the hyperframe count increments by one each

time the superframe count reaches 255.

Accordingly, it is seen that some predefined parameters produce values that vary

from carrier signal to carrier signal. For example, when the predefined parameter is the DMT

carrier number, values vary based on the frequency of the carrier signal. As another example,

the pseudo-RNG generates a new random value for each carrier signal.

Other predefined parameters produce values that vary from DMT symbol 70 to DMT

symbol 70. For example, when the predefined parameter is the symbol count, the superframe
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count, or hyperframe count, values vary based on the numerical position of the DMT symbol

70 within a sequence of symbols, superframes, or hyperframes. Predefined parameters such

as the pseudo-RNG, symbol count, superframe count, and superframe can also be understood

to be parameters that vary values over time. Any one or combination of the predefined

parameters can provide values for input to the equation that computes a phase shift for a

given carrier signal.

ln one embodiment, the phase scrambling is used to avoid clipping of the

transmission signal 38 on a DMT symbol 70 by DMT symbol 70 basis. In this embodiment,

the DMT transmitter 22 uses a value based on a predefined parameter that varies over time,

such as the symbol count, to compute the phase shift. It is to be understood that other types of

predefined parameters that vary the values associated with carrier signals can be used to

practice the principles of the invention. As described above, the transceivers 10, 14 may

communicate (step 1 10) the values to synchronize their use in modulating and demodulating

the carrier signals.

The DMT transmitter 22 then computes (step 115) the phase shift that is used to

adjust the phase characteristic of each carrier signal. The amount of the phase shift combined

with the phase characteristic of each QAM-modulated carrier signal depends upon the

equation used and the one or more values associated with that carrier signal.

The DMT transmitter 22 then combines (step 120) the phase shift computed for each

carrier signal with the phase characteristic of that carrier signal. By scrambling the phase

characteristics of the carrier signals, the phase scrambler 66 reduces (with respect to

unscramblcd phase characteristics) the combined PAR of the plurality of carrier signals and,

consequently, the transmission signal 38. The following three phase shifting examples, PS

#1 -PS #3, illustrate methods used by the phase scrambler 66 to combine a computed phase

shift to the phase characteristic of each carrier signal.
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Phase Shifting Example #1

Phase shifting example #1 (PS #1’) corresponds to adjusting the phase characteristic of

the QAM-modulated carrier signal associated with a carrier number N by N X35, modulo
(mod) 27$. In this example, a carrier signal having a carrier number N equal to 50 has a phase

shift added to the phase characteristic of that carrier signal equal to 50 X? (mod 27:) : E 7:.
The carrier signal with a carrier number N equal to 51 has a phase shift added to the phase

characteristic of that carrier signal equal to 51 X %(mod27r) = 75. The carrier signal with the
carrier number N equal to 0 has no phase shift added to the phase characteristic of that carrier

signal.

Phase Shifting Example #2

Phase shifting example #2 (PS #2) corresponds to adjusting the phase characteristic of

the QAM-modulated carrier signal associated with a carrier number N by (N + M ) x %, mod
27$, Where M is the symbol count. In this example, a carrier signal having a carrier number N

equal to 50 on DMT symbol count M equal to 8 has a phase shift added to the phase

characteristic of that carrier signal equal to (50 + 8) X E (mod 27:) : The carrier signal
with the same carrier number N equal to 50 on the next DMT symbol count M equal to 9 has

a phase shift added to the phase characteristic of that carrier signal equal to

(50+9)><%(mod 271:) =

Phase Shifting Example #3

Phase shifting example #3 (PS #3) corresponds to adjusting the phase characteristic of
72'

the QAM-modulated carrier signal associated with a carrier number N by (XN) x mod Zzr,)

where XNis an array ofN pseudo-random numbers. In this example, a carrier signal having a

carrier number N equal to 5 and XN equal to [3, 8, 1, 4, 9, 5, . . .] has a phase shift added to

the phase characteristic of the carrier signal that is equal to (9) ><%(mod27z') = 3?” (Note that
9 is the 5m Value in XN.) The carrier signal With a carrier number N equal to 6 has a phase

shift added to the phase characteristic of the carrier signal equal to (5) x%(mod 27;) = 51 .6
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It is to be understood that additional and/or different phase shifting techniques can be

used by the phase scrambler 66, and that PS #1, #2, and #3 are merely illustrative examples

of the principles of the invention. The DMT transmitter 22 then combines (step 130) the

carrier signals to form the transmission signal 38. If the transmission signal is not clipped, as

described below, the DMT transmitter 22 consequently transmits (step 160) the transmission

signal 38 to the remote receiver 34.

Clipping of Transmission Signals

A transmission signal 38 that has high peak values of voltage (i.c., a high PAR) can

induce non—linear distortion in the DMT transmitter 22 and the communication channel 18.

One form of this non—linear distortion of the transmission signal 38 that may occur is the

limitation of the amplitude of the transmission signal 38 (i.c., clipping). For example, a

particular DMT symbol 70 clips in the time domain when one or more time domain samples

in that DMT symbol 70 are larger than the maximum allowed digital value for the DMT

symbols 70. In multicarrier communication systems when clipping occurs, the transmission

signal 38 does not accurately represent the input serial data bit signal 54.

In one embodiment, the DSL communication system 2 avoids the clipping of the

transmission signal 38 on a DMT symbol 70 by DMT symbol 70 basis. The DMT transmitter

22 detects (step 140) the clipping of the transmission signal 38. If a particular DMT symbol

70 clips in the time domain to produce a clipped transmission signal 38, the DMT transmitter

22 substitutes (step 150) a predefined transmission signal 78 for the clipped transmission

signal 38.

The predefined transmission signal 78 has the same duration as a DMT symbol 70

(eg, 250 ms) in order to maintain symbol timing between the DMT transmitter 22 and the

remote receiver 34. The predefined transmission signal 78 is not based on (i.c., independent

of) the modulated input data bit stream 54; it is a bit value pattern that is recognized by the

remote receiver 34 as a substituted signal. In one embodiment, the predefined transmission

signal 78 is a known pseudo-random sequence pattern that is easily detected by the remote

receiver 34. In another embodiment, the predefined transmission signal 78 is an "all zeros"

signal, which is a zero voltage signal produced at the DMT transmitter 22 output (ie, zero

11
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volts modulated on all the carrier signals). In addition to easy detection by the remote

receiver 34, the zero voltage signal reduces the power consumption of the DMT transmitter

22 when delivered by the DMT transmitter 22. Further, a pilot tone is included in the

predefined transmission signal 78 to provide a reference signal for coherent demodulation of

the carrier signals in the remote receiver 34 during reception of the predefined transmission

signal 78.

After the remote receiver 34 receives the transmission signal 38, the remote receiver

34 determines if the transmission signal 38 is equivalent to the predefined transmission signal

78. In one embodiment, when the remote receiver 34 identifies the predefined transmission

signal 78, the remote receiver 34 ignores (i.e., discards) the predefined transmission signal

78.

Following the transmission of the predefined transmission signal 78, the phase

scrambler 66 shifts (step 120) the phase characteristic of the QAM-modulated carrier signals

(based on one of the predefined parameters that varies over time). For example, consider that

a set of QAM symbols 58 produces a DMT symbol 70 comprising a plurality of time domain

samples, and that one of the time domain samples is larger than the maximum allowed digital

value for the DMT symbol 70. Therefore, because the transmission signal 38 would be

clipped when sent to the remote receiver 34, the DMT transmitter 22 sends the predefined

transmission signal 78 instead.

After transmission of the predefined transmission signal 78, the DMT transmitter 22

again attempts to send the same bit values that produced the clipped transmission signal 38 in

a subsequent DMT symbol 70'. Because the generation of phase shifts in this embodiment is

based on values that vary over time, the phase shifts computed for the subsequent DMT

symbol 70' are different than those that were previously computed for the DMT symbol 70

with the clipped time domain sample. These different phase shifts are combined to the phase

characteristics of the modulated carrier signals to produce carrier signals of the subsequent

DMT symbol 70' with different phase characteristics than the carrier signals of the DMT

symbol 70 with the clipped time domain sample.

DMT communication systems 2 infrequently produce transmission signals 38 that

clip (e. g., approximately one clip every 107 time domain samples 70). However, if the

12
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subsequent DMT symbol 70' includes a time domain sample that clips, then the predefined

transmission signal 78 is again transmitted (step 150) to the remote receiver 34 instead of the

clipped transmission signal 38. The clipping time domain sample may be on the same or on a

different carrier signal than the previously clipped DMT symbol 70. The DMT transmitter 22

repeats the transmission of the predefined transmission signal 78 until the DMT transmitter

22 produces a subsequent DMT symbol 70' that is not clipped. When the DMT transmitter 22

produces a DMT symbol 70' that is not clipped, the DTM transmitter 22 transmits (step 160)

the transmission signal 38 to the remote receiver 34. The probability of a DMT symbol 70

producing a transmission signal 38 that clips in the time domain depends on the PAR of the

transmission signal 38.

For example, the following phase shifting example, PST #4, illustrates the method

used by the phase scrambler 66 to combine a different phase shift to the phase characteristic

of each carrier signal to avoid the clipping ofthe transmission signal 38.

Phase Shifting Example #4

Phase shifting example #4 (PS #4) corresponds to adjusting the phase characteristic of

the carrier signal associated with a carrier number N by gx (111 + N) , mod 27:, where M is
the DMT symbol count. In this example, if the DMT symbol 70 clips when the DMT symbol

count M equals 5, the predefined transmission signal 78 is transmitted instead of the current

clipped transmission signal 38. On the following DMT symbol period, the DMT count M

equals 6, thereby causing a different set of time domain samples to be generated for the

subsequent DMT symbol 70', although the QAM symbols 58 used to produce both DMT

symbols 70, 70' are the same.

if this different set of time domain samples (and consequently the transmission signal

38) is not clipped, the DMT transmitter 22 sends the transmission signal 38. If one of the

time domain samples in the different set of time domain samples 70 (and consequently the

transmission signal 38) is clipped, then the DMT transmitter 22 sends the predefined

transmission signal 78 again. The process continues until a DMT symbol 70 is produced

without a time domain sample 70 that is clipped. ln one embodiment, the transmitter 22 stops

attempting to produce a non-clipped DMT symbol 70' for the particular set of QAM symbols

5 8 after generating a predetermined number of clipped DMT symbols 70'. At that moment,

13
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the transmitter 22 can transmit the most recently produced clipped DMT symbol 70' or the

predetermined transmission signal 78.

The PAR of the DSL communication system 2 is reduced because the predefined

transmission signal 78 is sent instead of the transmission signal 38 when the DMT symbol 70

clips. For example, a DMT communication system 2 that normally has a clipping probability

of 10-7 for the time domain transmission signal 38 can therefore operate with a 10-5

probability of clipping and a lower PAR equal to 12.8 dB (as compared to 14.5 dB). When

operating at a 10-5 probability of clipping, assuming a DMT symbol 70 has 512 time-domain

samples 70, the DMT transmitter 22 experiences one clipped DMT symbol 70 out of every
105

5 12

transmission signal 78 being transmitted, on average, once every 195 DMT symbols.

, or 195 DMT symbols 70. This results in the predefined (non—data carrying)

Although increasing the probability of clipping to 10'5 results in approximately a 0.5%

(1/195) decrease in throughput, the PAR of the transmission signal 38 is reduced by 1.7 dB,

which reduces transmitter complexity in the form of power consumption and component

linearity.

While the invention has been shown and described with reference to specific

preferred embodiments, it should be understood by those skilled in the art that various

changes in form and detail may be made therein without departing from the spirit and scope

of the invention as defined by the following claims. For example, although the specification

uses DSL to describe the invention, it is to be understood that various form of DSL can be

used, e.g., ADSL, VDSL, SDSL, HDSL, HDSL2, or SHDSL. It is also to be understood that

the principles of the invention apply to various types of applications transported over DSL

systems (e.g., telecommuting, video conferencing, high speed lntemet access, video-on

demand).
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Abstract

A system and method that scrambles the phase characteristic of a carrier signal

are described. The scrambling of the phase characteristic of each carrier signal includes

associating a Value with each carrier signal and computing a phase shift for each carrier

signal based on the Value associated with that carrier signal. The Value is determined

independently of any input bit Value carried by that carrier signal. The phase shift

computed for each carrier signal is combined with the phase characteristic of that carrier

signal so as to substantially scramble the phase characteristic of the carrier signals. Bits

of an input signal are modulated onto the carrier signals having the substantially

scrambled phase characteristic to produce a transmission signal with a reduced PAR.
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A System and Method for Descrambling the Phase of the Carriers in a Multicarrier

Communications System

Related Application

This application is a divisional of U.S. Application No. 11/211,535, filed August 26,

2005, now U.S. Patent No. 7,292,627, which is a continuation of U.S. Application No.

09/710,310, filed on November 9, 2000, now U.S. Patent No. 6,961,369, which claims the

benefit of the filing date of copcnding U.S. Provisional Application, Serial No. 60/164,134,

filed November 9, 1999, entitled "A Method For Randomizing The Phase Of The Carriers In

A Multicarrier Communications System To Reduce The Peak To Average Power Ratio Of

The Transmitted Signal," the entirety of which provisional application is incorporated by

reference herein.

Field of the Invention

This invention relates to communications systems using multicarrier modulation.

More particularly, the invention relates to multicarrier communications systems that lower

the peak—to—average power ratio (PAR) of transmitted signals.

Background of the Invention

In a conventional multicarrier communications system, transmitters communicate

over a communication channel using multicarrier modulation or Discrete Multitone

Modulation (DMT). Carrier signals (carriers) or sub-channels spaced within a usable

frequency band of the communication channel are modulated at a symbol (i.e., block)

transmission rate of the system. An input signal, which includes input data bits, is sent to a

DMT transmitter, such as a DMT modem. The DMT transmitter typically modulates the

phase characteristic, or phase, and amplitude of the carrier signals using an Inverse Fast

Fourier Transform (IFFT) to generate a time domain signal, or transmission signal, that

represents the input signal. The DMT transmitter transmits the transmission signal, which is a

linear combination of the multiple carriers, to a DMT receiver over the communication

channel.
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The phase and amplitude of the carrier signals of DMT transmission signal can be

considered random because the phase and amplitude result from the modulation of an

arbitrary sequence of input data bits comprising the transmitted information. Therefore,

under the condition that the modulated data bit stream is random, the DMT transmission

signal can be approximated as having a Gaussian probability distribution. A bit scrambler is

often used in the DMT transmitter to scramble the input data bits before the bits are

modulated to assure that the transmitted data bits are random and, consequently, that the

modulation of those bits produces a DMT transmission signal with a Gaussian probability

distribution.

With an appropriate allocation of transmit power levels to the carriers or sub-

channels, such a system provides a desirable performance. Further, generating a transmission

signal with a Gaussian probability distribution is important in order to transmit a

transmission signal with a low peak-to-average ratio (PAR), or peak-to-average power ratio.

The PAR of a transmission signal is the ratio of the instantaneous peak value (i.e., maximum

magnitude) of a signal parameter (e. g._, voltage, current, phase, frequency, power) to the time-

averaged value of the signal parameter. In DMT systems, the PAR of the transmitted signal is

determined by the probability of the random transmission signal reaching a certain peak

voltage during the time interval required for a certain number of symbols. An example of the

PAR of a transmission signal transmitted from a DMT transmitter is 14.5 dB, which is

equivalent to having a 1E—7 probability of clipping. The PAR of a transmission signal

transmitted and received in a DMT communication system is an important consideration in

the design of the DMT communication system because the PAR of a signal affects the

communication system's total power consumption and component linearity requirements of

the system.

If the phase of the modulated carriers is not random, then the PAR can increase

greatly. Examples of cases where the phases of the modulated carrier signals are not random

are when bit scramblers are not used, multiple carrier signals are used to modulate the same

input data bits, and the constellation maps, which are mappings of input data bits to the phase

of a carrier signal, used for modulation are not random enough (i.e., a zero value for a data

bit corresponds to a 90 degree phase characteristic of the DMT carrier signal and a one value
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for a data bit corresponds to a -90 degree phase characteristic of the DMT carrier signal). An

increased PAR can result in a system with high power consumption and/or with high

probability of clipping the transmission signal. Thus, there remains a need for a system and

method that can effectively scramble the phase of the modulated carrier signals in order to

provide a low PAR for the transmission signal.

Summary of the Invention

The present invention features a system and method that scrambles the phase

characteristics of the modulated carrier signals in a transmission signal. In one aspect, a value

is associated with each carrier signal. A phase shift is computed for each carrier signal based

on the value associated with that carrier signal. The value is determined independently of any

input bit value carried by that carrier signal. The phase shift computed for each carrier signal

is combined with the phase characteristic of that carrier signal to substantially scramble the

phase characteristics ofthe carrier signals.

In one embodiment, the input bit stream is modulated onto the carrier signals having

the substantially scrambled phase characteristic to produce a transmission signal with a

reduced peak—to—average power ratio (PAR). The value is derived from a predetermined

parameter, such as a random number generator, a carrier number, a DMT symbol count, a

superframe count, and a hyperframe count. In another embodiment, a predetermined

transmission signal is transmitted when the amplitude of the transmission signal exceeds a

certain level.

In another aspect, the invention features a method wherein a value is associated with

each carrier signal. The value is determined independently of any input bit value carried by

that carrier signal. A phase shift for each carrier signal is computed based on the value

associated with that carrier signal. The transmission signal is demodulated using the phase

shift computed for each carrier signal.

In another aspect, the invention features a system comprising a phase scrambler that

computes a phase shift for each carrier signal based on a value associated with that carrier

signal. The phase scrambler also combines the phase shift computed for each carrier signal

with the phase characteristic of that carrier signal to substantially scramble the phase

characteristic of the carrier signals. In one embodiment, a modulator, in communication with
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the phase scrambler, modulates bits of an input signal onto the carrier signals having the

substantially scrambled phase characteristics to produce a transmission signal with a reduced

PAR.

Description of the Drawings

The invention is pointed outwith particularity in the appended claims. The

advantages of the invention described above, as well as further advantages of the invention,

may be better understood by reference to the following description taken in conjunction with

the accompanying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an embodiment of a digital subscriber line

communications system including a DMT (discrete multitone modulation) transceiver, in

communication with a remote transceiver, having a phase scrambler for substantially

scrambling the phase characteristics of carrier signals; and

FIG. 2 is a flow diagram of an embodiment of a process for scrambling the phase

characteristics of the carrier signals in a transmission signal.

Detailed Description

FIG. 1 shows a digital subscriber line (DSL) communication system 2 including a

discrete multitone (DMT) transceiver 10 in communication with a remote transceiver 14 over

a communication channel 18 using a transmission signal 38 having a plurality of carrier

signals. The DMT transceiver 10 includes a DMT transmitter 22 and a DMT receiver 26. The

remote transceiver 14 includes a transmitter 30 and a receiver 34. Although described with

respect to discrete multitone modulation, the principles of the invention apply also to other

types of multicarrier modulation, such as, but not limited to, orthogonally multiplexed

quadrature amplitude modulation (OQAM), discrete wavelet multitone (DWMT) modulation,

and orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM).

The communication channel 18 provides a downstream transmission path from the

DMT transmitter 22 to the remote receiver 34, and an upstream transmission path from the

remote transmitter 30 to the DMT receiver 26. In one embodiment, the communication

channel 18 is a pair of twisted wires of a telephone subscriber line. In other embodiments, the

communication channel 18 can be a fiber optic wire, a quad cable, consisting of two pairs of

twisted wires, or a quad cable that is one of a star quad cable, a Dieselhorst—Martin quad
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cable, and the like. In a wireless communication system wherein the transceivers 10, 14 are

wireless modems, the communication channel 18 is the air through which the transmission

signal 38 travels between the transceivers 10, 14.

By way of example, the DMT transmitter 22 shown in FIG. 1 includes a quadrature

amplitude modulation (QAM) encoder 42, a modulator 46, a bit allocation table (BAT) 44,

and a phase scrambler 66. The DMT transmitter 22 can also include a bit scrambler 74, as

described further below. The remote transmitter 30 of the remote transceiver 14 comprises

equivalent components as the DMT transmitter 22. Although this embodiment specifies a

detailed description of the DMT transmitter 22, the inventive concepts apply also to the

receivers 34, 26 which have similar components to that of the DMT transmitter 22, but

perform inverse functions in a reverse order.

The QAM encoder 42 has a single input for receiving an input serial data bit stream

54 and multiple parallel outputs to transmit QAM symbols 58 generated by the QAM

encoder 42 from the bit stream 54. In general, the QAM encoder 42 maps the input serial bit-

stream 54 in the time domain into parallel QAM symbols 58 in the frequency domain. In

particular, the QAM encoder 42 maps the input serial data bit stream 54 into N parallel

quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) constellation points 58, or QAM symbols 58,

where N represents the number of carrier signals generated by the modulator 46. The BAT 44

is in communication with the QAM encoder 42 to specify the number of bits carried by each

carrier signal. The QAM symbols 58 represent the amplitude and the phase characteristic of

each carrier signal.

The modulator 46 provides functionality associated with the DMT modulation and

transforms the QAM symbols 58 into DMT symbols 70 each comprised of a plurality of

time-domain samples. The modulator 46 modulates each carrier signal with a different QAM

symbol 58. As a result of this modulation, carrier signals have phase and amplitude

characteristics based on the QAM symbol 58 and therefore based on the input—bit stream 54.

In particular, the modulator 46 uses an inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) to change the

QAM symbols 58 into a transmission signal 38 comprised of a sequence of DMT symbols

70. The modulator 46 changes the QAM symbols 58 into DMT symbols 70 through

modulation of the carrier signals. In another embodiment, the modulator 46 uses the inverse
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discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) to change the QAM symbols 58 into DMT symbols 70. In

one embodiment, a pilot tone is included in the transmission signal 38 to provide a reference

signal for coherent demodulation of the carrier signals in the remote receiver 34 during

reception of the transmission signal 38.

The modulator 46 also includes a phase scrambler 66 that combines a phase shift

computed for each QAM-modulated carrier signal with the phase characteristic of that carrier

signal. Combining phase shifts with phase characteristics, in accordance with the principles

of the invention, substantially scrambles the phase characteristics of the carrier signals in the

transmission signal 38. By scrambling the phase characteristics of the carrier signals, the

resulting transmission signal 38 has a substantially minimized peak-to-average (PAR) power

ratio. The phase scrambler 66 can be part of or external to the modulator 46. Other

embodiments of the phase scrambler 66 include, but are not limited to, a software program

that is stored in local memory and is executed on the modulator 46, a digital signal processor

(DSP) capable of performing mathematical functions and algorithms, and the like. The

remote receiver 34 similarly includes a phase descrambler 66' for use when demodulating

carrier signals that have had their phase characteristics adjusted by the phase scrambler 66 of

the DMT transceiver 10.

To compute a phase shift for each carrier signal, the phase scrambler 66 associates

one or more values with that carrier signal. The phase scrambler 66 determines each value for

a carrier signal independently of the QAM symbols 58, and, therefore, independently of the

bit Value(s) modulated onto the carrier signal. The actual Value(s) that the phase scrambler 66

associates with each carrier signal can be derived from one or more predefined parameters,

such as a pseudo-random number generator (pseudo-RNG), a DMT carrier number, a DMT

symbol count, a DMT superframe count, a DMT hyperframe count, and the like, as described

in more detail below. Irrespective of the technique used to produce each value, the same

technique is used by the DMT transmitter 22 and the remote receiver 34 so that the value

associated with a given carrier signal is known at both ends of the communication channel

1 8.

The phase scrambler 66 then solves a predetermined equation to compute a phase

shift for the carrier signal, using the value(s) associated with that carrier signal as input that
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effects the output of the equation. Any equation suitable for computing phase shifts can be

used to compute the phase shifts. When the equation is independent of the bit values of the

input serial bit stream 54, the computed phase shifts are also independent of such bit values.

In one embodiment (shown in phantom), the DMT transmitter 22 includes a bit

scrambler 74, which receives the input serial bit stream 54 and outputs data bits 76 that are

substantially scrambled. The substantially scrambled bits 76 are then passed to the QAM

encoder 42. When the bit scrambler 74 is included in the DMT transmitter 22, the operation

of the phase scrambler 66 further assures that the transmission signal 38 has a Gaussian

probability distribution and, therefore. a substantially minimized PAR.

FIG. 2 shows embodiments of a process used by the DMT transmitter 22 for adjusting

the phase characteristic of each carrier signal and combining these carrier signals to produce

the transmission signal 38. The DMT transmitter 22 generates (step 100) a value that is

associated with a carrier signal. Because the value is being used to alter the phase

characteristics of the carrier signal, both the DMT transmitter 22 and the remote receiver 34

must recognize the value as being associated with the carrier signal. Either the DMT

transmitter 22 and the remote receiver 34 independently derive the associated value, or one

informs the other of the associated value. For example, in one embodiment the DMT

transmitter 22 can derive the value from a pseudo—RNG and then transmit the generated value

to the remote receiver 34. In another embodiment, the remote receiver 34 similarly derives

the value from the same pseudo—RNG and the same seed as used by the transmitter (ie, the

transmitter pseudo—RNG produces the same series of random numbers as the receiver

pseudo—RNG).

As another example, the DMT transmitter 22 and the remote receiver 34 can each

maintain a symbol counter for counting DMT symbols. The DMT transmitter 22 increments

its symbol counter upon transmitting a DMT symbol; the remote receiver 34 upon receipt.

Thus, when the DMT transmitter 22 and the remote receiver 34 both use the symbol count as

a value for computing phase shifts, both the DMT transmitter 22 and remote receiver 34

"know" that the value is associated with a particular DMT symbol and with each carrier

signal of that DMT symbol.
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Values can also be derived from other types of predefined parameters. For example, if

the predefined parameter is the DMT carrier number, then the value associated with a

particular carrier signal is the carrier number of that signal within the DMT symbol. The

number of a carrier signal represents the location of the frequency of the carrier signal

relative to the frequency of other carrier signals within a DMT symbol. For example, in one

embodiment the DSL communication system 2 provides 256 carrier signals, each separated

by a frequency of 4.3 125 kHz and spanning the frequency bandwidth from 0 kHz to 1104

kHz. The DMT transmitter 22 numbers the carrier signals from 0 to 255. Therefore, "DMT

carrier number 50" represents the 51st DMT carrier signal which is located at the frequency

of215.625 kHz (ie, 51 x 4.3125 kHz).

Again, the DMT transmitter 22 and the remote receiver 34 can know the value that is

associated with the carrier signal because both the DMT transmitter 22 and the remote

receiver 34 use the same predefined parameter (here, the DMT carrier number) to make the

value—carrier signal association. In other embodiments (as exemplified above with the

transmitter pseudo—RNG), the DMT transmitter 22 can transmit the value to the remote

receiver 34 (or vice versa) over the communication channel 18.

In other embodiments, other predefined parameters can be used in conjunction with

the symbol count. One example of such a predefined parameter is the superframe count that

increments by one every 69 DMT symbols. One exemplary implementation that achieves the

superframe counter is to perform a modulo 68 operation on the symbol count. As another

example, the DMT transmitter 22 can maintain a hyperframe counter for counting

hyperframes. An exemplary implementation of the hyperframe count is to perform a modulo

255 operation on the superframe count. Thus, the hyperframe count increments by one each

time the superframe count reaches 255.

Accordingly, it is seen that some predefined parameters produce values that vary

from carrier signal to carrier signal. For example, when the predefined parameter is the DMT

carrier number, values vary based on the frequency of the carrier signal. As another example,

the pseudo-RNG generates a new random value for each carrier signal.

Other predefined parameters produce values that vary from DMT symbol 70 to DMT

symbol 70. For example, when the predefined parameter is the symbol count, the superframe
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count, or hyperframe count, values vary based on the numerical position of the DMT symbol

70 within a sequence of symbols, superframes, or hyperframes. Predefined parameters such

as the pseudo-RNG, symbol count, superframe count, and superframe can also be understood

to be parameters that vary values over time. Any one or combination of the predefined

parameters can provide values for input to the equation that computes a phase shift for a

given carrier signal.

ln one embodiment, the phase scrambling is used to avoid clipping of the

transmission signal 38 on a DMT symbol 70 by DMT symbol 70 basis. In this embodiment,

the DMT transmitter 22 uses a value based on a predefined parameter that varies over time,

such as the symbol count, to compute the phase shift. It is to be understood that other types of

predefined parameters that vary the values associated with carrier signals can be used to

practice the principles of the invention. As described above, the transceivers 10, 14 may

communicate (step 1 10) the values to synchronize their use in modulating and demodulating

the carrier signals.

The DMT transmitter 22 then computes (step 115) the phase shift that is used to

adjust the phase characteristic of each carrier signal. The amount of the phase shift combined

with the phase characteristic of each QAM-modulated carrier signal depends upon the

equation used and the one or more values associated with that carrier signal.

The DMT transmitter 22 then combines (step 120) the phase shift computed for each

carrier signal with the phase characteristic of that carrier signal. By scrambling the phase

characteristics of the carrier signals, the phase scrambler 66 reduces (with respect to

unscrambled phase characteristics) the combined PAR of the plurality of carrier signals and,

consequently, the transmission signal 38. The following three phase shifting examples, PS

#1 -PS #3, illustrate methods used by the phase scrambler 66 to combine a computed phase

shift to the phase characteristic of each carrier signal.
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Phase Shifting Example #1

Phase shifting example #1 (PS #1’) corresponds to adjusting the phase characteristic of

the QAM-modulated carrier signal associated with a carrier number N by N X35, modulo
(mod) 27$. In this example, a carrier signal having a carrier number N equal to 50 has a phase

shift added to the phase characteristic of that carrier signal equal to 50 X? (mod 27:) : E 7:.
The carrier signal with a carrier number N equal to 51 has a phase shift added to the phase

characteristic of that carrier signal equal to 51 X %(mod27r) = 75. The carrier signal with the
carrier number N equal to 0 has no phase shift added to the phase characteristic of that carrier

signal.

Phase Shifting Example #2

Phase shifting example #2 (PS #2) corresponds to adjusting the phase characteristic of

the QAM-modulated carrier signal associated with a carrier number N by (N + M ) x %, mod
27$, Where M is the symbol count. In this example, a carrier signal having a carrier number N

equal to 50 on DMT symbol count M equal to 8 has a phase shift added to the phase

characteristic of that carrier signal equal to (50 + 8) X E (mod 27:) : The carrier signal
with the same carrier number N equal to 50 on the next DMT symbol count M equal to 9 has

a phase shift added to the phase characteristic of that carrier signal equal to

(50+9)><%(mod 271:) =

Phase Shifting Example #3

Phase shifting example #3 (PS #3) corresponds to adjusting the phase characteristic of
72'

the QAM-modulated carrier signal associated with a carrier number N by (XN) x mod Zzr,I

where XNis an array ofN pseudo-random numbers. In this example, a carrier signal having a

carrier number N equal to 5 and XN equal to [3, 8, 1, 4, 9, 5, . . .] has a phase shift added to

the phase characteristic of the carrier signal that is equal to (9) ><%(mod27z') = 3?” (Note that
9 is the 5m Value in XN.) The carrier signal With a carrier number N equal to 6 has a phase

shift added to the phase characteristic of the carrier signal equal to (5) x%(mod 27;) = 51 .6
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It is to be understood that additional and/or different phase shifting techniques can be

used by the phase scrambler 66, and that PS #1, #2, and #3 are merely illustrative examples

of the principles of the invention. The DMT transmitter 22 then combines (step 130) the

carrier signals to form the transmission signal 38. If the transmission signal is not clipped, as

described below, the DMT transmitter 22 consequently transmits (step 160) the transmission

signal 38 to the remote receiver 34.

Clipping of Transmission Signals

A transmission signal 38 that has high peak values of voltage (i.e., a high PAR) can

induce non—linear distortion in the DMT transmitter 22 and the communication channel 18.

One form of this non—linear distortion of the transmission signal 38 that may occur is the

limitation of the amplitude of the transmission signal 38 (i.c., clipping). For example, a

particular DMT symbol 70 clips in the time domain when one or more time domain samples

in that DMT symbol 70 are larger than the maximum allowed digital value for the DMT

symbols 70. In multicarrier communication systems when clipping occurs, the transmission

signal 38 does not accurately represent the input serial data bit signal 54.

In one embodiment, the DSL communication system 2 avoids the clipping of the

transmission signal 38 on a DMT symbol 70 by DMT symbol 70 basis. The DMT transmitter

22 detects (step 140) the clipping of the transmission signal 38. If a particular DMT symbol

70 clips in the time domain to produce a clipped transmission signal 38, the DMT transmitter

22 substitutes (step 150) a predefined transmission signal 78 for the clipped transmission

signal 38.

The predefined transmission signal 78 has the same duration as a DMT symbol 70

(eg, 250 ms) in order to maintain symbol timing between the DMT transmitter 22 and the

remote receiver 34. The predefined transmission signal 78 is not based on (i.c., independent

of) the modulated input data bit stream 54; it is a bit value pattern that is recognized by the

remote receiver 34 as a substituted signal. In one embodiment, the predefined transmission

signal 78 is a known pseudo-random sequence pattern that is easily detected by the remote

receiver 34. In another embodiment, the predefined transmission signal 78 is an "all zeros"

signal, which is a zero voltage signal produced at the DMT transmitter 22 output (ie, zero

11
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volts modulated on all the carrier signals). In addition to easy detection by the remote

receiver 34, the zero voltage signal reduces the power consumption of the DMT transmitter

22 when delivered by the DMT transmitter 22. Further, a pilot tone is included in the

predefined transmission signal 78 to provide a reference signal for coherent demodulation of

the carrier signals in the remote receiver 34 during reception of the predefined transmission

signal 78.

After the remote receiver 34 receives the transmission signal 38, the remote receiver

34 determines if the transmission signal 38 is equivalent to the predefined transmission signal

78. In one embodiment, when the remote receiver 34 identifies the predefined transmission

signal 78, the remote receiver 34 ignores (i.e., discards) the predefined transmission signal

78.

Following the transmission of the predefined transmission signal 78, the phase

scrambler 66 shifts (step 120) the phase characteristic of the QAM-modulated carrier signals

(based on one of the predefined parameters that varies over time). For example, consider that

a set of QAM symbols 58 produces a DMT symbol 70 comprising a plurality of time domain

samples, and that one of the time domain samples is larger than the maximum allowed digital

value for the DMT symbol 70. Therefore, because the transmission signal 38 would be

clipped when sent to the remote receiver 34, the DMT transmitter 22 sends the predefined

transmission signal 78 instead.

After transmission of the predefined transmission signal 78, the DMT transmitter 22

again attempts to send the same bit values that produced the clipped transmission signal 38 in

a subsequent DMT symbol 70'. Because the generation of phase shifts in this embodiment is

based on values that vary over time, the phase shifts computed for the subsequent DMT

symbol 70' are different than those that were previously computed for the DMT symbol 70

with the clipped time domain sample. These different phase shifts are combined to the phase

characteristics of the modulated carrier signals to produce carrier signals of the subsequent

DMT symbol 70' with different phase characteristics than the carrier signals of the DMT

symbol 70 with the clipped time domain sample.

DMT communication systems 2 infrequently produce transmission signals 38 that

clip (e. g., approximately one clip every 107 time domain samples 70). However, if the

12
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subsequent DMT symbol 70' includes a time domain sample that clips, then the predefined

transmission signal 78 is again transmitted (step 150) to the remote receiver 34 instead of the

clipped transmission signal 38. The clipping time domain sample may be on the same or on a

different carrier signal than the previously clipped DMT symbol 70. The DMT transmitter 22

repeats the transmission of the predefined transmission signal 78 until the DMT transmitter

22 produces a subsequent DMT symbol 70' that is not clipped. When the DMT transmitter 22

produces a DMT symbol 70' that is not clipped, the DTM transmitter 22 transmits (step 160)

the transmission signal 38 to the remote receiver 34. The probability of a DMT symbol 70

producing a transmission signal 38 that clips in the time domain depends on the PAR of the

transmission signal 38.

For example, the following phase shifting example, PST #4, illustrates the method

used by the phase scrambler 66 to combine a different phase shift to the phase characteristic

of each carrier signal to avoid the clipping ofthe transmission signal 38.

Phase Shifting Example #4

Phase shifting example #4 (PS #4) corresponds to adjusting the phase characteristic of

the carrier signal associated with a carrier number N by gx (111 + N) , mod 27:, where M is
the DMT symbol count. In this example, if the DMT symbol 70 clips when the DMT symbol

count M equals 5, the predefined transmission signal 78 is transmitted instead of the current

clipped transmission signal 38. On the following DMT symbol period, the DMT count M

equals 6, thereby causing a different set of time domain samples to be generated for the

subsequent DMT symbol 70', although the QAM symbols 58 used to produce both DMT

symbols 70, 70' are the same.

lf this different set of time domain samples (and consequently the transmission signal

38) is not clipped, the DMT transmitter 22 sends the transmission signal 38. If one of the

time domain samples in the different set of time domain samples 70 (and consequently the

transmission signal 38) is clipped, then the DMT transmitter 22 sends the predefined

transmission signal 78 again. The process continues until a DMT symbol 70 is produced

without a time domain sample 70 that is clipped. ln one embodiment, the transmitter 22 stops

attempting to produce a non-clipped DMT symbol 70' for the particular set of QAM symbols

5 8 after generating a predetermined number of clipped DMT symbols 70'. At that moment,

13
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the transmitter 22 can transmit the most recently produced clipped DMT symbol 70' or the

predetermined transmission signal 78.

The PAR of the DSL communication system 2 is reduced because the predefined

transmission signal 78 is sent instead of the transmission signal 38 when the DMT symbol 70

clips. For example, a DMT communication system 2 that normally has a clipping probability

of 10-7 for the time domain transmission signal 38 can therefore operate with a 10-5

probability of clipping and a lower PAR equal to 12.8 dB (as compared to 14.5 dB). When

operating at a 10-5 probability of clipping, assuming a DMT symbol 70 has 512 time-domain

samples 70, the DMT transmitter 22 experiences one clipped DMT symbol 70 out of every
105

5 12

transmission signal 78 being transmitted, on average, once every 195 DMT symbols.

, or 195 DMT symbols 70. This results in the predefined (non—data carrying)

Although increasing the probability of clipping to 10'5 results in approximately a 0.5%

(1/195) decrease in throughput, the PAR of the transmission signal 38 is reduced by 1.7 dB,

which reduces transmitter complexity in the form of power consumption and component

linearity.

While the invention has been shown and described with reference to specific

preferred embodiments, it should be understood by those skilled in the art that various

changes in form and detail may be made therein without departing from the spirit and scope

of the invention as defined by the following claims. For example, although the specification

uses DSL to describe the invention, it is to be understood that various form of DSL can be

used, e.g., ADSL, VDSL, SDSL, HDSL, HDSL2, or SHDSL. It is also to be understood that

the principles of the invention apply to various types of applications transported over DSL

systems (e.g., telecommuting, video conferencing, high speed lntemet access, video-on

demand).
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Abstract

A system and method that scrambles the phase characteristic of a carrier signal

are described. The scrambling of the phase characteristic of each carrier signal includes

associating a Value with each carrier signal and computing a phase shift for each carrier

signal based on the Value associated with that carrier signal. The Value is determined

independently of any input bit Value carried by that carrier signal. The phase shift

computed for each carrier signal is combined with the phase characteristic of that carrier

signal so as to substantially scramble the phase characteristic of the carrier signals. Bits

of an input signal are modulated onto the carrier signals having the substantially

scrambled phase characteristic to produce a transmission signal with a reduced PAR.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In Re the Application of: Marcos C. Tzannes § Group Art Unit: 2611

Application No.: 11/860,080 g Examiner: WILLIAMS, Lawrence B.
Filed: September 24, 2007 ) Confirmation No.2 5967

Atty. File No.: 5550—47—CON-DIV

For: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR DESCRAMBLING THE PHASE OF THE CARRIERS

IN A MULTICARRIER COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313

FIFTH PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT

Dear Sir:

Prior to the initial review of the aboVe—identified patent application by the Examiner, and

supplemental to the August 30, 2011 Preliminary Amendment, please enter the following

Preliminary Amendment. Although Applicants do not believe that any fees are due based upon

the filing of this Preliminary Amendment, please charge any such fees to Deposit Account 19-

1970.

Please amend the above—identificd patent application as follows:

Amendments to the Specification begin on page 2 of this paper.

Remarks begin on page 3 of this paper.

Attorney Docket No.: 5550-47-CON—DIV
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AMENDMENTS TO THE SPECIFICATION

Submitted herewith is a marked—up and clean version of a substitute specification. No

new matter is believed to have been added therein.

Attorney Docket No .: 5 5 5 0-47-CON-DIV
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REMARKS/ARGUMENTS

Applicant requests examination on the merits.

Applicant believes that the pending claims are in condition for allowance a11d such

disposition is respectfully requested. In the event that a telephone conversation would further

prosecution and/or expedite allowance, the Examiner is invited to contact the undersigned.

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge to Deposit Account No. 19-1970 any

fees under 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.16 and 1.17 that may be required by this paper and to credit any

overpayment to that Account. If any extension of time is required in connection with the filing

of this paper and has not been separately requested, such extension is hereby Petitioned.

Respectfully submitted,

SIIERIDAN ROSS P.C.

Registration No. 45,285

1560 Broadway, Suite 1200
Denver, Colorado 80202-5141

(303) 863-9700

Attorney Docket No.: 5 5 5 0—47—CON—DIV
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Marked-Up Substitute Specification

US App No. 11/860,080

Attorney Docket No. 5550—47—CON—DIV

I A System and Method for Descramb1ing the Phase of the Carriers in a
Multicarrier Communications System

Related Application

This application is a divisional of U.S. Application No. 11/211,535, filed August 26,

2005 now U.S. Patent No. 7,292,627, which is a continuation of U.S. Application No.

09/710 310 filed on November 9 2000 now U.S. Patent No. 6 961 369 whichillhis

applieatien claims the benefit of the filing date of copending U.S. Provisional Application,

Serial No. 60/ 164,134, filed November 9, 1999, entitled "A Method For Randomizing The

Phase Of The Carriers In A Multicarrier Communications System To Reduce The Peak To

Average Power Ratio Of The Transmitted Signal," the entirety of which provisional

application is incorporated by reference herein.

Field of the Invention

This invention relates to communications systems using multicarrier modulation.

More particularly, the invention relates to multicarrier communications systems that lower

the peak—to—average power ratio (PAR) of transmitted signals.

Background of the Invention

In a conventional multicarrier communications system, transmitters communicate

over a communication channel using multicarrier modulation or Discrete Multitone

Modulation (DMT). Carrier signals (carriers) or sub-channels spaced within a usable

frequency band of the communication channel are modulated at a symbol (i.e., block)

transmission rate of the system. An input signal, which includes input data bits, is sent to a

DMT transmitter, such as a DMT modem. The DMT transmitter typically modulates the

phase characteristic, or phase, and amplitude of the carrier signals using an lnverse Fast

Fourier Transform (IFFT) to generate a time domain signal, or transmission signal, that

represents the input signal. The DMT transmitter transmits the transmission signal, which is a

linear combination of the multiple carriers, to a DMT receiver over the communication

channel.
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Attorney Docket No. 5550—47—CON—DIV

The phase and amplitude of the carrier signals of DMT transmission signal can be

considered random because the phase and amplitude result from the modulation of an

arbitrary sequence of input data bits comprising the transmitted information. Therefore,

under the condition that the modulated data bit stream is random, the DMT transmission

signal can be approximated as having a Gaussian probability distribution. A bit scrambler is

often used in the DMT transmitter to scramble the input data bits before the bits are

modulated to assure that the transmitted data bits are random and, consequently, that the

modulation of those bits produces a DMT transmission signal with a Gaussian probability

distribution.

With an appropriate allocation of transmit power levels to the carriers or sub-

channels, such a system provides a desirable performance. Further, generating a transmission

signal with a Gaussian probability distribution is important in order to transmit a

transmission signal with a low peak-to-average ratio (PAR), or peak-to-average power ratio.

The PAR of a transmission signal is the ratio of the instantaneous peak value (i.e., maximum

magnitude) of a signal parameter (e.g., voltage, current, phase, frequency, power) to the time-

averaged value of the signal parameter. In DMT systems, the PAR of the transmitted signal is

determined by the probability of the random transmission signal reaching a certain peak

voltage during the time interval required for a certain number of symbols. An example of the

PAR of a transmission signal transmitted from a DMT transmitter is 14.5 dB, which is

equivalent to having a 1E—7 probability of clipping. The PAR of a transmission signal

transmitted and received in a DMT communication system is an important consideration in

the design of the DMT communication system because the PAR of a signal affects the

communication system's total power consumption and component linearity requirements of

the system.

If the phase of the modulated carriers is not random, then the PAR can increase

greatly. Examples of cases where the phases of the modulated carrier signals are not random

are when bit scramblers are not used, multiple carrier signals are used to modulate the same

input data bits, and the constellation maps, which are mappings of input data bits to the phase

of a carrier signal, used for modulation are not random enough (i.e., a zero value for a data

bit corresponds to a 90 degree phase characteristic of the DMT carrier signal and a one value
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for a data bit corresponds to a -90 degree phase characteristic of the DMT carrier signal). An

increased PAR can result in a system with high power consumption and/or with high

probability of clipping the transmission signal. Thus, there remains a need for a system and

method that can effectively scramble the phase of the modulated carrier signals in order to

provide a low PAR for the transmission signal.
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Attorney Docket No. 5550—47—CON—DIV

Summary of the Invention

The present invention features a system and method that scrambles the phase

characteristics of the modulated carrier signals in a transmission signal. In one aspect, a value

is associated with each carrier signal. A phase shift is computed for each carrier signal based

on the value associated with that carrier signal. The value is determined independently of any

input bit Value carried by that carrier signal. The phase shift computed for each carrier signal

is combined with the phase characteristic of that carrier signal to substantially scramble the

phase characteristics of the carrier signals.

In one embodiment, the input bit stream is modulated onto the carrier signals having

the substantially scrambled phase characteristic to produce a transmission signal with a

reduced peak-to-average power ratio (PAR). The value is derived from a predetermined

parameter, such as a random number generator, a carrier number, a DMT symbol count, a

superframe count, and a hyperframe count. In another embodiment, a predetermined

transmission signal is transmitted when the amplitude of the transmission signal exceeds a

certain level.

In another aspect, the invention features a method wherein a value is associated with

each carrier signal. The value is determined independently of any input bit value carried by

that carrier signal. A phase shift for each carrier signal is computed based on the value

associated with that carrier signal. The transmission signal is demodulated using the phase

shift computed for each carrier signal.

In another aspect, the invention features a system comprising a phase scrambler that

computes a phase shift for each carrier signal based on a value associated with that carrier

signal. The phase scrambler also combines the phase shift computed for each carrier signal

with the phase characteristic of that carrier signal to substantially scramble the phase

characteristic of the carrier signals. In one embodiment, a modulator, in communication with

the phase scrambler, modulates bits of an input signal onto the carrier signals having the

substantially scrambled phase characteristics to produce a transmission signal with a reduced

PAR.
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Description of the Drawings

The invention is pointed out with particularity in the appended claims. The

advantages of the invention described above, as well as further advantages of the invention,

may be better understood by reference to the following description taken in conjunction with

the accompanying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an embodiment of a digital subscriber line

communications system including a DMT (discrete multitone modulation) transceiver, in

communication with a remote transceiver, having a phase scrambler for substantially

scrambling the phase characteristics of carrier signals; and

FIG. 2 is a flow diagram of an embodiment of a process for scrambling the phase

characteristics of the carrier signals in a transmission signal.

Detailed Description

FIG. 1 shows a digital subscriber line (DSL) communication system 2 including a

discrete multitone (DMT) transceiver 10 in communication with a remote transceiver 14 over

a communication channel 18 using a transmission signal 38 having a plurality of carrier

signals. The DMT transceiver 10 includes a DMT transmitter 22 and a DMT receiver 26. The

remote transceiver 14 includes a transmitter 30 and a receiver 34. Although described with

respect to discrete multitone modulation, the principles of the invention apply also to other

types of multicarrier modulation, such as, but not limited to, orthogonally multiplexed

quadrature amplitude modulation (OQAM), discrete wavelet multitone (DWMT) modulation,

and orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM).

The communication channel 18 provides a downstream transmission path from the

DMT transmitter 22 to the remote receiver 34, and an upstream transmission path from the

remote transmitter 30 to the DMT receiver 26. In one embodiment, the communication

channel 18 is a pair of twisted wires of a telephone subscriber line. In other embodiments, the

communication channel 18 can be a fiber optic wire, a quad cable, consisting of two pairs of

twisted wires, or a quad cable that is one of a star quad cable, a Dieselhorst-Martin quad

cable, and the like. In a wireless communication system wherein the transceivers 10, 14 are
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wireless modems, the communication channel 18 is the air through which the transmission

signal 38 travels between the transceivers 10, 14.

By way of example, the DMT transmitter 22 shown in FIG. 1 includes a quadrature

amplitude modulation (QAM) encoder 42, a modulator 46, a bit allocation table (BAT) 44,

and a phase scrambler 66. The DMT transmitter 22 can also include a bit scrambler 74, as

described further below. The remote transmitter 30 of the remote transceiver 14 comprises

equivalent components as the DMT transmitter 22. Although this embodiment specifies a

detailed description of the DMT transmitter 22, the inventive concepts apply also to the

receivers 34, 2636 which have similar components to that of the DMT transmitter 22, but

perform inverse functions in a reverse order.

The QAM encoder 42 has a single input for receiving an input serial data bit stream

54 and multiple parallel outputs to transmit QAM symbols 58 generated by the QAM

encoder 42 from the bit stream 54. In general, the QAM encoder 42 maps the input serial bit-

stream 54 in the time domain into parallel QAM symbols 58 in the frequency domain. In

particular, the QAM encoder 42 maps the input serial data bit stream 54 into N parallel

quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) constellation points 58, or QAM symbols 58,

where N represents the number of carrier signals generated by the modulator 46. The BAT 44

is in communication with the QAM encoder 42 to specify the number of bits carried by each

carrier signal. The QAM symbols 58 represent the amplitude and the phase characteristic of

each carrier signal.

The modulator 46 provides functionality associated with the DMT modulation and

transforms the QAM symbols 58 into DMT symbols 70 each comprised of a plurality of

time-domain samples. The modulator 46 modulates each carrier signal with a different QAM

symbol 58. As a result ofthis modulation, carrier signals have phase and amplitude

characteristics based on the QAM symbol 58 and therefore based on the input—bit stream 54.

In particular, the modulator 46 uses an inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) to change the

QAM symbols 58 into a transmission signal 38 comprised of a sequence of DMT symbols

70. The modulator 46 changes the QAM symbols 58 into DMT symbols 70 through

modulation of the carrier signals. In another embodiment, the modulator 46 uses the inverse

discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) to change the QAM symbols 58 into DMT symbols 70. In
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one embodiment, a pilot tone is included in the transmission signal 38 to provide a reference

signal for coherent demodulation of the carrier signals in the remote receiver 34 during

reception ofthe transmission signal 38.

The modulator 46 also includes a phase scrambler 66 that combines a phase shift

computed for each QAM—modulated carrier signal with the phase characteristic of that carrier

signal. Combining phase shifts with phase characteristics, in accordance with the principles

of the invention, substantially scrambles the phase characteristics of the carrier signals in the

transmission signal 38. By scrambling the phase characteristics of the carrier signals, the

resulting transmission signal 38 has a substantially minimized peak-to-average (PAR) power

ratio. The phase scrambler 66 can be part of or external to the modulator 46. Other

embodiments of the phase scrambler 66 include, but are not limited to, a software program

that is stored in local memory and is executed on the modulator 46, a digital signal processor

(DSP) capable ofperforming mathematical functions and algorithms, and the like. The

remote receiver 34 similarly includes a phase scrambler 66' for use when demodulating

carrier signals that have had their phase characteristics adjusted by the phase scrambler 66 of

the DMT transceiver 10.

To compute a phase shift for each carrier signal, the phase scrambler 66 associates

one or more values with that carrier signal. The phase scrambler 66 determines each value for

a carrier signal independently of the QAM symbols 58, and, therefore, independently of the

bit Value(s) modulated onto the carrier signal. The actual Value(s) that the phase scrambler 66

associates with each carrier signal can be derived from one or more predefined parameters,

such as a pseudo-random number generator (pseudo-RNG), a DMT carrier number, a DMT

symbol count, a DMT superframe count, a DMT hyperframe count, and the like, as described

in more detail below. Irrespective of the technique used to produce each value, the same

technique is used by the DMT transmitter 22 and the remote receiver 34 so that the value

associated with a given carrier signal is known at both ends of the communication channel

18.

The phase scrambler 66 then solves a predetermined equation to compute a phase

shift for the carrier signal, using the Value(s) associated with that carrier signal as input that

effects the output of the equation. Any equation suitable for computing phase shifts can be
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used to compute the phase shifts. When the equation is independent of the bit values of the

input serial bit stream 54, the computed phase shifts are also independent of such bit values.

In one embodiment (shown in phantom), the DMT transmitter 22 includes a bit

scrambler 74, which receives the input serial bit stream 54 and outputs data bits 76 that are

substantially scrambled. The substantially scrambled bits 76 are then passed to the QAM

encoder 42. When the bit scrambler 74 is included in the DMT transmitter 22, the operation

of the phase scrambler 66 further assures that the transmission signal 38 has a Gaussian

probability distribution and, therefore. a substantially minimized PAR.

FIG. 2 shows embodiments of a process used by the DMT transmitter 22 for adjusting

the phase characteristic of each carrier signal and combining these carrier signals to produce

the transmission signal 38. The DMT transmitter 22 generates (step 100) a value that is

associated with a carrier signal. Because the value is being used to alter the phase

characteristics of the carrier signal, both the DMT transmitter 22 and the remote receiver 34

must recognize the value as being associated with the carrier signal. Either the DMT

transmitter 22 and the remote receiver 34 independently derive the associated value, or one

informs the other of the associated value. For example, in one embodiment the DMT

transmitter 22 can derive the value from a pseudo—RNG and then transmit the generated value

to the remote receiver 34. In another embodiment, the remote receiver 34 similarly derives

the value from the same pseudo—RNG and the same seed as used by the transmitter (ie, the

transmitter pseudo—RNG produces the same series of random numbers as the receiver

pseudo—RNG).

As another example, the DMT transmitter 22 and the remote receiver 34 can each

maintain a symbol counter for counting DMT symbols. The DMT transmitter 22 increments

its symbol counter upon transmitting a DMT symbol; the remote receiver 34 upon receipt.

Thus, when the DMT transmitter 22 and the remote receiver 34 both use the symbol count as

a value for computing phase shifts, both the DMT transmitter 22 and remote receiver 34

"know" that the value is associated with a particular DMT symbol and with each carrier

signal of that DMT symbol.
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Values can also be derived from other types of predefined parameters. For example, if

the predefined parameter is the DMT carrier number, then the value associated with a

particular carrier signal is the carrier number of that signal within the DMT symbol. The

number of a carrier signal represents the location of the frequency of the carrier signal

relative to the frequency of other carrier signals within a DMT symbol. For example, in one

embodiment the DSL communication system 2 provides 256 carrier signals, each separated

by a frequency of 4.3 125 kHz and spanning the frequency bandwidth from 0 kHz to 1104

kHz. The DMT transmitter 22 numbers the carrier signals from 0 to 255. Therefore, "DMT

carrier number 50" represents the 51st DMT carrier signal which is located at the frequency

of215.625 kHz (i.e., 51 x 4.3125 kHz).

Again, the DMT transmitter 22 and the remote receiver 34 can know the value that is

associated with the carrier signal because both the DMT transmitter 22 and the remote

receiver 34 use the same predefined parameter (here, the DMT carrier number) to make the

value—carrier signal association. In other embodiments (as exemplified above with the

transmitter pseudo—RNG), the DMT transmitter 22 can transmit the value to the remote

receiver 34 (or vice versa) over the communication channel 18.

In other embodiments, other predefined parameters can be used in conjunction with

the symbol count. One example of such a predefined parameter is the superframe count that

increments by one every 69 DMT symbols. One exemplary implementation that achieves the

superframe counter is to perform a modulo 68 operation on the symbol count. As another

example, the DMT transmitter 22 can maintain a hyperframe counter for counting

hyperframes. An exemplary implementation of the hyperframe count is to perform a modulo

255 operation on the superframe count. Thus, the hyperframe count increments by one each

time the superframe count reaches 255.

Accordingly, it is seen that some predefined parameters produce values that vary

from carrier signal to carrier signal. For example, when the predefined parameter is the DMT

carrier number, values vary based on the frequency of the carrier signal. As another example,

the pseudo-RNG generates a new random value for each carrier signal.

Other predefined parameters produce values that vary from DMT symbol 70 to DMT

symbol 70. For example, when the predefined parameter is the symbol count, the superframe
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count, or hyperframe count, values vary based on the numerical position of the DMT symbol

70 within a sequence of symbols, superframes, or hyperframes. Predefined parameters such

as the pseudo-RNG, symbol count, superframe count, and superframe can also be understood

to be parameters that vary values over time. Any one or combination of the predefined

parameters can provide values for input to the equation that computes a phase shift for a

given carrier signal.

ln one embodiment, the phase scrambling is used to avoid clipping of the

transmission signal 38 on a DMT symbol 70 by DMT symbol 70 basis. In this embodiment,

the DMT transmitter 22 uses a value based on a predefined parameter that varies over time,

such as the symbol count, to compute the phase shift. It is to be understood that other types of

predefined parameters that vary the values associated with carrier signals can be used to

practice the principles of the invention. As described above, the transceivers 10, 14 may

communicate (step 1 10) the values to synchronize their use in modulating and demodulating

the carrier signals.

The DMT transmitter 22 then computes (step 115) the phase shift that is used to

adjust the phase characteristic of each carrier signal. The amount of the phase shift combined

with the phase characteristic of each QAM-modulated carrier signal depends upon the

equation used and the one or more values associated with that carrier signal.

The DMT transmitter 22 then combines (step 120) the phase shift computed for each

carrier signal with the phase characteristic of that carrier signal. By scrambling the phase

characteristics of the carrier signals, the phase scrambler 66 reduces (with respect to

unscrambled phase characteristics) the combined PAR of the plurality of carrier signals and,

consequently, the transmission signal 38. The following three phase shifting examples, PS

#1 -PS #3, illustrate methods used by the phase scrambler 66 to combine a computed phase

shift to the phase characteristic of each carrier signal.
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Phase Shifting Example #1

Phase shifting example #1 (PS #1’) corresponds to adjusting the phase characteristic of

72'
NX—

the QAM-modulated carrier signal associated with a carrier number N by 3’ modulo

(mod) 21:. In this example, a carrier signal having a carrier number N equal to 50 has a phase

50x1 2
shift added to the phase characteristic of that carrier signal equal to 3 (mod 27:) = E 71:.

The carrier signal with a carrier number N equal to 51 has a phase shift added to the phase

7r
X j

characteristic of that carrier signal equal to 51 3 (mod2n)=n. The carrier signal with the

carrier number N equal to 0 has no phase shift added to the phase characteristic of that carrier

signal.

Phase Shifting Example #2

Phase shifting example #2 (PS #2) corresponds to adjusting the phase characteristic of

(N + M) x 1
the QAM-modulated carrier signal associated with a carrier number N by 4 , mod

27:, Where M is the symbol count. In this example, a carrier signal having a carrier number N

equal to 50 on DMT symbol count M equal to 8 has a phase shift added to the phase

(50 + 8) X Z 1
characteristic of that carrier signal equal to 4 (mod 27r)= 2 . The carrier signal with

the same carrier number N equal to 50 on the next DMT symbol count M equal to 9 has a

(50 + 9) x 1
phase shift added to the phase characteristic of that carrier signal equal to 4 (mod

37$

27:) =T .

Phase Shifting Example #3

Phase shifting example #3 (PS #3) corresponds to adjusting the phase characteristic of

j j g g . (XA') >< 1,mod 27:,
the QAM-modulated carrier signal associated with a carrier number N by 6
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where XN is an array ofN pseudo-random numbers. In this example, a carrier signal having

a carrier number N equal to 5 and XN equal to [3, 8, 1, 4, 9, 5, . . .] has a phase shift added

(9)><£(mod27z') =3—”
to the phase characteristic of the carrier signal that is equal to 6 7- (Note

that 9 is the 5th value in XN.) The carrier signal with a carrier number N equal to 6 has a

phase shift added to the phase characteristic of the carrier signal equal to

57r
5 5 d2 :—

()><6(mo 7r) 6.

It is to be understood that additional and/or different phase shifting techniques can be

used by the phase scrambler 66, and that PS #1, #2, and #3 are merely illustrative examples

of the principles of the invention. The DMT transmitter 22 then combines (step 130) the

carrier signals to form the transmission signal 38. If the transmission signal is not clipped, as

described below, the DMT transmitter 22 consequently transmits (step 160) the transmission

signal 38 to the remote receiver 34.

Clipping of Transmission Signals

A transmission signal 38 that has high peak values of voltage (i.e., a high PAR) can

induce non-linear distortion in the DMT transmitter 22 and the communication channel 18.

One form of this non-linear distortion of the transmission signal 38 that may occur is the

limitation of the amplitude of the transmission signal 38 (i.e._, clipping). For example, a

particular DMT symbol 70 clips in the time domain when one or more time domain samples

in that DMT symbol 70 are larger than the maximum allowed digital value for the DMT

symbols 70. In multicarrier communication systems when clipping occurs, the transmission

signal 38 does not accurately represent the input serial data bit signal 54.

In one embodiment, the DSL communication system 2 avoids the clipping of the

transmission signal 38 on a DMT symbol 70 by DMT symbol 70 basis. The DMT transmitter

22 detects (step 140) the clipping of the transmission signal 38. If a particular DMT symbol

70 clips in the time domain to produce a clipped transmission signal 38, the DMT transmitter
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22 substitutes (step 150) a predefined transmission signal 78 for the clipped transmission

signal 38.

The predefined transmission signal 78 has the same duration as a DMT symbol 70

(e.g., 250 ms) in order to maintain symbol timing between the DMT transmitter 22 and the

remote receiver 34. The predefined transmission signal 78 is not based on (i.e., independent

of) the modulated input data bit stream 54; it is a bit Value pattern that is recognized by the

remote receiver 34 as a substituted signal. In one embodiment, the predefined transmission

signal 78 is a known pseudo-random sequence pattern that is easily detected by the remote

receiver 34. In another embodiment, the predefined transmission signal 78 is an "all zeros"

signal, which is a zero voltage signal produced at the DMT transmitter 22 output (i.e., zero

volts modulated on all the carrier signals). In addition to easy detection by the remote

receiver 34, the zero voltage signal reduces the power consumption of the DMT transmitter

22 when delivered by the DMT transmitter 22. Further, a pilot tone is included in the

predefined transmission signal 78 to provide a reference signal for coherent demodulation of

the carrier signals in the remote receiver 34 during reception of the predefined transmission

signal 78.

After the remote receiver 34 receives the transmission signal 38, the remote receiver

34 determines if the transmission signal 38 is equivalent to the predefined transmission signal

78. In one embodiment, when the remote receiver 34 identifies the predefined transmission

signal 78, the remote receiver 34 ignores (i.e., discards) the predefined transmission signal

78.

Following the transmission of the predefined transmission signal 78, the phase

scrambler 66 shifts (step l20) the phase characteristic of the QAM-modulated carrier signals

(based on one of the predefined parameters that varies over time). For example, consider that

a set of QAM symbols 58 produces a DMT symbol 70 comprising a plurality of time domain

samples, and that one of the time domain samples is larger than the maximum allowed digital

value for the DMT symbol 70. Therefore, because the transmission signal 38 would be

clipped when sent to the remote receiver 34, the DMT transmitter 22 sends the predefined

transmission signal 78 instead.
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After transmission of the predefined transmission signal 78, the DMT transmitter 22

again attempts to send the same bit values that produced the clipped transmission signal 38 in

a subsequent DMT symbol 70'. Because the generation of phase shifts in this embodiment is

based on values that vary over time, the phase shifts computed for the subsequent DMT

symbol 70' are different than those that were previously computed for the DMT symbol 70

with the clipped time domain sample. These different phase shifts are combined to the phase

characteristics of the modulated carrier signals to produce carrier signals of the subsequent

DMT symbol 70' with different phase characteristics than the carrier signals of the DMT

symbol 70 with the clipped time domain sample.

DMT communication systems 2 infrequently produce transmission signals 38 that

clip (e. g., approximately one clip every l07 time domain samples 70). However, if the

subsequent DMT symbol 70‘ includes a time domain sample that clips, then the predefined

transmission signal 78 is again transmitted (step 150) to the remote receiver 34 instead of the

clipped transmission signal 38. The clipping time domain sample may be on the same or on a

different carrier signal than the previously clipped DMT symbol 70. The DMT transmitter 22

repeats the transmission of the predefined transmission signal 78 until the DMT transmitter

22 produces a subsequent DMT symbol 70' that is not clipped. When the DMT transmitter 22

produces a DMT symbol 70' that is not clipped, the DTM transmitter 22 transmits (step 160)

the transmission signal 38 to the remote receiver 34. The probability of a DMT symbol 70

producing a transmission signal 38 that clips in the time domain depends on the PAR of the

transmission signal 38.

For example, the following phase shifting example, PST #4, illustrates the method

used by the phase scrambler 66 to combine a different phase shift to the phase characteristic

of each carrier signal to avoid the clipping ofthe transmission signal 38.
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Phase Shifting Example #4

Phase shifting example #4 (PS #4’) corresponds to adjusting the phase characteristic of

5 x (M + N)
the carrier signal associated with a carrier number N by 3 , mod 27:, where M is

the DMT symbol count. 1n this example, if the DMT symbol 70 clips when the DMT symbol

count M equals 5, the predefined transmission signal 78 is transmitted instead of the current

clipped transmission signal 38. On the following DMT symbol period, the DMT count M

equals 6, thereby causing a different set of time domain samples to be generated for the

subsequent DMT symbol 70‘, although the QAM symbols 58 used to produce both DMT

symbols 70, 70' are the same.

If this different set of time domain samples (and consequently the transmission signal

38) is not clipped, the DMT transmitter 22 sends the transmission signal 38. If one of the

time domain samples in the different set of time domain samples 70 (and consequently the

transmission signal 38) is clipped, then the DMT transmitter 22 sends the predefined

transmission signal 78 again. The process continues until a DMT symbol 70 is produced

without a time domain sample 70 that is clipped. In one embodiment, the transmitter 22 stops

attempting to produce a non—clipped DMT symbol 70' for the particular set of QAM symbols

58 after generating a predetermined number of clipped DMT symbols 70'. At that moment,

the transmitter 22 can transmit the most recently produced clipped DMT symbol 70' or the

predetermined transmission signal 78.

The PAR of the DSL communication system 2 is reduced because the predefined

transmission signal 78 is sent instead of the transmission signal 38 when the DMT symbol 70

clips. For example, a DMT communication system 2 that normally has a clipping probability

of 10-7 for the time domain transmission signal 38 can therefore operate with a 10-5

probability of clipping and a lower PAR equal to 12.8 dB (as compared to 14.5 dB). When

operating at a 10-5 probability of clipping, assuming a DMT symbol 70 has 512 time-domain

samples 70, the DMT transmitter 22 experiences one clipped DMT symbol 70 out of every

105

512 , or 195 DMT symbols 70. This results in the predefined (non-data carrying)

transmission signal 78 being transmitted, on average, once every 195 DMT symbols.

15
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Although increasing the probability of clipping to 10's results in approximately a 0.5%

(1/195) decrease in throughput, the PAR of the transmission signal 38 is reduced by 1.7 dB,

which reduces transmitter complexity in the form of power consumption and component

linearity.

While the invention has been shown and described with reference to specific

preferred embodiments, it should be understood by those skilled in the art that Various

changes in form and detail may be made therein without departing from the spirit and scope

of the invention as defined by the following claims. For example, although the specification

uses DSL to describe the invention, it is to be understood that Various form of DSL can be

used, e.g., ADSL, VDSL, SDSL, HDSL, HDSL2, or SHDSL. It is also to be understood that

the principles of the invention apply to various types of applications transported over DSL

systems (e.g., telecomrnuting, Video conferencing, high speed Internet access, Video-on

demand).
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Abstract

A system and method that scrambles the phase characteristic of a carrier signal

are described. The scrambling of the phase characteristic of each carrier signal includes

associating a Value with each carrier signal and computing a phase shift for each carrier

signal based on the Value associated with that carrier signal. The Value is determined

independently of any input bit Value carried by that carrier signal. The phase shift

computed for each carrier signal is combined with the phase characteristic of that carrier

signal so as to substantially scramble the phase characteristic of the carrier signals. Bits

of an input signal are modulated onto the carrier signals having the substantially

scrambled phase characteristic to produce a transmission signal with a reduced PAR.
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A System and Method for Descrambling the Phase of the Carriers in a Multicarrier

Communications System

Related Application

This application is a divisional of U.S. Application No. 11/211,535, filed August 26,

2005, now U.S. Patent No. 7,292,627, which is a continuation of U.S. Application No.

09/710,310, filed on November 9, 2000, now U.S. Patent No. 6,961,369, which claims the

benefit of the filing date of copcnding U.S. Provisional Application, Serial No. 60/164,134,

filed November 9, 1999, entitled "A Method For Randomizing The Phase Of The Carriers In

A Multicarrier Communications System To Reduce The Peak To Average Power Ratio Of

The Transmitted Signal," the entirety of which provisional application is incorporated by

reference herein.

Field of the Invention

This invention relates to communications systems using multicarrier modulation.

More particularly, the invention relates to multicarrier communications systems that lower

the peak—to—average power ratio (PAR) of transmitted signals.

Background of the Invention

In a conventional multicarrier communications system, transmitters communicate

over a communication channel using multicarrier modulation or Discrete Multitone

Modulation (DMT). Carrier signals (carriers) or sub-channels spaced within a usable

frequency band of the communication channel are modulated at a symbol (i.e., block)

transmission rate of the system. An input signal, which includes input data bits, is sent to a

DMT transmitter, such as a DMT modem. The DMT transmitter typically modulates the

phase characteristic, or phase, and amplitude of the carrier signals using an Inverse Fast

Fourier Transform (IFFT) to generate a time domain signal, or transmission signal, that

represents the input signal. The DMT transmitter transmits the transmission signal, which is a

linear combination of the multiple carriers, to a DMT receiver over the communication

channel.
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The phase and amplitude of the carrier signals of DMT transmission signal can be

considered random because the phase and amplitude result from the modulation of an

arbitrary sequence of input data bits comprising the transmitted information. Therefore,

under the condition that the modulated data bit stream is random, the DMT transmission

signal can be approximated as having a Gaussian probability distribution. A bit scrambler is

often used in the DMT transmitter to scramble the input data bits before the bits are

modulated to assure that the transmitted data bits are random and, consequently, that the

modulation of those bits produces a DMT transmission signal with a Gaussian probability

distribution.

With an appropriate allocation of transmit power levels to the carriers or sub-

channels, such a system provides a desirable performance. Further, generating a transmission

signal with a Gaussian probability distribution is important in order to transmit a

transmission signal with a low peak-to-average ratio (PAR), or peak-to-average power ratio.

The PAR of a transmission signal is the ratio of the instantaneous peak value (i.e., maximum

magnitude) of a signal parameter (e. g._, voltage, current, phase, frequency, power) to the time-

averaged value of the signal parameter. In DMT systems, the PAR of the transmitted signal is

determined by the probability of the random transmission signal reaching a certain peak

voltage during the time interval required for a certain number of symbols. An example of the

PAR of a transmission signal transmitted from a DMT transmitter is 14.5 dB, which is

equivalent to having a 1E—7 probability of clipping. The PAR of a transmission signal

transmitted and received in a DMT communication system is an important consideration in

the design of the DMT communication system because the PAR of a signal affects the

communication system's total power consumption and component linearity requirements of

the system.

If the phase of the modulated carriers is not random, then the PAR can increase

greatly. Examples of cases where the phases of the modulated carrier signals are not random

are when bit scramblers are not used, multiple carrier signals are used to modulate the same

input data bits, and the constellation maps, which are mappings of input data bits to the phase

of a carrier signal, used for modulation are not random enough (i.e., a zero value for a data

bit corresponds to a 90 degree phase characteristic of the DMT carrier signal and a one value
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for a data bit corresponds to a -90 degree phase characteristic of the DMT carrier signal). An

increased PAR can result in a system with high power consumption and/or with high

probability of clipping the transmission signal. Thus, there remains a need for a system and

method that can effectively scramble the phase of the modulated carrier signals in order to

provide a low PAR for the transmission signal.

Summary of the Invention

The present invention features a system and method that scrambles the phase

characteristics of the modulated carrier signals in a transmission signal. In one aspect, a value

is associated with each carrier signal. A phase shift is computed for each carrier signal based

on the value associated with that carrier signal. The value is determined independently of any

input bit value carried by that carrier signal. The phase shift computed for each carrier signal

is combined with the phase characteristic of that carrier signal to substantially scramble the

phase characteristics ofthe carrier signals.

In one embodiment, the input bit stream is modulated onto the carrier signals having

the substantially scrambled phase characteristic to produce a transmission signal with a

reduced peak—to—average power ratio (PAR). The value is derived from a predetermined

parameter, such as a random number generator, a carrier number, a DMT symbol count, a

superframe count, and a hyperframe count. In another embodiment, a predetermined

transmission signal is transmitted when the amplitude of the transmission signal exceeds a

certain level.

In another aspect, the invention features a method wherein a value is associated with

each carrier signal. The value is determined independently of any input bit value carried by

that carrier signal. A phase shift for each carrier signal is computed based on the value

associated with that carrier signal. The transmission signal is demodulated using the phase

shift computed for each carrier signal.

In another aspect, the invention features a system comprising a phase scrambler that

computes a phase shift for each carrier signal based on a value associated with that carrier

signal. The phase scrambler also combines the phase shift computed for each carrier signal

with the phase characteristic of that carrier signal to substantially scramble the phase

characteristic of the carrier signals. In one embodiment, a modulator, in communication with
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the phase scrambler, modulates bits of an input signal onto the carrier signals having the

substantially scrambled phase characteristics to produce a transmission signal with a reduced

PAR.

Description of the Drawings

The invention is pointed outwith particularity in the appended claims. The

advantages of the invention described above, as well as further advantages of the invention,

may be better understood by reference to the following description taken in conjunction with

the accompanying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an embodiment of a digital subscriber line

communications system including a DMT (discrete multitone modulation) transceiver, in

communication with a remote transceiver, having a phase scrambler for substantially

scrambling the phase characteristics of carrier signals; and

FIG. 2 is a flow diagram of an embodiment of a process for scrambling the phase

characteristics of the carrier signals in a transmission signal.

Detailed Description

FIG. 1 shows a digital subscriber line (DSL) communication system 2 including a

discrete multitone (DMT) transceiver 10 in communication with a remote transceiver 14 over

a communication channel 18 using a transmission signal 38 having a plurality of carrier

signals. The DMT transceiver 10 includes a DMT transmitter 22 and a DMT receiver 26. The

remote transceiver 14 includes a transmitter 30 and a receiver 34. Although described with

respect to discrete multitone modulation, the principles of the invention apply also to other

types of multicarrier modulation, such as, but not limited to, orthogonally multiplexed

quadrature amplitude modulation (OQAM), discrete wavelet multitone (DWMT) modulation,

and orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM).

The communication channel 18 provides a downstream transmission path from the

DMT transmitter 22 to the remote receiver 34, and an upstream transmission path from the

remote transmitter 30 to the DMT receiver 26. In one embodiment, the communication

channel 18 is a pair of twisted wires of a telephone subscriber line. In other embodiments, the

communication channel 18 can be a fiber optic wire, a quad cable, consisting of two pairs of

twisted wires, or a quad cable that is one of a star quad cable, a Dieselhorst—Martin quad
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cable, and the like. In a wireless communication system wherein the transceivers 10, 14 are

wireless modems, the communication channel 18 is the air through which the transmission

signal 38 travels between the transceivers 10, 14.

By way of example, the DMT transmitter 22 shown in FIG. 1 includes a quadrature

amplitude modulation (QAM) encoder 42, a modulator 46, a bit allocation table (BAT) 44,

and a phase scrambler 66. The DMT transmitter 22 can also include a bit scrambler 74, as

described further below. The remote transmitter 30 of the remote transceiver 14 comprises

equivalent components as the DMT transmitter 22. Although this embodiment specifies a

detailed description of the DMT transmitter 22, the inventive concepts apply also to the

receivers 34, 26 which have similar components to that of the DMT transmitter 22, but

perform inverse functions in a reverse order.

The QAM encoder 42 has a single input for receiving an input serial data bit stream

54 and multiple parallel outputs to transmit QAM symbols 58 generated by the QAM

encoder 42 from the bit stream 54. In general, the QAM encoder 42 maps the input serial bit-

stream 54 in the time domain into parallel QAM symbols 58 in the frequency domain. In

particular, the QAM encoder 42 maps the input serial data bit stream 54 into N parallel

quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) constellation points 58, or QAM symbols 58,

where N represents the number of carrier signals generated by the modulator 46. The BAT 44

is in communication with the QAM encoder 42 to specify the number of bits carried by each

carrier signal. The QAM symbols 58 represent the amplitude and the phase characteristic of

each carrier signal.

The modulator 46 provides functionality associated with the DMT modulation and

transforms the QAM symbols 58 into DMT symbols 70 each comprised of a plurality of

time-domain samples. The modulator 46 modulates each carrier signal with a different QAM

symbol 58. As a result of this modulation, carrier signals have phase and amplitude

characteristics based on the QAM symbol 58 and therefore based on the input—bit stream 54.

In particular, the modulator 46 uses an inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) to change the

QAM symbols 58 into a transmission signal 38 comprised of a sequence of DMT symbols

70. The modulator 46 changes the QAM symbols 58 into DMT symbols 70 through

modulation of the carrier signals. In another embodiment, the modulator 46 uses the inverse
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discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) to change the QAM symbols 58 into DMT symbols 70. In

one embodiment, a pilot tone is included in the transmission signal 38 to provide a reference

signal for coherent demodulation of the carrier signals in the remote receiver 34 during

reception of the transmission signal 38.

The modulator 46 also includes a phase scrambler 66 that combines a phase shift

computed for each QAM-modulated carrier signal with the phase characteristic of that carrier

signal. Combining phase shifts with phase characteristics, in accordance with the principles

of the invention, substantially scrambles the phase characteristics of the carrier signals in the

transmission signal 38. By scrambling the phase characteristics of the carrier signals, the

resulting transmission signal 38 has a substantially minimized peak-to-average (PAR) power

ratio. The phase scrambler 66 can be part of or external to the modulator 46. Other

embodiments of the phase scrambler 66 include, but are not limited to, a software program

that is stored in local memory and is executed on the modulator 46, a digital signal processor

(DSP) capable of performing mathematical functions and algorithms, and the like. The

remote receiver 34 similarly includes a phase scrambler 66' for use when demodulating

carrier signals that have had their phase characteristics adjusted by the phase scrambler 66 of

the DMT transceiver 10.

To compute a phase shift for each carrier signal, the phase scrambler 66 associates

one or more values with that carrier signal. The phase scrambler 66 determines each value for

a carrier signal independently of the QAM symbols 58, and, therefore, independently of the

bit Value(s) modulated onto the carrier signal. The actual Value(s) that the phase scrambler 66

associates with each carrier signal can be derived from one or more predefined parameters,

such as a pseudo-random number generator (pseudo-RNG), a DMT carrier number, a DMT

symbol count, a DMT superframe count, a DMT hyperframe count, and the like, as described

in more detail below. Irrespective of the technique used to produce each value, the same

technique is used by the DMT transmitter 22 and the remote receiver 34 so that the value

associated with a given carrier signal is known at both ends of the communication channel

1 8.

The phase scrambler 66 then solves a predetermined equation to compute a phase

shift for the carrier signal, using the value(s) associated with that carrier signal as input that
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effects the output of the equation. Any equation suitable for computing phase shifts can be

used to compute the phase shifts. When the equation is independent of the bit values of the

input serial bit stream 54, the computed phase shifts are also independent of such bit values.

In one embodiment (shown in phantom), the DMT transmitter 22 includes a bit

scrambler 74, which receives the input serial bit stream 54 and outputs data bits 76 that are

substantially scrambled. The substantially scrambled bits 76 are then passed to the QAM

encoder 42. When the bit scrambler 74 is included in the DMT transmitter 22, the operation

of the phase scrambler 66 further assures that the transmission signal 38 has a Gaussian

probability distribution and, therefore. a substantially minimized PAR.

FIG. 2 shows embodiments of a process used by the DMT transmitter 22 for adjusting

the phase characteristic of each carrier signal and combining these carrier signals to produce

the transmission signal 38. The DMT transmitter 22 generates (step 100) a value that is

associated with a carrier signal. Because the value is being used to alter the phase

characteristics of the carrier signal, both the DMT transmitter 22 and the remote receiver 34

must recognize the value as being associated with the carrier signal. Either the DMT

transmitter 22 and the remote receiver 34 independently derive the associated value, or one

informs the other of the associated value. For example, in one embodiment the DMT

transmitter 22 can derive the value from a pseudo—RNG and then transmit the generated value

to the remote receiver 34. In another embodiment, the remote receiver 34 similarly derives

the value from the same pseudo—RNG and the same seed as used by the transmitter (ie, the

transmitter pseudo—RNG produces the same series of random numbers as the receiver

pseudo—RNG).

As another example, the DMT transmitter 22 and the remote receiver 34 can each

maintain a symbol counter for counting DMT symbols. The DMT transmitter 22 increments

its symbol counter upon transmitting a DMT symbol; the remote receiver 34 upon receipt.

Thus, when the DMT transmitter 22 and the remote receiver 34 both use the symbol count as

a value for computing phase shifts, both the DMT transmitter 22 and remote receiver 34

"know" that the value is associated with a particular DMT symbol and with each carrier

signal of that DMT symbol.
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Values can also be derived from other types of predefined parameters. For example, if

the predefined parameter is the DMT carrier number, then the value associated with a

particular carrier signal is the carrier number of that signal within the DMT symbol. The

number of a carrier signal represents the location of the frequency of the carrier signal

relative to the frequency of other carrier signals within a DMT symbol. For example, in one

embodiment the DSL communication system 2 provides 256 carrier signals, each separated

by a frequency of 4.3 125 kHz and spanning the frequency bandwidth from 0 kHz to 1104

kHz. The DMT transmitter 22 numbers the carrier signals from 0 to 255. Therefore, "DMT

carrier number 50" represents the 51st DMT carrier signal which is located at the frequency

of215.625 kHz (ie, 51 x 4.3125 kHz).

Again, the DMT transmitter 22 and the remote receiver 34 can know the value that is

associated with the carrier signal because both the DMT transmitter 22 and the remote

receiver 34 use the same predefined parameter (here, the DMT carrier number) to make the

value—carrier signal association. In other embodiments (as exemplified above with the

transmitter pseudo—RNG), the DMT transmitter 22 can transmit the value to the remote

receiver 34 (or vice versa) over the communication channel 18.

In other embodiments, other predefined parameters can be used in conjunction with

the symbol count. One example of such a predefined parameter is the superframe count that

increments by one every 69 DMT symbols. One exemplary implementation that achieves the

superframe counter is to perform a modulo 68 operation on the symbol count. As another

example, the DMT transmitter 22 can maintain a hyperframe counter for counting

hyperframes. An exemplary implementation of the hyperframe count is to perform a modulo

255 operation on the superframe count. Thus, the hyperframe count increments by one each

time the superframe count reaches 255.

Accordingly, it is seen that some predefined parameters produce values that vary

from carrier signal to carrier signal. For example, when the predefined parameter is the DMT

carrier number, values vary based on the frequency of the carrier signal. As another example,

the pseudo-RNG generates a new random value for each carrier signal.

Other predefined parameters produce values that vary from DMT symbol 70 to DMT

symbol 70. For example, when the predefined parameter is the symbol count, the superframe
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count, or hyperframe count, values vary based on the numerical position of the DMT symbol

70 within a sequence of symbols, superframes, or hyperframes. Predefined parameters such

as the pseudo-RNG, symbol count, superframe count, and superframe can also be understood

to be parameters that vary values over time. Any one or combination of the predefined

parameters can provide values for input to the equation that computes a phase shift for a

given carrier signal.

ln one embodiment, the phase scrambling is used to avoid clipping of the

transmission signal 38 on a DMT symbol 70 by DMT symbol 70 basis. In this embodiment,

the DMT transmitter 22 uses a value based on a predefined parameter that varies over time,

such as the symbol count, to compute the phase shift. It is to be understood that other types of

predefined parameters that vary the values associated with carrier signals can be used to

practice the principles of the invention. As described above, the transceivers 10, 14 may

communicate (step 1 10) the values to synchronize their use in modulating and demodulating

the carrier signals.

The DMT transmitter 22 then computes (step 115) the phase shift that is used to

adjust the phase characteristic of each carrier signal. The amount of the phase shift combined

with the phase characteristic of each QAM-modulated carrier signal depends upon the

equation used and the one or more values associated with that carrier signal.

The DMT transmitter 22 then combines (step 120) the phase shift computed for each

carrier signal with the phase characteristic of that carrier signal. By scrambling the phase

characteristics of the carrier signals, the phase scrambler 66 reduces (with respect to

unscrambled phase characteristics) the combined PAR of the plurality of carrier signals and,

consequently, the transmission signal 38. The following three phase shifting examples, PS

#1 -PS #3, illustrate methods used by the phase scrambler 66 to combine a computed phase

shift to the phase characteristic of each carrier signal.
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Phase Shifting Example #1

Phase shifting example #1 (PS #1’) corresponds to adjusting the phase characteristic of

the QAM-modulated carrier signal associated with a carrier number N by N X35, modulo
(mod) 27$. In this example, a carrier signal having a carrier number N equal to 50 has a phase

shift added to the phase characteristic of that carrier signal equal to 50 X? (mod 27:) : E 7:.
The carrier signal with a carrier number N equal to 51 has a phase shift added to the phase

characteristic of that carrier signal equal to 51 X %(mod27r) = 75. The carrier signal with the
carrier number N equal to 0 has no phase shift added to the phase characteristic of that carrier

signal.

Phase Shifting Example #2

Phase shifting example #2 (PS #2) corresponds to adjusting the phase characteristic of

the QAM-modulated carrier signal associated with a carrier number N by (N + M ) x %, mod
27$, Where M is the symbol count. In this example, a carrier signal having a carrier number N

equal to 50 on DMT symbol count M equal to 8 has a phase shift added to the phase

characteristic of that carrier signal equal to (50 + 8) X E (mod 27:) : The carrier signal
with the same carrier number N equal to 50 on the next DMT symbol count M equal to 9 has

a phase shift added to the phase characteristic of that carrier signal equal to

(50+9)><%(mod 271:) =

Phase Shifting Example #3

Phase shifting example #3 (PS #3) corresponds to adjusting the phase characteristic of
72'

the QAM-modulated carrier signal associated with a carrier number N by (XN) x mod Zzr,I

where XNis an array ofN pseudo-random numbers. In this example, a carrier signal having a

carrier number N equal to 5 and XN equal to [3, 8, 1, 4, 9, 5, . . .] has a phase shift added to

the phase characteristic of the carrier signal that is equal to (9) ><%(mod27z') = 3?” (Note that
9 is the 5m Value in XN.) The carrier signal With a carrier number N equal to 6 has a phase

shift added to the phase characteristic of the carrier signal equal to (5) x%(mod 27;) = 51 .6
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It is to be understood that additional and/or different phase shifting techniques can be

used by the phase scrambler 66, and that PS #1, #2, and #3 are merely illustrative examples

of the principles of the invention. The DMT transmitter 22 then combines (step 130) the

carrier signals to form the transmission signal 38. If the transmission signal is not clipped, as

described below, the DMT transmitter 22 consequently transmits (step 160) the transmission

signal 38 to the remote receiver 34.

Clipping of Transmission Signals

A transmission signal 38 that has high peak values of voltage (i.e., a high PAR) can

induce non—linear distortion in the DMT transmitter 22 and the communication channel 18.

One form of this non—linear distortion of the transmission signal 38 that may occur is the

limitation of the amplitude of the transmission signal 38 (i.c., clipping). For example, a

particular DMT symbol 70 clips in the time domain when one or more time domain samples

in that DMT symbol 70 are larger than the maximum allowed digital value for the DMT

symbols 70. In multicarrier communication systems when clipping occurs, the transmission

signal 38 does not accurately represent the input serial data bit signal 54.

In one embodiment, the DSL communication system 2 avoids the clipping of the

transmission signal 38 on a DMT symbol 70 by DMT symbol 70 basis. The DMT transmitter

22 detects (step 140) the clipping of the transmission signal 38. If a particular DMT symbol

70 clips in the time domain to produce a clipped transmission signal 38, the DMT transmitter

22 substitutes (step 150) a predefined transmission signal 78 for the clipped transmission

signal 38.

The predefined transmission signal 78 has the same duration as a DMT symbol 70

(eg, 250 ms) in order to maintain symbol timing between the DMT transmitter 22 and the

remote receiver 34. The predefined transmission signal 78 is not based on (i.c., independent

of) the modulated input data bit stream 54; it is a bit value pattern that is recognized by the

remote receiver 34 as a substituted signal. In one embodiment, the predefined transmission

signal 78 is a known pseudo-random sequence pattern that is easily detected by the remote

receiver 34. In another embodiment, the predefined transmission signal 78 is an "all zeros"

signal, which is a zero voltage signal produced at the DMT transmitter 22 output (ie, zero

11
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volts modulated on all the carrier signals). In addition to easy detection by the remote

receiver 34, the zero voltage signal reduces the power consumption of the DMT transmitter

22 when delivered by the DMT transmitter 22. Further, a pilot tone is included in the

predefined transmission signal 78 to provide a reference signal for coherent demodulation of

the carrier signals in the remote receiver 34 during reception of the predefined transmission

signal 78.

After the remote receiver 34 receives the transmission signal 38, the remote receiver

34 determines if the transmission signal 38 is equivalent to the predefined transmission signal

78. In one embodiment, when the remote receiver 34 identifies the predefined transmission

signal 78, the remote receiver 34 ignores (i.e., discards) the predefined transmission signal

78.

Following the transmission of the predefined transmission signal 78, the phase

scrambler 66 shifts (step 120) the phase characteristic of the QAM-modulated carrier signals

(based on one of the predefined parameters that varies over time). For example, consider that

a set of QAM symbols 58 produces a DMT symbol 70 comprising a plurality of time domain

samples, and that one of the time domain samples is larger than the maximum allowed digital

value for the DMT symbol 70. Therefore, because the transmission signal 38 would be

clipped when sent to the remote receiver 34, the DMT transmitter 22 sends the predefined

transmission signal 78 instead.

After transmission of the predefined transmission signal 78, the DMT transmitter 22

again attempts to send the same bit values that produced the clipped transmission signal 38 in

a subsequent DMT symbol 70'. Because the generation of phase shifts in this embodiment is

based on values that vary over time, the phase shifts computed for the subsequent DMT

symbol 70' are different than those that were previously computed for the DMT symbol 70

with the clipped time domain sample. These different phase shifts are combined to the phase

characteristics of the modulated carrier signals to produce carrier signals of the subsequent

DMT symbol 70' with different phase characteristics than the carrier signals of the DMT

symbol 70 with the clipped time domain sample.

DMT communication systems 2 infrequently produce transmission signals 38 that

clip (e. g., approximately one clip every 107 time domain samples 70). However, if the

12
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subsequent DMT symbol 70' includes a time domain sample that clips, then the predefined

transmission signal 78 is again transmitted (step 150) to the remote receiver 34 instead of the

clipped transmission signal 38. The clipping time domain sample may be on the same or on a

different carrier signal than the previously clipped DMT symbol 70. The DMT transmitter 22

repeats the transmission of the predefined transmission signal 78 until the DMT transmitter

22 produces a subsequent DMT symbol 70' that is not clipped. When the DMT transmitter 22

produces a DMT symbol 70' that is not clipped, the DTM transmitter 22 transmits (step 160)

the transmission signal 38 to the remote receiver 34. The probability of a DMT symbol 70

producing a transmission signal 38 that clips in the time domain depends on the PAR of the

transmission signal 38.

For example, the following phase shifting example, PST #4, illustrates the method

used by the phase scrambler 66 to combine a different phase shift to the phase characteristic

of each carrier signal to avoid the clipping ofthe transmission signal 38.

Phase Shifting Example #4

Phase shifting example #4 (PS #4) corresponds to adjusting the phase characteristic of

the carrier signal associated with a carrier number N by gx (111 + N) , mod 27:, where M is
the DMT symbol count. In this example, if the DMT symbol 70 clips when the DMT symbol

count M equals 5, the predefined transmission signal 78 is transmitted instead of the current

clipped transmission signal 38. On the following DMT symbol period, the DMT count M

equals 6, thereby causing a different set of time domain samples to be generated for the

subsequent DMT symbol 70', although the QAM symbols 58 used to produce both DMT

symbols 70, 70' are the same.

lf this different set of time domain samples (and consequently the transmission signal

38) is not clipped, the DMT transmitter 22 sends the transmission signal 38. If one of the

time domain samples in the different set of time domain samples 70 (and consequently the

transmission signal 38) is clipped, then the DMT transmitter 22 sends the predefined

transmission signal 78 again. The process continues until a DMT symbol 70 is produced

without a time domain sample 70 that is clipped. ln one embodiment, the transmitter 22 stops

attempting to produce a non-clipped DMT symbol 70' for the particular set of QAM symbols

5 8 after generating a predetermined number of clipped DMT symbols 70'. At that moment,

13
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the transmitter 22 can transmit the most recently produced clipped DMT symbol 70' or the

predetermined transmission signal 78.

The PAR of the DSL communication system 2 is reduced because the predefined

transmission signal 78 is sent instead of the transmission signal 38 when the DMT symbol 70

clips. For example, a DMT communication system 2 that normally has a clipping probability

of 10-7 for the time domain transmission signal 38 can therefore operate with a 10-5

probability of clipping and a lower PAR equal to 12.8 dB (as compared to 14.5 dB). When

operating at a 10-5 probability of clipping, assuming a DMT symbol 70 has 512 time-domain

samples 70, the DMT transmitter 22 experiences one clipped DMT symbol 70 out of every
105

5 12

transmission signal 78 being transmitted, on average, once every 195 DMT symbols.

, or 195 DMT symbols 70. This results in the predefined (non—data carrying)

Although increasing the probability of clipping to 10'5 results in approximately a 0.5%

(1/195) decrease in throughput, the PAR of the transmission signal 38 is reduced by 1.7 dB,

which reduces transmitter complexity in the form of power consumption and component

linearity.

While the invention has been shown and described with reference to specific

preferred embodiments, it should be understood by those skilled in the art that various

changes in form and detail may be made therein without departing from the spirit and scope

of the invention as defined by the following claims. For example, although the specification

uses DSL to describe the invention, it is to be understood that various form of DSL can be

used, e.g., ADSL, VDSL, SDSL, HDSL, HDSL2, or SHDSL. It is also to be understood that

the principles of the invention apply to various types of applications transported over DSL

systems (e.g., telecommuting, video conferencing, high speed lntemet access, video-on

demand).
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Abstract

A system and method that scrambles the phase characteristic of a carrier signal

are described. The scrambling of the phase characteristic of each carrier signal includes

associating a Value with each carrier signal and computing a phase shift for each carrier

signal based on the Value associated with that carrier signal. The Value is determined

independently of any input bit Value carried by that carrier signal. The phase shift

computed for each carrier signal is combined with the phase characteristic of that carrier

signal so as to substantially scramble the phase characteristic of the carrier signals. Bits

of an input signal are modulated onto the carrier signals having the substantially

scrambled phase characteristic to produce a transmission signal with a reduced PAR.
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The action of the Patent and Trademark Office cannot be based exclusively on the written record in the Office if that record is itself
incomplete through the failure to record the substance of interviews.

It is the responsibility of the applicant or the attorney or agent to make the substance of an interview of record in the application file, unless
the examiner indicates he or she will do so. It is the examiner's responsibility to see that such a record is made and to correct material inaccuracies
which bear directly on the question of patentability.

Examiners must complete an Interview Summary Form for each interview held where a matter of substance has been discussed during the
interview by checking the appropriate boxes and filling in the blanks. Discussions regarding only procedural matters, directed solely to restriction
requirements for which interview recordation is otherwise provided for in Section 812.01 of the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure, or pointing
out typographical errors or unreadable script in Office actions or the like, are excluded from the interview recordation procedures below. Where the
substance of an interview is completely recorded in an Examiners Amendment, no separate Interview Summary Record is required.

The Interview Summary Form shall be given an appropriate Paper No., placed in the right hand portion of the file, and listed on the
“Contents” section of the file wrapper. In a personal interview, a duplicate of the Form is given to the applicant (or attorney or agent) at the
conclusion of the interview. In the case of a telephone or video-conference interview, the copy is mailed to the applicants correspondence address
either with or prior to the next official communication. If additional correspondence from the examiner is not likely before an allowance or if other
circumstances dictate, the Form should be mailed promptly after the interview rather than with the next official communication.

The Form provides for recordation of the following information:
—Application Number (Series Code and Serial Number)
— Name of applicant
— Name of examiner
— Date of interview

—Type of interview (telephonic, video-conference, or personal)
— Name of participant(s) (applicant, attorney or agent, examiner, other PTO personnel, etc.)
—An indication whether or not an exhibit was shown or a demonstration conducted

—An identification of the specific prior art discussed
— An indication whether an agreement was reached and if so, a description of the general nature ofthe agreement (may be by

attachment of a copy of amendments or claims agreed as being allowable). Note: Agreement as to allowability is tentative and does
not restrict further action by the examiner to the contrary.

—The signature of the examiner who conducted the interview (if Form is not an attachment to a signed Office action)

It is desirable that the examiner orally remind the applicant of his or her obligation to record the substance of the interview of each case. It
should be noted, however, that the Interview Summary Form will not normally be considered a complete and proper recordation of the interview
unless it includes, or is supplemented by the applicant or the examiner to include, all of the applicable items required below concerning the
substance of the interview.

A complete and proper recordation of the substance of any interview should include at least the following applicable items:
1) A brief description of the nature of any exhibit shown or any demonstration conducted,
2) an identification of the claims discussed,
3) an identification of the specific prior art discussed,
4) an identification of the principal proposed amendments of a substantive nature discussed, unless these are already described on the

Interview Summary Form completed by the Examiner,
5) a brief identification of the general thrust of the principal arguments presented to the examiner,

(The identification of arguments need not be lengthy or elaborate. A verbatim or highly detailed description of the arguments is not
required. The identification of the arguments is sufficient if the general nature or thrust ofthe principal arguments made to the
examiner can be understood in the context of the application file. Of course, the applicant may desire to emphasize and fully
describe those arguments which he or she feels were or might be persuasive to the examiner.)

6) a general indication of any other pertinent matters discussed, and
7) if appropriate, the general results or outcome of the interview unless already described in the Interview Summary Form completed by

the examiner.

Examiners are expected to carefully review the applicants record of the substance of an interview. If the record is not complete and
accurate, the examiner will give the applicant an extendable one month time period to correct the record.

Examiner to Check for Accuracy

If the claims are allowable for other reasons of record, the examiner should send a letter setting forth the examiner‘s version of the
statement attributed to him or her. If the record is complete and accurate, the examiner should place the indication, "Interview Record OK" on the
paper recording the substance of the interview along with the date and the examiner‘s initials.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In Re the Application of: Marcos C. Tzannes 3 Group Art Unit: 2611

Application No.: 11/860,080 Examiner: WILLIAMS, Lawrence B.
Filed: September 24, 2007 ) Confirmation No.: 5967

Atty. File No.: 5550-47-CON-DIV

For: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR DESCRAMBLING THE PHASE OF THE CARRIERS

IN A MULTICARRIER COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313

FOURTH PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT

Dear Sir:

Prior to the initial review of the aboVe—identified patent application by the Examiner, and

supplemental to the August 11, 2011 Preliminary Amendment, please enter the following

Preliminary Amendment. Although Applicants do not believe that any fees are due based upon

the filing of this Preliminary Amendment, please charge any such fees to Deposit Account 19-

1 970.

Please amend the aboVe—identified patent application as follows:

Amendments to the Claims are shown in the listing of claims which begin on page 2 of

this paper.

Amendments to the Drawings begin on page 6 of this paper and include both an

attached replacement sheet and an annotated sheet showing changes.

Remarks begin on page 7 ofthis paper.

Attorney Docket No.: 5550-47-CON-DIV
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AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims in the

application.

Listing of Claims:

1-46. (Canceled)

47. (New) In a first multicarrier transceiver, having a plurality of carrier signals for

receiving a bit stream, each carrier signal having a phase characteristic associated with the bit

stream, a method comprising:

dcmodulating the bit stream, wherein:

each carrier signal was associated with a value determined independently of any

bit value carried by that carrier signal,

a phase shift was computed for each carrier signal based on the value associated

with that carrier signal,

the phase shift computed for each carrier signal was combined with the phase

characteristic of that carrier signal so as to substantially scramble the phase characteristics of the

plurality of carrier signals,

multiple carrier signals were used to modulate a same input bit value, and

a value associated with the carrier signal was determined using a pseudo—random

number generator.

48. (New) The method of claim 47, wherein the first transceiver is a cable transceiver.

49. (New) The method of claim 47, wherein the first transceiver is VDSL transceiver.

50. (New) The method of claim 47, wherein the bit stream is used to transport video.

51. (New) The method of claim 47, wherein the bit stream is used to transport high

speed internet access.

Attorney Docket No.: 5550-47-CON-DlV
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52. (New) The method of claim 47, further comprising, in a second transceiver in

communication with the first transceiver, independently deriving the values associated with each

carrier using a second pseudo-random number generator in the second transceiver.

53. (New) The method of claim 52, wherein the first and second transceivers use a

same seed for the pseudo-random number generator.

54. (New) The method of claim 52, wherein the first and second transceivers are

wireless transceivers.

55. (New) The method of claim 52, wherein the first and second transceivers are cable

transccivcrs.

56. (New) The method of claim 52, wherein the first and second transceivers are DSL

transceivers connected using a pair of twisted wires of a telephone subscriber system.

57. (New) The method of claim 56, wherein the first and second transceivers are

VDSL transceivers.

58. (New) The method of claim 52, wherein the bit stream is used to transport video.

59. (New) The method of claim 52, wherein the bit stream is used to transport high

speed intemet access.

60. (New) A multicarrier system including a first transceiver having a plurality of

carrier signals for receiving a bit stream, each carrier signal having a phase characteristic

associated with the bit stream, the transceiver capable of demodulating the bit stream,

wherein:

each carrier signal was associated with a value determined independently of any

bit value carried by that carrier signal,

Attorney Docket No.: 5550-47-CON-DlV
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a phase shift was computed for each carrier signal based on the value associated

with that carrier signal,

the phase shift computed for each carrier signal was combined with the phase

characteristic of that carrier signal so as to substantially scramble the phase characteristics of the

plurality of carrier signals,

multiple carrier signals were used to modulate a same input bit value, and

a value associated with the carrier signal was determined using a pseudo-random

number generator.

61. (New) The system of claim 60, wherein the first transceiver is a cable transceiver.

62. (New) The system of claim 60, wherein the first transceiver is VDSL transceiver.

63. (New) The system of claim 60, wherein the bit stream is used to transport video.

64. (New) The system of claim 60, wherein the bit stream is used to transport high

speed internet access.

65. (New) The system of claim 60, further comprising a second transceiver in

communication with the first transceiver, the second transceiver independently deriving the

values associated with each carrier using a second pseudo-random number generator in the

second transceiver.

66. (New) The system of claim 65, wherein the first and second transceivers use a

same seed for the pseudo-random number generator.

67. (New) The system of claim 65, wherein the first and second transceivers are

wireless transceivers.

68. (Ncw) The system of claim 65, wherein the first and second transceivers are cable

transceivers.

Attorney Docket No.: 5550-47-CON-DlV
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69. (New) The system of claim 65, wherein the first and second transceivers are DSL

transceivers connected using a pair of twisted wires of a telephone subscriber system.

70. (New) The system of claim 69, wherein the first and second transceivers are

VDSL transceivers.

71. (New) The system of claim 65, wherein the bit stream is used to transport video.

72. (New) The system of claim 65, wherein the bit stream is used to transport high

speed internet access.
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AMENDMENTS TO THE DRAVVINGS:

The attached drawing sheet(s) inc1ude(s) changes to Figure 1. This sheet, which includes

Figure 1 replaces the original sheet.

Attorney Docket No.2 5550-47-CON-DIV
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REMARKS/ARGUMENTS

Applicant requests examination on the merits.

Claims 1-46 are cancelled without prejudice or disclaimer in favor of the new claims

presented herein.

By this amendment, Figure 1 has been updated to include all reference numbers from the

specification.

Applicant would like to thank Ex. Williams for the eourtesies extended during the August

15 Personal Interview. During the Interview, the above claims were discussed and the Examiner

requested the Figures be updated to include all reference numbers from the specification.

Applicant believes that the pending claims are in condition for allowance and such

disposition is respectfully requested. In the event that a telephone conversation would further

prosecution and/or expedite allowance, the Examiner is invited to contact the undersigned.

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge to Deposit Account No. 19-1970 any

fees under 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.16 and 1.17 that may be required by this paper and to credit any

overpayment to that Account. If any extension of time is required in connection with the filing

of this paper and has not been separately requested, such extension is hereby Petitioned.

Respectfully submitted,

SHERIDAN ROSS P.C.

By: /Jason H. Vick/
Jason H. Vick

Registration No. 45,285

1560 Broadway, Suite 1200
Denver, Colorado 80202-5141

Date: August 30, 2011 (303) 863-9700

Attorney Docket No.: 5550-47-CON-DIV
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

10842315

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number:

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR SCRAMBLING THE PHASE OF THE CARRIERS IN A

T'll° °f l""°"l'°"‘ MULTICARRIER COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Marcos C. Tzannes

Customer Number: 62574

Filer Authorized By: Jason Vick

Attorney Docket Number: 5550-47-CON-DIV

Filing Date: 24-SEP-2007

Time Stamp: 13:21:24

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC111(a)

Payment information:

Submitted with Payment

File Listing:

Document Document Descri tion File Size(Bytes)/
Number P Message Digest Part /.zip (if appl.)

82038

Ll0eeLi4U268a9l5Le7l 76ZLl8Ll0L6e3a01lJ3
00405

AMEN D_PREL|M_04.pdf
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Multipart Description/PDF files in .zip description

Drawings-only black and white line drawings

Applicant Arguments/Remarks Made in an Amendment

Warnings:

Drawings-only black and white line
drawings Annotated_FIg_1.pdf 3530668079 IfEe9c792658Sa55’I aBa3e9 I e

EM 3

Warnings:

Information:

Drawings-only black and white line
drawings Rep|acement_Fig_1.pdf e6993d3d4655a4da73c30I a44b04f(50 I 0e

34a9c

Information:

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
Ifa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in clue course and the date shown on this
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
Ifa timely submission to enter the national stage ofan international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
Ifa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in clue course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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PTO/SB/06 (07-06)
Approved for use through 1/31/2007. OMB 0651-0032

U 8. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paerwork Reduction Act Of 1995, no ersons are re uired to resond to a collection of Information unless It disla s avalid OMB control number.

PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD AF’F’I‘°a“°” °’ D°°I‘eI Nmbel FI””9 Dab
Substitute for Form PTO-875 I I/860.080 O9/24/2007 I:I T0 be IVI3II9d

APPLICATION AS FILED — PART I OTHER THAN
SMALL ENTITY

|:| BASIC FEE V MA MA37CFR115a, bl or c

E] SEARCH FEE , ,
37 CFR1.16'I< , II , or (in NA NA

III EXAMINATION FEE MA MA(37 CFR1 16(0), (pl. or (q)) I I
TOTAL CLAIMS , w
-

INDEPENDENT CLAIMS . , X g ,I'37CFFI1.1Gh) m'”“53= * T
If the specification and drawings exceed 100
sheets of paper, the application size fee due

EIAPPLICATION SIZE FEE is $250 ($125 for small entity) for each
(37 CFR HGIS» additional 50 sheets or fraction thereof. See

35 U.S.C. 41 a 1 G and 37 CFR 1.16 s.

E] MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT (37 CFR1.16(I))
* If the difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter “0" in column 2.

APPLICATION AS AMENDED — PART II
OTHER THAN

(Column 1‘; (Column 2) (Column 3) SMALL ENTITY
CLAIMS HIGHEST
REMAINING NUMBER ADDITIONAL ADDITIONAL

08/30/2011 AFTER PREVIOUSLY FEE (55) FEE ($)AMENDMENT PAID FOR

T?§?' ‘S’ ‘ 26 MNI d d . -
Mm -W

I:I Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))

D FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR1 16(j)) -

I-
Z
LIJ
E
D
Z
LIJ
E
<

(Column 2) (Column 3)
CLAIMS HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER ADDITIONAL ADDITIONAL
AFTER PREVIOUSLY FEE ($) FEE ($)AMENDMENT PAID FOR

1 16 i’
Independent37 CFR1 15 h

E] Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))

' it

«
Minus "

AMENDMENT
3 FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR1 16(j))

:‘lfthe entry in column 1 is less than the entry in oolumn 2, write “0“ in column 3. ‘K " Legal Instrument Examiner.
If the Highest Number Previously Paid For IN THIS SPACE Is less than 20, enter 20 . /LYNNELL JoHNsON/

*‘* lfthe “Highest Number Previously Paid For“ IN THIS SPACE is less than 3, enter
The ‘Highest Number Previously Paid For" (Total or Independent) is the highest number found in the appropriate box in column 1.

This collection of Information Is required by 37 CFR 1.16. The Information Is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which Is to file (and by the USPTO to
process) an application Confidentiality is governed by 35 U S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering,
preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount oftime you
require to complete this form and/'or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U S. Patent and Trademark Office, US.
Department of Commerce. PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313—1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner tor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE lI\ |'I'IlI|) S'I'A'|'I4IS |)|4IPA|I'I'V| IlI\I'I' ()I4' CHM l\’I|‘lII('|<l
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Adrkess COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTSPa Rm mo

Alexa11dna,V1Jg:1rua 22313-1450wwvruspto gm’

APPLICATION N'U'lVIRF.R F1T,T\I(’l 012 371 (C) DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET No./TITLE

11/860,080 09/24/2007 Marcos C. Tzannes 5550-47-CON-DIV
CONFIRMATION NO. 5967

62574 POA ACCEPTANCE LETTER
Jason H. Vick

Sheridan Ross, PC lllllllllilliillilililiillilliliililllillilillliillllll
Suite # 1200 3 557

1560 Broadway
Denver, CO 80202

Date Mailed: 08/18/2011

NOTICE OF ACCEPTANCE OF POWER OF ATTORNEY

This is in response to the Power of Attorney filed 08/10/2011.

The Power of Attorney in this application is accepted. Correspondence in this application will be mailed to the
above address as provided by 37 CFR 1.33.

/agizaw/

Office of Data Management, Application Assistance Unit (571) 272-4000, or (571) 272-4200, or 1-888-786-0101
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In Re the Application of: Marcos C. Tzannes 3 Group Art Unit: 2611

Application No.: 11/860,080 g Examiner: WILLIAMS, Lawrence B.
Filed: September 24, 2007 ) Confirmation No.1 5967

Atty. File No.: 5 5 50-47-CON—DIV

For: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR DESCRAMBLING THE PHASE OF THE CARRIERS

IN A MLIIATICARRIER COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM (As Amended)

Commissioner for Patents

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313

THIRD PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT

Dear Sir:

Prior to the initial review of the aboVe—identified patent application by the Examiner, and

supplemental to the August 10, 2011 Preliminary Amendment, please enter the following

Preliminary Amendment. Although Applicants do not believe that any fees are due based upon

the filing of this Preliminary Amendment, please charge any such fees to Deposit Account 19-

1970.

Please amend the above-identified patent application as follows:

Amendments to the Specification begin on page 2 of this paper.

Amendments to the Claims are shown in the listing of claims which begin on page 3 of

this paper.

Remarks begin on page 7 of this paper.

Attorney Docket No.: 5550—47—CON-DIV
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AMENDMENTS TO THE SPECIFICATION

Please replace the Title with:

I SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR DIESCRAMBLINGQ I I ‘ ;” "7 THE PHASE OF THE
CARRIERS IN A MULTICARRIER COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

Attorney Docket No.: 55 50—47—CON—DIV
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AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims in the

application.

Listing of Claims:

1-20. (Canceled)

21. (Currently Amended) In a m§t_multicarrier med-tHat»ieiia—transceiver having a

plurality of carrier signals for demodulating a bit stream, each carrier signal having a phase

characteristic associated with the bit stream, a method for descrambling the phase characteristics

of the carrier signals comprising:

associating each carrier signal with a value determined independently of any bit

value carried by that carrier signal;

computing a phase shift for each carrier signal based on the value associated with

that carrier signal; and

using the phase shift computed for each carrier signal to descramble the phase

characteristics of the plurality ofcarricr signals, wherein multiple carrier signals are used to

demodulate the same bit value, and the value associated with the carrier signal is determined

using a pseudo-random number generator.

22. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 21, wherein the first transceiver is a

cable transceiver.

23. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 21, wherein the first transceiver is

VDSL transceiver.

24. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 2l, wherein the bit stream is used to

transport vidco.

25. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 21, wherein the bit stream is used to

transport high speed internet access.

Attorney Docket No.: 5550—47—CON—DIV
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26. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 21, further comprising, in a second

transceiver in communication with the first transceiver, independently deriving the values

associated with each carrier using a second pseudo-random number generator in the second

transceiver.

27. (Previously Presented) The method ofclaim 26, wherein the first and second

transceivers use a same seed for the pseudo-random number generator.

28. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 26, wherein the first and second

transceivers are wirclcss transceivers.

29. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 26, wherein the first and second

transceivers are cable transceivers.

30. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 26, wherein the first and second

transceivers are DSL transceivers conncctcd using a pair of twisted wires of a telephone

subscriber system.

31. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 30, wherein the first and second

transceivers are VDSL transceivers.

32. (Previously Prcscntcd) The method of claim 26, wherein the bit stream is used to

transport video.

33. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 26, wherein the bit stream is used to

transport high speed internet access.

34. (Currently Amended) A multicarrieri system including a fig

transceiver having a plurality of carrier signals for demodulating a bit stream, each carrier

signal having a phase characteristic associated with the bit stream, the transceiver capable of:
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associating each carrier signal with a value determined independently of any

bit value carried by that carrier signal;

computing a phase shift for each carrier signal based on the value associated

with that carrier signal; and

using the phase shift computed for each carrier signal to descramble the phase

characteristics of the plurality of carrier signals, wherein multiple carrier signals are used to

demodulate the same bit value, and the value associated with the carrier signal is determined

using a pseudo—random number generator.

35. (Currently Amended) The system of claim 34, wherein the first transceiver is a

cable transceiver.

36. (Currently Amended) The system of claim 34, wherein the fistgtransceiver is

VD SL transceiver.

37. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 34, wherein the bit stream is used to

transport video.

38. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 34, wherein the bit stream is used to

transport high speed internct access.

39. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 34, further comprising a second

transceiver in communication with the first transceiver, the second transceiver independently

deriving the values associated with each carrier using a second pseudo—random number generator

in the second transceiver.

40. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 39, wherein the first and second

transceivers use a same seed for the pseudo—random number generator.

41. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 39, wherein the first a.nd second

transceivers are wireless transceivers.
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42. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 39, wherein the first and second

transceivers are cable transceivers.

43. (Previously Presented) The system ofclaim 39, wherein the first and second

transceivers are DSL transceivers connected using a pair of twisted wires of a telephone

subscriber system.

44. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 43, wherein the first and second

transceivers are VDSL transceivers.

45. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 39, wherein the bit stream is used to

transport video.

46. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 39, wherein the bit stream is used to

transport high speed internet access.
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REMARKS/ARGUMENTS

Applicant requests examination on the merits.

Applicant believes that the pending claims are in condition for allowance and such

disposition is respectfully requested. ln the event that a telephone conversation would further

prosecution and/or expedite allowance, the Examiner is invited to contact the undersigned.

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge to Deposit Account No. 19-1970 any

fees under 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.16 and 1.17 that may be required by this paper and to credit any

overpayment to that Account. If any extension of time is required in connection with the filing

of this paper and has not been separately requested, such extension is hereby Petitioned.

Respectfully submitted,

SHERIDAN ROSS P.C.

By: /

’7{;;%’7l2Tson H. Vick
,//’” Registration No. 45,285

1560 Broadway, Suite 1200

Denver, Colorado 80202-5141

(303) 863-9700

Attorney Docket N o.: 5550-47-CON-DIV
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

10713879

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number:

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR SCRAMBLING THE PHASE OF THE CARRIERS IN A

T'll° °f l""°"l'°"‘ MULTICARRIER COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Marcos C. Tzannes

Customer Number: 62574

Filer Authorized By: Jason Vick

Attorney Docket Number: 5550-47-CON-DIV

Filing Date: 24-SEP-2007

Time Stamp: 12:30:08

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC111(a)

Payment information:

Submitted with Payment

File Listing:

Document Document Descri tion File Size(Bytes)/
Number P Message Digest Part /.zip (if appl.)

408764

27lJLi65L9l156LL:I5a91 5ALlU16iJ9i i‘259lJlJE
4514

AMEN D_PREL|M_03.pdf
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Multipart Description/PDF files in .zip description

31

Z

3 6

Applicant Arguments/Remarks Made in an Amendment

Warnings:

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in clue course and the date shown on this
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
lfa timely submission to enter the national stage ofan international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/D0lE0l903 indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in clue course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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PTO/SB/06 (07-06)
Approved for use through 1/31/2007. OMB 0651-0032

U 8. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paerwork Reduction Act of 1995, no ersons are re uired to resond to a collection of Information unless It disla s avalid OMB control number.

PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD AF’F’I‘°a“°” °’ D°°I‘eI Nmber FI””9 Dab
Substitute for Form PTO-875 I I/860.080 O9/24/2007 I:I T0 be IVI3II9d

APPLICATION AS FILED — PART I OTHER THAN
SMALL ENTITY

|:| BASIC FEE V MA MA37CFR115a, bl or :2

El SEARCH FEE , ,
37 CFR1.16'l< , II , or (in NA NA

III EXAMINATION FEE MA MA(37 CFR1 16(0), (pl. or (q)) I I
TOTAL CLAIMS ( w
-

INDEPENDENT CLAIMS . ‘ X g ,I'37CFR1.16h) m'”“53= * T
If the specification and drawings exceed 100
sheets of paper, the application size fee due

EIAPPLICATION SIZE FEE is $250 ($125 for small entity) for each
(37 CFR HGIS» additional 50 sheets or fraction thereof. See

35 U.S.C. 41 a 1 G and 37 CFR 1.16 s.

E] MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT (37 CFR1.16(I))
* If the difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter “0" in column 2.

APPLICATION AS AMENDED — PART II
OTHER THAN

(Column 1‘; (Column 2) (Column 3) SMALL ENTITY
CLAIMS HIGHEST

2El”E’t'i“'“G ESEJTEESLY :22I.;I;M "DE§E“?$“I‘“AMENDMENT PAID FOR

Tit?‘ ~26

j:aa3—
I:I Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))

D FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR1 16(j)) -

I-
Z
LIJ
E
D
Z
LIJ
E
<

(Column 2) (Column 3)
CLAIMS HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER ADDITIONAL ADDITIONAL
AFTER PREVIOUSLY FEE ($) FEE ($)AMENDMENT PAID FOR

1 16 i’
Independent37 CFR1 15 h

E] Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))

' it

«
Minus "

AMENDMENT
3 FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR1 16(j))

:‘lfthe entry in column 1 is less than the entry in column 2, write 0 in column 3. ‘K " Legal Instrument Examiner.
if the Highest Number Previously Paid For IN THIS SPACE is less than 20, enter 20 . /SONYA HH_L|ARD/

*‘* lfthe “Highest Number Previously Paid For“ IN THIS SPACE is less than 3, enter
The ‘Highest Number Previously Paid For" (Total or independent) is the highest number found in the appropriate box in column 1.

This collection of Information is required by 37 CFR 1.16. The Information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and bythe USPTO to
process) an application Confidentiality is governed by 35 U S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering,
preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief information Officer, U 8. Patent and Trademark Office, US.
Department of Commerce. PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313—1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner tor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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PTO/SB/06 (07-06)
Approved for use through 1/31/2007. OMB 0651-0032

U 8. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paervvork Reduction Act of 1995, no ersons are reuired to resond to a collection of intormation unless it disla s avalid OMB control number.

PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD AF’F"‘°a“°” °’ D°°I‘eI Nmber F‘“”9 Dab
Substitute for Form PTO-875 1 1/860.080 09/24/2007 I:I T0 be Malled

APPLICATION AS FILED — PART I OTHER THAN

(Column 1) ~ SMALL ENTITY

FOR RATE ($) FEE ($)

I:I BASIC FEE _ _ MA37CFR115a, b'i(or :2

El SEARCH FEE37 CFR 1.16'k, I ,or (m)

III EXAMINATION FEE WA(37 CFR1 16(0), (pI( or (q)) ‘
TOTAL CLAIMS . *
r37 CFR1 16i "““”5 2°=
INDEPENDENT CLAIMS , *
(37 CFR1.16h) m'”“S3=

If the specification and drawings exceed 100
h t f th I‘ t‘ ' f d

DAPPLICATION SIZEFEE E$§5%t$?‘:E‘i2rs$2IIZlfifi;§’?of'§§cfie “
(37 CFR 1 WIS» additional 50 sheets or fraction thereof. See

35 U.S.C. 41 a 1 G and 37 CFR 1.16 s.

D MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT (37 CFR1.16()))
" If the difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter “0” in column 2.

APPLICATION AS AMENDED — PART II
OTHER THAN

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3) SMALL ENTITY OR SMALL ENTITY
CLAIMS HIGHEST
REMAINING NUMBER ADDITIONAL ADDITIONAL

08/11/2°11 AFTER PREVIOUSLY RATE ($) FEE (55) FEE ((5)AMENDMENT PAID FOR

T?§?l“’°”’ MmId d t -

Mm
I:I Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))

3 FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR1.16(j))

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3)
CLAIMS HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER ADDITIONAL ADDITIONAL
AFTER PREVIOUSLY FEE ($) FEE ($)AMENDMENT PAID FOR

Total (37 cFR ,1.16 i I

I—
Z
Lu
2
D
Z
LLI
2
<1:

I:I Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))

I] FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR I.16(jII
AMENDMENT
Llflfthhe e“r|I_itryhIn co'\|lumrEj1 Ilsjless thqnghedegtry (I) In crolurtggs. “20” Legal Instrument Examiner:t e Ig est um er revious y ai or Is esst an , enter . /MOLIKI MAY/
'" If the “Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACE is less than 3, enter
The ‘Highest Number Previously Paid For" (Total or Independent) is the highest number found in the appropriate box in column 1.

This collection of intormation is required by 37 CFR 1.16. The intormation is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and bythe USPTO to
process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U SC. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering,
preparing and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, US. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S.
Department of Commerce. PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313—1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS
ADDRESS SEND TO: Commissioner tor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1 -800-P TO-9199 and select option 2.
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PTDISBIBO (01-06)
Approved for use through 12I31l200B, OMB 0651-0035

U.S. Patent and Trademark Oltlce; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995. no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number,

I hereby revoke all previous powers of attorney given in the application identified in the attached statement under
37 CFR 3.73 b .

I hereby appoint:

Practitioners associated with the Customer Number: 62574 ‘
OR '

I3 Practltioner(s) named below (if more than ten patent practitioners are to be named. then a customer number must be used):

as attorney(s) or agent(s) to represent the undersigned before the United States Patent and Trademark Office
any and all patent applications assigned Llyto the undersigned according to the USPTO assignment records or assignment documents
attached to this form in accordance with 37 CFR 3.73(b). ,

Please change the correspondence address for the application identified in the attached statement under 37 CFR 3.7303) to:

The address associated with Customer Number: 62574
OR

Individual Name

a
Telephone

Assignee Name and Address:

AWARE. INC.
40 Middlesex Turnpike
Bedford, MA 07130-1423

A copy of this form, together with a statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) (Form PTOISBIBB or equivalent) is required to be
filed in each application in which this form is used. The statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) may be completed by one of
the practitioners appointed in this form if the appointed practitioner is authorized to act on behalf of the assignee,
and must ldentl the a lication in which this Power of Attorne is to be flied. T

SIGNATURE of Asslgnee of Record

The individual whose signature and title is supplied below is authorized to act on behalf of the assignec

the public which is to file (and
. . . . . is estimated to take 3 minutes

to complete. including gathering. preparing, , ' individual case. Any
comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form andlor suggestions for reducing this burden. should be sent to the chiral lntormellon Olticer,
US, Patent and Trademark Ottlce, U.S. Department of Commerce, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria. VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED
FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS, SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. '

if you need assistance In completing the form. ca/I 1-800—PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Filing Date: 24-Sep-2007

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR SCRAMBLING THE PHASE OF THE CARRIERS IN A

T't'° °f '""°""°"’ MULTICARRIER COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Marcos C. Tzannes

Filer: Jason Vick/JoanneVos

Attorney Docket Number: 5550-47-CON-DIV

Filed as Large Entity

Utility under 35 USC 1 1 1 (a) Filing Fees

Sub-Total in

USD($)

Basic Filing:

Claims in excess of2O 6 52 312

Description

Miscellaneous-Filing:

Petition:

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference:

Post-AlIowance-and-Post-Issuance:

Extension-of-Time:
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Sub-Total in

Description Usms)

Miscellaneous:

Total in USD (5)
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

10702498

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number:

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR SCRAMBLING THE PHASE OF THE CARRIERS IN A

T'll° °f l""°"l'°"‘ MULTICARRIER COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Marcos C. Tzannes

Customer Number: 62574

Filer Authorized By: Jason Vick

Attorney Docket Number: 5550-47-CON-DIV

Filing Date: 24-SEP-2007

Time Stamp: 11:10:13

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC111(a)

Payment information:

Submitted with Payment y
ES

Authorized User

The Director ofthe USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpayment as follows:

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.16 (National application filing, search, and examination fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.17 (Patent application and reexamination processing fees)
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Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.19 (Document supply fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.21 (Miscellaneous fees and charges)

File Listing:

Document Document Description File Name File Slzemytesll
Number Message Digest Part /.zip (if appl.)

6731 10

AMEN D_PREL|M_02.pdf c20dBid0fe0Il5aa8b6b029Z0c9ZOBe5cbad
7e2l3

Multipart Description/PDF files in .zip description

Document Description

Preliminary Amendment

Specification

Applicant Arguments/Remarks Made in an Amendment

Assignee showing of ownership per 37 CFR 3.73(b).

Power of Attorney

Warnings:

Information:

Fee Worksheet (SB06) fee—info.pdf d9Sl)bl DCf897eb8ZU0l)fd53aD8599ea4b
dl80a

Warnings:

Information:

Total Files Size (in bytes):| 703492
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This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
Ifa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
lfa timely submission to enter the national stage ofan international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In Re the Application of: Marcos C. Tzannes % Group Art Unit: 2611

Application No.: 11/860,080 3 Examiner: WILLIAMS, Lawrence B.
Filed: September 24, 2007 ) Confirmation No.: 5967

)

Atty. File No.: 5550—47—CON—DIV %

For: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR SCRAMBLING THE PHASE OF THE CARRIERS IN

A MULTICARRIER COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313

PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT

Dear Sir:

Prior to the initial review of the above-identified patent application by the Examiner,

please enter the following Preliminary Amendment. Although Applicants do not believe that any

aredue»baseciupon—thefifiling.rot3th.i.s.,Prel_imi_narygAmendment,..p.lease.charge..any_such fees. to

Deposit Account 19-1970.

Please amend the above-identified patent application as follows:

Amendments to the Specification begin on page 2 of this paper.

Amendments to the Claims are shown in the listing of claims which begin on page 3 of

this paper.

Remarks begin on page 6 of this paper.

Attorney DocketNo.: 5550-47—CON-DIV
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AMENDMENTS TO THE SPECIFICATION

Please amend the [irst paragraph of the application beneath the heading “RELATED

APPLICATION”:

Related Application

This application is a divisional of U.S. Application No. 11/211,535 filed August 26,

2005, now US. Patent No. 7292627 which is a continuation of US. Application No.

09/710310, filed November 9 2000, now US. Patent No. 6,961,369, which claims the benefit of

the filing date of copending U.S. Provisional Application, Serial No. 60/164,134, filed November

9, 1999, entitled "A Method For Randomizing The Phase Of The Carriers In A Multicarrier

Communications System To Reduce The Peak To Average Power Ratio Of The Transmitted

Signal," each of which are incorporated by

re£e1=eneeherein bv reference in their entirety.

Attorney Docket No.: 5550—47—CON—DIV
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AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims in the

application.

Listing of Claims:

1-20. (Canceled)

21. (New) In a multicarrier modulation transceiver having a plurality of carrier

signals for demodulating a bit stream, each carrier signal having a phase characteristic associated

with the bit stream, a method for deserambling the phase characteristics ofthe carrier signals

comprising: associating each carrier signal with a value determined independently of any bit

value carried by that carrier signal; computing a phase shift for each carrier signal based on the

value associated with that carrier signal; and using the phase shift computed for each carrier

signal to descramble the phase characteristics of the plurality of carrier signals, wherein multiple

carrier signals are used to demodulate the same bit value, and the value associated with the

carrier signal is determined using a pseudo—random number generator.

22. (New) The method of claim 21, wherein the transceiver is a cable transceiver.

(New) Ti;mod giiciaazi; xiviiefeifiiheiiafisfiiéiviéf i§*v13csL”&ansegeiverc."c

(New) The method of claim 21, wherein the bit stream is used to transport video.

25. (New) The method of claim 21, wherein the bit stream is used to transport high

speed internet access.

26. (New) The method of claim 21, further comprising, in a second transceiver in

communication with the first transceiver, independently deriving the values associated with each

carrier using a second pseudo—random number generator in the second transceiver.

27. (New) The method of claim 26, wherein the first and second transceivers use a

same seed for the pseudo—random number generator.
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28. (New) The method of claim 26, wherein the first and second transceivers are

wireless transceivers.

29. (New) The method of claim 26, wherein the first and second transceivers are cable

transceivers.

30. (New) The method of claim 26, wherein the first and second transceivers are DSL

transceivers connected using a pair of twisted wires of a telephone subscriber system.

31. (New) The method of claim 30, wherein the first and second transceivers are

VDSL transceivers.

32. (N cw) The method of claim 26, wherein the bit stream is used to transport video.

33. (New) The method of claim 26, wherein the bit stream is used to transport high

speed internet access.

—~——(N—ew)— A.—.r—n—ul—t—icarrievr—»—modulation_system__including"atransceiverhaving"a_. . ,,. . , ., ..

plurality of carrier signals for demodulating a bit stream, each carrier signal having a phase

characteristic associated with the bit stream, the transceiver capable of: associating each

carrier signal with a value determined independently of any bit value carried by that carrier

signal; computing a phase shift for each carrier signal based on the value associated with that

carrier signal; and using the phase shift computed for each carrier signal to descramble the

phase characteristics of the plurality of carrier signals, wherein multiple carrier signals are

used to demodulate the same bit value, and the value associated with the carrier signal is

determined using a pseudo—random number generator.

(New) The system of claim 34, wherein the transceiver is a cable transceiver.

36. (New) The system of claim 34, wherein the transceiver is VDSL transceiver.
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37. (New) The system of claim 34, wherein the bit stream is used to transport video.

38. (New) The system of claim 34, wherein the bit stream is used to transport high

speed internet access.

39. (New) The system of claim 34, further comprising a second transceiver in

communication with the first transceiver, the second transceiver independently deriving the

values associated with each carrier using a second pseudo—random number generator in the

second transceiver.

40. (New) The system of claim 39, wherein the first and second transceivers use a

same seed for the pscudo—random number generator.

41. (New) The system of claim 39, wherein the first and second transceivers are

wireless transceivers.

42. (New) The system of claim 39, wherein the first and second transceivers are cable

transceivers.

43. (New) The system of claim 39, wherein the first and second transceivers are DSL

transceivers connected using a pair of twisted wires of a telephone subscriber system.

44. (New) The system of claim 43, wherein the first and second transceivers arc

VDSL transceivers.

45. (New) The system of claim 39, wherein the bit stream is used to transport video.

46. (New) The system of claim 39, wherein the bit stream is used to transport high

speed internet access.
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REMARKS/ARGUMENTS

By this amendment, claim 20 has been canceled without prejudice or disclaimer in favor

of the newly presented claims.

Applicant requests examination on the merits.

Applicant believes that the pending claims are in condition for allowance and such

disposition is respectfully requested. In the event that a telephone conversation would further

prosecution and/or expedite allowance, the Examiner is invited to contact the undersigned.

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge to Deposit Account No. l9—l970 any

fees under 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.16 and 1.17 that may be required by this paper and to credit any

overpayment to that Account. If any extension of time is required in connection with the filing

of this paper and has not been separately requested, such extension is hereby Petitioned.

Respectfully submitted,

SHERIDAN ROSS P.C.

M WM
/.//,_.z/// ’' ,x’’’

;Vick
0 Registration No. 45,285

3 l560eBroad—waey, Suite 1200 3

Denver, Colorado 80202-5141

(303) 863-9700

Attorney Docket No.: 5 5 5 0—47—C ON -DTV
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PTO/SB/96 (07-09)
Approved for use through 07/31/2012 OMB 0651-0031

US. Patent and Trademark Office, US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays avalid OMB control number.

STATEMENT UNDER 37 CFR 3.715(1))

Applicant/Patent Owner: AWARE» INC V

Application No./Patent No.: 11/800,080 Filed/Issue Date: September 24, 2007
Titled? SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR SCRAMBLING THE PHASE OF THE CARRIERS IN A MULTICARRIER

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

AWARE, INC. a Corporation
2

(Name of Assignee) (Type of Asrsignee, e.g., corporation, partnership, university, government agency, etc.
states that it is:

the assignee of the entire right, title, and interest in;

an assignee of less than the entire right, title, and interest in
(The extent (by percentage) of its ownership interest is °/o); or

the assignee of an undivided interest in the entirety of (a complete assignment from one of the joint inventors was made)

the patent application/patent identified above, by virtue of either:

A. 7' An assignment from the inventor(s) of the patent application/patent identified above. The assignment was recorded in
the United States Patent and Trademark Office at Reel 010877 , Frame 0307 H , or for which a
copy therefore is attached.

A chain of title from the inventor(s), of the patent application/patent identified above, to the current assignee as follows:

1. From: To:

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel , Frame , orfor which a copy thereof is attached.

2. From: To:

7 I I The document was recordedririrthe United States Patent and Tra'demark"Offi'ce'at

Reel , Frame , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

3. From: To:

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel , Frame , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

:I Additional documents in the chain of title are listed on a supplemental sheet(s).

As required by 37 CFR 3.‘/'3(b)(1)(i), the documentary evidence of the chain of title from the original owner to the assignee was,
or concurrently is being, submitted for recordation pursuant to 37 CFR 3.11.

[NOTE: A separate copy (Le, a true copy of the original assignment document(s)) must be submitted to Assignment Division in
accordance with 37 CFR Part 3, to record the assignment in the records of the USPTO. §_e§ MPEP 302.08]

The undersigned (whose title is supplied below) is authori§eg_tg§_;:t,on behalf of the assignee.....w——S"“““,.=w._..s,s.»

/7'--1 /. "' .

)¢,,; ate

Jason H. Vick Attorney for Assignee

Printed or Typed Name I Title
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 3.73(b). The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to
process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1 14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including
gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time
you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U S.
Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner
for Patents, P.0. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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PTO/SB/06 (07-06)
Approved for use through 1/31/2007. OMB 0651-0032

U 8. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paerwork Reduction Act Of 1995, no ersons are re uired to resond to a collection of Information unless It disla s avalid OMB control number.

PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD AF’F’I‘°a“°” °’ D°°I‘eI Nmbel FI””9 Dab
Substitute for Form PTO-875 I I/860.080 O9/24/2007 I:I T0 be IVI3II9d

APPLICATION AS FILED — PART I OTHER THAN
SMALL ENTITY

|:| BASIC FEE V MA MA37CFR115a, bl or c

E] SEARCH FEE , ,
37 CFR1.16'I< , II , or (in NA NA

III EXAMINATION FEE MA MA(37 CFR1 16(0), (pl. or (q)) I I
TOTAL CLAIMS , w
-

INDEPENDENT CLAIMS . , X g ,I'37CFFI1.1Gh) m'”“53= * T
If the specification and drawings exceed 100
Sheets of paper, the application size fee due

EIAPPLICATION SIZE FEE is $250 ($125 for small entity) for each
(37 CFR HGIS» additional 50 sheets or fraction thereof. See

35 U.S.C. 41 a 1 G and 37 CFR 1.16 s.

E] MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT (37 CFR1.16(I,l,l
* If the difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter “0" in column 2.

APPLICATION AS AMENDED — PART II
OTHER THAN

(Column 1‘; (Column 2) (Column 3) SMALL ENTITY
CLAIMS HIGHEST
REMAINING NUMBER ADDITIONAL ADDITIONAL

09/24/2007 AFTER PREVIOUSLY FEE (55) FEE ($)AMENDMENT PAID FOR

T?§?' ‘S’ ‘ 1 MNI d d . -
Mm -W

I:I Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))

D FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR1 16(j)) -

I-
Z
LIJ
E
D
Z
LIJ
E
<

(Column 2) (Column 3)
CLAIMS HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER ADDITIONAL ADDITIONAL

08/10/2011 AFTER PREVIOUSLY FEE (35) FEE ($1AMENDMENT PAID FOR

as 20

El Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))AMENDMENT
D FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR1.16(j)'i

:‘If the entry in column 1 is less than the entryin column 2, write 0 in column 3. ‘K " Legal Instrument Examiner.
If the Highest Number Previously Paid For IN THIS SPACE is less than 20, enter 20 . /SONYA HH_L|ARD/

*‘* lfthe “Highest Number Previously Paid For“ IN THIS SPACE is less than 3, enter“3".
The ‘Highest Number Previously Paid For" (Total or Independent) is the highest number found in the appropriate box in column 1.

This collection of Information Is required by 37 CFR 1.16. The Information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to
process) an application Confidentiality is governed by 35 U S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering,
preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U S. Patent and Trademark Office, US.
Department of Commerce, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313—1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner tor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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Substitute for form 1449A/PTO Complete Known

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE Filing Daie September 24, 2007

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT ,_.,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,, arcos C. Tzannes

Art Unit 2611

Examiner Name ot Yet Assigned

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

Examiner Cite Document Number Publication Date Name of Patentee of Pages, Columns, Lines, Where

Number-kind Code “'”‘""“'"’ MM-DD-YYYY Relevant Passages or RelevantFiures A ear

—5381449 01/10/95 —
j5694395 12/02/97 T
j5870016 02/09/99 shrestha T
j5991262 11/23/99 Laird et at T
_6128350 10/03/oo Shastrl et al. —
fl6366555 ‘i4/02/o2 Gatherer et al. —
_6757299 06/29/04 —
-17610028 10/27/09 Cimini, Jr. et al. —

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Foreign Patent Document Publication Name of Patentee or Pages, Columns,
pplicant of Cited Document Lines, Where

Country Code“; Number‘; Kind Relevant
Code5 (if known) Passages or

Relevant Figures
A ear

OTHER ART (lncluding Author, Title, Date, Pertinent Pages, etc.)
Examiner Cite
lnitials* No.‘

HENKEL, "Analog Codes for Peak—to-Average Ratio Reduction,“ in Proceedings 3rd ITG Conf.
Source and Channel Coding, Munich, Germany, Jan. 2000, 5 pages

NARAHASHI et al., "New phasing scheme of N multiple carriers for reducing peak-to-average
power ratio," Electronics Letters, Aug. 1994, Vol. 30(17), pp. 1382-83

TELLADO et al., "Revisiting DMT's Peak-to-Average Ratio," Antwerp, Apr. 20—24, 1998, pp. 1-14

TELLAMBURA, "A coding technique for reducing peak-to-average power ratio in OFDM," In the
Proceedings of Global Telecommunications Conference, IEEE, Nov. 1998, pp. 2783-2787

TELLAMBURA, "Phase optimisation criterion for reducing peak-to-average power ratio in OFDM,"
Electronics Letters, Jan. 1998, Vol. 34(2), pp. 169-170

Examiner Date
Signature Considered

*EXAMlNER: Initial if reference is considered, whether or not citation is in conformance and not considered. include copy of this
form with next communication to applicant.
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Substitute for form 1449A/PTO Comp]ete if Known

'pplication Number 11/860,080

'“F°R""AT'°” °'S°L°3“RE
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT ,,,s, ,,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,, , W, C_ ,,,,,,,,,,

Art Unit 2611

VAN EETVELT et al., "Peak to average power reduction for OFDM schemes by selective
scrambling," Electronics Letters, Oct. 1996, Vol. 32(21), pp. 1963-64

Written Opinion for international (PCT) Patent Application No. PCT/US00/30958, mailed Dec. 18,
2001 (Attorney Ref. No. 5550-47-PCT)

Official Action for U.S. Patent Application No. 09/710,310, mailed May 4, 2004 (Attorney Ref. No.
5550-47)

Notice of Allowance for U.S. Patent Application No. 09/710,310, mailed Jul 5, 2005 (Attorney Ref.
No. 5550-47)

Notice of Allowance for U.S. Patent Application No. 11/211,535, mailed Sep. 6, 2007 (Attorney
Ref. No. 5550—47—CON)

Examiner Date
Signature Considered

*EXAM|NER: Initial if reference is considered, whether or not citation is in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this
form with next communication to applicant.
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PATENT COOPERATION TREATY

From the:
INTERNATIONAL PRELIMINARY EXAMINING AUTHORITY

PCT
VICK, Jason H.
Nixon Peabody LLP
8180 Greensboro Drive,Suite 800

McLean,Virginia 22102 WRITTEN OPINION
ETATS-UNIS D'AMER|QUE

(PCT Rule 66)

Date of mailing
(day/month/year) '1 8 .1 2 .2001

Applicant's or agent's file reference REPLY DUE within 1 month(s) and 15 days

08151349 from the above date of mailing

International application No. International filing date (day/month/year) Priority date {day/month/year)

PCT/US00/30958 09/11/2000 09/11/1999

International Patent Classification (IPC) or both national classification and IPC

H04L27/26

Applicant

AWARE, INC.

This writen opinion is the first drawn up by this International Preliminary Examining Authority.

This opinion contains indications relating to the following items:

I X Basis of the opinion
II Priority

III X Non-establishment of opinion with regard to novelty, inventive step and industrial applicability
IV Lack of unity of invention

V Reasoned statement under Rule 66.2(a)(ii) with regard to novelty, inventive step or industrial applicability;
citations and explanations supporting such statement

VI Certain document cited

VII Certain defects in the international application

VIII Certain observations on the international application

The applicant is hereby invited to reply to this opinion.

When? See the time limit indicated above. The applicant may, before the expiration of that time limit,
request this Authority to grant an extension, see Rule 66.2(d).

How? By submitting a written reply, accompanied, where appropriate, by amendments, according to Rule 66.3.
For the form and the language of the amendments, see Rules 66.8 and 66.9.

Also: For an additional opportunity to submit amendments, see Rule 66.4.
For the examiner's obligation to consider amendments and/or arguments, see Rule 66.4 bis.
For an informal communication with the examiner, see Rule 66.6.

If no reply is filed, the international preliminary examination report will be established on the basis of this opinion.

The final date by which the international preliminary
examination report must be established according to Rule 69.2 is: 09/03/2002.

Name and mailing address of the international Authorized office” Examiner
preliminary examining authority:

European Patent Office

QI D‘?-10298 Munich Formalities officer (incl. extension of time limits)
Tel. +49 89 2399 — 0 Tx: 523656 epmu d Barrio Bar-anano! A
Faxi +49 89 2399 ‘ 4465 Telephone No. +49 89 2399 8621

Form PCT/IPEA/408 (cover sheet) (January 1994)

Pajatakis, E
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WRITTEN OPINION International application No. PCT/USO0/30958
SEPARATE SHEET

Re Item III

Non-establishment of opinion with regard to novelty, inventive step and

industrial applicability

According to the description (page 3, lines 10-16, page 4, lines 4-10) the phase

characteristics of the modulated carrier signals are scrambled by combining the

phase shift computed for each carrier signal with the phase characteristic of

that carrier signal. As this essential feature is missing from Claims 20-36, their

scope comprises embodiments in which phase scrambling is carried out without

the above feature which are not supported by the description, see also Guidelines

III, 4.3.

To meet the requirement of conciseness, Article 6, a single independent claim in

each category should be filed for the first invention.

Re Item V

Reasoned statement under Rule 66.2(a)(ii) with regard to novelty, inventive step

or industrial applicability; citations and explanations supporting such statement

The subject-matter of Claim 1 is not new, Article 33(2)

D1 = BAUML Fa’ WETAL: 'REDUC/NG THE PEAK—TO—AVEF:’AGE POWER

RATIO OF MUL TICAHH/EFI MODULAT/ONBY SELECTED MAPPING’

ELECTRON/CS LETTERS, GB,/EE STEVENAGE, vol. 32, no. 22, 24 October

1996 (1996— 1 0-24), pages 2056-2057, XP00064391 5 ISSN: 00 13-5194 discloses

a method for scrambling the phase characteristics of the carrier signals in a

multicarrier modulation system. The method comprises associating each carrier

signal V(u) with a value (1),, determined independently of any input bit value (page

2056, right col., last but one paragraph). A phase shift e‘‘‘’'‘ is computed for each

carrier signal and combined with the phase characteristic of that carrier signal so

as to substantially scramble the phase characteristics of the plurality of the carrier

signals (page 2056, right co|., equation 4).

All features of Claim 1 are also known from D2 = EP-A-0 719 004 (col. 14, line 39

— col. 15, fig. 9).

Form PCT/Separate Sheet/408 (Sheet 1) (EPO-April 1997)
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WRITTEN OPINION International application No. PCT/USO0/30958
SEPARATE SHEET

The above finding also applies to Claim 37 which corresponds to Claim 1.

The additional features of the dependent claims do not add anything new or

inventive to the above—mentioned independent claims because these features are

either known from the above prior art (reduced peak—to—average power ratio,

varying value with each carrier, pseudo-random pattern) or common measures

(using symbol and frame counts).

Form PCT/Separate Sheet/408 (Sheet 2) (EPO-April 1997)
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WRITTEN OPINION International application No. PCT/USOO/30958

I. Basis oi the opinion

1 . With regard to the elements of the international application (Replacement sheets which have been furnished to
the receiving Office in response to an invitation under Article 14 are referred to in this opinion as “originally filed”):

Description, pages:

1-17 as originally filed

Claims, No.:

1-39 as originally filed

Drawings, sheets:

1/2-2/2 as originally filed

. With regard to the language, all the elements marked above were available or furnished to this Authority in the
language in which the international application was filed, unless otherwise indicated under this item.

These elements were available or furnished to this Authority in the following language: , which is:

El the language of a translation furnished for the purposes of the international search (under Rule 23.1 (b)).

El the language of publication of the international application (under Rule 48.3(b)).

El the language of a translation furnished for the purposes of international preliminary examination (under Rule
55.2 and/or 55.3).

3. With regard to any nucleotide and/or amino acid sequence disclosed in the international application, the
international preliminary examination was carried out on the basis of the sequence listing:

contained in the international application in written form.

filed together with the international application in computer readable form.

furnished subsequently to this Authority in written form.

furnished subsequently to this Authority in computer readable form.

The statement that the subsequently furnished written sequence listing does not go beyond the disclosure in
the international application as filed has been furnished.

The statement that the information recorded in computer readable form is identical to the written sequence
listing has been furnished.

4. The amendments have resulted in the cancellation of:

El the description, pages:

El the claims, Nos.:

Form PCT/IPEA/408 (Boxes I-Vlll, Sheet 1) (July 1998)
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WRITTEN OPINION International application No. PCT/USOO/30958

El the drawings, sheets:

5. El This report has been established as if (some of) the amendments had not been made, since they have been
considered to go beyond the disclosure as filed (Rule 70.2(c)):

(Any replacement sheet containing such amendments must be referred to under item 1 and annexed to this
report.)

6. Additional observations, if necessary:

Ill. Non-establishment oi opinion with regard to novelty, inventive step and industrial applicability

1. The questions whether the claimed invention appears to be novel, to involve an inventive step (to be non-
obvious), or to be industrially applicable have not been and will not be examined in respect of:

El the entire international application,

IZI claims Nos. 20-36,

because:

El the said international application, or the said claims Nos. relate to the following subject matter which does
not require an international preliminary examination (specify):

the description, claims or drawings (indicate particular elements below) or said claims Nos. are so unclear
that no meaningful opinion could be formed (specify):

the claims, or said claims Nos. 20-36 are so inadequately supported by the description that no meaningful
opinion could be formed.

El no international search report has been established for the said claims Nos. .

2. A written opinion cannot be drawn due to the failure of the nucleotide and/or amino acid sequence listing to
comply with the standard provided for in Annex C of the Administrative Instructions:

El the written form has not been furnished or does not comply with the standard.

El the computer readable form has not been furnished or does not comply with the standard.

V. Reasoned statement under Rule 66.2(a)(ii) with regard to novelty, inventive step or industrial applicability;
citations and explanations supporting such statement

1 . Statement

Novelty (N) Claims 1—3,6,19,37,38

Inventive step (IS) Claims 1—‘l9,37,38

Form PCT/IPEA/408 (Boxes I-VIII, Sheet 2) (July 1998)
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WRITTEN OPINION International application No. PCT/USOO/30958

Industrial applicability (IA) Claims

2. Citations and explanations
see separate sheet

Form PCT/IPEA/408 (Boxes I-VIII, Sheet 3) (July 1998)
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

10200509

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number:

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR SCRAMBLING THE PHASE OF THE CARRIERS IN A

T'll° °f l""°"l'°"‘ MULTICARRIER COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Marcos C. Tzannes

Customer Number: 62574

Filer Authorized By: Jason Vick

Attorney Docket Number: 5550-47-CON-DIV

Filing Date: 24-SEP-2007

Time Stamp: 18:31:47

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC111(a)

Payment information:

Submitted with Payment

File Listing:

Document Document Descri tion File Size(Bytes)/
Number P Message Digest Part /.zip (if appl.)

4491 75

i‘2lJ27lJ78a3414219LLlJi[l3LlJ31ae4e65SEa
2058
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Multipart Description/PDF files in .zip description

Transmittal Letter

Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed (SB/08)

Warnings:

Information:

HENKEL_Ana|og_Codes_for_Pe 350745
NPL Documents ak-to-

Ave rag e_Ratio_Red uctio n .pdf 2:1b320e0b94:fid90f5cZ72e29E7ed97d0eaf570

Information:

NARAHASH|_New_phasing_sc 147248
NPL Documents heme_of_N_mu|tip|e_carriers.

pdf

Warnings:

Information:

‘ _ ‘ 972642
TELLADO_RevIsItIng_DMTs_peNPL Documents .

ak-to-average_ratIo.pdf df9(b5B9dr')b86d63baU.5U5 I c'|E:2c86e9cfI5
11 la]

Warnings:

Information:

TELLAMBURA_A_coding_techn 277399
NPL Documents ique_for_reducing_peak-to-

average.pdf 4933268ef1c933B6e1aa:d07fB691a3022929b4<

TELLAMBURA_Phase_optimisat
NPL Documents ion_criterion_for_reducing_pe

ak—to—average.pdf

Warnings:

Information:

1 931 40
VAN_EETVELT_Peak_to_averagNPL Documents .

e_power_reductIon.pdf 13b49Cd5bS34(38620b:3aI3Id93(2ncI ca
nfnc

Information:

55S0—47— 184614

NPL Documents PCT_Written_Opinion_200'l-12
-1 8. pdf lwerlr3rlfiri7P70§64f7rf7fihfrfifa79§0afin=0a678d

Information:
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351958

09508113fd8563650b43S04(9beal773325
3ULlld

NPL Documents 5550-47_OA_2004-05-O4.pdf

Warnings:

Information:

292063

NPL Documents 5550—47_NOA_2005—07—05.pdf

Information:

324363
5550-47-

NPL D°‘”"‘e”t‘ CON_NOA_2007—09—06.pdf 34030f7d58e87f1 bl 8390ea:E9b2b086d I d
4d7a7

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
Ifa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
Ifa timely submission to enter the national stage ofan international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
Ifa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In Re the Application of:

TZANNES, Marcos C.

Serial No.: 11/860,080

Filed: September 24, 2007

Atty. File No.: 5550—47—CON-DIV

Entitled: “System and Method for Scrambling the
Phase of the Carriers in a Multicarrier

Communications System”

Group Art Unit: 2611

Confirmation No.: 5967

Examiner: Not Yet Assigned

SUPPLEMENTAL

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT\./\./\./\/\/\./\./\/\/\/
Electronically Submitted

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

The references cited on attached Form PTO-1449 are being called to the attention

of the Examiner.

K4 Copies of the cited non-patent and/or foreign references are enclosed herewith.

I:I Copies of the cited U.S. patents and/or patent applications are enclosed herewith.

El Copies of the cited U.S. patents/patent application publications are not enclosed in

accordance with 37 C.F.R. § 1.98(a).

I:I Copies of the cited references are not enclosed, in accordance with 37 C.F.R.

§ 1.98(d), because the references were cited by or submitted to the U.S. Patent and

Trademark Office in prior application Serial No. filed ,

which is relied upon for an earlier filing date under 35 U.S.C. § 120.

E] To the best of applicants’ belief, the pertinence of the foreign—language references

are believed to be summarized in the attached English abstracts and/or in the figures,

although applicants do not necessarily vouch for the accuracy of the translation.

I:I Examiner’s attention is drawn to the following related applications:

Serial No. filed (Attorney Ref. No. )

Serial No. filed (Attorney Ref. No. )

I:I Other:

Submission of the above information is not intended as an admission that any item

is citable under the statutes or rules to support a rejection, that any item disclosed

represents analogous art, or that those skilled in the art would refer to or recognize the

pertinence of any reference without the benefit of hindsight, nor should an inference be

1
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drawn as to the pertinence of the references based on the order in which they are presented.

Submission of this statement should not be taken as an indication that a search has been

conducted, or that no better art exists.

It is respectfully requested that the cited information be expressly considered

during the prosecution of this application and the references made of record therein.

FEES

37 CFR 1.97(b): No fee is believed due in connection with this submission, because the information disclosure statement
submitted herewith is satisfied by one of the following conditions (“X” indicates satisfaction):

El Within three months of the filing date of a national application other than a continued prosecution
application under 37 CFR l.53(d), or

D Within three months of the date of entry into the national stage of an international application as setforth in 37 CFR1.491 or

IE Before the mailing date of a first Office Action on the merits, or

Cl Before the mailing of a first Office action after the filing of a request for continued examination under37 CFR 1.1 14.
Although no fee is believed due, if any fee is deemed due in connection with this submission, please charge such fee to
Deposit Account 19-1970.

37 CFR 1.97(e): The information disclosure statement transmitted herewith is being filed after all the above conditions (37
CFR l.97(b)), but before the mailing date ofone of the following conditions:

(1) a final action under 37 C.F.R. 1.113 or
(2) a notice of allowance under 37 C.F.R. 1.311, or
(3) an action that otherwise closes prosecution in the application.

This lnformation Disclosure Statement is accompanied by:

El A Certification (below) as specified by 37 C.F.R. l.97(e). Although no fee is believed due, if any fee is deemed
due in connection with this submission, please charge such fee to Deposit Account 19-1970.

OR

El Please charge Deposit Account 19-1970 in the amount of$180.00 for the fee set forth in 37 C.F.R. l.l7(p) for
submission ofan information disclosure statement. Please credit any overpayment or charge any underpayment to Deposit
Account 19-1970.

37 CFR 1.97(d): This lnformation Disclosure Statement is being submitted afier the period specified in 37 CFR l.97(c).

This information Disclosure Statement includes a Certification (below) as specified by 37 C.F.R. l.97(e)
AND

El Applicants hereby requests consideration of the reference(s) disclosed herein. Please charge Deposit Account
19-1970 in the amount of$l80.00 under 37 C.F.R. 1.l7(p). Please credit any overpayment or charge any underpayment to
Deposit Account 19-1970. Election to pay the fee should not be taken as an indication that applieant(s) cannot execute a
certification.
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Certification (37 C.F.R. 1.97(e))
(Applicable only if checked)

The undersigned certifies that:

E] Each item of information contained in this information disclosure statement was

first cited in any communication from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign
application not more than three months prior to the filing of this statement. 37 C.F .R.
l.97(e)(1).

El A copy of the communication from the foreign patent office is enclosed.

OR

I:] No item of information contained in this information disclosure statement was

cited in a communication from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign
application, and, to the knowledge of the undersigned after making reasonable
inquiry, no item of information contained in this Information Disclosure Statement

was known to any individual designated in 37 C.F.R. l.56(c) more than three months
prior to the filing of this statement. 37 C.F.R. 1.97(e)(2).

Respectfully submitted,

SHERIDAN ROSS P.C.

W.» —~

By: ——/-‘ M, .42» M’

.«»«Ja§.on H. Vick’
l/"ll Registration No. 45,285

1560 Broadway, Suite 1200
Denver, Colorado 80202-5141

Date: '>/ rm '7/' (303) 863-9700
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Substitute forform 1449A/PTO compjete if Known

Application Number 11/860,080

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE Septembc1_24’2007
STATEMENT BY A'°'°L'°A“T

Examiner Name ot yet assigned
T ttorney Docket Number 5550-47-CON-DIV

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

Examiner Cite Document Number _ Publication Date Name of Patentee of Pages. Columns, Lines, Where
Initials‘ No.‘ Number-kind Code 2""‘"°"'"’ MM—DD-YYYY Applicant of Cited Document Relevant Passages or RelevantFiures A ear

Z6519292 02/11/03 sakoda et at E
j6519929 02/19/03 Ahrendt T
-12/783725 —Tzannes 05-20-2010 —

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Foreign Patent Document

Country Code“; Number‘; Kind
Code5 (if known) Passages or

Relevant Figures
Appear

OTHER ART (Including Author, Title, Date, Pertinent Pages, etc.)
Examiner Cite
lnitials* No.‘

4 Notice of Allowance for U.S. Patent Application No. 12/255,713, mailed May 18, 2010 (Attorney's
File No. 5550—47—CON—3)

Examiner Date
Signature Considered

‘EXAMINER: Initial if reference is considered, whether or not citation is in conformance and not considered. lnclude copy of this
form with next communication to applicant.
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

7852239

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number:

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR SCRAMBLING THE PHASE OF THE CARRIERS IN A

T'll° °f l""°"l'°"‘ MULTICARRIER COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Marcos C. Tzannes

Customer Number: 62574

Filer Authorized By: Jason Vick

Attorney Docket Number: 5550-47-CON-DIV

Filing Date: 24-SEP-2007

Time Stamp: 10:54:19

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC ‘l11(a)

Payment information:

Submitted with Payment

File Listing:

Document Document Descri tion File Size(Bytes)/
Number P Message Digest Part /.zip (if appl.)

331763

383 la8lJ9eL48Z6821 L73BlJ4S6A02il 6lJa73
lJ7a85
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Multipart Description/PDF files in .zip description

 
Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed (SB/08)

Warnings:

Information:

5550-47-CON-3_NOA_5-18-10.NPL D t
ocumen 5 pdf ee99c4b0dI43:(Z58aIa401185159623090

621eb

Information:

Total Files Size (in bytes) 1213530

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
Ifa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
Ifa timely submission to enter the national stage ofan international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
Ifa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Group Art Unit: 261 l

Confirmation No.: 5967

In Re the Application of:

Marcos C. Tzannes

Serial No.: 11/860,080

Filed: September 24, 2007

Atty. File No.: 5550-47-CON-DIV

Entitled: “System and Method for Scrambling the

Examiner: Not yet assigned

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT

Phase of the Carriers in a Multicarrier

\J\/\./y/\_/y/\/\/\/Q
Electronically Submitted

Communications System”

Commissioner for Patents

PO. Box 1 450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

The references cited on attached Form PTO-1449 are being called to the attention

of the Examiner.

E Copies of the cited non—patent and/or foreign references are enclosed herewith.

I:l Copies of the cited U.S. patents and/or patent applications are enclosed herewith.

IX Copies of the cited U.S. patents/patent application publications are not enclosed in

accordance with 37 C.F.R. § 1.98(a).

I:I Copies of the cited references are not enclosed, in accordance with 37 C.F.R.

§ 1.98(d), because the references were cited by or submitted to the U.S. Patent and

Trademark Office in prior application Serial No. filed ,

which is relied upon for an earlier filing date under 35 U.S.C. § 120.

E] To the best of applicants’ belief, the pertinence of the foreign-language references

are believed to be summarized in the attached English abstracts and in the figures, although

applicants do not necessarily vouch for the accuracy of the translation.

IE EXaminer’s attention is drawn to the following related applications:

Serial No. 12/783725 filed 05-20-2010 (Attorney’s Ref. No. 5550—47—CON-4)

D Other:

Submission of the above information is not intended as an admission that any item

is citable under the statutes or rules to support a rejection, that any item disclosed

represents analogous art, or that those skilled in the art would refer to or recognize the

1
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pertinence of any reference without the benefit of hindsight, nor should an inference be

drawn as to the pertinence of the references based on the order in which they are presented.

Submission of this statement should not be taken as an indication that a search has been

conducted, or that no better art exists.

It is respectfully requested that the cited information be expressly considered

during the prosecution of this application and the references made of record therein.

FEES

37 CFR 1.97(h): No fee is believed due in connection with this submission, because the information disclosure statement
submitted herewith is satisfied by one of the following conditions (“X” indicates satisfaction):

Within three months ofthe filing date of a national application other than a continued prosecution
application under 37 CFR 1.53(d), or

Within three months of the date of entry into the national stage of an international application as set
forth in 37 CFR 1.491 or

Before the mailing date of a first Offiee Action on the merits, or

Before the mailing of a first Office action after the filing of a request for continued examination under
37 CFR 1114.

Although no fee is believed due, if any fee is deemed due in connection with this submission, please charge such fee to
Deposit Account 19-1970.

37 CFR 1.97(c): The information disclosure statement transmitted herewith is being filed after all the above conditions (37
CFR 1,97(b)), but before the mailing date of one of the following conditions:

(1) a final action under 37 C.F.R. 1.113 or
(2) a notice of allowance under 37 C.F.R. 1.311, or
(3) an action that otherwise closes prosecution in the application.

This lnforrnation Disclosure Statement is accompanied by:

El A Certification (below) as specified by 37 CFR. l.97(e). Although no fee is believed due, if any fee is deemed
due in connection with this submission, please charge such fee to Deposit Account 19-1970.OR

B Please charge Deposit Account 19-1970 in the amount of $180.00 for the fee set forth in 37 C.F.R. l.l7(p) for
submission of an information disclosure statement. Please credit any overpayment or charge any underpayment to Deposit
Account 19-1970.

37 CFR 1.97(d): This Information Disclosure Statement is being submitted after the period specified in 37 CFR 1.97(c).

El This information Disclosure Statement includes a Certification (below) as specified by 37 C.F.R. l.97(e)AND

I: Applicants hereby requests consideration of the reference(s) disclosed herein. Please charge Deposit Account
19-1970 in the amount of $1 80.00 under 37 C.F.R. l.l7(p). Please credit any overpayment or charge any underpayment to
Deposit Account 19-1970. Election to pay the fee should not be taken as an indication that applicant(s) cannot execute a
certification.
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Certification (37 C.F.R. 1.97(e))
(Applicable only if checked)

The undersigned certifies that:

Cl Each item of information contained in this information disclosure statement was
first cited in any communication from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign
application not more than three months prior to the filing of this statement. 37 C.F.R.
1.97(e)(1).

El A copy of the communication from the foreign patent office is enclosed.

OR

CI No item of information contained in this information disclosure statement was
cited in a communication from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign

application, and, to the knowledge of the undersigned after making reasonable
inquiry, no item of information contained in this Information Disclosure Statement

was known to any individual designated in 37 C.F.R. 1.56(c) more than three months
prior to the filing of this statement. 37 C.F.R. 1.97(e)(2).

Respectfully submitted,

SHERIDAN ROSS P.C.

By: —-./7"""’ “T
Jason H. Vick

Registration No. 45,285

1560 Broadway, Suite 1200

Denver, Colorado 80202-5141

(303) 863-9700
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SUDSIIIUKG f0f ‘IOFITI 144-9A/PTO Con-'p[ete Known

‘ pplication Number 11/860080

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE F,,,,,gDa,e Septembel.24,2007
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT F,,5,Na,,,ed ,m,e,,,,,, Marcos CV Tums

‘ rt Unit 2611

Examiner Name Not yet assigned
Attorney Docket Number 5550-47-CON-DIV

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

Examiner Cite Document Number _ Publication Date Name of Patentee of Pages, Columns, Lines, Where
Initials‘ No.1 Number—kind Code 2 “""’°“’") MM-DD-YYYY Applicant of Cited Document Relevant Passages or RelevantFiures A ear

j4069392 01/17/78 Goidenber et at —
_6967997 W22/05 Humhrey —

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Foreign Patent Document Publication Name of Patentee or Pages, Columns,
Date ‘ pplicant of Cited Document Lines, Where

Country Code”; Number‘; Kind MM-DD-YYYY Relevant
Code5 (ifknown) Passages or

Relevant Figures
Appear

OTHER ART (including Author, Title, Date, Pertinent Pages, etc.)
Examiner Cite
initials’ No.‘

3 Official Action for U.S. Patent Application No. 12/255,713, mailed October 15, 2009 (Attorney's
File No. 5550-47—CON—3)

Examiner Date
Signature Considered

*EXAM|NER: Initial if reference is considered, whether or not citation is in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this
form with next communication to applicant.
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

6827858

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number:

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR SCRAMBLING THE PHASE OF THE CARRIERS IN A

T'll° °f l""°"l'°"‘ MULTICARRIER COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Marcos C. Tzannes

Customer Number: 62574

Filer Authorized By: Jason Vick

Attorney Docket Number: 5550-47-CON-DIV

Filing Date: 24-SEP-2007

Time Stamp: 13:48:43

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC111(a)

Payment information:

Submitted with Payment

File Listing:

Document Document Descri tion File Size(Bytes)/
Number P Message Digest Part /.zip (if appl.)

329361

L734a97I'0801Zl1829L3 3»:Id.I8FelLa3I'154S0
ITS
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Multipart Description/PDF files in .zip description

 
Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed (SB/08)

Warnings:

Information:

573466
5550-47-CON-3_OA_10-15-09.NPL D t

ocumen 5 pdf dc8a44f661c43463a4823ee9ea3538767aa

Information:

Total Files Size (in bytes) 902827

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
Ifa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
Ifa timely submission to enter the national stage ofan international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
Ifa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Group Art Unit: 261 1

Confirmation No.: 5967

Examiner: Not yet assigned

In Re the Application of:

Marcos C. Tzarmcs

Serial No.: 11/860,080

Filed: September 24, 2007

Atty. File No.: 5550-47-CON~DIV

Entitled: “System and Method for Scrambling the

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT\;\y\/\'/\'/\/\/\/\/$
Phase of the Carriers in a Multicarrier Electronically Submitted

Communications System”

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

The references cited on attached Form PTO—l449 are being called to the attention

of the Examiner.

|Z Copies of the cited non-patent and/or foreign references are enclosed herewith.

I: Copies of the cited U.S. patents and/or patent applications are enclosed herewith.

[X Copies of the cited U.S. patents/patent application publications are not enclosed in

accordance with 37 C.F.R. § 1.98(a).

1: Copies of the cited references are not enclosed, in accordance with 37 C.F.R.

§ 1.98(d), because the references were cited by or submitted to the U.S. Patent and

Trademark Office in prior application Serial No. filed ,

which is relied upon for an earlier filing date under 35 U.S.C. § 120.

D To the best of applicants’ belief, the pertinence of the foreign-language references

are believed to be summarized in the attached English abstracts and in the figures, although

applicants do not necessarily vouch for the accuracy of the translation.

I:| Examiner’s attention is drawn to the following related applications:

Serial No. filed (Attorney’s Ref. No. )

Serial No. filed (Att0rney’s Ref. No. )

1:1 Other:

Submission of the above information is not intended as an admission that any item

is citable under the statutes or rules to support a rejection, that any item disclosed

1
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represents analogous art, or that those skilled in the art would refer to or recognize the

pertinence of any reference without the benefit of hindsight, nor should an inference be

drawn as to the pertinence of the references based on the order in which they are presented.

Submission of this statement should not be taken as an indication that a search has been

conducted, or that no better art exists.

It is respectfully requested that the cited information be expressly considered

during the prosecution of this application and the references made of record therein.

FEES

37 CFR 1.97(b): No fee is believed due in connection with this submission, because the information disclosure statement
submitted herewith is satisfied by one of the following conditions (“X” indicates satisfaction):

Within three months of the filing date of a national application other than a continued prosecution
application under 37 CFR 1.53(d), or

Within three months of the date of entry into the national stage of an international application as set
forth in 37 CFR 1.491 or

Before the mailing date of a first Office Action on the merits, or

Before the mailing of a first Office action after the filing of a request for continued examination under
37 CFR 1.114.

Although no fee is believed due, if any fee is deemed due in connection with this submission, please charge such fee to
Deposit Account 19-1970.

37 CFR 1.97(c): The information disclosure statement transmitted herewith is being fllcd after all the above conditions (37
CFR l.97(b)), but before the mailing date of one of the following conditions:

(1) a final action under 37 CFR. 1.113 or
(2) anotice of allowance under 37 C.F.R. 1.311, or
(3) an action that otherwise closes prosecution in the application.

This Information Disclosure Statement is accompanied by:

[:1 A Certification (below) as specified by 37 C.F.R. 1.97(e). Although no fee is believed due, ifany fee is deemed
due in connection with this submission, please charge such fee to Deposit Account 19-1970.

OR

El Please charge Deposit Account 19-1970 in the amount of $1 8000 for the fee set forth in 37 C.F.R, l,l7(p) for
submission of an information disclosure statement. Please credit any overpayment or charge any underpayment to Deposit
Account 19-1970.

37 CFR 1.97(d): This Information Disclosure Statement is being submitted after the period specified in 37 CFR l.97(c).

E‘ This information Disclosure Statement includes a Certification (below) as specified by 37 C.F.R. 1.97(e)AND

[:1 Applicants hereby requests consideration of the reference(s) disclosed herein. Please charge Deposit Account
19-1970 in the amount of $180.00 under 37 C.F.R. l.l7(p). Please credit any overpayment or charge any underpayment to
Deposit Account 19-1970. Election to pay the fee should not be taken as an indication that applicant(s) cannot execute a
certification.
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Certification (37 C.F.R. 1.97(e))

(Applicable only if checked)

The undersigned certifies that:

B Each item of information contained in this information disclosure statement was
first cited in any communication from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign

application not more than three months prior to the filing of this statement. 37 C.F.R.
1 .97(e)( 1).

D A copy of the communication from the foreign patent office is enclosed.

OR

[3 No item of information contained in this information disclosure statement was
cited in a communication from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign

application, and, to the knowledge of the undersigned after making reasonable

inquiry, no item of information contained in this Information Disclosure Statement
was known to any individual designated in 37 C.F.R. 1.5 6(c) more than three months
prior to the filing of this statement. 37 C.F.R. 1.97(e)(2).

Respectfully submitted,

SHERIDAN ROSS P.C.

By: /.//4/Z/”//
,/Jase?/L1. Vick

/’/0 Registration No. 45285
1560 Broadway, Suite 1200
Denver, Colorado 80202-5141

(303) 863-9700
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In Re the Application of: ) Group Art Unit: 2611

)

Tzannes ) Confirmation No.: 5967

)

Serial No.: 11/860,080 ) Examiner: Not yet assigned

)

Filed: 09-24-2007 ) INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Atty. File No.: 5550-47-CON-DIV Electronically Submitted

For: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR

SCRAMBLING THE PHASE OF

THE CARRIERS IN A

MULTICARRIER

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

\y\_/L/\J\J\y\/\/
Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

The references cited on attached Form PTO-SB08 are being called to the attention of the

Examiner.

3 Copies of the cited non-patent and/or foreign references are enclosed herewith.

Cl Copies of the cited U.S. patents and/or patent applications are enclosed herewith.

3 Copies of the cited U.S. patents/patent application publications are not enclosed in

accordance with 37 C.F.R. § 1.98(a).

El Copies of the cited references are not enclosed, in accordance with 37 CFR.

§ 1.98(d), because the references were cited by or submitted to the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

in prior application Serial No. filed , which is relied upon for an earlier

filing date under 35 U.S.C. § 120.

E To the best ofapplicants’ belief, the pertinence ofthe foreign—language references are

believed to be summarized in the attached English abstracts and in the figures, although applicants

do not necessarily vouch for the accuracy of the translation.
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E Examiner’s attention is drawn to the following co-pending applications,:

Serial No. 12/255713 filed 10—22—2008 (Attorney’s Ref. No. 5550—47—CON—3)

El Other:

Submission ofthe above information is not intended as an admission that any item is citable

Luider the statutes or rules to support a rejection, that any item disclosed represents analogous art,

or that those skilled in the art would refer to or recognize the pertinence of any reference without the

benefit of hindsight, nor should an inference be drawn as to the pertinence of the references based

on the order in which they are presented. Submission of this statement should not be taken as an

indication that a search has been conducted, or that no better art exists.

It is respectfully requested that the cited information be expressly considered during the

prosecution of this application and the references made of record therein.

FEES

37 CFR 1.97(b): No fee is believed due in connection with this submission, because the information disclosure statement
submitted herewith is satisfies one of the following conditions (“X” indicates satisfaction):

I3 Within three months ofthe filing date ofa national application other than a continued prosecution
application under 37 CFR l,53(d), or

:1 Within three months of the date of entry into the national stage of an international application as set
forth in 37 CFR 1.491 or

E Before the mailing date of a first Office Action on the merits, or

3 Before the mailing of a first Officc action after the filing of a request for continued examination under
37 CFR 111141

Although no fee is believed due, if any fee is deemed due in connection with this submission, please charge such fee to
Deposit Account l9-1970.

37 CFR 1.97(c): The information disclosure statement transmitted herewith is being filed after all the above conditions (37
CFR l.97(b)), but before the mailing date of one of the following conditions:

(I) a final action under 37 CFR. 1.113 or
(2) a notice of allowance under 37 CFR. 1311, or
(3) an action that otherwise closes prosecution in the application.

This Information Disclosure Statement is accompanied by:

El A Certification (below) as specified by 37 C.F.R, l,97(e). Although no fee is believed due, if any fee is
deemed due in connection with this submission, please charge such fee to Deposit Account 19-1970.

OR

El Please charge Deposit Account l9-1970 in the amount ofSl 80.00 for the fee set forth in 37 CFR. 1, l7(p)
for submission of an information disclosure statement. Please credit any overpayment or charge any underpayment to
Deposit Account 19-1970.

37 CFR 1.97(d): This Information Disclosure Statement is being submitted after the period specified in 37 CFR l.97(c).

El This information Disclosure Statement includes a Certification (below) as specified by 37 C.F.R. l.97(e)AND

[1 Applicants hereby requests consideration of the ret‘erence(s) disclosed herein. Please charge Deposit

Account 19-1970 in the amount ofSl80.00 under 37 C.F.R. l.l7(p). Please credit any overpayment or

charge any underpayment to Deposit Account 19-1970. Election to pay the fee should not bctakcn as an
indication that applicant(s) cannot execute a certification.
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Certification (37 C.F.R. 1.97(e))
(Applicable only if checked)

I3 The undersigned certifies that:

1:] Each item of information contained in this information disclosure statement was first cited in

any communication from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than
three months prior to the filing of this statement. 37 C.F.R. l.97(e)(1).

D A copy of the communication from the foreign patent office is enclosed.

OR

B No item of information contained in this information disclosure statement was cited in a

communication from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the
knowledge of the undersigned after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained
in this Information Disclosure Statement was known to any individual designated in 37 C.F.R.
1.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of this statement. 37 C.F.R. 1.97(e)(2).

Respectfully submitted,

SHERIDAN ROSS P.C.

V ‘\7)

. /H’/ , ,,/. v 3,, W

, /.}efi>n Vick

Registration No. 45285

1560 Broadway, Suite 1200

Denver, Colorado 80202-5141

(303) 863-9700
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Substitute for form 1449A/PTO comp[e1-e if Known

Application Number 1]/860,080

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE F”ingDate 09_24_2,,,,7
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT F,,s,,,a,,e,, ,,,,e,,,0,

Art Unit 2611

A‘*°'“eVD°°ke‘“““"“' 555°“-C°N'D” "

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

Examiner Cite Document Number ‘ Publication Date Name of Patentee of Pages, Columns, Lines, Where
Initials‘ No.1 Number—kind Code “"“"°W"’ MM-DD-YYYY Applicant of Cited Document Relevant Passages or RelevantFlures A ear

Z12/255713 TTzannes (1 022-2008 R

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Foreign Patent Document

Country Code’; Number‘; Kind
Code5 (if known) Passages or

Relevant Figures
Appear

OTHER ART (Including Author, Title, Date, Pertinent Pages, etc.)

Examiner
lnitials*

Decision of Refusal (including translation) for Japanese Patent Application No. 2001-537217,
date of dispatch, November 4, 2008 (Attorney's Ref. No. 5550—47—PJP)

Examiner Date
Signature Considered

‘EXAMINER: Initial if reference is considered, whether or not citation is in conformance and not considered. Include copy ofthis
form with next communication to applicant.
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

4353355

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number:

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR SCRAMBLING THE PHASE OF THE CARRIERS IN A

T'll° °f l""°"l'°"’ MULTICARRIER COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Marcos C. Tzannes

Customer Number: 62574

Filer Authorized By: Jason Vick

Attorney Docket Number: 5550-47-CON-DIV

Filing Date: 24-SEP-2007

Time Stamp: 15:31:02

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC ‘l11(a)

Payment information:

Submitted with Payment

File Listing:

Document Document Descri tion File Size(Bytes)/
Number P Message Digest Part /.zip (if appl.)

326906

6eI'lJ66lJZ0423’|IJ4i798Ll ia6iJ858Z07755aB
6L9l.I9
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Multipart Description/PDF files in .zip description

Information Disclosure Statement Letter  
Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed (SB/08)

Warnings:

Information:

137000

NPL Documents 5550-47-PJP_OA_11-4-08.pdf 46139ab0Zab5c03raf5c5b33b9a'|8e570el
7f'|4l

Information:

Total Files Size (in bytes) 463906

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
Ifa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
Ifa timely submission to enter the national stage ofan international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
Ifa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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DOC Code ZIDS PTO/SE!/08a (O9-OB). . . . . A df th h 10/31/2003. OMB 0651-0031

Doc description: Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed U_S_ Patent and Tragzrzzfk 0:E::eU_;"E)9:EPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Application Number 11860080

Filing Date 2007-09-24
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor Tzannes

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99) Art Unit |2511
Examiner Name Not yet assigned

Attorney Docket Number 5550-47-CON-DIV

U.S.PATENTS

Pages,Co|umns,Lines where
Relevant Passages or Relevant
Figures Appear

Examiner Cite Patent Number ' Issue Date Name of Patentee or Applicantof cited Document

If you wish to add additional U.S. Patent citation information please click the Add button.

U.S.PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS

Pages,Co|umns,Lines where
Relevant Passages or Relevant
Figures Appear

Examiner Cite Publication Number Kind Publication Name of Patentee or Applicant' ' Code1 Date of cited Document

If you wish to add additional U.S. Published Application citation information please click the Add button.

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS -

Name of Patentee or Pages,Columns,Lines
Examiner Cite Foreign Document Publication where Relevant

Date Applicant of cited Passages or RelevantDocument .
Figures Appear

If you wish to add additional Foreign Patent Document citation information please click the Add button

NON-PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS -

Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of the item
E’.“'?'"”‘e’ Cite (book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc), date, pages(s), volume-issue number(s),

publisher, city and/or country where published.

EFS Web 2.1.6
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Application Number 11860080

Filing Date 2007-09-24
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor Tzannes

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT Art Unit
( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

Examiner Name Not yet assigned

Attorney Docket Number |5550-47—coN—Div

Notice of Allowance for U.S. Patent Application No. 11/663,581, mailed October 6, 2008 (Attorney's File No. 5550-47-
CON-2)

If you wish to add additional non-patent literature document citation information please click the Add button

EXAMINER SIGNATURE

Examiner Signature Date Considered

*EXAM|NER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through a
citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

1 See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at www.USPTO.GOV or MPEP 901.04. 2 Enter office that issued the document, by the two—|etter code (WIPO
Standard ST.3). 3 For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document.
4 Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. 5 Applicant is to place a check mark here i'
English language translation is attached.

EFS Web 2.1.6
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Application Number 11860080

Filing Date 2007-09-24
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor Tzannes

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)
Examiner Name Not yet assigned

Attorney Docket Number |5550—47—CON-DIV

CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate se|ection(s):

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication

|:| from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the
information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(1).

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification
after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to
any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure
statement. See 37 CFR 1.97( )(2).

See attached certification statement.

Fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith.

None

SIGNATURE

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the
form of the signature.

Signature lJason H. Vicki Date (YYYY-MM-DD) 2008-10-17

Name/Print Jason H. Vick Registration Number 45285

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the
public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR
1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed
application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you
require to complete this form andlor suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND
FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,
VA 22313-1450.

EFS Web 2.1.6
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the
attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised
that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited
is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to
process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested
information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may
result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act
(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the
Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record s.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a
court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement
negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a
request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the
Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for
the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the
requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records
may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant
to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of
National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or
his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to
recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and
2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this
purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make
determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of the
application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be
disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in an application
which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is referenced by either a
published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law
enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.

EFS Web 2.1.6
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number:

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR SCRAMBLING THE PHASE OF THE CARRIERS IN A

T'll° °f l""°"l'°"’ MULTICARRIER COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Marcos C. Tzannes

Customer Number: 62574

Filer Authorized By: Jason Vick

Attorney Docket Number: 5550-47-CON-DIV

Filing Date: 24-SEP-2007

Time Stamp: 16:25:58

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC111(a)

Payment information:

Submitted with Payment

File Listing:

Document Document Descri tion File Size(Bytes)/
Number P Message Digest Part /.zip (if appl.)

. _ 763139
Information Disclosure Statement (IDS)

Filed (SB/08) 37d327235l45g66715Ld276L75A2Ll3AlEd9
lJlLl83

Warnings:

Information:
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A U.S. Patent Number Citation ora U.S. Publication Number Citation is required in the Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) form for
autoloading of data into USPTO systems. You may remove the form to add the required data in order to correct the Informational Message if
you are citing U.S. References. Ifyou chose not to include U.S. References, the image ofthe form will be processed and be made available
within the Image File Wrapper (IFW) system. However, no data will be extracted from this form. Any additional data such as Foreign Patent
Documents or Non Patent Literature will be manually reviewed and keyed into USPTO systems.

315738
5S50—47—CON—2_OA_10-08-08.

pdf 784b73U6l56767S8faedbf784984(bo40103
afcs

Information:

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

NPL Documents

Warnings:

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
lfa timely submission to enter the national stage ofan international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In Re the Application of: ) Group Art Unit: 2611

)

Tzannes ) Confirmation No.: 5967

)

Serial No.: 11/860,080 ) Examiner: Not yet assigned

)

Filed: 09-24-2007 ) INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Atty. File No.: 5550-47-CON-DIV Electronically Submitted

SCRAMBLING THE PHASE OF

THE CARRIERS IN A

MULTICARRIER

)

)

)

For: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR )

)

)

)

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM )

Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

The references cited on attached Form PTO-SB08 are being called to the attention of the

Examiner.

'31 Copies of the cited non-patent and/or foreign references are enclosed herewith.

Cl Copies of the cited U.S. patents and/or patent applications are enclosed herewith.

El Copies of the cited U.S. patents/patent application publications are not enclosed in

accordance with 37 C.F.R. § l.98(a).

[3 Copies of the cited references are not enclosed, in accordance with 37 C.F.R.

§ 1 .98(d), because the references were cited by or submitted to the U. S. Patent and Trademark Office

in prior application Serial No. filed , which is relied upon for an earlier

filing date under 35 U.S.C. § 120.

E1 To the best ofapplicants’ beliefi the pertinence ofthe foreign-language references are

believed to be summarized in the attached English abstracts and in the figures, although applicants

do not necessarily vouch for the accuracy of the translation.
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3| Exaininer’s attention is drawn to the following co-pending applications,:

Serial No. 11/863581 filed 09-28-2007

Cl Other:

Submission ofthe above information is not intended as an admission that any item is citable

under the statutes or rules to support a rejection, that any item disclosed represents analogous art,

or that those skilled in the art would refer to or recognize the pertinence ofany reference without the

benefit of hindsight, nor should an inference be drawn as to the pertinence of the references based

on the order in which they are presented. Submission of this statement should not be taken as an

indication that a search has been conducted, or that no better art exists.

It is respectfully requested that the cited information be expressly considered during the

prosecution of this application and the references made of record therein.

FEES

37 CFR 1.97(b): No fee is believed due in connection with this submission, because the information disclosure statement
submitted herewith is satisfies one of the following conditions (“X” indicates satisfaction):

1: Within three months of the filing date of a national application other than a continued prosecution
application under 37 CFR 1.53(d), or

1: Within three months of the date of entry into the national stage of an international application as set
forth in 37 CFR1.491 or

13 Before the mailing date of a first Office Action on the merits, or

1: Before the mailing of a first Ofliee action after the filing of a request for continued examination under
37 CFR 1.114.

Although no fee is believed due, if any fee is deemed due in connection with this submission, please charge such fee to
Deposit Account 19-1970.

37 CFR 1.97(c): The information disclosure statement transmitted herewith is being filed after all the above conditions (37
CFR l.97(b)), but before the mailing date of one of the following conditions:

(1) a final action under 37 C.F.R. l.ll3 or
(2) a notice of allowance under 37 C.F.R. 1.311, or
(3) an action that otherwise closes prosecution in the application.

This Information Disclosure Statement is accompanied by:

:1 A Certification (below) as specified by 37 C.F.R. l.97(c). Although no fee is believed due, if any fee is
deemed due in connection with this submission, please charge such fee to Deposit Account 19-1970.

OR

:1 Please charge Deposit Account 19-1970 in the amount of$180.00 for the fee set forth in 37 C.F.R. l.l7(p)
for submission of an information disclosure statement. Please credit any overpayment or charge any underpayment to
Deposit Account 19-1970.

37 CFR l.97(d): This lnforrnation Disclosure Statement is being submitted after the period specified in 37 CFR 1.97(c).

El This information Disclosure Statement includes a Certification (below) as specified by 37 C.F.R. l.97(c)AND

El Applicants hereby requests consideration of the referenee(s) disclosed herein. Please charge Deposit

Account 19-1970 in the amount of $180.00 under 37 C.F.R. 1. 17(p). P162156 C1‘Cdll any overpayment O1‘

charge any underpayment T0 Deposit Account 19-1970. Election to pay the fee should not be taken as an
indication that app1icant(s) cannot execute a certification.
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Certification (37 C.F.R. 1.97(e))
(Applicable only if checked)

[I The undersigned certifies that:

D Each item of infonnation contained in this information disclosure statement was first cited in

any communication from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than
three months prior to the filing of this statement. 37 C.F.R. l.97(e)(1).

D A copy of the communication from the foreign patent office is enclosed.

OR

[I No item of information contained in this information disclosure statement was cited in a

communication from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the
knowledge of the undersigned afier making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained
in this Information Disclosure Statement was known to any individual designated in 37 C.F.R.
1.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of this statement. 37 C.F.R. l.97(e)(2).

Respectfully submitted,

SHERIDAN ROSS P.C.

0 son H. Vick

Registration No. 45285

1560 Broadway, Suite 1200

Denver, Colorado 80202-5141

(303) 863-9700
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Substitute for form 1449A/PTO Comp]efe Known

Application Number 11/860,080

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE 09_24_2007
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT Zannes

26“
Examiner Name or yet assigned
- ttorney Docket Number 5550-47-CON-DIV

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

Examiner Cite Document Number _ Publication Date Name of Patentee of Pages, Columns, Lines, Where
initials’ No.‘ Number—kind Code “"”"°""’ MM-DD-YYYY Applicant of Cited Document Relevant Passages or RelevantFiures A ear

1 5,682,376 10/23/97 Ha ashino et al. —

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Foreign Patent Document

Country Code”; Number‘; Kind Relevant
Code5 (if known) Passages or

Relevant Figures
A ear

03/31/98 NIPPON HOSO (Translated
Abstract and

partial
translation

OTHER ART (including Author, Title, Date. Pertinent Pages, etc.)
Examiner Cite

4 Notification of Reasons for Refusal (including translation) for Japanese Patent Application
No. 2001—537217, date of dispatch, March 3, 2008 (Attorney's Ref. No. 5550—47—PJP)

5 Official Action for U.S. Patent Application No. 11/863,581, mailed February 6, 2008
(Attorney's File No. 5550-47—CON-2)

Examiner Date
Signature Considered

*EXAM|NER: Initial if reference is considered, whether or not citation is in conformance and not considered. Include copy ofthis
form with next communication to applicant.
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Searching PAJ

PATENT ABSTRACTS OF JAPAN

(11)Publication number : 10-034329

(43)Date of publication of application :31.03.1998

H04J 11/00

(71)Applicant I NIPPON H030 KYOKAI <NHK>

(72)lnventor : SATO SHOE
SAITO TOMOHIRO
MORIYAMA SHIGEKI

(51)lnt.G|.

(21)App|ication number : 08-238917

(22)Date of filing : 10.09.1996

(54) TRANSMISSION METHOD FOR OFDM MODULATION SIGNAL. OFDM TRANSMITTER
AND RECEIVER

(57)Abstract:
PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To prevent production of distortion by spreading a reference phase
of each carrier of the frequency orthogonal division multiplex (OFDM) system and changing the
amplitude of each carrier of the OFDM without giving effect on transmitted information so as to
suppress a peak level of signals.

SOLUTION: After multiplying a complex code series ejsk (Sk=pk2, p is an optional real number
not being zero, 0SkSN, N is a total carrier number) with an input coded signal, inverse FFT is
applied to the product to generate an OFDM modulation signal and it is transmitted. At a
receiver side, a complex code series ejsk (Sk is the same as above) is multiplied with a signal
resulting from FFT processing to a received signal and an OFDM demodulation signal is
obtained. The information relating to the ejsk required for demodulation is included in the input
coded information, or sent in advance from the transmitter side to the receiver side through
other transmission line. Thus, the reference phases of each carrier of the OFDM are hardly
arranged and the level of transmission signals is suppressed and the resulting signal is sent,
then an operating point of amplifiers is set higher.

http://wwwl9.ipd1.inpit.go.jp/PA1/result/detail/main/wAAAcPayfRDA410084329P1.htm 08/03/06
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JP, 10-084329,A [CLAIMS]

* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

i.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original
precisely.
2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.ln the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS l

[C|aim(s)]
[Claim 1]In the transmitting side, it is a complex code sequence to an input encoded signal.
[External Character 1]
E . s ..

(-- the signal which they generated the OFDM modulation signal here and transmitted to it as

reverse FFT of Sk=pk2, the arbitrary real numbers whose p is not zero, 0 <=k<=N, and the N was
carried out after they carried out the multiplication of total number of careers) here, and carried

out FFT of the input signal in the receiver -- a complex code sequence [External Character 2]
nu’ 5 1.e

A transmission method of an OFDM modulation signal carrying out the multiplication of (Sk is the

same here to said Sk), and acquiring an OFDM demodulation signal.
[Claim 2]Said complex code sequence required for an OFDM recovery [ in / on a transmission
method of the OFDM signal according to claim 1, and / a receiver] [External Character 3]

-i S ke

the arbitrary real numbers Sk=pk2 and whose p are not zero here. A transmission method of an
OFDM modulation signal, wherein 0 <=k<=N and N include the information about the total number
of careers in said input encoded signal or transmit it to a receiver beforehand from the
transmitting side in transmission lines other than the transmission line for OFDM transmission
concerned.

[Claim 3]It is a complex code sequence to an input encoded signal at least. [External Character
4]
E351:

(-- the OFDM sending set which Sk=pk2, the arbitrary real numbers whose p is not zero, 0
<=k<=N, and N are provided with the means which carries out the multiplication of total number
of careers) here, and is characterized by things.

[Claim 4]lt is a complex code sequence to a signal which carried out FFT of the input signal at
least. [External Character 5]

9 -1 S 2:

(-- the OFDM receiving set which Sk=pk2, the arbitrary real numbers whose p is not zero, 0
<=k<=N, and N are provided with the means which carries out the multiplication of total number
of careers) here, and is characterized by things.
[Claim 5]ln a transmission method of an OFDM modulation signal which generates a modulating

signal of either BPSKOFDM and a QPSKOFDM modulating signal, and is transmitted, After
carrying out the multiplication of two or more constants which make equal amplitude of positive
[ of a phase which said one of modulating signals can take ], and a negative ingredient in an

http://www4.ipd1.inpit. go.jp/cg1'-bin/tran_web_cgi_ejje?atw_u=http://www4.ipd1.inpit.g... 08/03/06
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JP,10-084329,A [CLAIMS] 2/2 /\°—~)

amplitude peak period of one of said modulating signals according to a value of an input encoded
signal, respectively, A transmission method of an OFDM modulation signal characterized by
carrying out reverse FFT, generating an OFDM modulation signal, and making it transmit.
[Claim 6]In an OFDM sending set which generates a modulating signal of either BPSKOFDM and
a QPSKOFDM modulating signal, and transmits, An OFDM sending set which is provided with a
means which carries out the multiplication of two or more constants which make equal amplitude

of positive [ of a phase which said one of modulating signals can take at least], and a negative
ingredient in an amplitude peak period of one of said modulating signals according to a value of
an input encoded signal, respectively, and is characterized by things.

[Translation done.]

http ://www4 .ipd1.inpit.go.jp/cgi-bin/tran_wcb_cg1'_cjj c?atw_u=http ://www4.ipdl.inpit. g. .. 08/03/O6
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JP,10-084329,A [DETAILED DESCRIPTION]

* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original
precisely.
2,**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]
[0001]
[Field of the Invention]In a broadcasting satellite, in order to use the generating electric power

by a solar cell, the output of a relay amplifier has restriction, but. This invention, A transmission
method and an OFDM sending set of a frequency rectangular cross division multiplex

(OFDM:Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing) modulating signal suitable for using it for
digital broadcasting in such a satellite system (as opposed to a ground system), etc., It is related
with a receiving set.

[0002]
[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention]Conventionally, there are phase modulations, such as
BPSK and QPSK, in the modulation method of each career of OFDM. In these modulation
methods, the reference phase of each career by which multiplex was carried out is constant,
and, in the case of BPSK, in the case of a binary and QPSK, the phase which each modulating
signal can take is restricted with four value. Therefore, in the phase of each career, by this

method, the peak of amplitude may occur on a set or the OFDM time base signal which becomes
empty.

[D0O3]For example, in the relay amplifier for broadcast, while generating electric power and
amplifier efficiency have restriction, in order to secure the rate of a service period, and the rate
of a place, it is used near the saturation region. In order to secure the rate of a service period,
and the rate of a place also in digital broadcasting using an OFDM modulation method, to take
the high operating point of an amplifier is desired. However, it is one side, and if the high
operating point is taken in this way, in the amplitude peak of an OFDM modulation signal, it will
become easy to generate distortion.
[0004]In the situation which has restriction in the above generating electric power and amplifier
efficiency, the purpose of this invention is to suppress the amplitude peak of an OFDM signal
and to perform little transmission in the high operating point.
[0005]
[Means for Solving the Problem]It is going to control an amplitude peak of a signal by diffusing a

reference phase of OFDM each career, or changing amplitude of OFDM each career, without
affecting information which should be transmitted in this invention, in order to attain the above-
mentioned purpose. In order to make diffusion of these reference phases thru/or change of

amplitude perform, in this invention, the multiplication of the specific signal (S) is carried out so
that an input encoded signal may not be affected at transmitted data (a case where it amends by
a receiver so that it may not be affected is included), OFDM modulation is performed based on
it, and each career is transmitted.

[0O06]When carrying out signal (S) multiplication and diffusing a reference phase of each career
now, a phase of each career becomes difficult to gather and can be transmitted by suppressing a

peak of amplitude. In this case, in a receiver, the multiplication of the signal (S*) corresponding
to a signal (S) which carried out multiplication at the above-mentioned transmitting side is
carried out to an OFDM demodulation signal, and right information is restored.
[0007]When each career does not have information in amplitude directions, such as BPSK and

QPSK, in carrying out the multiplication of the signal (S) at the transmitting side, transmission

http://www4.ipd1.inpit.go.jp/cgi-bin/tran_web_cgi_ejje?atw_u=http%3A%2F%2FWww4. . . 08/03/06
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.IP,10-084329,A [DETAILED DESCRIPTION]

which suppressed a signal peak is performed by choosing a signal (S) which carries out
multiplication so that amplitude of a career with which phases produce an amplitude peak

together, and a career with an ingredient of an opposite phase may be enlarged -- things can be
carried out. Here, since multiplication of a signal (S) can be performed only by calculation by a
discrete time, it can respond flexibly with software.
[0008]That is, a transmission method of this invention OFDM modulation signal is a complex

code sequence to an input encoded signal in the transmitting side. [External Character 6]
B 1' S x

(-- a signal which they generated an OFDM modulation signal here and transmitted to it as

reverse FFT of Sk=pk2, the arbitrary real numbers whose p is not zero, 0 <=k<=N, and the N was
carried out after they carried out the multiplication of total number of careers) here, and carried
out FFT of the input signal in a receiver -— a complex code sequence [External Character 7]
8 -1 5 1:

The multiplication of (Sk is the same here to said Sk) is carried out, and the OFDM demodulation
signal was acquired.

[0009]Said complex code sequence which needs the transmission method of this invention
OFDM modulation signal for the OFDM recovery in a receiver [External Character 8]

—'.l S ke

the arbitrary real numbers Sk=pk2 and whose p are not zero here. 0 <=k<=N and N include the
information about the total number of careers in said input encoded signal, or transmitted it to
the receiver beforehand from the transmitting side in transmission lines other than the
transmission line for OFDM transmission concerned.

[0010]this invention OFDM sending set is a complex code sequence to an input encoded signal
at least. [External Character 9]

i S ke

(Sk=pk2, the arbitrary real numbers whose p is not zero, 0 <=k<=N, and N are provided with the
means which carries out the multiplication of total number of careers) here
[0011]this invention OFDM receiving set is a complex code sequence to the signal which carried

out FFT of the input signal at least. [External Character 10]
--3 S ):e

(Sk=pk2, the arbitrary real numbers whose p is not zero, 0 <=k<=N, and N are provided with the
means which carries out the multiplication of total number of careers) here
[0012]A transmission method of this invention OFDM modulation signal, In a transmission
method of an OFDM modulation signal which generates a modulating signal of either BPSKOFDM
and a QPSKOFDM modulating signal, and is transmitted, After carrying out the multiplication of
two or more constants which make equal amplitude of positive [ ofa phase which said one of
modulating signals can take ], and a negative ingredient in an amplitude peak period of one of
said modulating signals according to a value of an input encoded signal, respectively, Reverse
FFT is carried out, an OFDM modulation signal is generated, and it was made to transmit.

[0013]ln an OFDM sending set which this invention OFDM sending set generates a modulating
signal of either BPSKOFDM and a QPSKOFDM modulating signal, and transmits, It has a means
which carries out the multiplication of two or more constants which make equal amplitude of

positive [ of a phase which said one of modulating signals can take at least ], and a negative
ingredient in an amplitude peak period of one of said modulating signals according to a value of
an input encoded signal, respectively.
[0014]
[Embodiment of the Invention]With reference to an accompanying drawing, this invention is
explained in detail based on an embodiment of the invention below. a transmission

http://www4.ipd1.inpit.go.jp/cgi-bin/tran_wcb_cgi_ejjc?atw_u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww4... 08/03/06
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code series (input encoded signal).

[External Character 11]
X x

***>|= - To the signal which carried out the parallel conversion, it is an example of a numerals
system. [External Character 12]

S x

(book specification preceding paragraph shows one embodiment of the OFDM sending set by this
invention which only carries out the multiplication of (having expressed with S)), and is
transmitted, This embodiment is an embodiment which diffuses a phase to BPSKOFDM and
controls a signal peak.

[0015]In d_gjayyj_{fgg,__1_, it is a code sequence as an input encoded signal. [External Character 13]

Xx

Direct in the serial/parallel conversion machine 1 - Carry out a parallel conversion and it is

made a parallel signal, Furthermore, an OFDM modulation signal is acquired from an output
terminal of the converter 3 via reverse FFT circuit (lnvers Fast Fourier Transform circuit) 2 and

the parallel serial change machine 3. It is a process of the usual OFDM modulation signal
generation so far (however, when there is no multiplier 4 in M1).
[0016]On the other hand, a code sequence which the multip inserted, respectively
between each parallel line between the serial/parallel conversion machine 1 and the reverse FFT
(IFFT) circuit 2, and is an input encoded signal as this invention is shown in .dxf§;,\{;;_i_z_‘,\,,g1,r,_,_,1_,,[External
Character 14]

Xx

Code sequence [External Character 15]

S x

Multiplication is performed in between and the multiplication result is supplied to reverse Fl-Tl"

circuit 2. The composition O1:§l_l’__a_>_i,fv__l__I_jgg"___]_V_V_VlS [ in / are an example and / this invention ] a code
sequence. [External Character 16]

Xx

It is alike and a code sequence. [External Character 17]
S x

What is necessary is just the composition by which multiplication is carried out to ******, and it
is not necessary to follow circuit arrangement shown in glvrayyizwgr 1.
[0017]Here, it is an input code sequence. [External Character 18]

Xx

It is a code sequence of ** and the binary (-either 1 or 1 is taken) of N pieces, and is a code

sequence. [External Character 19]
Sx

********** [External Character 20]

X x

A complex code sequence at least for ** to diffuse a phase [External Character 21]
B I S k

http ://www4.ipd1.inpit.go .jp/cgi—bin/tran_web_cgi_ejje‘?atw_u=http%3A%2F%2FwWw4. . . 08/03/06
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JP,10-084329,A [DETAILED DESCRIPTION] 4/7 ’\°—-‘D

It comes out. Sk is a known series beforehand in a receiver, for example, the time delay of each
career is proportional to frequency -- as [Equation 1]
S I : D IS 2

However, the arbitrary real numbers whose p is not zero, 0 <=K<=N, and N are the total numbers
of careers.

In this way, the input code sequence of a binary [External Character 22]

X1

A compound code sequence for ** and phase diffusion [External Character 23]5 S ke

Multiplication is mutually carried out by the multiplier 4. The OFDM modulation signal by which
phase diffusion was carried out as a result of multiplication

[External Character 24]
T:

It is obtained by the output terminal of the ** parallel serial converter 3.

[0018]mD3_‘_§yying,,,2W,,,(a) and (b) is a code sequence (complex code sequence) to the BPSKOFDM
modulating-signal generate time mentioned above.

[External Character 25]
Sk

An example of a constellation of each career of a modulating signal a time (the usual
BPSKOFDM) of not carrying out multiplication and when multiplication is carried out by this
invention is shown, respectively. _Q_rg_vg_E_ng_,_,§__(a) and (b) shows an example of a signal wave form of
an OFDM modulation signal corresponding to them, respectively. It turns out that it is

transmitted as a signal (§_l_i1a,wln,g___§3_,(b)) with which a phase of each career becomes difficult to
gather compared with a case where phase diffusion of the time base waveform of a signal by
which phase diffusion was carried out is not carried out (drawing 2 (b)), and a peak of amplitude
was suppressed from ¢ir:1yv.i.r.1.§:_..;2..and si.r.€.I_\.*\:%:3.g....3
[0019]A signal which carried out FFT of the input signal with which dajai/vi;n_g___A_lA__received a signal
(that is, phase diffusion was carried out and transmitted) transmitted by an above—mentioned
method

[External Character 26]
R:

It is alike and is a complex code sequence. [External Character 27]' II

S k

(-- this specification preceding paragraph -— only (S*) -- a table —— the bottom —-) -- carrying
out multiplication -- a right received code series [External Character 28]

X1.

One embodiment of an OFDM receiving set by this invention to restore is shown.

[O020]ln 1g‘__El. it is an input signal.

[External acter 29]
R).

Direct in the serial/parallel conversion machine 5 - A parallel conversion is carried out, it is
made a parallel signal, and an OFDM recovery is further carried out in FFT circuit 6. It is a

complex code sequence to this OFDM demodulation signal to which it restored. [External
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JP,10-084329,A [DETAILED DESCRIPTION]

Character 30]
S 1:

Each multiplier 7 for carrying out multiplication is arranged between FFT circuit (fast Fourier
Transform circuit) 6 and the parallel serial conversion circuit 8.

[0021]Comp|ex code sequence [External Character 31]

S]:

It is a complex code sequence at ** and the transmitting side at the time of OFDM modulation.
[External Character 32]
B i S r

The signal with which phase diffusion also of the receiver was carried out since multiplication
was carried out and phase diffusion of the modulated wave was carried out will be received, and
it is a right received code series as it is. [External Character 33]

Xx

Specifically at the code sequence for carrying out reverse correction of it becoming impossible
to restore, it is a complex code sequence. [External Character 34]

—’ 5 1.8 J

(Sk is a known series beforehand in a receiver, for example, is Sk=k2;, however 0<=K<=N(N: total
number of careers)). A code sequence restored eventually [External Character 35]

Xx

It is a code sequence of 1 or 1 [-] of k **.
[0022]Thereby, it is an input signal.

[External Character 36]
Rx

FFT is carried out by FFT6 through the ** serial/parallel conversion 5, and it is inputted into the
multiplication terminal of the multiplier 7. On the other hand, it is a code sequence of a reverse
correction sake about phase diffusion. [External Character 37]ii

S1:

In ********, it is known beforehand and is inputted into a multiplication terminal of the multiplier

7. In an output multiplier, it is a received code series of a binary (-1, 1). [External Character 38]

X1

It ****** and is taken out via the parallel serial converter 8.

[0023]The complex code sequence which is needed above by a receiver for a right OFDM
recovery [External Character 39]
B —-1' S n

It must be transmitted to a receiver in ** and a certain form. This is a complex code sequence.

[External Character 4-0]

B -i S k

The very thing is not transmitted but information which it can reproduce by a receiver should
just be sent. As a transmission method. it is made to contain in an input encoded signal at the
transmitting side, and transmits in a transmitted symbol, or may transmit in a transmission line
different from it.

[0024]A code sequence used in this invention when performing OFDM modulation and a recovery
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by drawin_gW1,__and respectively [External Character 41]

S1:

[External Character 42]
S x

** —- a transmission code series a peak is still more apt to break off even if this changes a

transmission code series for every symbol by a known method at the transmitting side, and
transmits by performing phase diffusion and it is made to carry out reverse correction by a

receiver, although it was considered as a regularity (it does not change) thing in time [External

Character 43]
Xx

Being spread is possible.
[0025]In consideration of the case where the amplitude of each career of an OFDM signal has
information in the above-mentioned example (actually, in BPSKOFDM of the above-mentioned

example, it does not have, but in the case of the multiple value QAMOFDM, it has information), it

is the transmitting side and is a complex code sequence. [External Character 44]
Sk

Since multiplication is carried out, and the topology will be lost if phase diffusion is carried out, in
order to recover this, it is a receiver, and it is a complex code sequence. [External Character 45]

S x

Multiplication was carried out.
[0026]On the other hand, in BPSKOFDM and QPSKOFDM, there is information only in ‘die phase
of each career and it does not have information in the amplitude direction of each career. Then,

in BPSKOFDM, it is for example. [External Character 46]
S k

It carries out and is a transmission code series. [External Character 47]

Xx

case N/(ZN 1) of ** 1, and a case of 1 [—] -- N/(2N 2) -- the multiplication of the constant
shall be carried out to a transmission code series (equivalent to an input encoded signal),

respectively It is here, and N is symbol length and N1 and N2 is in a symbol, respectively.
[External Character 48]

X n

It is the number of ** 1 and-1. By carrying out like this, it is a transmission signal.
[External Character 49]

T):

Since a size of an ingredient 1, -1 or positive, and negative becomes equal at a ****** peak
period, a peak of amplitude can be suppressed and transmitted like the above-mentioned
example. In this case, in a receiver, since it does not have information in an amplitude direction
of each career, reverse correction of career diffusion for right decoding is not needed.
[0027]
[Effect of the Invention]According to this invention, as explained above, also in the amplifier
which has restriction in generating electric power, such as satellite broadcasting, it has the

purpose of securing a hour rate and the rate of a place, and even if it makes it operate in the
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higher operating point, it becomes possible to carry out iittle distorted OFDM transmission.

[Translation done.]
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(11) Publication number:
(43) Date of publication of application:
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(21) Application number: 07325996

(22) Date of filing: 14.12.1995

(30) Priority: 20.12.1994 JP 06316900
20.03.1995 JP 0760732

(71) Applicant: MATSUSHITA ELECTRIC IND CO
LTD

HAYASHINO YUJI

UNO YASUHIRO

HARADA YASUO

KIMURA TOMOHIRO

OUE YUJI

(72) Inventor:

(54) TRANSMISSION METHOD FOR
ORTHOGONAL FREQUENCY DIVISIONI
MULTIPLEX SIGNAL AND ITS TRANSMITTER
AND/RECEIVER

(57) Abstract:

PURPOSE: To effectively remove waveform distortion
occurred in a data component on the frequency axis
of respective symbols by means of a multipath and the
like at the time of transmitting an OFDM signals.

CONSTITUTION: In a transmission device 1, a com-

plex multiplier 13 comp|ex—multip|ies a carrier modula-
tion signal group by a complex number signal group
which has a previously decided special pattern and
in which the phase changes at random. An inverse
Fourier transformer 15 executes inverse Fourier trans-

form against the output of the complex multiplier 13,
and transforms a digital signal multiplexed on the fre-
quency axis into the OFDM signal of a time axis. A
guard time insertion part 16 adds front guard time to

the front parts of the respective symbols of the OFDM
signal and rear guard time to rear parts. Data simi-
lar to the trailing end part of the corresponding sym-
bol is included in front guard time, and data similar to
the front end part of the corresponding symbol is in-
cluded in rear guard time. The OFDM signals to which
front guard time and rear guard time are added are
transformed into analog signals and are transmitted to
a reception-side. The reception-side executes a pro-
cessing inverse to a transmission—side and therefore
distortion owing to time delay is removed.

COPYRIGHT: (C)1996,JPO
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

3233819

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number:

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR SCRAMBLING THE PHASE OF THE

-“He °f '""e"t'°": CARRIERS IN A MULTICARRIER COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Marcos C. Tzannes

Customer Number: 62574

Filer Authorized By: Jason Vick

Attorney Docket Number: 5550-47-CON-DIV

Filing Date: 24—SEP—2007

Time Stamp: 15:53:53

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111(a)

Payment information:

Submitted with Payment

File Listing:

File Size(Bytes)
Document Description /Message Digest Part /.zip (if appl.)

348240

|DS_02.pdf yes7b22bdee47id3463ii12Sacd2cB6ie958
bBdB1 CB
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Multipart Description/PDF files in .zip description

Warnings:

Information Disclosure Statement Letter

Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed

Iniormation:

Warnings:

Iniormation:

1648963

Foreign Reference .JP,H10,1998,—084329.pdf 40691 55Ecl'JD1 46320291 1621095303711
52010000

1472960

Foreign Reference JP8321820A.pdf

Warnings:

Iniormation:

Warnings:

239891

NPL Documents 5550—47—F’J F’_OA_3—3—O8.pdf 5Idea09Ec4t‘A1 30a74Ie3d331eIe8i:1a
31 567233

Iniormation:

381810
5550-47-CON-2_OA_2-6-O8.NPL D t

ocumen s pdf bb3a2dB06d1e7caaeda7cd7eads83s7
01361237-19
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This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt
similar to a Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
ii a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see
37 CFR 1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date
shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
ii a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions
of 35 U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/D0/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the
application as a national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt,
in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
ii a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary
components for an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the
International Application Number and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due
course, subject to prescriptions concerning national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement
Receipt will establish the international filing date oi the application.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES TJTCPARTVITCNT O17‘ COMI\’lI7Il'((.‘I7I
United States Patent and Trademark Office

Address COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS
PO Rm: I450
AIexa11dna,V1.1g:iIua 223134450
wvmuspm gm’

or

APPLICATION FILING or GRP ART
NUMBER 3710:) DATE UNIT FIL FEE REC‘D ATTY.DOCKE'T.NO TOT CLAIMS IND CLAIMS

1 111/860,080 09/24/2007 2611 5550—47—CON—DIV
CONFIRMATION NO. 5967

62574 UPDATED FILING RECEIPT
Jason H. Vick

snenaan Ross, Po iiiiiiiiiiiiiIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiSuite # 1200

1560 Broadway
Denver, CO 80202

Date Mailed: 12/17/2007

Receipt is acknowledged of this non-provisional patent application. The application will be taken up for examination
in due course. Applicant will be notified as to the results of the examination. Any correspondence concerning the
application must include the following identification information: the U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER, FILING DATE,
NAME OF APPLICANT, and TITLE OF INVENTION. Fees transmitted by check or draft are subject to collection.
Please verify the accuracy of the data presented on this receipt. if an error is noted on this Filing Receipt, please
write to the Office of Initial Patent Examination's Filing Receipt Corrections. Please provide a copy of this
Filing Receipt with the changes noted thereon. If you received a "Notice to File Missing Parts" for this
application, please submit any corrections to this Filing Receipt with your reply to the Notice. When the
USPTO processes the reply to the Notice, the USPTO will generate another Filing Receipt incorporating the
requested corrections

App|icant(s)
Marcos C. Tzannes, Orinda, CA;

Assignment For Published Patent Application
AWARE, |NC., Bedford, MA

Power of Attorney: None

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant
This application is a DIV of 11/211,535 08/26/2005 PAT 7,292,627
which is a CON of 09/710,310 11/09/2000 PAT 6,961,369
which claims benefit of 60/164,134 11/09/1999

Foreign Applications

Projected Publication Date: To Be Determined — pending completion of Security Review

Non-Publication Request: No

Early Publication Request: No
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR SCRAMBLING THE PHASE OF THE CARRIERS IN A
MULTICARRIER COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

Preliminary Class

375

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

Since the rights granted by a U.S. patent extend only throughout the territory of the United States and have no
effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a patent
in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider the filing of an international
application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application generally has the same
effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT—member country. The PCT process simplifies the filing
of patent applications on the same invention in member countries, but does not result in a grant of "an international
patent" and does not eliminate the need of applicants to file additional documents and fees in countries where patent
protection is desired.

Almost every country has its own patent law, and a person desiring a patent in a particular country must make an
application for patent in that country in accordance with its particular laws. Since the laws of many countries differ
in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek guidance from specific
foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely.

Applicants also are advised that in the case of inventions made in the United States, the Director of the USPTO must
issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. The filing of a U.S. patent application
serves as a request for a foreign filing license. The applications filing receipt contains further information and
guidance as to the status of applicant's license for foreign filing.

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents" (specifically, the
section entitled “Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more information on timeframes and deadlines for filing foreign
patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at 800-786-9199, or it
can be viewed on the USPTO website at http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/general/index.html.

For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you may wish
to consult the U.S. Government website, http://www.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of Commerce initiative,
this website includes self-help "toolkits" giving innovators guidance on how to protect intellectual property in specific
countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent enforcement issues, applicants may
call the U.S. Government hotline at 1-866—999—HALT (1 -866-999-4158).

LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 & 5.15

GRANTED

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184, if the phrase "|F REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED" followed by a date appears on this form. Such licenses are issued in all applications where

page 2 of 3
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the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whether or not a license may be required as
set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope and limitations of this license are set forth in 37 CFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier
license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15(b). The license is subject to revocation upon written notification. The
date indicated is the effective date of the license, unless an earlier license of similar scope has been granted under
37 CFR 5.13 or 5.14.

This license is to be retained by the licensee and may be used at any time on or after the effective date thereof unless
it is revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applications(s) filed under 37 CFR 1.53(d). This
license is not retroactive.

The grant of a license does not in any way lessen the responsibility of a licensee for the security of the subject matter
as imposed by any Government contract or the provisions of existing laws relating to espionage and the national
security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselves of current regulations especially with
respect to certain countries, of other agencies, particularly the Office of Defense Trade Controls, Department of
State (with respect to Arms, Munitions and Implements of War (22 CFR 121-128)); the Bureau of Industry and
Security, Department of Commerce (15 CFR parts 730-774); the Office of Foreign Assetscontrol, Department of
Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+) and the Department of Energy.

NOT GRANTED

No license under 35 U.S.C. 184 has been granted at this time, if the phrase “IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED" DOES NOT appear on this form. Applicant may still petition for a license under 37 CFR 5.12,
if a license is desired before the expiration of 6 months from the filing date of the application. If 6 months has lapsed
from the filing date of this application and the licensee has not received any indication of a secrecy order under 35
U.S.C. 181, the licensee may foreign file the application pursuant to 37 CFR 5.15(b).
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In Re the Application of: Group Art Unit: 2611

Tzannes Confirmation No.: 5967

Serial No.2 11/860,080 Examiner: Not yet assigned

Filed: 09-24-2007 INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Atty. File No.: 5 5 50-47-CON-DIV Electronically Submitted

For: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR

SCRAMBLING THE PHASE OF

THE CARRIERS IN A

MULTICARRIER

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

The references cited on attached Form PTO-SB08 are being called to the attention of the

Examiner.

El Copies ofcited non—patent and/or foreign references nos. 22-24 are enclosed herewith.

U Copies of the cited U.S. patents and/or patent applications are enclosed herewith.

El Copies of the cited U.S. patents/patent application publications are not enclosed in

accordance with 37 C.F.R. § 1.98(a).

12' Copies of cited references nos. 14-21 are not enclosed, in accordance with 37 C.F.R.

§ 1 .98(d), because the references were cited by or submitted to the U. S. Patent and Trademark Office

in prior application Serial No. l 1/21 1535 filed 08-26-2005 , which is relied upon for an earlier

filing date under 35 U.S.C. § 120.

D To the best ofapplicants’ belief, the pertinence ofthe foreign-language references are

believed to be summarized in the attached English abstracts and in the figures, although applicants

do not necessarily vouch for the accuracy of the translation.
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Examiner’s attention is drawn to the following co-pending applications;

SerialNo. 11/211535 filed 08-26-2005

Serial No. 11/863581 filed 09-28-2007

1:] Other:

Submission of the above information is not intended as an admission that any item is citable

under the statutes or rules to support a rejection, that any item disclosed represents analogous art,

or that those skilled in the art would refer to or recognize the pertinence of any reference Without the

benefit of hindsight, nor should an inference be drawn as to the pertinence of the references based

on the order in which they are presented. Submission of this statement should not be taken as an

indication that a search has been conducted, or that no better art exists.

It is respectfully requested that the cited information be expressly considered during the

prosecution of this application and the references made of record therein.

FEES

37 CFR 1.97(b): No fee is believed due in connection with this submission, because the information disclosure statement
submitted herewith is satisfies one of the following conditions (“X” indicates satisfaction):

13 Within three months of the filing date of a national application other than a continued prosecution
application under 37 CFR1.53(d), or

Cl Within three months of the date of entry into the national stage of an international application as set
forth in 37 CFR 1.491 or

'3 Before the mailing date of a first Office Action on the merits, or

'3 Before the mailing of a first Office action after the filing of a request for continued examination under
37 CFR 1.114.

Although no fee is believed due, if any fee is deemed due in connection with this submission, please charge such fee to
Deposit Account 19-1970.

37 CFR 1.97(c): The information disclosure statement transmitted herewith is being filed after all the above conditions (37
CFR 1.97(b)), but before the mailing date of one ofthe following conditions:

(1) a final action under 37 C.F.R. 1.113 or
(2) a notice of allowance under 37 C.F.R. 1.311, or
(3) an action that otherwise closes prosecution in the application.

This Information Disclosure Statement is accompanied by:

El A Certification (below) as specified by 37 C.F.R. 1.97(e), Although no fee is believed due, if any fee is
deemed due in connection with this submission, please charge such fee to Deposit Account 19-1970.

OR

[3 Please charge Deposit Account 19-1970 in the amount of$180.00 for the fee set forth in 37 CFR. l.17(p)
for submission of an information disclosure statement. Please credit any overpayment or charge any underpayment to
Deposit Account 19-1970.

37 CFR 1.97(d): This Information Disclosure Statement is being submitted after the period specified in 37 CFR l.97(c).

[3 This information Disclosure Statement includes a Certification (below) as specified by 37 C.F.R, 1.97(e)
AND

Cl Applicants hereby requests consideration of the reference(s) disclosed herein. Please charge Deposit
Account 19-1970 in the amount of$180.00 under 37 C.F.R. 1.17(p). Please credit any overpayment or charge any
underpayment to Deposit Account 19-1970. Election to pay the fee should not be taken as an indication that applicant(s)
cannot execute a certification.
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Certification (37 C.F.R. 1.97(e))
(Applicable only if checked)

El The undersigned certifies that:

El Each item of information contained in this information disclosure statement was first cited in

any communication from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than
three months prior to the filing of this statement. 37 C.F.R. l.97(e)(l).

El A copy of the communication from the foreign patent office is enclosed.

OR

El No item of information contained in this information disclosure statement was cited in a

communication from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the
knowledge ofthe undersigned after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained
in this Information Disclosure Statement was known to any individual designated in 37 C.F.R.
l.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of this statement. 37 C.F.R, l.97(e)(2).

Respectfully submitted,

SHERIDAN ROSS P.C.

/,ta<§61‘1’H. Vick
//V Registration No. 45285

1560 Broadway, Suite 1200

Denver, Colorado 80202-5141

(303) 863-9700
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Substitute for form 1449A/PTO ComP]efe Known

Application Number 11/860,080

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE 09_24_2O07
STATEMENT BYA""L'°A“T

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

Document Number Publication Date Name of Patentee of Pages, Columns, Lines, WhereInitials‘ No.1 N ”’ MM-DD-YYYY Relevant Passages or RelevantFiures A ear

—
—
——
—
M-
T-
—
:E—
M—
—
_

‘-
——Tzannes (09-28-2007 —

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Foreign Patent Document ’ ' Name of Patentee or Pages. Columns,
Applicant of Cited Document Lines, Where

Country Codeag Number‘; Kind - Relevant
Code‘ (if known) Passages or

Relevant Figures
Aear

-2-
’l5EP 0719004 06/26/96 MATSUSHITA

LTD-_--
’l6GB 2330491 04/21/99 BRITISH

CORP ~I.“
17WO 98/32065 07/23/98 FORTRESS

TECHNOLOGIES INC

wo99/22463 05/O6/99 MOTOROLA INC
Examiner Date

—j
‘EXAMINER: Initial if reference is considered, whether or not citation is in conformance and not considered. include copy ofthis
form with next communication to applicant.
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Substitute f0f form CornpIete Known

‘ pplication Number 1]/860,080

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE F”ingDate ,,9_,,,_,,,,,,
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT ,,,,,,,,,,,,.,, ,,,,,,,,,,,

Examiner Name t ()t yet assigned

A‘*°'"eVD°°“el”"mber 5”°"47'C°N'D1V

W099/29078 O6/10/99 TELIA AB

OTHER ART (Including Author, Title, Date, Pertinent Pages, etc.)

Examiner Cite
Initials‘ No.‘

) 20 Bauml R. W. et al.: "Reducing The Peak~To~Average Power Ratio 01‘ Multicarrier Modulation
By Selected Mapping" Electronics Letters, GB, IEE Stevenage, vol. 32, No. 22, Oct. 24,
1996, -- 2056-2057, XP000643915 ISSN: 0013-5194

—Co of Annex to Form PCT/ISA/206 for PCT/US00/30958, Mar. 23, 2001 (5550-47-PCT)

_ 22 International Search Report for International (PCT) PatentApp|ication No. PCT/US00/30958,
23 international Preliminary Examination Report for International (PCT) Patent Application No.

PCT/USOO/30958, comleted March 4, 2002 5550-47—PCT

24 Notice of Preliminary Rejection for Korean Patent Application No. 7005830/2002 dated

November 22, 2006 (Attorney's Ref. No. 5550-47-PKR)

Examiner Date
Signature Considered

*EXAMlNER: initial if reference is considered, whether or not citation is in conformance and not considered. Include copy ofthis
form with next communication to applicant.
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

2558394

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number:

- - . SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR SCRAMBLING THE PHASE OF THE

-We °f '""e"t'°"' CARRIERS IN A MULTICARRIER COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Marcos C. Tzannes

Customer Number: 62574

Filer Authorized By: Jason Vick

Attorney Docket Number: 5550-47-CON-DIV

Filing Date: 24-SEP-2007

Time Stamp: 17:44:50

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111(a)

Payment information:

Submitted with Payment

File Listing:

File Size(Bytes)
D°°ume"t Description /Message Digest Part /.zip (if appl.)

463631

yes8dm:i917aai35i971 4bd450§iii9049cOdd
75d051
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Multipart Description/PDF files in .zip description

Information Disclosure Statement Letter
Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed

Warnings:

lnlormation:

207210
5550-47-PCT_Search_Repo

NPL Documents rtpdf lde604da2cecl174e0d00l3a5556ala75
3bd2alb

Warnings:

lnlormation:

254373

NPL Documents 5550-47-PCT_|PER.pdf fl
l0cc0l24d93aal6S27e25ae33-M137551

92lcc91

Warnings:

lnlormation:

293800

NPL Documents 5550—47—PKFl_Rejection.pdf ah8B3lh5d197l76d615h2l7a 2aB22de3
4cd82c6b

Warnings:

lnlormation:

Total Files Size (in bytes): 1219014

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt
similar to a Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
It a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see
37 CFR 1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date
shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
It a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions
of 35 U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the
application as a national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt,
in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving office
It a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary
components for an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the
International Application Number and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due
course, subject to prescriptions concerning national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement
Receipt will establish the international filing date of the application.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In Re the Application of: Group Art Unit: 2611

TZANNES Confirmation No.: 5967

Serial No.: 11/860,080

CORRECTED APPLICATION PAPERS

Atty. File No.: 5550-47-CON-DIV

)

)

)

)

)

)

Filed: September 24, 2007 ) RESPONSE TO NOTICE TO FILE
)

)

. )

For: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR )

SCRAMBLING THE PHASE OF THE )

CARRIERS IN A MULTICARRIER )

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM )

Mail Stop Missing Parts
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

In response to the Notice to File Corrected Application Papers mailed October 9, 2007, in

connection with the above-identified application, enclosed for filing is a substitute specification.

The margins and erasure marks have been removed and amendments from the parent case have

been incorporated. The substitute specification contains no new matter in accordance with 37

CFR § 1.125(b). Please charge any underpayment or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account

No. 1 9-1 970.

Respectfully submitted,

SHERIDAN ROSS P.C.

n H.

Registration No. 45,285

1560 Broadway, Suite 1200

Denver, Colorado 80202-5141

(303) 863-9700
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5550-47-CON-DIV Clean Copy of Specification

A System and Method for Scrambling the Phase of the Carriers in a Multicarrier

Communications System

Related Application

This application claims the benefit of the filing date of copending U.S. Provisional

Application, Serial No. 60/164,134, filed November 9, 1999, entitled "A Method For

Randomizing The Phase Of The Carriers In A Multicanier Communications System To

Reduce The Peak To Average Power Ratio Of The Transmitted Signal," the entirety ofwhich

provisional application is incorporated by reference herein.
Field of the Invention

This invention relates to communications systems using multicarrier modulation.

More particularly, the invention relates to multicarrier communications systems that lower

the peak-to-average power ratio (PAR) of transmitted signals.

Background of the Invention

In a conventional multicarrier communications system, transmitters communicate

over a communication channel using multicarrier modulation or Discrete Multitone

Modulation (DMT). Carrier signals (carriers) or sub-channels spaced within a usable

frequency band of the communication charmel are modulated at a symbol (i.e., block)

transmission rate of the system. An input signal, which includes input data bits, is sent to a

DMT transmitter, such as a DMT modem. The DMT transmitter typically modulates the

phase characteristic, or phase, and amplitude of the carrier signals using an Inverse Fast

Fourier Transform (IFFT) to generate a time domain signal, or transmission signal, that

represents the input signal. The DMT transmitter transmits the transmission signal, which is a

linear combination of the multiple carriers, to a DMT receiver over the communication

charmel.

The phase and amplitude of the carrier signals of DMT transmission signal can be

considered random because the phase and amplitude result from the modulation of an

arbitrary sequence of input data bits comprising the transmitted information. Therefore,

under the condition that the modulated data bit stream is random, the DMT transmission

signal can be approximated as having a Gaussian probability distribution. A bit scrambler is

often used in the DMT transmitter to scramble the input data bits before the bits are

modulated to assure that the transmitted data bits are random and, consequently, that the
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modulation of those bits produces a DMT transmission signal with a Gaussian probability

distribution.

With an appropriate allocation of transmit power levels to the carriers or sub-

charmels, such a system provides a desirable performance. Further, generating a transmission

signal with a Gaussian probability distribution is important in order to transmit a

transmission signal with a low peak-to-average ratio (PAR), or peak-to-average power ratio.

The PAR of a transmission signal is the ratio of the instantaneous peak value (i.e., maximum

magnitude) of a signal parameter (e. g., voltage, current, phase, frequency, power) to the time-

averaged value of the signal parameter. In DMT systems, the PAR of the transmitted signal is

determined by the probability of the random transmission signal reaching a certain peak

voltage during the time interval required for a certain number of symbols. An example of the

PAR of a transmission signal transmitted from a DMT transmitter is 14.5 dB, which is

equivalent to having a 1E-7 probability of clipping. The PAR of a transmission signal

transmitted and received _in a DMT communication system is an important consideration in

the design of the DMT communication system because the PAR of a signal affects the

communication system's total power consumption and component linearity requirements of

the system.

If the phase of the modulated carriers is not random, then the PAR can increase

greatly. Examples of cases where the phases of the modulated carrier signals are not random

are when bit scramblers are not used, multiple carrier signals are used to modulate the same

input data bits, and the constellation maps, which are mappings of input data bits to the phase

of a carrier signal, used for modulation are not random enough (i.e., a zero value for a data

bit corresponds to a 90 degree phase characteristic of the DMT carrier signal and a one value

for a data bit corresponds to a -90 degree phase characteristic of the DMT carrier signal). An

increased PAR can result in a system with high power consumption and/or with high

probability of clipping the transmission signal. Thus, there remains a need for a system and

method that can effectively scramble the phase of the modulated carrier signals in order to

provide a low PAR for the transmission signal.
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Summgg of the Invention

The present invention features a system and method that scrambles the phase

characteristics of the modulated carrier signals in a transmission signal. In one aspect, a value

is associated with each carrier signal. A phase shift is computed for each carrier signal based

on the value associated with that carrier signal. The value is determined independently of any

input bit value carried by that carrier signal. The phase shift computed for each carrier signal

is combined with the phase characteristic of that carrier signal to substantially scramble the

phase characteristics of the carrier signals.

In one embodiment, the input bit stream is modulated onto the carrier signals having

the substantially scrambled phase characteristic to produce a transmission signal with a

reduced peak-to-average power ratio (PAR). The value is derived from a predetermined

parameter, such as a random number generator, a carrier number, a DMT symbol count, a

superfranne count, and a hyperframe count. In another embodiment, a predetermined

transmission signal is transmitted when the amplitude of the transmission signal exceeds a

certain level.

In another aspect, the invention features a method wherein a value is associated with

each carrier signal. The value is determined independently of any input bit value carried by

that carrier signal. A phase shift for each carrier signal is computed based on the value

associated with that carrier signal. The transmission signal is demodulated using the phase

shift computed for each carrier signal.

In another aspect, the invention features a system comprising a phase scrambler that

computes a phase shift for each carrier signal based on a value associated with that carrier

signal. The phase scrambler also combines the phase shift computed for each carrier signal

with the phase characteristic of that carrier signal to substantially scramble the phase

characteristic of the carrier signals. In one embodiment, a modulator, in communication with

the phase scrambler, modulates bits of an input signal onto the carrier signals having the

substantially scrambled phase characteristics to produce a transmission signal with a reduced

PAR.
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Description of the Drawings

The invention is pointed out with particularity in the appended claims. The

advantages of the invention described above, as well as further advantages of the invention,

may be better understood by reference to the following description taken in conjunction with

the accompanying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an embodiment of a digital subscriber line

communications system including a DMT (discrete multitone modulation) transceiver, in

communication with a remote transceiver, having a phase scrambler for substantially

scrambling the phase characteristics of carrier signals; and

FIG. 2 is a flow diagram of an embodiment of a process for scrambling the phase

characteristics of the carrier signals in a transmission signal.

Detailed Description

FIG. 1 shows a digital subscriber line (DSL) communication system 2 including a

discrete multitone (DMT) transceiver 10 in communication with a remote transceiver 14 over

a communication channel 18 using a transmission signal 38 having a plurality of carrier

signals. The DMT transceiver 10 includes a DMT transmitter 22 and a DMT receiver 26. The

remote transceiver 14 includes a transmitter 30 and a receiver 34. Although described with

respect to discrete multitone modulation, the principles of the invention apply also to other

types ofmulticarrier modulation, such as, but not limited to, orthogonally multiplexed

quadrature amplitude modulation (OQAM), discrete wavelet multitone (DWMT) modulation,

and oithogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM).

The communication channel 18 provides a downstream transmission path from the

DMT transmitter 22 to the remote receiver 34, and an upstream transmission path from the

remote transmitter 30 to the DMT receiver 26. In one embodiment, the communication

channel 18 is a pair of twisted wires of a telephone subscriber line. In other embodiments, the

communication channel 18 can be a fiber optic wire, a quad cable, consisting of two pairs of

twisted wires, or a quad cable that is one of a star quad cable, a Dieselhorst—Martin quad

cable, and the like. In a wireless communication system wherein the transceivers 10, 14 are

wireless modems, the communication channel 18 is the air through which the transmission

signal 38 travels between the transceivers 10, 14.
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By way of example, the DMT transmitter 22 shown in FIG. 1 includes a quadrature

amplitude modulation (QAM) encoder 42, a modulator 46, a bit allocation table (BAT) 44,

and a phase scrambler 66. The DMT transmitter 22 can also include a bit scrambler 74, as

described further below. The remote transmitter 30 of the remote transceiver 14 comprises

equivalent components as the DMT transmitter 22. Although this embodiment specifies a

detailed description of the DMT transmitter 22, the inventive concepts apply also to the

receivers 34, 36 which have similar components to that of the DMT transmitter 22, but

perform inverse functions in a reverse order.

The QAM encoder 42 has a single input for receiving an input serial data bit stream

54 and multiple parallel outputs to transmit QAM symbols 58 generated by the QAM

encoder 42 from the bit stream 54. In general, the QAM encoder 42 maps the input serial bit-

stream 54 in the time domain into parallel QAM symbols 58 in the frequency domain. In

particular, the QAM encoder 42 maps the input serial data bit stream 54 into N parallel

quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) constellation points 58, or QAM symbols 58,

where N represents the number of carrier signals generated by the modulator 46. The BAT 44

is in communication with the QAM encoder 42 to specify the number ofbits carried by each

carrier signal. The QAM symbols 58 represent the amplitude and the phase characteristic of

each carrier signal.

The modulator 46 provides functionality associated with the DMT modulation and

transforms the QAM symbols 58 into DMT symbols 70 each comprised of a plurality of

time-domain samples. The modulator 46 modulates each carrier signal with a different QAM

symbol 58. As a result of this modulation, carrier signals have phase and amplitude

characteristics based on the QAM symbol 58 and therefore based on the input—bit stream 54.

In particular, the modulator 46 uses an inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) to change the

QAM symbols 58 into a transmission signal 38 comprised of a sequence of DMT symbols

70. The modulator 46 changes the QAM symbols 58 into DMT symbols 70 through

modulation of the carrier signals. In another embodiment, the modulator 46 uses the inverse

discrete Fourier transform (DDFT) to change the QAM symbols 58 into DMT symbols 70. In

one embodiment, a pilot tone is included in the transmission signal 38 to provide a reference

signal for coherent demodulation of the carrier signals in the remote receiver 34 during

reception of the transmission signal 38.
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The modulator 46 also includes a phase scrambler 66 that combines a phase shifi

computed for each QAM—modulated carrier signal with the phase characteristic of that carrier

signal. Combining phase shifts with phase characteristics, in accordance with the principles

of the invention, substantially scrambles the phase characteristics of the carrier signals in the

transmission signal 38. By scrambling the phase characteristics of the carrier signals, the

resulting transmission signal 38 has a substantially minimized peak-to—average (PAR) power

ratio. The phase scrambler 66 can be part of or external to the modulator 46. Other

embodiments of the phase scrambler 66 include, but are not limited to, a software program

that is stored in local memory and is executed on the modulator 46, a digital signal processor

(DSP) capable of performing mathematical functions and algorithms, and the like. The

remote receiver 34 similarly includes a phase scrambler 66' for use when demodulating

carrier signals that have had their phase characteristics adjusted by the phase scrambler 66 of

the DMT transceiver 10.

To compute a phase shift for each carrier signal, the phase scrambler 66 associates

one or more values with that carrier signal. The phase scrambler 66 determines each value for

a carrier signal independently of the QAM symbols 58, and, therefore, independently of the

bit value(s) modulated onto the carrier signal. The actual value(s) that the phase scrambler 66

associates with each carrier signal can be derived from one or more predefined parameters,

such as a pseudo-random number generator (pseudo-RNG), a DMT carrier number, a DMT

symbol count, a DMT superframe count, a DMT hyperframe count, and the like, as described

in more detail below. Irrespective of the technique used to produce each value, the same

technique is used by the DMT transmitter 22 and the remote receiver 34 so that the value

associated with a given carrier signal is known at both ends of the communication channel

1 8.

The phase scrambler 66 then solves a predetermined equation to compute a phase

shift for the carrier signal, using the value(s) associated with that carrier signal as input that

effects the output of the equation. Any equation suitable for computing phase shifts can be

used to compute the phase shifts. When the equation is independent of the bit values of the

input serial bit stream 54, the computed phase shifts are also independent of such bit values.
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In one embodiment (shown in phantom), the DMT transmitter 22 includes a bit

scrambler 74, which receives the input serial bit stream 54 and outputs data bits 76 that are

substantially scrambled. The substantially scrambled bits 76 are then passed to the QAM

encoder 42. When the bit scrambler 74 is included in the DMT transmitter 22, the operation

of the phase scrambler 66 further assures that the transmission signal 38 has a Gaussian

probability distribution and, therefore, a substantially minimized PAR.

FIG. 2 shows embodiments of a process used by the DMT transmitter 22 for adjusting

the phase characteristic of each carrier signal and combining these carrier signals to produce

the transmission sigial 38. The DMT transmitter 22 generates (step 100) a value that is

associated with a carrier signal. Because the value is being used to alter the phase

characteristics of the carrier signal, both the DMT transmitter 22 and the remote receiver 34

must recognize the value as being associated with the carrier signal. Either the DMT

transmitter 22 and the remote receiver 34 independently derive the associated value, or one

informs the other of the associated value. For example, in one embodiment the DMT

transmitter 22 can derive the value from a pseudo-RNG and then transmit the generated value

to the remote receiver 34. In another embodiment, the remote receiver 34 similarly derives

the value from the same pseudo-RNG and the same seed as used by the transmitter (i.e., the

transmitter pseudo-RNG produces the same series of random numbers as the receiver

pseudo-RNG).

As another example, the DMT transmitter 22 and the remote receiver 34 can each

maintain a symbol counter for counting DMT symbols. The DMT transmitter 22 increments

its symbol counter upon transmitting a DMT symbol; the remote receiver 34 upon receipt.

Thus, when the DMT transmitter 22 and the remote receiver 34 both use the symbol count as

a value for computing phase shifts, both the DMT transmitter 22 and remote receiver 34

"know" that the value is associated with a particular DMT symbol and with each carrier

signal of that DMT symbol.

Values can also be derived from other types of predefined parameters. For example, if

the predefined parameter is the DMT carrier number, then the value associated with a

particular carrier signal is the carrier number of that signal within the DMT symbol. The

number of a carrier signal represents the location of the frequency of the carrier signal

relative to the frequency of other carrier signals within a DMT symbol. For example, in one
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embodiment the DSL communication system 2 provides 256 carrier signals, each separated

by a frequency of 4.3125 kHz and spanning the frequency bandwidth from 0 kHz to 1104

kHz. The DMT transmitter 22 numbers the carrier signals from 0 to 255. Therefore, "DMT

carrier number 50" represents the 51st DMT carrier signal which is located at the frequency

of215.625 kHz (i.e., 51 x 4.3125 kHz).

Again, the DMT transmitter 22 and the remote receiver 34 can know the value that is

associated with the carrier signal because both the DMT transmitter 22 and the remote

receiver 34 use the same predefined parameter (here, the DMT carrier number) to make the

value-carrier signal association. In other embodiments (as exemplified above with the

transmitter pseudo-RNG), the DMT transmitter 22 can transmit the value to the remote

receiver 34 (or vice versa) over the communication channel 18.

In other embodiments, other predefined parameters can be used in conjunction with

the symbol count. One example of such a predefined parameter is the superframe count that

increments by one every 69 DMT symbols. One exemplary implementation that achieves the

superfiame counter is to perform a modulo 68 operation on the symbol count. As another

example, the DMT transmitter 22 can maintain a hyperframe counter for counting

hyperframes. An exemplary implementation of the hyperframe count is to perform a modulo

255 operation on the superfrarne count. Thus, the hyperframe count increments by one each

time the superframe count reaches 255.

Accordingly, it is seen that some predefined parameters produce values that vary

from carrier signal to carrier signal. For example, when the predefined parameter is the DMT

carrier number, values vary based on the frequency of the carrier signal. As another example,

the pseudo-RNG generates a new random value for each carrier signal.

Other predefined parameters produce values that vary from DMT symbol 70 to DMT

symbol 70. For example, when the predefined parameter is the symbol count, the superframe

count, or hyperframe count, values vary based on the numerical position of the DMT symbol

70 within a sequence of symbols, superframes, or hyperframes. Predefined parameters such

as the pseudo-RNG, symbol count, superframe count, and superframe can also be understood

to be parameters that vary values over time. Any one or combination of the predefined

parameters can provide values for input to the equation that computes a phase shift for a

given carrier signal.
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In one embodiment, the phase scrambling is used to avoid clipping of the

transmission signal 38 on a DMT symbol 70 by DMT symbol 70 basis. In this embodiment,

the DMT transmitter 22 uses a value based on a predefined parameter that varies over time,

such as the symbol count, to compute the phase shift. It is to be understood that other types of

predefined parameters that vary the values associated with carrier signals can be used to

practice the principles of the invention. As described above, the transceivers 10, 14 may

communicate (step 110) the values to synchronize their use in modulating and demodulating

the carrier signals.

The DMT transmitter 22 then computes (step 115) the phase shift that is used to

adjust the phase characteristic of each carrier signal. The amount of the phase shift combined

with the phase characteristic of each QAM-modulated carrier signal depends upon the

equation used and the one or more values associated with that carrier signal.

The DMT transmitter 22 then combines (step 120) the phase shift computed for each

carrier signal with the phase characteristic of that carrier signal. By scrambling the phase

characteristics of the carrier signals, the phase scrambler 66 reduces (with respect to

unscrambled phase characteristics) the combined PAR of the plurality of carrier signals and,

consequently, the transmission signal 38. The following three phase shifting examples, PS

#1-PS #3, illustrate methods used by the phase scrambler 66 to combine a computed phase

shift to the phase characteristic of each carrier signal.

Phase Shifting Example #1

Phase shifting example #1 (PS #1) corresponds to adjusting the phase characteristic of

the QAM-modulated carrier signal associated with a carrier number N by N x 1: modulo
3,

(mod) 21:. In this example, a carrier signal having a carrier number N equal to 50 has a phase

shift added to the phase characteristic of that carrier signal equal to 50 x g (mod 27:) = %m
The carrier signal with a carrier number N equal to 51 has a phase shift added to the phase

characteristic of that carrier signal equal to 51 X; (mod27t)=7t. The carrier signal with the

carrier number N equal to 0 has no phase shift added to the phase characteristic of that carrier

signal.
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Phase Shifting Example #2

Phase shifiing example #2 (PS #2) corresponds to adjusting the phase characteristic of

the QAM-modulated carrier signal associated with a carrier number N by (N + M) x g , mod

27:, where M is the symbol count. In this example, a carrier signal having a carrier number N

equal to 50 on DMT symbol count M equal to 8 has a phase shift added to the phase

characteristic of that carrier signal equal to (50 + 8) x -3- (mod 271;)=—725. The carrier signal with

the same carrier number N equal to 50 on the next DMT symbol count M equal to 9 has a

phase shift added to the phase characteristic of that carrier signal equal to (50 + 9) x %(mod
3

2n)=T”.

Phase Shifting Example #3

Phase shifting example #3 (PS #3) corresponds to adjusting the phase characteristic of

the QAM-modulated carrier signal associated with a carrier number N by (XN) >< 3% , mod 27:,

where XN is an array ofN pseudo-random numbers.. In this example, a carrier signal having a

carrier number N equal to 5 and XN equal to [3, 8, 1, 4, 9, 5, . . .] has a phase shift added to

the phase characteristic of the carrier signal that is equal to (9) ><%(mod 2n) = 31 (Note that2

9 is the 5”‘ value in XN.) The carrier signal with a carrier number N equal to 6 has a phase

shift added to the phase characteristic of the carrier signal equal to (5) x % (mod 27:) = 5?” .
It is to be understood that additional and/or different phase shifting techniques can be

used by the phase scrambler 66, and that PS #1, #2, and #3 are merely illustrative examples

of the principles of the invention. The DMT transmitter 22 then combines (step 130) the

carrier signals to form the transmission signal 38. If the transmission signal is not clipped, as

described below, the DMT transmitter 22 consequently transmits (step 160) the transmission

signal 38 to the remote receiver 34.
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Clipping of Transmission Signals

A transmission signal 38 that has high peak values of voltage (i.e., a high PAR) can

induce non-linear distortion in the DMT transmitter 22 and the communication channel 18.

One form of this non-linear distortion of the transmission signal 38 that may occur is the

limitation of the amplitude of the transmission signal 38 (i.e., clipping). For example, a

particular DMT symbol 70 clips in the time domain when one or more time domain samples

in that DMT symbol 70 are larger than the maximum allowed digital value for the DMT

symbols 70. In multicarrier communication systems when clipping occurs, the transmission

signal 38 does not accurately represent the input serial data bit signal 54.

In one embodiment, the DSL communication system 2 avoids the clipping of the

transmission signal 38 on a DMT symbol 70 by DMT symbol 70 basis. The DMT transmitter

22 detects (step 140) the clipping of the transmission signal 38. If a particular DMT symbol

70 clips in the time domain to produce a clipped transmission signal 38, the DMT transmitter

22 substitutes (step 150) a predefined transmission signal 78 for the clipped transmission

signal 38.

The predefined transmission signal 78 has the same duration as a DMT symbol 70

(e. g., 250 ms) in order to maintain symbol timing between the DMT transmitter 22 and the

remote receiver 34. The predefined transmission signal 78 is not based on (i.e., independent

of) the modulated input data bit stream 54; it is a bit value pattern that is recognized by the

remote receiver 34 as a substituted signal. In one embodiment, the predefined transmission

signal 78 is a known pseudo-random sequence pattern that is easily detected by the remote

receiver 34. In another embodiment, the predefined transmission signal 78 is an "all zeros"

signal, which is a zero voltage signal produced at the DMT transmitter 22 output (i.e., zero

volts modulated on all the carrier signals). In addition to easy detection by the remote

receiver 34, the zero voltage signal reduces the power consumption of the DMT transmitter

22 when delivered by the DMT transmitter 22. Further, a pilot tone is included in the

predefined transmission signal 78 to provide a reference signal for coherent demodulation of

the carrier signals in the remote receiver 34 during reception of the predefined transmission

signal 78.
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After the remote receiver 34 receives the transmission signal 38, the remote receiver

34 determines if the transmission signal 38 is equivalent to the predefined transmission signal

78. In one embodiment, when the remote receiver 34 identifies the predefined transmission

signal 78, the remote receiver 34 ignores (i.e., discards) the predefined transmission signal

78.

Following the transmission of the predefined transmission signal 78, the phase

scrambler 66 shifts (step 120) the phase characteristic of the QAM-modulated carrier signals

(based on one of the predefined parameters that varies over time). For example, consider that

a set of QAM symbols 58 produces a DMT symbol 70 comprising a plurality of time domain

samples, and that one of the time domain samples is larger than the maximum allowed digital

value for the DMT symbol 70. Therefore, because the transmission signal 38 would be

clipped when sent to the remote receiver 34, the DMT transmitter 22 sends the predefined

transmission signal 78 instead. 4

After transmission of the predefined transmission signal 78, the DMT transmitter 22

again attempts to send the same bit values that produced the clipped transmission signal 38 in

a subsequent DMT symbol 70'. Because the generation of phase shifts in this embodiment is

based on values that vary over time, the phase shifis computed for the subsequent DMT

symbol 70' are different than those that were previously computed for the DMT symbol 70

with the clipped time domain sample. These different phase shifts are combined to the phase

characteristics of the modulated carrier signals to produce carrier signals of the subsequent

DMT symbol 70' with different phase characteristics than the carrier signals of the DMT

symbol 70 with the clipped time domain sample.

DMT communication systems 2 infrequently produce transmission signals 38 that

clip (e.g., approximately one clip every 107 time domain samples 70). However, if the

subsequent DMT symbol 70' includes a time domain sample that clips, then the predefined

transmission signal 78 is again transmitted (step 150) to the remote receiver 34 instead of the

clipped transmission signal 38. The clipping time domain sample may be on the same or on a

different carrier signal than the previously clipped DMT symbol 70. The DMT transmitter 22

repeats the transmission of the predefined transmission signal 78 until the DMT transmitter

22 produces a subsequent DMT symbol 70' that is not clipped. When the DMT transmitter 22

produces a DMT symbol 70‘ that is not clipped, the DTM transmitter 22 transmits (step 160)
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the transmission signal 38 to the remote receiver 34. The probability of a DMT symbol 70

producing a transmission signal 38 that clips in the time domain depends on the PAR of the

transmission signal 38.

For example, the following phase shifting example, PST #4, illustrates the method

used by the phase scrambler 66 to combine a different phase shift to the phase characteristic

of each carrier signal to avoid the clipping of the transmission signal 38.

Phase Shifting Example #4

Phase shifting example #4 (PS #4) corresponds to adjusting the phase characteristic of

the carrier signal associated with a carrier number N by gm (M + N), mod 2n, where M is

the DMT symbol count. In this example, if the DMT symbol 70 clips when the DMT symbol

count M equals 5, the predefined transmission signal 78 is transmitted instead of the current

clipped transmission signal 38. On the following DMT symbol period, the DMT count M

equals 6, thereby causing a different set of time domain samples to be generated for the

subsequent DMT symbol 70', although" the QAM symbols 58 used to produce both DMT

symbols 70, 70' are the same.

If this different set of time domain samples (and consequently the transmission signal

38) is not clipped, the DMT transmitter 22 sends the transmission signal 3 8. If one of the

time domain samples in the different set of time domain samples 70 (and consequently the

transmission signal 38) is clipped, then the DMT transmitter 22 sends the predefined

transmission signal 78 again. The process continues until a DMT symbol 70 is produced

without a time domain sample 70 that is clipped. In one embodiment, the transmitter 22 stops

attempting to produce a non-clipped DMT symbol 70' for the particular set of QAM symbols

58 after generating a predetermined number of clipped DMT symbols 70'. At that moment,

the transmitter 22 can transmit the most recently produced clipped DMT symbol 70' or the

predetermined transmission signal 78.

The PAR of the DSL communication system 2 is reduced because the predefined

transmission signal 78 is sent instead of the transmission signal 38 when the DMT symbol 70

clips. For example, a DMT communication system 2 that normally has a clipping probability

of 10'7 for the time domain transmission signal 38 can therefore operate with a 10'5

probability of clipping and a lower PAR equal to 12.8 dB (as compared to 14.5 dB). When
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operating at a 10'5 probability of clipping, assuming a DMT symbol 70 has 512 time-domain

samples 70, the DMT transmitter 22 experiences one clipped DMT symbol 70 out of every
5

%, or 195 DMT symbols 70. This results in the predefined (non-data carrying)
transmission signal 78 being transmitted, on average, once every 195 DMT symbols.

Although increasing the probability of clipping to 10'5 results in approximately a 0.5%

(1/195) decrease in throughput, the PAR of the transmission signal 38 is reduced by 1.7 dB,

which reduces transmitter complexity in the form of power consumption and component

linearity.

While the invention has been shown and described with reference to specific

preferred embodiments, it should be understood by those skilled in the art that various

changes in form and detail may be made therein without departing from the spirit and scope

of the invention as defined by the following claims. For example, although the specification

uses DSL to describe the invention, it is to be understood that various fonn of DSL can be

used, e.g., ADSL, VDSL, SDSL, HDSL, HDSL2, or SHDSL. It is also to be understood that

the principles of the invention apply to various types of applications transported over DSL

systems (e.g., telecommuting, video conferencing, high speed Internet access, video-on

demand).
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Abstract

A system and method that scrambles the phase characteristic of a carrier signal

are described. The scrambling of the phase characteristic of each carrier signal includes

associating a value with each carrier signal and computing a phase shift for each carrier

signal based on the value associated with that carrier signal. The value is determined

independently of any input bit value carried by that carrier signal. The phase shift

computed for each carrier signal is combined with the phase characteristic of that carrier

signal so as to substantially scramble the phase characteristic of the carrier signals. Bits

of an input signal are modulated onto the carrier signals having the substantially

scrambled phase characteristic to produce a transmission signal with a reduced PAR.
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PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

Since the rights granted by a U.S. patent extend only throughout the territory of the United States and have
no effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a
patent in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider the filing of an
international application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application
generally has the same effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT—member country. The
PCT process simplifies the filing of patent applications on the same invention in member countries, but
does not result in a grant of "an international patent" and does not eliminate the need of applicants to file
additional documents and fees in countries where patent protection is desired.

Almost every country has its own patent law, and a person desiring a patent in a particular country must
make an application for patent in that country in accordance with its particular laws. Since the laws of many
countries differ in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek
guidance from specific foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely.

Applicants also are advised that in the case of inventions made in the United States, the Director of the
USPTO must issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. The filing of a U.S.
patent application serves as a request for a foreign filing license. The applications filing receipt contains
further information and guidance as to the status of applicants license for foreign filing.

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents“ (specifically,
the section entitled “Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more information on timeframes and deadlines for
filing foreign patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at
800-786-9199, or it can be viewed on the USPTO website at
http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/general/index.htmI.

For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you
may wish to consult the U.S. Government website, http://www.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of
Commerce initiative, this website includes self-help "tooIkits" giving innovators guidance on how to protect
intellectual property in specific countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent
enforcement issues, applicants may call the U.S. Government hotline at 1-866-999-HALT (1-866-999-4158).

LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 & 5.15
GRANTED

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN
FILING LICENSE GRANTED" followed by a date appears on this form. Such licenses are issued in all
applications where the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whether or not a
license may be required as set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope and limitations of this license are set forth in
37 CFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15(b). The license is subject to
revocation upon written notification. The date indicated is the effective date of the license, unless an earlier
license of similar scope has been granted under 37 CFR 5.13 or 5.14.

This license is to be retained by the licensee and may be used at any time on or after the effective date
thereof unless it is revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related appIications(s) filed under
37 CFR 1.53(d). This license is not retroactive.

The grant of a license does not in any way lessen the responsibility of a licensee for the security of the
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subject matter as imposed by any Government contract or the provisions of existing laws relating to
espionage and the national security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselves of
current regulations especially with respect to certain countries, of other agencies, particularly the Office of
Defense Trade Controls, Department of State (with respect to Arms, Munitions and Implements of War (22
CFR 121-128)); the Bureau of Industry and Security, Department of Commerce (15 CFR parts 730-774); the
Office of Foreign AssetsControl, Department of Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+) and the Department of
Energy.

NOT GRANTED

No license under 35 U.S.C. 184 has been granted at this time, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN
FILING LICENSE GRANTED" DOES NOT appear on this form. Applicant may still petition for a license
under 37 CFR 5.12, if a license is desired before the expiration of 6 months from the filing date of the
application. If 6 months has lapsed from the filing date of this application and the licensee has not received
any indication of a secrecy order under 35 U.S.C. 181, the licensee may foreign file the application pursuant
to 37 CFR 5.15(b).
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED S'1‘A'l‘l'S DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Addrnu: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTSE0. Box 1450

A.lex.nnd.ria, vupmn 22113-1450wvrw.utpIn.gov

l l/860,080 09/24/2007 Marcos c. Tzannes 5550-47-CON-DlV~

CONFIRMATION NO. 5967

62574 ‘ FORMALITIES
SHERIDAN ROSS P C LETTER
SUITE 1200
1560 BROADWAY

DENVER, CO 80202

Date Mailed: 10/09/2007

NOTICE TO FILE CORRECTED APPLICATION PAPERS

Filing Date Granted

An application number and filing date have been accorded to this application. The application is informal since it
does not comply with the regulations for the reason(s) indicated below. Applicant is given TWO MONTHS from
the date of this Notice within which to correct the informalities indicated below. Extensions of time may be
obtained by filing a petition accompanied by the extension fee under the provisions of37 CFR 1.136(a).

The required item(s) identified below must be timely submitted to avoid abandonment:

o A substitute specification excluding claims in compliance with 37 CFR 1.52, 1.121(b)(3), and 1.125 is
required. The substitute specification must be submitted with markings and be accompanied by a clean
version (without markings) as set forth in 37 CFR 1.125(c) and a statement that the substitute specification
contains no new matter (see 37 CFR 1.125(b)). Since a preliminary amendment was present on the filing
date of the application and such amendment is part of the original disclosure of the application, the
substitute specification must include all of the desired changes made in the preliminary amendment. See
37 CFR 1.115 and 1.215.

Applicant is cautioned that correction of the above items may cause the specification and drawings page count to
exceed 100 pages. If the specification and drawings exceed 100 pages, applicant will need to submit the required

‘ ‘application size fee.

Replies should be mailed to: Mail Stop Missing Parts

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria VA 22313-1450

Registered users of EFS-Web may alternatively submit their reply to this notice via EFS-Web.
https://sportal.uspto.gov/authenticate/AuthenticateuserLocalEPF.html

For more information about EFS-Web please call the USPTO Electronic Business Center at 1-866-217-9197 or
visit our website at httg://wvvw.uspto.gov/ebc.
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Ifyou are not usir/lg EFS- Web to submityour reply, you must include a copy ofthis notice.

xamination (571) 272-4000, or 1-800-PTO-9199
PART 3 — OFFICE COPY
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Attorney Docket No. 5550-47-CON-DIV

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Patent Application for:

First Named Inventor: Marcos C. Tzannes Art Unit:

Appln. No.: Not yet assigned Examiner:

For: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR

SCRAMBLING THE PHASE OF THE CARRIERS
IN A MULTICARRIER COMMUNICATIONS

SYSTEM

PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT

Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

Prior to the initial review of the above—identified patent application by the

Examiner, please enter the following Preliminary Amendment. Please charge any

fees to Deposit Account 19-1970.

Please amend the above—identified patent application as follows:

Amendments to the Specification begin on page 2

Amendments to the Claims are reflected in the listing of claims which begins

on page 3 of this paper.

Remarks begin on page 4 of this paper.
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v

Attorney Docket No. 5550-47-CON—DIV-

Amendments to the Specification:

Please amend the paragraph at page 13, line 2 as follows:

Phase shifting example #3 (PS #3) corresponds to adjusting the phase

characteristic of the QAM-modulated carrier signal associated with a carrier number

N by ()0/) ><%,mod 27:, where XN is an array ofN pseudo—random numbers. In this

example, a carrier signal having a carrier number N equal to 5 and XN equal to [3; 8,

1, 4, 9, 5, . . .] has a phase shift added to the phase characteristic of the carrier signal

—_(Note that 9 is the 5”‘that is equal to (9) x % (mod 27r) = 1275 _

value in XN.) The canier signal with a carrier number N equal to 6 has a phase shift

added to the phase characteristic of the carrier signal equal to-6)

 (5)x%(mod2n)=§g.
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